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PREFACE 

τHE work. of William Jam田 has largely been a 航nse of 
tOOt type of philosophy which now goes by the n皿ne of 

"pragmatism." It is of the e田ence of pra在matism not to waste 
any time in de创ng abstract philosophical notions and, least oí 
all, the notion oí philosophy in gcneml. Yet, in his well-known 
e回ay on Philosophy and Its Criti，口， James has íel也 it nece田ary
at least once "to tarry a moment over the matter oí definition." 
To this happy scruple we are indebted for a highly suggestive page, 
which 1 beg to reproduce in full, because its deepes也 signifìcance
lies perhaps less in what he says than in his peculiar way oí saying 
it: 

Limited by the omission oí the special scienc四， the name of 
Philosophy has come more and more to denote ideas oí ur让versal
scope e飞clusively. The principles oí explanation th创 underlie all 
things without exception, the elements common to gods and men 
and animals and stones, the first whence and the last 四hither oí the 
whole cosmic procession, the conditions oí all knowing, and the 
m曲t general rules oí human action-these íurnish the problems 
commonly deemed philosophic par excellence, and the philosopher 
is a man who finds the most to say about them. Philosophy 
is defined in the usual Scholastic textbooks as 'the knowledge 
oí things in general by their ultimate causes, so íar as natural 
reason can attain to such knowledge.' This means that explan
ation oí the universe at large, not description of its details, is 
what philosophy must aim at; and 80 it OOppens that a view 01 

anything is termed philosophic just in proportion 国 it is broad 
and connected with other views, and 回 it 田es principles not 
pro'对mate， or intcrmediate, but ultimate and all-embracin罩，
to justify itselí. Any very sweeping view oí the world is a 
philosophy in this sense, even though it may be a vague one. 
It is a Weltansckauung and intellectualized attitude towards 
liíe. ProfffiSOt Dewey well describes the constitution of all the 
philosophies that actually exist, when he says that ph自由ophy
四P陀阳s a certain attitude, purpose, and temper oí conjoined 
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BEING AND SOME PHILOSOPHERS 

intellect and will, rather than a discipline whose boundaries 
can be really marked off.1 

τ'hese remarkable lines are more than a mere statement of 
J目n目， own views concerning the defi卫ition of philosophy in 
general. They actually re-enact the whole historγoftha也 definition
from the time of the Greeks up to our own day: At the very 
beginning, James sti11 seems to maintain the classical notion of 
metaphysics conceived as a wisdom, that is, as a knowledge 
of things in general by their ultimate causes. But it immediately 
appe回s that the cau国8 he has in mind are neithe, things nor 
beings. As James conceives them, such causes are more or less 
ultin咀，te accordingωthey 町e more or less Hgeneral," 80 that 
philosophy becomes to hi皿 what has been termed by 阻other
philosopher as "the specialty of generalities." Thus transformed 
from the science of what is first in things into the science of what 
is most universal in thought, metaphysics presently undergoes 
a second metamorphosis, in that the intrinsic generality of its 
principles becomes itself broadness in 8cope. N ow broadness 
is not quite the same as generality. The principles may be equally 
general without being equally valid, but if "a view of anything is 
termed philosophic just in propo此ion as it is broad," any broad 
view of things is 剧 philosophic as any other equally broad one. 
In other words, generality was still related to things, whereas 
broadness is an attribute of the mind. But we must finally resort 
to it, be it only to account for the well-known fact that views of 
reality can be, though equally "sweeping," yet mutually con
ßicting ones. The generality of cognitions ultimately hangs on 
the aptne回 of a parlicular knowledge to be generalized, but the 
broadness in outlook is a mere attitude of the knowing subject 
towards reality. It is a rnatter of both intellect and will. In 
sho此， quot capita, tot S<nSUS: there are 础皿皿y philosophies 回
there are philosopbers. 

This situation has already prevailed for 80 long a time that it 
nowappe町S 国 a perfectly normal 缸ld satisfactory one. There 
are countries where no profe圈。r of any science could hold his job 
for a month if he starled teaching that he does not know what is 
true about the ve巧r science he is 8UppOSed to teach, but where a 
man finds it hard to be appointed as a professor of philosophy 
if he professes ωbelieve in the truth of the philosophy he teaches_ 
The only dogmatic tenet 8till held as valid in such philosophical 
circles is that, if a philosopher feels reasonably 8ure of being 

• William James, Some Problems 01 Pbüosoþhy (New York, 19口l. pp. 4冶
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right, then it is a sure thing that he is wrong, because it is of the 
very essence of philosophical knowledge merely to expre田、 certain
attitude, purpose .and te皿per of conjoined intellect and w乱"
The 皿anwhose will uses every effort to let his own intellect see thi且gs
just as they are, is then bound to appear as a self-satisfied fellow, 
a living insult to those who don't happen to see reality as he does. 
He is a man to steer clear of; in short, he is a fanatic. 

It is, alas, only too true that dogmatic philosophers 缸e liable 
to become fanatics, but they have at least an excuse, which is that 
they do believe in the truth of what they teach. Yet their excuse 
also accuses them. Precisely because they believe in philosophical 
truth, they don't know it. Hence their 80metimes blind opposition 
to what they hold to be false, as if fundamental philosophical 
oppositions necessarily happened between truth and error, instead 
of being between partial truths and the whole truth. One can 
disagree with both Spinoza and Hegel, but understanding is a 
prerequisite to more th皿 verbal disagreei吨， and, once they are 
understood, they stand in no need of being refuted. For indeed 
it is one and the 阻皿e thing to understand them in their fullness 
and to know them in their intrinsic limitations. The only will 
that should be found at the origin of philosophy should be the 
w丑1 to know, and this is why nothing is more important for a 
philosopher th&n the choice he makes of his own philosophical 
principles. The principle of principles is that a philosopher 
should always put first in his mind what is actually fir8t in reality. 
What is first in realitý need not be what is the m由t easily accessible 
to human understanding; it is that whose pre8ence or absence 
entails the presence or absence of .. 11 the rest in reality. 

The present book is not an atternpt ω8how what comes first 
in reality, for all philosophers know it inasmuch as they 田'e，
not philosophers, but men. Our only problem will be to know how 
lt is that what 皿en 80 infallibly know qωmen， they 80 often 
overlook qωphilosophers. In order to solve such a problem, a 
good deal of historical material8hall have to be taken into account. 
Yet this is not a book in the historγof philosophy; it is a philoso
phical b∞k， and a dogmatically philosophical one at that. The 
the8is it maintains is both 80 impersonal and 80 unpopular that 
its author cannot be suspected of fighting a personal battle. He 
simply wish回 to state the truth which he himselfs feels duty 
bound to accept. Yet, he wish四川 le阳也 to state it, and to 8tatQ 
it as true. 

This is why, as a history, this book would be entirely wrong. 
The choice of the philo四phers 8ingled out for 8pecial consideration, 
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BEING AND SOME PIIILOSOPHERS 

the selection of the theses to be discussed within their own particular 
philosophies, the intentional dis陀garding of all unnecessary 
display of historical erudition, everything in it is bound to appear 
as historical arbitrariness; and this is just what it is, since each 
皿.d every line of this book is philosophic, if not in its form, at 
le也st in its purpo田. Its author may well have committed historical 
mistakes; he has not committed the d四dly one of mistaking 
philosophy for history. For the only task of history is to imder
stand and to make understood, whereas philosophy must choose; 
and applying to history for reasons to make a choice is no longer 
histoηr， it is philosophy. Exactly, it is that kind of philosophy 
which consists neither in thinking about thought nor in directly 
knowing reality, but in knowing the relation of thought to reality. 
It asks hist刀ry what that'relation has been in order to ascertain 
what it should be. Wholly free 时th respect to time, it is no more 
interested in the past as such than it is in the future. Unless such 
a philosophy be gréatly mistaken, which is by no means impossible, 
i恼 object has neither past nor future, for it is, that is, it is being, 
and the truth about it cannot be proved, it can only be seen一or
overlooked. Such a dogmatism is singularly devoid of all meta. 
physical fanaticism either in fact or in intention only. It is and it 
can be nothing else than an invitation to look and see. And 1 
frankly confess that it is an awkward and clumsy one, full of 
twists and turns, with nothing of that triumphant easine回 which
should ch町acterize a direct statement of truth. Supposing iι 
.does it at all, this book can achieve its end only in a roundabout 
way, and here at least its author fully ag陀es with both 飞;Villiam
James and .John Dewey-not indee.d that there is such a thing 
as a personal truth, but that any approach to truth is bound to be 
a personal one. A dogmatic book may also be something of a 
personal confession, and this book is one. Bearing in mind possible 
brethren in metaphysical mi四ry， it is the public confession of what 
bas actually been a wandering quest of truth. 

The matter of the pre配nt book has been taught during 四veral
years, under different titl，回， in Paris, at the Coll~ge de France. 
αrcumstances alone 3re responsible for the fact that it has found 
i ts final f OI四 in a series of lectures given in 1946 at the Pontifical 
Institute of Mediaeval Studies (1'oronto). Its composition h回
mainly been a work of ascetic elimination. All that was, because 
merely historical, irrelevant or unnece盹ary to the philosophical 
purpose of the book, has been completelyeliminated. 1 have often 
had to state what have been the ultimate intentions of some 
philosophers rather than their very words, and 1 know tha也 8uch
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undertaking is always fraught with considerable risk. It w回皿Y
good fortune to find in the Rev. Gerald B. Phelan, then I吁国ident
of the Institute, a friend always ready to discuss and to clarify 
the ultimate implications of Thomas Aquinas' metaphysics òf 
being. If that par也 of the work is not better than i也 is， the fault 
is mine, not his. Furthermore, there are 皿皿y other things which 
1 would have 田id in this book were it not for the fact that the 
President of the. Pontifical Institute, Professor Anton C. Pegis, 
had said them hi皿self quite adequately, and especially in his 
essay, The Dilemma 01 Being and Unity.' 1 also f，四1 indebted 
to him for many an enlighteuing conversation. No more than 
Father Phelan should Professor Pegis be held r目ponsible for my 
own metaphysical ventures, but 1 am afraid he could not weiI 
decline all responsibility for their publication. He h国 kindly
assumed the thankless task of removing from my manuscript 
ble皿ishes which, perhaps excusable in a teacher who does not 
use his own mother tongue, cannot be tolerated in print. Here 
again, if this remains a book written in English by a 
the ~ault is mine, not his; but good will is my excuse, and 1 hope 
it will be kindly received by my English-speaking frie 

EττENNE GILSON 
Toronto, 
December 15, 1948. 

.'~. C~_Pegi~. U The Dilernma of Being and Unity. A Platonic Incident in 
Christian _ Though~.'_'_ in &says 切 Tlwmism (New York, Sheed & \Vard, 1942) , 
pp. 巧H句. especially pp. 叮9-.83.
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Chapter 1 

On Being αnd the One 
A FTER defining metaphysics as "a science which investigates 
Z立 heing国 being and the attribut回 which belong to this in 材rtue
of its own nature," Aristotle had been c哑eful to add, in order to 
preclude a11 possible confusion between metaphysics and the 
other branch田 of human learning: "Now this is not the s皿ne
as any of the so-called special sciences; for none of these others 
deals generally with being as being. They cut off a part of being 
and investigate the attributes of this part.叫 Thus， for instance, 
themath回natical sciences deal with quantity, the physical sciences 
with motion, and the biological sciences with Iife, that is to say, 
飞iVith certain definite ways of being, none of which is being as 
being, but only being 田 life，国 mot.ion， or 阻 quantity.

By making these very simple remarks, Aristotle was doing 
nothing less than granting metaphysics its charter as a distinct 
science specificd by a distinct object. And his determination 
of it was so perfect that it contained，切geth回 with the definition 
bf what metaphysics had to do in order to Iive, a clear inti皿ation
。f what it should not ùo if it did not 飞I{ant to die. To cut ofI a 
part of being and to investigate the attributes of this part is a 
perfectly legitimate unùertaking. In fact, it is to cultivate one of 
the so-called positive sciences. But to inv回t any conceivable 
part of being with the attributes of being itself, and to investigat冶
the attributes of the wholc from the point of view of 田lY one of 
its parts, is to undertakc a task whose verγnotion involves a 
contradiction. Anybody who attempts it is bound ultimately to 
fail. When he fails, hc himself or his succe回ors WiII probably 
blame his failurc on metaphysics itself; and they thelÍ will conclude 
that metaphysic. is a pseudo-science, which busies itself with 
problems impervious to the Iight of human reason. For this 
well-known form of metaphysical ùespair, skepticism is but another 
name. Skepticism is a philosophical disease which either moralism 

J Arist。他， Mtlaþhysics, r , t , t∞'3 a 21-25 in Aristotl, SJedio时， ed. b,. W. D. 
R。目 (New York, Scribn凹， 1927) ， p. 53. 
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ON BEING AND THE ONE 

presen也 participle of the verb "to be." As a verb, it no longer 
signifies something that is, nor even existence in general, but 
rather the very act whereby any given reality actually is, or 
皿ists. Let us call this nc也 a ulo be," in contradistinction to 
wha也 is com皿only called "α being." It appears at once that, 
时 least to the mind, the relation of "10 be" to "being" is not a 
reciprocalone. "ßeing" is conceivable, "10 be" is not. We cannot 
possibly conceive an U口" exccpt as belonging to some thing 
that is, or exists. But the reverse is not true. Being is quite 
conceivable apart from actual existence; 四皿uch so that the very 
first and the most universal of all the distinctions in the real皿 of
being is that which divides it into two cl描ses， that of the real 
and that of tha possible. Now what is it to conceive a being 
as merely possible, if not to conceive it apart from actual existcnce? 
A HpO回ible" is a being which h描 not yet received, or which 
h国 already lost, its own to be. Since being is thinkable apart 
from actual existence, wherells actual e对stence is not thinkable 
apart from being, philosophers will simply yield to one of the 
fundamental facilities of the human 叫nd by positing being minus 
actual existence as thc first principle of metaphysics. 

Let us go farther still. It is no也 enough to say that being is 
conceivable apart from existence; in a certain sense it mu皿 00
said that be切g is always conceived by us apart from existence, for 
the very simplc reason that existence itself cannot possibly 00 
conceived. The nature of this paradoxical fact has OOen admirably 
descriOOd by Kant in thc ffimous pas盹ge of his Critique of Pur. 
Reason which deals with the 协called . ontological proof of the 
existence of God: fjBcing," Ku.nt says, "is evidently not a real 
predicate, or n. con四川 of something that can be lldded to the 
concept of" thing.'" In this text, in which being obviously 皿eans
to be, Kant wants us to understand that there is no ditIerence 
what沼oever betwecn the conceptual content of our notion of a 
thing conceived as e必sting and the conceptual content of our 
notion of identically thc same thing, not conccived as e对sting.
N ow, if the "to be" of a thing could be conceived apart from 
that which exists, it should be represented in our mind by some 
note distinct from the concept of the thing itself. Added to our 
concept of any one thing, such " note would make it rcpresent 
that thing plus cxistence, whcreas, subtracted from it, this note 
would make .our roncept rcprcscnt the 由me thing, minllS exist-

3 Immanuel Kant, Critiqllc (11 Purc Rcason, 1)anscendental Dialcctic, Dk. 11, 
Ch. 3, sect. 4. in Kant's Sc[ections, ed. by Theodore Mey町 Greenc CNew York, 
Scribner 1929) , p. 268. 
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or pseudo-皿ysticÏ!m can ease, b的 for which there is no other 
cure than to come back to the science of being 回 being， n皿nely，
metaphysics. 

If this 00 true, it should no也 00 wrong to su皿 up the nature and 
unity of philosophical 阻perience in the two following propositions: 
first, that since bei吨 is the first principle of human knowledge, 
it is a fortiori the firs也 principle of metaphysics; next, that all the 
p阳也 failures of 皿etaphysics should be blamed, not on. meta
physics itself, but rather on repeated mistakes made by 皿eta
physicians conceming the first principle of human knowledge, 
which is being.' If 1 now beg leave to use these conclusions as a 
starting point for a new journey to the land of meta.physics, the 
reason is not that 1 no longer hold them to be true; it rather is that 
1 have always considered them as being, although true, yet almost 
fantastically paradoxical. For indeed, if being is the first principle 
of human knowledge, it must be the veηr firs也 object to be grasped 
by the human mind; now, if it is, how are we to account for the 
fact that so many philosophers have been unable to gr田p it? 
N or is this all. That which comes firs也 in the order of knowledge 
must of necessity accompany all our representations; now, if 
it does, how can being both 00 constantly present to the mos也
common mind, yet prove 80 elusive that so many veηr great philoso
phers have failed to see it? If the ultimate lesson of philosophical 
experience is that the human mind is blind to the very light in 
which i也 is supposed to see both itself and all the rest, what it 
teaches us is worse than a paradox, it is an absurdity. 

The only way for us to avoid this depressing conclusion is 
to suppose that the fault does not necessarily lie with the nature 
of the human mind, and that being itsclf might 00 partly respons
ible for the diflìculty. There may well be something in its very 
nature which invites philosophers to behave as though the fear 
of being were the beginning of wisdom. What else could account 
for the curious eagemess of metaphysicians to ascribe the primacy 
and the universality of being to practically any one of its parts, 
ratherthanωaccept being as the first principle of their philosophy? 

As soon 皿 we ask ourselves this question, the fundamental 
皿nbiguity of the notion of being OOgins to appear... In a first 
acceptation, the word being is a. noun. As such, it signifies either 
a being (that is, the substance, nature, and essen四 ofanything
existent), or OOing itself, a property common to all that which can 
rightly 00 said to 00. In a second a.cceptation, the s皿ne word is the 

'E. Gilson, The Unily 01 Philorophical &ptrÏl阳e (New -York, Scribner. 
1937), pp. 313, 316. 
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。N BEING AND TlIE ONE 

Let us now imagine some philosopher, quite willing to posit 
being as the first principle of his own doctrine, but still hesitating 
由 to the exact meaning of this notion. Unless he has lost common 
sense, our man will be keenly aware of the fundamental import. 
ance of existence as such. If he himself did not exist, he would 
not be there to ask questions about the nature of reality, and 
if there were no actually existing things, he would have nothing to 
ask qu四tions about. On the other hand, this fundamental fact, 
which we call existence, soon proves a rather barren topic for 
philosophical speculation. It belongs in the class of those "it
goes.without.saying" statements which, precisely because they 
are ultimate in their own order, have to be made once bu也 do not 
need to be rep咀，ted， because they are not susceptible of any further 
elucidation. Such being the case, what is 0田 philosopher going 
to do? His natural inclination will probably be to discount exist
ence from his own notion of being. Leaving aside the actual to 
be of that which is, he will focus his attention on the nature of 
existence in general as well as on the attributes of all that which 
enjoys the remarkable privilege of being. If he does so, it will 
remain true to say that metaphysics is the science of being 嗣
being, but of being as a noun, not as a verb. Now, to leave a 
certain fact out because it cannot be represented by a concept is 
certainly not an a priori absurdity. It certainly looks like a waste 
of time to speculate about an object which is clearly recognized 
as inconceivable. Again, there is at least a chance that what is 
mentally inconceivable may be, at the 回me time, ontologically 
steriIe. Now if "to be" means nothing more than "to be there," 
philosophers are wholly justified in taking e对stence for granted 
8t the very beginning of their inquiries, 8nd in never 皿entioning
it ag8in in the course of their investigations. Yet, this is taking 
8 chance, for, after 811, being itself might happen not to be exist. 
entially ncutral. 1n other words, i也 is quite possible that 8CtUal 
四istence m8y be an active force 8nd 8n efficient c8use of observ. 
able effects in those things of which we say that they are. If such 
were the c阻e， 811 philosophies based upon an e对stenceless notion 
of being would be courting disaster, 8nd eventually meet it. It 
would not tske more than two or three disastrous cxperiments 
of that kind to convince philosophers that it d。因 not pay to posit 
being as the first principle of metsphysical knowledge. Hence 
their repe8ted 8ttempts to repl8ce it by any one of its msny 
possible surrog8tes, 8t the risk of皿ultiplyinl: philosophic8l failures, 
so to sp回，1'， ad infinitum. 
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ence. 1n point of fact, i也 is not so. There is nothing we csn add 
to .. concept in order to make it repr四ent its object 副 e对stingj
what happens if we add anything to it is that it represents some
thing else. Such is the meaning of Kant's assertion, that the 
concept of the real does not contain more than the coneept of the 
possible. If we mentally add a cent to the concep也 of a hundred 
dollars, we will turn it into the concept of another sum of money, 
n皿nely， a hundred dollars and one cent; on the contrary, )et us 
analyze the concept of a hundred possible dollars and a hundred 
real dollars: they ""e identically the same, n旧时ly， the concep也
of a hundred dollars. 1n Ksnt's own words: "By whatever and by 
however many predicatcs 1 may think a thing (even in com. 
pletely det回mining it) nothing is really added to it, if 1 add that 
the thing exists.叫 1n short, actual existence cannot be represented 
by J nor in, a concept. 

Let us call this remarkable character of conceptual knowledge 
"existential neutrality." The fact that our concepts are exist. 
entially neutral has exercised a deep and continuous influence 
on the devclopment of the history of philosophy, and the very 
commonn回s of the example used by Kant can help us in under. 
stsnding why. Speculatively sp咀king， my concept of a hundrcd 
real dollars does n的 contain onc cent more than my concept of a 
hundred possible dollars, but existentially speaki'ng, there sre 8 
lot of cents in a hundred real dollllJ'S, whereas to own a million 
possible dollars is still to be 8 pennile田 man. It did not take 8 
great philosopher to realize this, as Kant himself has been kind 
enough to grant: "1n my 1inancial p值ition， no doubt there exists 
more by one hundred dollars thsn by their concept only,'" but 
this absolutely pri皿itive fac也 is pregnant with an infinity of con. 
se吨uences which even Kant's genius hss not been able to embrace 
in their totality. From the fact that existance is not includable 
in our concepts, it im皿ediately follows that, to the full extent to 
which it is made up of concepts, philosophical speculation itself 
is existentially neutrnl. It will therefore remain identically the 
same whether its objects actually exist or not. The relation of a 
thus understood philosophy to reality will be practically the same 
as that of the mento.l multiplication by ten of our bank 8ccount 
to the amount o[ cash which we can actually dr8W from the bsnk. 
1n short, a thus understood philosophy may perhaps be 8ble to 
tell us everything about that which reality is, but nothing 8t all 
concerning this not unimportant detai!: the actual existence, or 
non.existence, of what we call r""lity. 

• l biJ., p. 269. 叮.bid.
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one of its ultimate Iimits; but, at the 阻皿e ti皿e， he entangled 
himself in what still is for us one of the worst metaphysical di伍cul
ties-bhad been possible for PMEneRides'predecessors to identify 
nature with water，自由 or air, ~ withou也 going to the trouble of 
defining the meaning of thøse terms. If 1 say that eve!ything is 
water, everybody mll understand what I mem, but if I say that 
every1,hing ;s beï"ng, 1 can safely exp时 to be asked: what is b巾g?
For 'indeed we all' know many beings, but what being itself is, or 
what it is to be, is an extremely obscure and intricate question. 
Parmenides could hardly avoid telling us what sort of reaIity 
being itsclf is. 1n point -of fact, he was bold enough to raise_ ~h.e 
problem and clear:sighted enough to give it an answer which 
still deserves to hold our attention. 

Such as we find it described in the first pmt of Parmenid田'
philosophical poem, being appears as enc:lowed .wi~.h .all. th~ ,:t
iribute~ akin 100 th~ notion õr identity. First of all, it is of the 

. very essence of being tha也 all that which shares in it is, whereas 
tha"t which does not 'share in it, is not. Now if all that which 阻，
is being, being is both unique and universal. For the same re，国on，
a caus;' of , its- exÎstcnce Îs inconceivable. In order to ca.use it, its 
cause would have first to be, which means that, since bcing is the 
oniy conceivable cause of being, it has no cause. Consc'Iuently, 
being h剧 no beginning. 1:ioreover, since any conc~ivable_ cau~e 
of its destruction would also have to be before destroying 扰，
being can have no end. 1n other words, it is eternal. One canDO也
say of it that it once was, or that it will later be, _bllt on!:.: that 
it ;s. Thus estabIished in a perpetual present, being has no history 
becallse it is essentially foreign to change. Any modification in its 
structure would imply that something which wa_s not is 1:'ecomi:ng, 
or beginning to be; ";'hich is an impossibility. Besides, bein哩: has 
no strllctllre. 1t is not subject to division, since there is no, place, 
而thin being -itself, where it could possibly not exist. Let 田
therefore conceive it 阻 absolutely fllll , and, if we find i也 easier to 
imagine its nature, let us pictllre it to Ollr fancy like "the ma咀
of a rounded sphere, equally distant from the centre a~ ever:,: 
point," whereiñ being is everywhere contiguous to, and equal 
with, being, immovable, necess咀厅， eternally Iying in the s皿ne
condition and abiding in the same place. Such is the t~ue nature 
of that which is; for being alone is, and there is no other alternative, 
for any conceivable reality, than either to be that which being itself 
actually is, or else' not to be at all.' 

._ For an English translation of Parmenides' pþil?sopþica.~_~II!: s~_e Milt~n 
c. Naiun, Selectiõnsfrom Early Greck Philosoþhy, 2ñd ed. (New York, Crofts, 1941), 
pp. II3-1I7. 
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We have now, 1 think, succeeded in identifying the new task 
which Iiès ahead of llS. lt will be to experiment on the following 
theme: what happens to the notion of being when actual existence 
is removed from its comprehension? 1 say to "experiment," 
because, widely accepted as it is, the conviction that sensible 
phenomena alone are resistant enough to be experimented upon 
is norietheless an illusion. Abstract ideas hav'e a resistance and, 
so to speak, a soIidity of their own. The slightest alteration in 
their comprehension never fails to bring about a corresponding 
alteration in the wholc series of their con回quences. Now, in 
virtue of its very nature, the notion of being is one of those funda
mental data which philosophers have envisaged from all con
ccivable points of view and scrutinized from all possible angles. 
Here, as everywhere else, the Greeks have come first , and one of 
the vcry first things they ha ve done has precisely been to carry 
up to its absolutely ultimate con四quences an existentially nelltral 
conception of being. 

Wheu the early Greek thinkers initiated philosophical specu气
lation, the very first question they asked thcmselves was: 飞N"hat
stuff is reality made of? Taken in itself, this question was strikingly 
indicative of the 皿ost fundamental need of the human mind. To 
understand something is for llS to conceive i也 as identical in 
nature with somcthing else that we already know. To know the 
nature of reaIity at large is the陀fore for us to understand that 
each and every one of the innumerable things which make up the 
universe is, at bottom, identical in nature with each and every 
other thing. Prompted by this unshakable conviction, unshakable 
becallse rooted in the very es四nce of human understandi吨， the 
eariy G陀ek thinkers succe斟ively attempt尼d to reduce nature in 
general to water, thcn to air, then to fire, until one of them at 
last hit upon the right answer to thc question, by saying that the 
primary stuff wruch reality is made of is being 

The answer was obviously eGrrect, for it is not at once evident 
that, in the iast analysis, air and fire are nothing else than water, 
or that, conversely, water itself is nothing else than either air or 
fire; but i也 cannot be doubted that, whatever else they may be, 
water, air and fire have in common at least this property, that 
theyare. Each of them is a being, and , since the 回，me can be said 
of everything el白， we cannot avoid the conclusion that being 
is the only property certainly shared in common byall that w hich 
is. Being, then, is the fundamental and ultimate element of rcality. 

飞N"hen he made this discovery, Parmenides of Elca at once 
carried metaphysical I"peculation to 、vhat was always to rcmain 
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Today it is hard for 田 to read this philosophica.l poem, written 
betw配n '500 and 450 B.C., oth.rwise than 困 a curious specimen 
of menta.l archeology, and, in fact, this is exactly wha.t its pl嗣tic
imagery is. But let u8 go beyond the poctic fiction of this rounded 
sphere of being, "p四fected on every side," and "in the hold of great 
cha.ins, without beginning or end;" let us try to reach, beyond 
these images, the rationa.1四igencies of which the poet philosopher 
was trying to give us a concrete feeling, and old Par皿enid四
will app目r to us as he once appeared to Plato: "a man to be 
r回pected 阻d.at the same time feared.'" There is in his thought 
something of the adamantine quality of his own notion of being. 
As early as the 缸th century, B.C., Parmenides carried meta.
physics, that is, our human science of the nature of being, upω 
one of its ulti皿ate 1皿its， and we will see that Plato himself 
has never been able to get out of this metaphysical dead end str回t
If we a.llow ourselves to be tricked into his own position on the 

. problem of being, it is 丑。 longer Parmenides himself we 町e up 
against, but rather an unshaka.ble law of the human mind. 

What lies at the bottom of Parmenides' doctrine is this funda.
mental truth, that, however we look at reality, we fail to discover 
in it anything more important than its very exÍstence. Hence 
his often-repeated statement that "being is," whereas "it is impos
sible that non-being be;" in other words, "either being exists or 
it does not exist," which 皿eans that, for reality, no intermediate 
condition is conceivable between existence and non-existence. 
1n Parmenides' own words, "it is ncces回ry that being either is 
absolutely or is not," and, since nobody WOuld ever dream of 
maintaining that being is not, there is but one single path ler也 open
to philosophica.l speculation, "namely, that being is.'" 

80 far, so good. The rea.l dif!iCulty begins when we try to inter
pret this very formula: being is. What makes Parmenides' position 
a permanently conclusive experiment in metaphysics is that it 
shows us what happens to rea.lity when the proposition, being is, 
is held as a tautologica.l one. For indeed it is evident that only 
that which is, is, or exÍsts, but it is not at once evident that only 
that which 副回wers P皿τnenides' description of being is, or e对sts.
Because Parmenides h回 based his whole doctrine upon the evident 
皿sumption that being is, he still remains for u8 what he a.lready 
W崎 for Plato, a man to be r回pected; hut because he has unre
servedly equated existencc with being, he still inspir回u8 with 
as much fear 8s reTerence. At first sigbt, it looks quite natural to 

'7 Plato, Thtattd旧， 183 E. 
• Nah血， Selecliom介0'111 &rl, Greek P;'ilosøþhy, pp. IIs-n6. 
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consid四 that to he a being is to e对此阻d tha.t , conversely, to 
ex王的 is to be a. being. Yet, if we grant Parmenid田 this seemingly 
nec回sary p08ition, he will ruthlessly drag U8 through a seri目。f
such devasta.ting consequenc田 tha.t very little will remain of 
wha.t we u8ua.lly call rea.lity. 

If to be a being and to exist are one and the 盹皿e thing, it 
become8 imperative for u8 to exclude from actua.l阻i8tence whaι 
ever do回 not exhibit the genuine chara.cters of being. N ow being 
is one. bu也 the world of se田e we are living in a.ppears to us 础
many. There is in it a variety of elements, each of which is identical 
with. itself. but not identical with the others. Moreover, these 
elements are not only different; some of them are opp田ite: light 
and darkness, for instance; yet they s四m to co-exist in the sa皿e
world, so that, if we 田cribe being to the world of sense, we shall 
have to say that. being is neither one, nor homogeneous, nor 
simple, which we know to be impo田ible. Again, p町ticul町 thing汩
are cea配lessly appearing and disappearing; we see _them beginning 
to be, then progre回ively changing, decaying and coming to 皿
end: plurlllity, diversity, mutability, caducity-so many char
acteristics that cannot be reconciled with our previous description 
of bcing. N ow, if only that which deserves the title of being is, 
or exist.., the world of sense as a whole must be said not to be. 
A strange yet unavoidable consequence with which, even today, 
each and eveηT metaphysician still finds himself confronted. .1f 
realityis that_whi<>h . .Ís, thenc甘leru电且othing..reaLbuLb国ng旦国y:，
and. since we have no experience of anything which we may 
consider as absolutely one, ingenerable and indestructible, wholly 
homogeneous, conthluoU8 and free from change, it follows of 
necessity that truι.realit立~pu!"lLobjecLoUÞ立_mind. Actua.l 
reality thus becomes the exclusive privilege of that object of 
thought to which alone our underst皿ding can ascribe the at
tribut目。f being. All the rest, namely, this infinitely varied 
world of change,- including ourselves who are living in it , cannot 
be said tobe: it is but an appearance, a merçJlIusion. 

Thus，回 early as the fifth century before Christ，缸ld without 
being in the least conscious of it, Parmenides w国 not only creating 
the sciei:lCe of being 皿 being， but rea.ching at once one of those 
few philosophical p回itions that can rightly be.ca.lled pure, in that 
they mark the absolute limits which, a.long certain lines of thought, 
a.re a.cceflsible to the human mind. If we ca.ll 口istence the definite 
mode of being which belongs to the world of ch皿ge such 田 it is 
given in sensible expcrience-and it should not be forgotten that we 
have no experience of any other type of reality一it then becomes 
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obvious that there is a considerable difference between to be and 
to exist. That which exists is not, just as that which is does 
not exist. From the verγbeginning of the history of Western 
thought, i也 thus al'pears that, if belng truly is, nõthing 8hould 
exist. In other w勾心， there is nothing in being 118 8uch to account 
for the fadof eEStence If there is suetla thinE 剧目cistence.
eithcr i也 h，，:， to be kept side by 8ide with being, as somethÍI\二

l whqHy unrelated M it-which is what Parmenides seems to ham 
don~r else it will have already to pass for what 皿odern exist
entin.!ism say8 that i也 is: a "disease" of beingo 

Plato remains, on this point, the heir and continuator of 
Parmenid回， or, rather, of what had been his fundamental intuition. 
Assuredly, nothing could bemore digerent from the materiaIism 
of Parmenid四 than Plato's idealism; but, since all that can be 
S副d concerning being 118 being remains二 identically the same 
whether being be conceived 阻 material or not, the fact that 
Parmenides' being w回 material whereas Plato's being was to be 
i，:，m~te?al， could not prevent it from obeying the ~ame met~= 
physicn.! nec四曰"四 and， so to speak, from yielding to the same 
hγ. !..llJ>ointof_i'_act，q叩 þeiIlgs， they_are bound tobe_ the same 
l2_e~ngo 

W?at_ _Plat() _is seeking when denJing with this problem, is 
可hat he himseIf has repeatedly called the~缸哑坠" This 町r四·
四on is usually rende时 in English by 二):~ally工~l，_" which is 
undoubtedly correct; and yet, when it is -thûS-translãtèd. the Greek 
los四 a good d阻1 of its original energy. For, indeed. 'the "real" 
i号 I四s being itselfthmthe thinEOes)which aEertain being is, but, 
smce we c~nn.ot sa:y t~e "b~ingly being," we must accept "r曲lity"
阻 a pr~ctic~ equivalent for "being." However we inay choOse 
!~_ translate it, _the immediate meaning of Plato's formulå is clear. 
Hj~ intellti_on obviously is to point out, amongst the m皿y objects 
of kno~~e~ge t~at .are èandidates for the tit4, of being~.th-e-;;cly 
ones which truly deserve it. What mal三四 i也 hard for us not to 
betray Plato'S Eemine intention is that be himself, though 
supremely apt at de缸lition， seems more or 1四s at a I回s when 
~t co?，，~s to ~e~g the nature of the "really r剧.1，" that is, of 
?ue being.As he aever tk四 of repeating. really to be is to be 
i恼。.wn seIf according to itseIf:由品_K.ar_aÚTÓ.. " The ultimate 
mark of true being lies therefore h"EdR哩od." Now to 础.y this 
~ merel~. to _res!ate that relation, mysterious yet necessarY， ;"hi~h 
Parmenid四!，ad. already_ discovered between 14entity and i:eality. 
Such a relation is oneof equality.To be, forMEY Eiven thing, is 
first of all to be that which-it is: Abstract 阻 it may seem, such a. 
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íormula 嗣su皿回 a concrete meaning 国 S∞n 国 we 副:k ourselv回
what it would 皿ean， for any one of us, to "become another one." 
Strictly speaking, the qu回tion do回 not make sense. 1 cannot 
become another, for the very si皿plere国on that, 80 long 朋 I cansay 
1, I 皿n not yet :mother, whereas，嗣 800n 国 the other is th回e，
there appears on the scene a second 1 which is wholly unrelated 
to me. From my own ego to another one, no transition of any sort 
can possibly be conceived. 飞归1en， in the ßolden-Ass- of..Apulei田，
the hero of the novel tells us how, once a m皿， he later b回amea
donkey, then a man again, it is well understood that, from the 
beginning of that entertaining tale up to its end, the very sa皿e
being never c四ses to exist, now under the shape of a man, now 
under that of a donkey. Were it otherwi8e, the tale could not 
even be told. AIl metamorphos四 are conceivable, but only 困
superficial a1terations of something which remains identically the 
same throughout the whole series of the transformations it 
undergoes. It is therefore one and the sarne thing, for all that 
which is, to be, and to be that which i也 is: the abolition of its 
self.identity amoun臼 to its pure and simple 皿nihilation.

In such a doctrine, in which seIf.identity is the condition 皿d
mark of reality, being necessarily appears 118 one, homogeneous, 
si皿ple， and immune to change. Th回e characteristics 町e 皿uch
le回丝tribut望世主彻主国1 van。由_expr~四io皿丛业生jOS$_eJl.tial
配坠idint江y. Th叫 whicli丁 is， is bound to be one, bec咽se it is 
contradictory to conceive 118 belonging to a certain beÍI\g some
thin,g other lhan that being. Here is a lump of gold with a streak 
of silv町 in it; its being may be that of a jewel, it cannot be th川
。.f gold. If I want 旬 n皿ne the beings which enter its composition, 
1m出t uame at least two，阻d say: this is gold and this is silver. 
For indeed, gold ;s only inasmuch 118 it is gold. As Leibniz was 
fond of saying, it is one and the 8ame to be a thing 阻dtobea
Ih;ng. In other words, the "real.ly real" is free from othernCl盟，
because what we could 国cribe to it 国 other than what it is wonld 
actual.ly be "another being." For the 盹皿e re幽on， being 国 such
is fr四 from change. In a doctrine wh田e 10 b. is 10 b. Ih. same, 
otherne回 is the very negation of being. Thus, in virtue of its 
self.identity, which forbids it to change unl回s indeed it c础盹d
to be, true being is 皿mutable in its own right. 

This pcrmanency in seIf.identity is the chief 皿ark of the 
"really renJ," that is, of being. At the very beginning of our 
inquiry, we agreed with Kant that 阻istence is not an attribute, 
but it now 8四ms to appear that, according to Plato, being is one, 
皿d nothing shows better how wholly indifferent to actual exist 
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ence his philosophy is. Reality is the very character which belongs 
to aIl tha也 is a true being. Rather, it is what mak国 it to be a true 
being. ln Plato's philosophy, as far as 1 can see, being in itseIf 
is not, but things that are ren.l are so because they have it. There 
are beings about each of which it is true to say tha也 either i也 is，
。r it is not, but thereJs_且!LSuclLt且Î!l且_ASι-seIf-subsistillg being 
g'喧 being.
- TliiS co=on property of all that , truIy is constitutes what 
Plato himseIf cn.lls ov..!a, a word which can be correctly rendered 
by essent锢， or essen在'e， but which points out, beyond what we 
usually call the essence of the thing, the very reality of that which 
truIy is. ln other words, the ovσ!a points to the property which 
beIongs to the really real as such and 皿akes it to be a being. Now, 
we know the metaphysicn.l cause of that property: it li回 in that 
very seIf-identity which, according to Plato, both coustitut回
being and justi自由 its attribution. ln short, there is no difference 
whatsoever between being and seIf-identity. Let us recn.ll the 
well-known passage of thc Phaedo in which Plato himseIf, grappling 
with the diflìculties of his own terminol姥y， seems to be groping 
through words for a satisfactory formula of this fundamentn.l 
equation: "But now let ns return to' those things we have been 
dea1ing with in the previous discussion. The very essence of 
being (。如!a av啡时ii El阳。 which we have accounted for by 
menns of questions and answers, is it always in the same mann回
and in the s皿1e way, or is it now this way now that way? Equn.lity 
itseIf, beauty itself, each and every itseIf (ω叶 lKauτ叫， which 
being is, are they liable at tim四 to some degree of change? Or 
do回 each one of th回e things, whose form is single, re皿ainalways
itseIf in itseIf, being changeless in eve巧r way and in every respect? 
They must remain aIways the same, Socrat田， replied Ceb臼.'"
This t旺t aIone wouId suflice to justify R. Demos' statement: 
"SeIfhood, seIf-identity, self-similarity, purity and rest are the 
fund皿nentn.l requisit回 of being such as Plato hinlseIf understood 
it. "10 

ln Plat础's own writings, the thus-conceived "rea1ly r曲1"
is susceptible of several different n皿nes: lde咽， for instance, or 
Forms. However he may choose to call it, the really real is always 
for hi血， in virtue of its very rea1ity, the supr田nely intelligible. 

• Plato, Phaedo, 18 d, in Plato Selec由时， ed. by R. Demos (New Y，。此， Scribner, 
1921), p. 118. 

1O~. D_emos, Tlfð" fhPosophy 吃f Plato (New York, Scribn凹， 1939), p. ~60. 
~c:. a.~e leavi~g ~~~ of thi~"l"ist the -n?ie of U~ntelligibi_li_ty，'; _which Dr. Ðimós "rightly 
includes, and which we w咀1 presenUy take into considërã.tion. 
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Aß it will be seen later, there may be, in his doctri卫e， something 
that still rem田ns to be found abo咽 both reality 皿d intelligibility, 
but one thing at least is cle哑， and it is that, to hi皿， the 皿ore a 
thing can be said to be, the more it can be said to be knowable. 
How couId we possibly forget to recall, at the very 皿oment we 
are reaching what still today rem叫田 one of the most solemn 
moments in the history of Western thought, the mysterio咽 oracle
already issued by old Parmenides: "To know, and that'which is 
known, are one and the same th归g"? If there be such things as 
pure metaphysical positions, here is on乌 for even as late as the 
nineteenth century, Hegel himself will have to posit it as the 
very basis of his 0啊n philosophicaI E四:yclopaedia; but Plato can 
help us in understanding the limits as well as the nature of its 
necessity. If being and intelligibility can be strictly equated, 
the reason for it is precisely that being has firs也 be咽 equated with 
self-identity. Now, self- identity is the proper 0问ect of conceptual 
kn币哺!edge. To know that there is gold in a ce此ain p!ace is to know 
that what is to be found there is gold. If what is there is not 
gold, then there is no gold in that place. Now, beyond this unity 
of the particuIar thing, there is that of its species. A卫Ld ho币v can 
1 obtain the species, if not through reducing the apparent diversity 
of individuals to the 国皿ene回皿d unity of their com皿on ld咀?
Last , but not least, 1 need to unify in order to establish intelligible 
relations even between different things, a r回uIt which can be 
achieved onIy through linking them together by a continuous 
chain of identities: "1 believe indeed, Sir, [Leibniz says] that the 

• p:ïnciple of principles is，四 to speak, to 皿ake a corr回也 use of 
ideas and of experiments; yet, if one looks deeper into one's 
principle, one will find that, in 50 far as ide国 are conc町ned， it 
is nothing el5e than to link togeth哑 definitions by m础ns ofaxioms 
that are 挝entical."u And why is it 50? It is 50 ev回y tiIIÌe只ld
everywhere bein哩 happens to be defined by it5 self-identity. No霄，
thus to define being is one of the permanent temptations of the 
human mind. To equate reaIity 皿d identity i5 merely to make 
reality be what it ought to be in order to be 四haustively intellig. 
ible to human under5tanding. ln this sense and to this exte圳
it is 5triCtIy true to say that be坦gand thou怕也町e one, since 

"1血bniz， in Oþera þhilosoþh缸， ed. by B. Erdm缸田， P.3口. Tbe generality 
of this thesis has been remarkably established by E. Mey，町田n in practi国Uy
e配h and every chapter of his works. Let it su伍ce to recall bere the title of 也e
best known among them: IJemity aM Realüy. If E. Meyerson h国 always refused 
to draw from this fact any of its metaphysi臼1 implicatioDS, be 皿ust at least be 
thanked for having conclusively proved it. 
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beinl!: bere finds itself reduced to a 皿ere objectivation of wbat is 
for conceptual tbougbt a fun也皿ental necessity, namely, tbe 
principle of identity. Tbougbt bere does notbing 皿ore than to 
g,.atify itself by mirroring: its very essence in an object made to 
order to suit its own needs. 

Ha世ng aceepted this Parmenidean standard of reality, Plato 
had nec回sarily to face its Parmenidean consequenc田， the first 
and most important of which 皿，turally w:回: if to be is to be the 
same, wbat ãre we to do with othemess, that is to 阻，y， with the 
concrete world of change ap.d of becoming? To tbis question, the 
obvious answer was that，迁回meness alone is, othem回s is not. 
As be himself once asked in a btriking sentenee of his Timaeus: 
"Which is the being that is eternal and is never bom, and wlùch 
is the being that is always being born , bUl never is?"u No hesi. 
tation is bere p田sible. On the one hand, the genus of that wbose 
form is always self.identical, i问n吨.ge酣ue阻呻，ble 皿d indes刷lCti仙削i池削ble巳:It$ 
is the world of what Plato has a hundred times described a田s 
d溢i世ne， im皿.ortal， intelligible, made up of forms tbat 町e ind田，
tructible because they 町e simple and "enjoying always in the 
国皿e way their self.identity;"u on the other band, the genus of 
sensible things, which are ceasel回sly being born and ceasel回sly
passing away, "always in _ motion, becoming _in I'lace and ，剧吨毫喀旦惧酬a挝in
va朋z且1Î灿sl由副hi让由ing ou前也 of p抖，la皿ce鸟， w讪bi灿c出h 町e a叼，pp严rebe四nd也ed by opinion and 
s配e田e.

tbe second one is not. 
It would be rather f∞lisb of us bere to argue, against Plato, 

tbat the things wbose reality be tbus deni四 are indeed for us 
tbe very t)可pe of actualreality. Tbis, Plato would say, is p~ecisely 
tbe funds皿ental illusion one bas to get rid of if one wants to become 
a pbilosopber. On tbe contrary, we 町e fully justified in asking 
bim wh矶 he me血s by saying that 皿 Idea is. It is especially 
legitimate to ask him the question in his own words, such at 
l曲st as we read them in Jowett's daring, almost reckless, tran,. 
lation: "Is there any self.e:对stent fire? and do all those things 
which we call 'se!f.e对stent' e:对的1"11 引Tithout taking unfair 
advantage of a translation, one cannot help wondering at the 
po田ible -meaning of such propositions as: "Fire itse!f in itse!f" 
句 "Beauty 饵" l4Equality is, or e:对S钮" To say that such realities 

12 Plato, Tìll回eus， 87 d. 
13 Plato. p，如.tdo. 80 b. Each one of the盟 forms is endowed with a perfect 

in tema.l hoÏnogene均(J'ß阳d剖，皿d， consequently. with an essential purity 
(，.s.pÕ叶. It 15 one -essence, and only one 

U Plato, Tì仰... 时， 52. ~ De:mos' ~ition， p. 614. 
11 Plato, Tìmaeus, 51, loc. cìl., p. 6月·
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e，王st is most confusing, because the only existence we c皿 imagine
is that of sensible things. N ow, if Ide描 are， in what sense can they 
be said 10 be? To write equality with a capital "E" does not help 
much in solving the problem. A pl植.tic-minded reader of Plato 
may well imagine "justice itse!f in itself" in the guise of some 
white-clad, immovable and impassive figure, etemally holding 
a pair of scales wherein nothing is ever being weighed; but every. 
body knows that thi! is exactly wha也 Plato wanted us not to do. 
If we are rightly to understand justice in itself, the very first con. 
dition to be ful日led is nol to imagine it. Then, once 皿ore， what 
do we mean by saying that justice is? 

If we are here vainly looking to Plato for an answer, the r回son
probably ÎB tbat we are asking Iùm the wrong question. He has 
just told us what i也 is for him to be, and we keep on asking him 
what i也 is to exÎBt. Ha ving told us tba也 to be is Hto be the same," 
he has defined for us 飞~bat w.皿 to Iùm the very core of 06σ!a， and 
to ask furthermore if, according to him; the "really real" really 
is, would only prove that we bave not yet properly understood 
his answer. A concrete example will perhaps help in realizing 
the true nature of this metaphysical situation. In his remarkable 
book, The Nalure 01 Exislence, McTaggart has raised this highly 
interesting difliculty: "Is Mrs. Gamp real or not?叫， If we could 
ask Dickens himself to give us his opinion, be would no doubt 
feel puzzled. To him, both Mrs. Ga皿p and ber dram of whiskey 
probably were, as indeed they are to all his readers, incomparably 
more Hreal" than hundre也 of people whose actual existence we 
hold as absolutely certain simply because we happen to meet them 
on the .treet. We feel quite sure that these people exist; yet, of 
how many among them could we re国onablysuppose thattheyenjoy 
the wonderful self.identity and the perfect internal homogeneity 
by which Mrs. Gamp can be truly田id to be? Not unlike a Platonic 
Idea, Mrs. Gamp is, but she does not exist, wheras most of us, 
who do actually exist, are not. Most men，国 we say in our bad 
moods, and always cxcluding ourselves, are nonentities. The 
fundamental ambiguity of the word "being" is here so apparent 
that it can no longer be overlooked. It may mean either lhal 
which is, or the fact tha也 it is. Of these two m四，nings， Plato 
r回olutely ignores the second one. To the question: in what sense 
can it be said that a Platonic Idea is, there is but one 田lSwer: it is 
in the sense that it is wholly and 旺clusively that which it is. Plato 
giv回国 no other answer because he asks Iùmself no other qu田tion.

18 G. McTaggart Ellis l\:[cTagga此， TM NaJure 01 Existence (Cambridge 
University Press, 1921) , Vo1. 1, p. 6. 
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Right or wrong, it looks at first sight 嗣 though 6uch a radical 
decision were bound at least to 6implify the task of the meta.
physician. Yet, on closer inspection, this happy result do回 not
皿aterialize and the wonderful si皿plicity of Plato's notion of being 
回on appears full of many and un四pected complicatio皿.

The first recognizable characteristic of Plato's being is that 
it will always appear, throughout its various historical modificatioDs, 
幽 a variable quantity. The position of Parmenides had been a 
very 6imple and an almost crude one: that whlch is, is，皿d tha也
which is not, is not.口 Not 60 with Plato, whose main speculative 
effort was addressed to the problem of accounting for the fact 
that certain things are, yet not quite, or, if we prefer to 6ay it the 
other way around, that they not quite are not. Instead of juxta.
posing being and non-being, that is, reality and appearance, Plato 
attempted to show that, even in appearance, there was a me出ure
of reality. A both perfectly honest and exceedingly risky under
taking indeed, since from that very n:oment the problem would 
no longer be to distinguish between that which is and that which 
is not, but between that which is "really real" and that which, 
though real, is not r回且Y 60. 

The very fo口nula of this new problem is enough to show us 
how indifferent to the order of actual existence Platonism is. 
In doctrines in which "to be a being" m咀阳、ctually to be," 
。r exist, i也 is hardly possible to think of an intermediate position 
between being and non-being. Ai3 Hamlet 阻.ys， "to be or not 
to be, that is the qu四tion." Even withou也 making Ham!et respo田·
ible for metaphysical decisions foreign to his personal di篮culties，
we c皿 use hls formula t。但:pre四 the fact that, in the order of 
actual 阻istence at 1曲剖， a thing either is, or is not, a且d th四e
is no half-way house between these two positio皿. But things 
go differently in the Platonic world of o !Ju!a , in which there are 
"degre四 of being," or of reality, which are proportioned to the 
dcgrees of 6e!fhood and to the purity of 田sence in different beings. 
This is why Plato c旧l 皿y of sensible things that they are, yet 
no也 quite， without entangling himself in any hopeless contradiction. 
Of course, there are huge difficulti回， b哨。ne cannot 且，y that the 
doctrine does not make sense，国 would be the c国e if for him 
阳 be me阻t to exist. In the world of Plato, 6ensible tlùngs are by 
田 much 回 they share in the 回sence of what is "really real," thaf 
is to 6ay, of that which can 仕uly be 盹id to be; yet these same 

17 J. Bumet, &rly Çreek Philosoþhy, 4th ed. (London, A. and C. Black, 1930: 
174; L'Aurore de la- þhilosoþhie grei伊e (Paris, Payot, (929), p. 201, text 8. 
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sensible things are not, by 困皿uch 嗣 they are lacking in selfhood. 
Thepr田ence of Platonism can be detected, throughout the whole 
story of W，回阳n thought, by me，皿lS of th回e two signs: first, 
being and non-being 町e variable quantiti田， between which in
numerable degrees of reality c皿 be found; next, all relations of 
being to non-being can 皿dm田t be transposed into relatio阻。f
samen四s and othemess. In short, there is no difference whatsoever 
between the problem "to be or not to be" and the problem de 
eodem et diverso. 

Every student in philosophy is fully aware of the difficulti回
that b回吼 the Platonic doctrine of participation. Plato himself 
knows them better th阻 anybody else, and we find them all, 
clearly stated, in his own dialogue, the Parmenides. Yet, the real 
di伍culty is not to understand how several individuals c皿 sh町e
in the same Idea without wrecking i臼 unity; it is ratherωunder
的阻d how that Idea, taken itself in itself, can enjoy the privilege 
of its self-identity. How 四n it be self-identical without being 
堕her， ,as self, th阳 it is 国iíS1<I画ícilrL在西豆面ethe6正面雨雨Ion
'ín different terms. It is indeed a problem to know how it is possible, 
for a 皿ultiplicity of things, to share in the wúty of their com皿on
Id咀， but is it not just 国 difficult to understand how one and 
the same Idea Can 6hare in its own unity? For, indeed，茸 an Idea 
is self-identical, it is one. Total, internal samen田s is nothing 
else than total unity. Hence it is one and the same thing to say that 
an Idea is self-identical, that i也 is， and that it is one. But how can 
it be one? Justice, for instance, is what it is to be just; equality 
is what i也 is to be equal; fire is what it is to be fire; each of these 
Ideas is just that whlch it is;'but since, at the 国皿e time, each 
of them is one, each of them is sinúlarly sharing in another Id曲，
which is unity itself in itself. If it is so, unity is, to each one of the 
v田'ious Ideas, in a relation similar to that which obtai田 between
a given Idea and its many individuals. Let us now generalize 
the proble皿 and， instead of Id目s， let us speak of theÏr common 
character, which is to be really real or truly to be. If the Idea is 
be咽，use it is one, being is because it is one. In other words, each 
and every IIreally rea1" is a "being that is one" or a uone that 
is." Now, this "one tha也 is" appears to us 曲 a compound of both 
being 皿d the one. 1也 is not simple, bu'也 it is made up of two 
parts, each of which is itself bound to be made of two p町钮， since 
it is always true to 田，y that a being is one and that, for it, to be one 
is to be. It th田 app阻rs 仙at even that. simpl回t of all Ide皿
no也。nly is not one, but includ田 a virtually infinite multiplicity. 
Of course, there is a way out of this maze: it is to Co皿ider the one 
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itself in itself, no longer 回 being， but merely 朋 one. OnJy, if we 
do so, it then becomcs true to 田，y that the one is other than being, 
consequently that the one is not and that th町e are no-relatÌons

,bet'\'l'een th<tρn6-JU\生坠i_ng." 1n other words, if we look at unity 
for the r函t of being, the being of unity is no more conceivable 
than the unity of being. 

From Plotinus, who was to discover in it the very basis he 
needed for his own metaphysics of the One, down to A. E. Taylor, 
who thinks that the dialogue "is very largely of the nature of a 
jeu d'esprit，'气. the Parmenwes has received innum四able inter
pretations. 1n so far as 0盯 own problem is concemed, however, 
the ultimate meaning of the dialogue is by no means obscure. 
On the one hand, it is strictly impossible to conc陪ive being without 
ascribing to it some sort of unity: "If the One is not, nothing is;" 
on the other hand, the relation of being to the One is incQIlceivable: 
whether you say that the One is or that it is not, and again whether 
you say that being is one or that it is not one, you get entangled 
in equally. inextricable dialectical impossibilities. The abiding 
truth which we can stiJl learn from Plato's Parmenwes is that 
to be is something else than to be one; but then, what is it? 

Defeated on the field of unity, we still may try to succeed on 
the field of sameness. Why, aftcr all, should we say that self
identity is unity? Yet, if we attempt to solve the 阻me problem 
by resorting to samencss, many difficulties will occur. To say that 
being is identical with sameness amounts to saying that there is 
absolutely no differcnce between the rcspective meanings of those 
two tcrms." Now, should we accept thi乌 being could no longer 
be ascribed to 皿Y two different things. 1n other words, things 
wo副 then have eith~r noU2J>-"L.2ë.旦丛生旦 bCJiifferent. And，证
anyone replies that we are not hcre concerned with the relation 
of beings to samencss, but with that of each "really real" being 
to its own self.identity, another difficulty would arise, namely, 
that othern四s is actually and neccssarily, if not included with 
sameness, at least coupled with it. What is it indecd to be the same 
as itself, if it is not to be other than ,,11 the rest? Sameness then 
entails othcrness, and, since sameness has bcen posited as identical 
with being, just as otherness is identical 飞IiÍth non.being, it is one 
ari.d the same thing to 困苦 that sameness entails otherness and 
to say that being主监ails non工!:>!'!ng. Consequently, the qu回tion

18 Plato, Parmeniåes, 143-144 
~D A. E., J:aylorJ. The Pa~m~nid~s 01 flato , translated into English with Intro~ 

duction and'Append.ices (Oxf，。时， Clarendon Press, 1934), p. 39 
u Plato, Sophisl, 255 b-c. 
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no longer is, to be or not to be, but, rather, to _bc and not to b生
Nothing can be that which it is, without, at -the same ti画E了not
being that which it is not. Moreover, each being is the same as 
itself OnJy, whereas, it is other th皿 all the r目也. It isth町efore
the same but once, whereas it is "oth四"嗣 many times as there 
are other things. N ow, since to be is to be the same, and since to 
be other is not to be, any given thing can be called a being but 
once, against the infinite number of times when it must be said 
not to be. 1n short, according to the nu皿b回 of other beiogs 
that there are, so many tim田 is i也 true to say that a gi ven being 
is not, although, in respect of its own selfhood, this one being 
a10ne is, wh iJe aIl the other on四 are not.u No more than unity, 
samene田 alone does not suffice to account for reality. 

If Plato found it hard to account for the being of' any "really 
real" object, he could not but find it still harder to account for the 
mutual relations of such objects. Now, there are such relations. 
Even our sensible world is not made up of disconnected things; 
if it is a "world," a cosmos, it must needs enjoy an order of its 
own, and, since sensible things are but i皿鸣es of 1deas, 1deas 
themselves are bound to make up another world, thc intelligible 
world. AIl the relations that can be observed in this world of 
sensc must neccssarily obtain in that inteIligible world. Now, 
it is a fact that e, ch sensible thing is actually sharing in a multi
plicity of 1deas, and that they sometimcs sharc in 1deas that 町e
not onJy different, but opposite. 1, for instanc同 may be taller 
than one person, yet smaller than another. Consequently, 1 am 
sharing in both tallness and smallncss; but 1 also 缸n mind and 
body, learned and ignorant, just and unjust. There is then in each 
concrete being a mixture of 1deas" bu t 四 theoo not a mixture of 
1deas amongJ担s th旦旦旦旦~ Js not law sharingm丁丽tlce，
justice in equality,' equality in quantity? N ow, . if each 1dea 
entaiJs a multiplicity of relations, yet is "itself in itself," it becomes 
useless for us to look at it in it础If for the cause of i也 rela甘。因
Where 町e we going to find such a cause? 

The problem is the more difficult to solve，阳 the relations 
which obtain between 1deas are really included within their 
very essence. They are, so to speak, constitutive of their very 
being: justice truJy is, if not equality itself, at least an equality. 
Hence two consequences: first, that no_1dea can be 且id to be 
sol壁江主haLlYhic_h_itJs;_next， that in order to account for the fact 
that 1de阻 are what they are, we must needs posit such a principle 
as will account for both their internal consistency and their mutual 

11 Ibid., 256, 258, 259. 
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compatibility. 1n other words, even though Plato does not se田n
to worry about the fact that 1deas are, he canno也 help but worry 
about the fact that each of the皿 is that whlch it is. Here ag副n， the 
only way out is for hl皿 to posit, beyond bein哩， some 6upr~IDe 
principle and cause of that whlch being 豆百UaIlYis. Hedoes so in 
the Republic, where, after describing the order of appearance, 
then the order of true reality, which is the 盹皿e 国 that of intellig
ibility, he says that even this "really real" is not supreme. Above 
and beyond 0古σla there still remains an 占rÉKnva. 'Tiìs ovul肘， that 
is to say, a principle which lies beyond being. Such is the Good, 
of which Plato says that it p副S回 being in ppwer 昭 well as in 
dignity." 

1n the ancient schools of philosophy, TÒ TIMTωPOS å"(a8óp 
-Plato's Good-was a formula proverbially used to signify 
something very obscure. 1也 had to be: how could we say what 
the Good is, since, in virtue of its very supremacy, it is not1 
We should therefore let that pass. What we cannot let p描S
unnoticed is the fact that, in a doctrine in which it is supposcd to 
be the same 国 self-identity， true being is unable to account for 
itself. The "really real" then hangs upon something that is not 
real; the perfectly knowable hangs upon 回mething that is not 
knowable, and whlchever n缸ne we may choose to call their 
ultimate principle, be it the One or the Good, the fact remains 
that being and intelligibility no longer reign supreme. After 
following the皿臼 far 困 it can, the human mind loses their tracks, 
阻d they seem indeed to lose themselves, in the darkness of some 
Bupreme non-being and of some supreme unintelligibility. 

N eoplatonism did not follow from Platonism by Bome mode of 
logical deduction, nor did it follow immediately 皿 ti皿e. Many 
centuries separate Plotinus from Plato, and the spiritual nee也
of th回e two 庐山田phers appe町 to us 国 having been, though 
akin, yet diff田ent. As h国 just been seen, Plato is called upon 
to go beyond being in his quest for ultimate truth, but he very 
seldom do四 it and, at any rate, he never stays there for any length 
of time. One can hardly bre叫he in such a metaphysic咀I strato
sphere, where to ßy above being is to ßy above intelligibility. 
Plato opens a door to mysticism, but he himself does not enter it. 
N ot so with Plotinus. Plato had been a phil田opher with a deep 
religious feeling; Plotinus looks rather 国 a theologi皿 with deep 
philosophical insight. If, as Plato so皿etimes said there w剧， there 
is such a principle that is superior to being, then, Plotinus thinks, 
we should by all means make it thestartingpointof all philosophical 

It Plato, Re扣必价， VI， S吨 b.
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inquiry. Whatever question we may 田k， let us always look to 
that principle for 皿 answer. N ow, there is such a principle，阻d，
though Plotinus lik，四 to remind us that it is 皿 unnamable one, 
heh皿 given it two nam田， which are precisely those already used 
by Plato to point 。时， beyond that whlch is, the ultirnate root of 
being. These na皿回 are the One and the Good; but, here again, 
the problem is to know what they me皿.

The G∞d and the One are one and tbe 国皿e thlng, with two 
r田e凹'ations， howev町: first, they are not thing.岛皿d what they 
d田ignate is not a th仿g; next, they point to two 阻pec饵， co皿ple
mentary yet distinct, of what they designate, the supr目neunknown
which lies beyond all n缸nes. Like th础。，f Plato, the doctrine of 
Plotinus is largely a reßection on the nature of being, and in both 
C曲目 the notion of being reach四 its ultimate depth at the very 
point where it becom回 apparen也 that， taken in its very 白白田地，
being itself h皿gs upon some principle that li田 above or beyond 
it, namely, the radical opposition to multiplicity which is co
晒ential to being. N ow, if being is because it is one, the ulti皿a怡
principle of being is bound to be the One. Let us give it that name, 
at any rate, in so far 国 it ultimately ca田es being through giving 
it unity. As Plotinus hi皿self says: "The non-one is preserved by 
the One, and it is owing to the One that it is what it is; so long国
a certain thing, which is made up of many parts, is not yet become 
one, we canno也 yet say of it: it is. And, if we can say of each and 
every thing what it is, it is owing to its unity as well as to its 
identity."" N ow, in each one of those composite things which 
owe to it both their unity and their being, thls self-identity st山
remains a participated unity. The One itself is entirely different: 
it is not one of those unities which are more or less perfectly achieved 
by some proc田s of unification, but the origin and caUse of all 
participated unity and therefore of all. being. The One, then, 
is .an immensely powerful principle, which is able to beget every
thing, and which, in poin也 of fact, does beget everything. Now, 
if we look at it from this second point of view, which is that of itá 
powerfuln回s， the first principle can rightly be called the Good. 
Thus, the 命st principle is both the One 皿d the Good，回 being the 
cau~_of "that which comes after the One, namely, multiplicity." 

What is particularly striking in Plotinus' own position is. its 
Byste皿atic character. Plato had here and there hinted that. in 
耐心r to understand tbe ultimate nature of being, we need to go 
beyond being. Then he had once said that what Jies beyond be;';;g 
W剧 the Good, just 胆 he had often suggested that, if being is, then 

11 Plotinus, Enn., V, 3，巧.
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the One aISO mus也 needs be. N ow，础。ompared with what Piotinus 
says, Plato'8 formuI国 appe即回 merely c副uaI remarks. Fir8t of 
;.n. the One of Plotinus 'i~ not a ration3.I principle to which，回 in
PI~to's Sophist时， we 町e 1曲d by diaIecticaI specuIation;. it is 
beyond redity,EOTe real thmreality ltse1fpand one stmhedates 
to call it a god~ becaus豆 it-àctuaIIy' is 皿，uch more than a god. 
Whatever we may choose to call it, thè One of Plotinus is the 
highest object of worship. 

Let us 'hasten to add, however, that, strictly speaking, the One 
is no object, precisely because it lies beyond ~eing. The :r~ 
阳ndence of the One in r田pect of being here becomes perfectly 
clear. In other wor也. it becomes perfectly clear that being no 
Ionger is the 仕st prikiple, either m metaphysics or in reality. 
To ~Plotinus， being ls ouIÿ the second prineiple, above which ~~ere 
isto befomdahiEher one, SO perfect in itselftha也 it is not. More 
than that, it is precisely b回ãuse the first principle is not being 
tha也 i也 C皿 be the cause of being. 8houId the 且rs也 principle be 
itself being,then betng would be kst:it muld have no came-Thug, 
in Plotinus' own words: "It is because nothing in it is, that every. 
thing com田 from it; 80 much so that, in order that b:ï:'~ be, th~ 
One itself is bound not t冶 be being, but the father of being, and 
being is its first-born child."" 

Why is it nec四且ry to put the One above being?Plato had 
aIready said it, but Plotinus now 皿此回 it quite cIear. Each 
particÚIar being is but a particuIar unit, which 电售ha叮占白阳e回s in unity 
it饵self， y8'ω也 is no创t i挝tι. If the One we曰re but ‘"、ac由e此单n卫。ne岛， i讯也 wouId
no创t be the One itself; for indeed the One itself c∞。E回 before what 
is but a certain one.';l山-
r四eall々y is no n皿a皿.e for the One, not even the One. Whichever n皿ne
we may choose to give it, we are bound ωspeak of the One 础。fa
cert必且也. N ow, the One is neither an 旬， nor a he, because the One 
is not a thing, and, if there is no thing which the One be, then we 
can boldly say tha'也 the One is nothing. 1n short, the One is 
nothing, b回ause it is much too good to be something. 

What all this com回 to is that the One is unthinkable. Of ∞urse， 
the One is unthinkable for 田， who are manifold, but Plotinus 
w皿t8 us to realize something nÍuch more impo此ant， namely, that, 
taken itself in itself, the One car皿ot become 皿 object of thought. 
The better ωunderstand this, Iet U8 reca11 the. first 皿d m，耐
elementary ∞ndition that is reql由ed for the simple8t act of know. 
ing. Whére there is knowledge, there must be both a kno_~ 
8ubject and a known thi鸣. True 阻ough， the knower 皿d the 

"11>i乱， V, 2 , 1. -lbi孔， V, 3, 12. 
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known may happen 切 be one and the 8皿岛国 i也 happ四sin:those
C剧目 whenam血阻，ys: "1 know myself." Y et, even then, for one 
and thesa皿e thing to be both kno剖ng and known me皿sforittobe
no Ionger one, but tWO. Now, how couId the absolutely One p佣-
8ibly be tWO? "If there is a reality that is the simpI回也 of all 
(Plotinus 8ayS], it will have no 8elf.knowledge. Had it 8ueh 
knowledg .. , it wouId be a muItiple being. Consequently, U d。因
not think itself, nor d。因 one think it."" 8ueh then is the reason 
why, since knowledge and being are inseparable, the One is both 
unreal and unthinkable, whieh preciseIy enables it to be the ca田e
of both thought and being. 

In Plotinus' phiIosophy, the relation of the One to thought 
and to being is 80 import皿t， that the meaning of the whole 
doctrine hinge8 on its interpretation. Plotinianism has been not 
8eldom Iabeled 嗣 a "monism，"回国 a "pantheism."n In point 
of faet, 8uch problems are wholly foreign to the Plotini皿ism of 
Plotinus himself. Wha也 we call the "pantheism" of Plotinus is 
an illusion of perspective due to the interplay of two inconsistent 
doctrin田 of being. 8uch an 山山ion aris田， in the mind of his 
interpreter8, at the very point at whieh, identifying the One and the 
Good of Plotinus with the Being of the Christian God, they turn 
the Plotinian emanation of the muItiple from the One into a 
Christian emanation of beings from Being. Thi8, 1 am ruraid, is 
an enormous mistake, for indeed we have not h町e to compare 
a certain ontology with another ontology but, rather, a certain 
ontology with, so to 8peak, a "monology." N ow, 8trietly 8peaking, 
8ueh a eompari8on is impossible, beeause eaeh one of these two 
point8 of view on reality entails e对geneies of its own, whieh are 
incompatible with those entailed by the other one. In a meta
physics of being, 8uch 回 a Christian metaphysics, for instanee, 
eaeh and every Iower grade of reaIity ow田 its own being to the 
faet that the first prineiple itself _is. In a metaphysies of the One, 
however, it is a generaI ruIe that the Iower giad回 of reality are 
。uIy beeause their first prineiple itself .is _ no1;. In order to' give 
8?mething, a eause is bound to be above it, for if the superior 
aIready had that whieh it eaus田， it eouId notωuse it. it wouId 
be it." N ow, if a monism is a doctrine in whieh being is everywhere 

'~I~:， V~3，也 cr. V, 6, 4. Let us note, however, that the One is not "四
~~nsciousj" only its 国lf-knowl可ge ~s o~~er than, and superior to, thought (Enn. , 
V， 4. 到; once more, we cannot im呵ine it. 

UM.d也e Wulf, Hiωsl阳伺ir，陌'eå.曲:e la 1ρb阱hi.川iμiloωos，归opμ，hiemt，挝tàil:由p饥时归，0)，ι， 6肚thed. (t叩9归34φ.) ， yol. 1.", p. 1呵.
cαt H v 。mn 4r口rn时lim， Die阳eur，阴"，仰roþlJ仇s川he Phjl拟il.ωos，皿opμA抽ieåe，时'$ Alle削rlu酬棚m，阳.归s鸟川，in A lJgemeine GúëhichÍe 
der ~hgq$ophie (~ip~~'r~~b;":e-r， ~9Ii)-，-p. 259 

:18 Plotinus, Enñ., VI, 7, 17. 
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one 皿d the sa皿e， no philosophy is farther removed from monism 
than that of Plotinus. To be s旧e， it would be a monism if its firs也
principle were being; but, since we know that its first principle is 
above being, there c皿 beno sharing.by the world in the being 
of a firs也 principle which itself is not. 

Such is the 四act meaning of the formulas by which Plotin田
defin田 the problem of the origin of tlie world: "How did the One 
bestow what itself had not?叫. And we aJready know the answer: 
"It is because nothing is in the One that everything com四 from
it. Thus, in order that being be, it is nec回回，ry that the One 
itself be, not being, but that which begets being. , Being,' then，扭
曲 its fust-born child."" Let us be careful to reme皿ber this last 
formula, whose Jater history is inseparable from that of mediacvaJ 
metaphysi也 For the 皿，oment， what we ha ve to rea1ize is this 
aJl-inÏpõrtant fact, that a radicaJ devaJuation of being is takin~ 
pJace under our very ey回. From now on, wherever true and 
genuine Platonism shaJl prevail，。品σ!a will not come 且rst， but only 
second. in the universaJ order. 1n other words, the great ch皿nof
being i.s a whole, hangs upon a cause which itself completely 
transcends it. "1也 is manifest," Plotinus says, "that the maker 
of both rea1ity and substance is itself no rea1ity, but is beyond 
both reaJity and subst!lnce. "n This is the authentic doctrine of 
Plotinus, and it is the very revers也 of a Christian metaphysics 
of being: "Quid enim est, nisi qu也 tu es?"" Augustine will 国k
God in his Confessions. Had he been addr回sing， not the Christian 
God of Exodús, but the One of Plato, Augustine would have 
given his qu四tion an entirely different wording; no long曰: "What 
is, if not because Thou art?" but, rather, "what is，迁怒的 because
Thou art not?" 

Thus correctly to situate Plotinus' own metaphysicaJ position 
is not merely to add one more fact to the list of other historicaJ 
facts; it is to gr国p in its purity the authentic spirit of a great 
philosophicaJ壮adition，国 well 国 to reveaJ the intrinsic nec咽sity
òf that- pure philosophicaJ position which th" _ metaphysi~_ o.f the 
One finaJ1y is. St诅 imperfeCt in the mind of Plato, whose diaJ回tic
配e皿s to have groped for rather th皿 found it, the One w国aJready
there, weighted with its own nec回sary implicatiollS; but now,. with 
Plotinus, those implications finally co皿，e out, so to speak, in 
full daylight，皿d with such blinding evidence that most of his 
histori皿s do not seem quite able to keep the皿 in sight. 

tI l bi4., V, 3. 15. 
"lbiιI V, 3, 17. 
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ON BEING AND THE ONE 

When Plotinus says, for instance, that the One is eve可thing
and yet is no thing," it is an almost overwhelming temptation to 
infer that, though it itself is 'no one thing, the One is the being 
of aJl things. 1n a sense, siuce i也 is theÏr cause, the One really is 
the being of aJl things; yet their bcing c皿not be its own being, 
because the One itself h础 no being at all. The very stuff things 
町e made of is being, that is to say，皿 emanation from the One, 
which itself is not. The gap that separates the world of Plotinus 
from its principle lies there，皿d nowhere else, but i也 is an infinitely 
wide one. Other philosophi四 will tirelessly repeat that the noun 
"ens" is derived from the verb esse, just 田 beings must necessarily 
come from a Being, which is. N ow, the derivation of being sug
gested by Plotinus is an aJtogether different one, b的 it is no less 
expr四sive of its own metaphysical outlook: "1n numbers," 
Plotinus says, "the sharing in unity is what gives rise to quantity; 
here, the trace of the One gives rise to reaJity [oõ..!a), and being 
is nothing more than that trace of the One. And were we to 
皿，y that the word einai [to be) is derived from en [one), we would 
no doubt tell the truth."" Let us therefore carefully distinguish 
the various philosophicaJ orders and refrain from qua.1ifying one 
of them by terms borrowed from another one. 1n a doctrine in 
which enS com回 from esse, any essentiaJ community between 
beings and their principle would necessarily entail monism, and, 
if their principle be God, pantheism. Now, leaving 阻ide the 
subtle problem of knowing whether the Plotinian One is God, we can 
at least safely a伍rm that it is not being. Consequently, in a 
doctrine where einai (to be) is derived from en (one), there c皿 be
no monism, that is, there can be no community of being between 
beings and a first principle which itself h昭 no being. B回id田，
Plotinus himself says so: "When it comes to the principle that 
is añterior to beings, namely, the One, this priRciple remains in 
itself."- How then could such a principle become mixed, at 
皿Y point, with what it begets? "The Principle is not the whole 
of beings, but aJl beings come from it; it is not all beings, rather 
it is no one of them, so that it may beget them aJl."u 

That, in Plotinus' philosophy, being comes from the One is 
therefore pretty obvioUs; but-i也 is not equaJly clear why, in this 
国，me doctrine, being and knowing are one. Yet, Plotinus himself 
h国 said so: "To be and to know are one and the sa皿e 他Ìn2."11
The easi咄咄yωreaJize the meaning of this statement is prob-

.lbi4. a Plo由105， E制.， V_! .2 ,_!_._ ~_1bi4.， V, S. 5. 
.. lbid., III, 8, 9. Cf. 1口， 9, 4 and VI, 8, 19. 
n lbi孔， IU， 8, 8. 
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quence of the One. N OW, taken in itself, the supr田ne Intelligence 
(voii.) is thetotal intelligibility of the One. 1 run not saying that it is 
equal to the One; on the contrary, the One transcends all conceiv
able intelligibility, for the 8imple re回on that，国 S∞n国 the relation 
of knower to known appears, unity steps out of the picture to 
皿ake room for duality. The supreme Intelligence is therefore 
inferior to the One, yet, as an Intelligence, i也 is perfect, "because 
i也 is the 皿咀皿um of unity that is consistent with intelligibility. 

It 8hould by now beco皿.e increasingly clear why, in 8uch " 
doctrine, beings are identical with their own intelligible e田 ences.
If you attemp也 an intelligible explanation of something that 担
。ne，国皿uch at least 剧 any sensible thing 皿ay be one, you have 
to 田e a multiplicity of terms and of relations, which, ultimately, 
willleave out the very unity of the thing. In a desperate attempt 
to regain it, you w剖 no doubt add one 皿ore intelligible rela世on
to the preceding ones, which will merely incre出e their number, 
and, the more carefully you complete your picture, the more 
you incre国e the number of the intelligible relations you w诅 add
to the fir8t one. Here again, 1 think, Leibniz may help in under
standing Plotinus. His celebrated monads arc just the 8ubstantial 
units of a world conceived by a Plotinus who, 80me fourteen cen
turi回 earlier， would have discovered the infinitesimal calcul田.
In point of fact, Plotinus knew nothing abou也 the in且nitesimal
ealcul田， and this is why his "beings" are more simple th阻 the
monads of Leibniz; but they nevertheless belong in the srune 
metaphysical family. Each of them is one of the innumerable, 
fragmentary 皿d intelligible expressions of the One: "And this 
is why [Plotinus 8ays] th田e things are essenc田， for, indeed, each 
of them has a li~t and, 80 to Sp时， a form: being cannot belong 
to what lacks liïnits; being must needs be !ixed in determioed 
limits and stay there; this stable condition, for intelligible 田sences，
i8 their definition and their form, whence they likewlse draw their 
reality."" 

Mter this h回 b回n said, there st诅 remains a 1阳也 illusion to 
be dispelled. Such intelligibl田， or bein.尉， a.re not "known by" 
the supreme Intelligence;-they are that Ìntelligence, unl四s we 
prefer to 阳，y that the supreme Intelligence is 8uch knowledge. 
The Intelligenc恐 is its objects just 嗣 its objects are that Intel
Iigence, and, since each one of its objects，国 determined by its 
intelligible definition, is a bei吨J it c皿 be said of that Intelligence, 
wh臼e _unity contains all possible beings, that i也 is being itself. 
Thus, being begins only after the One,-i:U and with 也e 8upreme 
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ably to approach i也 under this 8lightly different for皿: to be and 
to be an object of thought 町e one and the s皿e thing. 

To the qu四tion: what is a being? 8everal different answers 
are possible, but all of them are bound to have in com皿on this 
character, that they constitut冶 80 皿四y determinatio田， by 
thou邑，ht， of that " which we call being. True to Plato's tradition, 
and beyond Plato to that of Parmenide8, Plotinus Se田 being arise, 
at the very point 时 which， circumscribing by definition an intel
ligible 町曲， thought begets 四me knowable object, for which it 
is one and the same thing to be knowable and to be 皿 object.
Where there is knowledge, there is being，皿d， wh盯e there is 
being, there is knowledge. In other words, to be is to be thinkable, 
that is to 阻，y， to be is to be possessed of those attributes which 
are nec回sarily required in a pωsible object of thought. 

Such is the re嗣on why the notions of being, of reality, and 
intelligible nature, can all be rendered by a 8ingle term:οvuLa. 
Now we render it by "essence," now by "being," and always 
rightly; for, indeed, the essence of a being is nothing else than 
the very being in its own intelligibility. N ow, the intrinsic re田on
for its intelligibility is it8 very reality. Such is 田sence， OVσLa ， 
the realne8s of bcing. Nothing is farther removed from subjective 
idealis皿 than Plotinus' doctrine. He does not mean_ to say that 
things 町e 切 be counted as real in 80 far as they are known, and 
stillless does he 8ay that, for any given thing, to be is to be known. 
The true position of Plotinus is, on the contrary, that intelligible 
relations are the very stuff that beings are made of. This may 
seem surprlsing to us, because the only intclligible relations we 
know are the loose and multiple ones which ceaselessly 8ucceed 
回ch other in our own minds. In us, intelligibility is fragmenta厅，
阻 well 田 diseonnected， and its pa此s hold together only more or 
le8s through the never-ending patchwork of human dialectic. 
Yet, from time to time, even we may happen to gr目p a multiplicity 
of relations within the unity of a single intellectual intuition. In 
such cases, the more intelligibility grows into a unity, the more 
it begins truly 协 be. And why should we not conceive all intel
ligible relations, blended together 回 i也 Were in the unity of some 
supreme Intelligence, in which they would all be pr回ent at the 
same time, or rather OU也 of time, since all its distinct consequences 
are simultaneously given in the unity of their common principle1 
Such, precisely, is the voii. of Plotinus. It is not the One, which 
80ars above both intelligence and knowledge, but it is what comes 
immediately after the One in the order of subsisting prlnciples. As 
has just been said, the One is no thing, but all things are in consE\-
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Intellig四ce，回皿uch 80 that, in Plotinus' own wor也: "The InteI
ligence is id四ticaI with being..... In these words Plotinus 四
merely r田tating， or, rather, quoting once 皿ore 也e oracle once 
issued by old PEmeaides:"To be and to know are one and the 
阻me thing..... True enough, Plotinus is here doing more tban 
repeating Par皿enides， but the Plotinian hardening of the formula 
Eerely sets h relief the intdash necessity which iS 四taiIed from 
its very origin. The doctrine of Plotinus cIearly shows, to 由e
point of 且也ing it aImost tangihle, that, where being is posited 
M 阻istentially neutraI, it cannot play the part of a first principle, 
Q.E.D. 

Th田 t冶 turn Plato's diaIectic into a cosmogony w回 to embark 
upon the road which, by way of philosophicaI myth, lea也 philoso
phy to reIigion. N ever did Plato himseIf fran!clY_ entm: ~po~ it, 
nor did Plotinus himseIf follow i也 to its v田y end. Some historians 
maintain that，皿 Plato's doctrine, the Good is God, but，回 they
have no text 节hatsoever to support their interpretation, there is 
no reason why we should feel obIiged to discuss it. As to Plotinus, 
the qu由tion_ cannot be avoided, but it is not e烟Y to answer it. 
In some texts. which are few and far between, he speaks of the 
One as of the supreme God;" but these are 阻eeptionaI田pr<回sions，
and the truth of the case h国 been objectively summed up in 
these words by one of his bes也 historians: in Plotinus, "The One 
is a God sometimes." u '\Vhich serv目前 le国也 to show that, if the 
One is truly a God, the fact does not strike Plotinus 臼 particularly
important'- On the contrary, what fully des",ves the title of 
G';d in his doctrine is InteIIigence, of which Plotinus does not 
speak only as of a being that is divine, but ltS of a God. Intel
Iigence is God par excellence in the doctrine of Plotinus. 

These hint; were not lost on the greatest successor of Plotinus, 
Proclus. In the doctrine of ProcIus, metaphysics tak回 a decisive 
turn, not only to theology, but to reIigion. !his f~ct aIone would 
account for the remarkable populzity which Proclus was to 
enjoy among the theoIOEimof the late Middle Ages.eTtxe 
One is God," ProcIus 盹ys; to which he presently ad也 this r飞emark:
"And how could it be otherwise, since the Good and the One are 
one and the same thing, and since the Good and God are one_ a",d 
the same thing?.... HãVing thus cquated God, the Good and the 
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u Ibid., V, 4, 2. fO Ibid., V, 1, 8 and V, 9. S. 
也 IUd.. 1, 8. 2; III, 9. 1) (?); V, 5. 3; V, 5.9. See_ R. Amou, ú Dlsi, de Dieu 

dans la þhiiosóphie de pio{{7J .(Paris, Alcan, 1921), p. 128. 
a R. Arnou, oþ. ，旬 I p. 125. n. 13. 
40S ProclU5, Instilutio theologica, art. 113. 
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One, ProcIus do国 not doubt for a single moment that, no也 only
Plotinus, but PIato himseIf had aIready done it. This, of course, 
W国 taking a big chance, and very few historians，江 any， would 
atte皿pt to reconstruct the whole of Platonism aIong such Iines. 
But ProcIus hi皿seIf w回 no historian and, after aIl, he was perfectly 
justi且ed in loading the texts of Plato with all the truth that is 
consistent with their very wording. This is what he did, and the 
r田ul也 W昭 remarkable in itseIf, even though, to a historian, it 
looks aImost fantastic. 

Everyone remembers how, in the Timaeus, Plato d回cribes
the making of the world by the Demiurge. From beginning to 
end, the Timaeus is a myth, that is, a fiction. Having to d田cribe
the structure of th国 world， Plato fancies that it wiII make much 
better reading if he supposes that the universe has been made by 
a God, and if he tells us how the God has made it. Naturally, 
the very first thing which this God do四 is to read the co皿plete
works of Plato, after which he proceeds to make the worià exactIy 
剧， had he been a God, Plato hi皿seIf would have made it. Now, 
"τ'he Timaeus refers everything ωthe De皿iurge， while the 
Parmenid.s refers everything to the One; there must then be 
between the皿 the following relation: the Demiurge is to the 
content of the universe as the One is to all beings." In other 
words, the Demiurge is to the sensible worId what the One is to 
the whole of reaIity. This implies that, whereas the world-maker 
of the Timaeus is no more than a certain God (Tl. OfÒ.l , the One 
is God, pure and simple (b"品. OfÒ.l. If the Demiurge is a God, 
it is because the One grants hi皿 the nec田sary power to make the 
world. The Parmenides and the Timaeus should then be inter
preted as deaIing with two aspects of the .ame problem, the origin 
of the inteIIigible world and the origin of the world of sense, and 
as giving it the 皿皿e solution. As w嗣 already the c阳e in Plotinus, 
the One first begets the supreme InteIIigence, that is, the first 
being, above which there is nothing to be found but the One." 
Thus, being does not come first, but only second, in the order of 
metaphysical principles. As Proclus says, being co回国直rsta皿ong
created things," which mear回 that its creator is not a being. 
From beginning to end, Greek Platonism h国 thus kep也创th with 
its own principles, but there .till remains for us to indicate that it 

"" Proc1us, ln Parmeηi.dem _Plafo n_is ,_ in Oþera , ed. _by V. Cousin (Paris. 182叶，
Vol. IV, pp. 34. 35-36; 1阳titulÏð theologica., art. 口4. m Plotinl Enneodu . (Paris: 
Didot, 1836), p. cxxxvii, and art. 129, p. xcii. 

• Procl田， 1 nstüutio lhtologica, art. 138, ed. eil., p. x凹.
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'" O. Bardenhewer, Die þscudo-aristotcliscJu SchriJt fj,ber das !_r:ine Gute, bekan时
unler dem Nωnen "Liber de -Causis" (Frciburg, 1882) , p. 166. The same sentence 
can easily be found in any edit~_o~ of the Commentary of St. Thomas Aqui~as on 
the Liber dc Causis, lect.IV: "Prima rcmm creatamm est esse et 旧11 est ante iþsum 

N四platonism: the first principle is the One, and being com回
next as the first of its creatures. Now this is, though self.consistent, 
yet absolutely inconsistent with the mental universe of Christian 
thinkers, in which being cannot be the first of all creatures for the 
E∞d reason that it has to be the Creator Hi皿self， n皿nely， God. 
Psychologically speaking, one can philosophize 嗣 a N eoplatonist 
and believe 阻 a Christian; logically speaking, one cannot think, 
at one and the same time, as a Neoplatonis也 and 国 a Christian. 

Yet some Christian thinkers have attempted to do it, while 
others have realized that the thing could not be done. What 
makes the greatness of St. Augustine in the history of Christian 
philosophy is that, deeply imbued 时th Neoplatonism as he was, 
he yet never 皿ade the mistake of devaluating being, not even in 
order to 田tol the One. There is a great d国l of Neoplatonism 
in Augustine, but there is a point, and it is a decisive one, at 
which he parts company with Plotinus: there is nothing above God 
in the Christian world of Augustine, and, since God is being, 
there is nothing above being. True enough, the God of Augustine 
is also the One and the Good, but He is, not because He is both 
good and one; rather, He is both good and one because He is He 
Who Is. Let this be 础id for the sake of those who might wonder 
at the absence of St. Augustine from even so sketchy a history 
of Christian Neoplatonism as this one. The Bishop of Hippo 
simply does not 且也 into the picture, because he parted flOm 
Plotinus on this fundamental principle of the primacy of Being. 

The faultless rectitude of Augustine's Christian feeling' in 
these matters is the more remarkable as he had read Plotinus in 
the Latin translation of Marius Victorinus. N ow we know from 
the Confession. that, after professing for many years the doctrine 
of the Enn四ds， Marius Victorinus had become a Christian-an 
event which did no也 p国s unheeded and made an especially deep 
impr回sion on the young Augustine himself. After his conversion, 
the new Christi皿 wrote a few treatises on theological questions, 
among which one is of particular interest to the history of our 
problem. 飞iVritten in a highly technical and extremely obscure 
Latin, the book of M町ius Victorinus On the Generation of the 
Divine Word shows us what Augustine himself would have !Ill.Ïd if, 
having imbibed the philosophy of Plotinus 田 he did, he had gone 
on thinking 嗣 'a N éoplatonist after becoming a Christian. 

God Himself, Victorinus says, is above all that which is and 
all that which is not. 1n a way, God is, because He is eternal; 
~rtatum aJiud, n i.t., thc fi白t among created things is being a.nd nothing else h臼
been crea.ted before it 

后

did not betray them even after entering the domain of Christian 
speculation. 

The very fact tha也 Neoplatonis皿 established early contact 
with Christian thought was, philosophically speaking, a mere 
accident. As a philosophy, Platonism itself certaiIÙY st山 had
a few problems to solve 皿 the fourth century, A.D., but it was 
quite capable of handling them in its own way. Yet, when all 
is 皿id， the fact remains that Plotinus, and, still more, Proclus, 
had taken a considerable chance in turning what was essentially 
a doctrine of being into a doctrinc of God, that is, a philosophy 
into a theology. This should account, at least up to a point, for 
the fact. that some N eoplatonists, when they became converts 
to Christianity, felt much less like 旺changing a philosophy for 
a religion, than like exchanging a religion for another religion. 
Plotinus and Proclus had invited men to join the One through 
both bodily n.sceticism and spiritual contemplation; Christianity 
was inviting men to do exactly the same thing. The main question, 
then, was to know how such a r四ult could best be achieved, through 
the dialectic of Plato or through the grace of Gcd in Christ. This 
indeed wn.s an all.important matter to decide, but thc. fact that 
a philosopher bccame a Christian di,l not ncccssarily mcan that 
he-changed his philosophy. At a time when there was still no such 
thing 国 a Christian philosophy, one could go on thinking as a 
Platonist while believing as a Christian. 

Yet there wcre difficulties, espccially conccming the nature of 
being.There is no treatise on bemg in the Bible, but everyone 
remembers the famous p剧阻ge 01 Exodus: III, 14, in which, 
answering Moses, who had asked Him for Hi" name, God _said: 
"1 .. m He '\Vho Is;" and again: "Thus shalt thou say to thc children 
of Israel: He Who Is hath scnt mc into you." Now, no Christian 
needs to draw from this statemcnt Imy mctaphysical conclusions, 
but, if he do阻， he can draw only onc, namcly, that God is Being. 
On tbc other hand, the Christian God is the supremc principle 
and cause of the universe. If the Christi:m God is first, and if He 
is Bcing, then Being is first, and no Christìan philosophy can 
posit anything above Bcing. Lct us put thc samc thing <lifferently. 
There is, in the Ncoplatonic Lwer de Causis, a famous aphorism 
which has been quoted and commente<l upon by countless mcdi
aeval thinkers: "Prima rerum crea缸阳刑 est esse."u This is straight 
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yet,SInce God h above even being, iscma180 be said of HiEthat 
be is not. Thus. God is not, inasmuch as He is above being. If 
He is superior tó being, He can produce it. The christian <?~ of 
Victorinii:s is therefore a non-heing who giv四 b让th to heing. 
Of course. since God is the cause of being, it can be said, in a 
cert叫n sénse. that God truly is (vere 品吵， hut this expression 
merely meaná that being is in God 阻皿 effect is in an eminent 
cause, which contains i也 through heing superior to it." Strictly . 
speaking, thm, God is a supremenon-KIng， ca田e of aIl heing. 

N ow,' we should not forget that the Victorinus we are d阅ling
with h..s aIready hecome a Christian. He therefore believes in 
the dogma of the Trinity, and, when he says God, we must under
stand God the Father. This is precisely what will enable him to 
follow Plotinus a bit further 、;vith at le码也 the illusion that he is 
still speaking 础 a Christian. In the doctrine of Plotinus, the One 
begets the .upreme Intelligence who, being the sum totaI. of all 
intelligibility, is at the 阻皿e time thc first and supreme heing. 
AlI w; shall-~ow have to say is that God the Father begets, through 
阻 ineffable generation, both being (exislenl也) and Intelligence 
(.oii,). In thls first born of the Father, cvcry Christian reader 
will at once recognize the Divine Word :1nd, con,equcntly, Christ. 
With due respect to the memo厅。1 :1 convert who was certainly 
doing his best, one must say that, theologicaIly. spc::king, this 
was a prettymess-If the three Persons of the divine Trimty are 
co田sential. and Victorinus, writing against the Arian Candidus, 
expressly mcans to prove it, it is hard to conceivc .that on_~_ of 
the皿 is: while the other is not. Yet, herc is God thc Father Who 
is not. whereas. the Word is. but oaIy bccause, and in so lar as, 
He i; begotten' by the Father. Unbegottcn, the 飞;vord would be 
the Father; He would not be a bcing. As Victorinus himsclf 
回，ys: "God' is the whole pre-being (阳tum 叩60.); as to Jesus, He 
is -that whole being itself (hoc lotum ð.); but already enjoying 
阻istence.' and life~ llnd intelligence; in sbort, the universally 
and in every Wlly pèrfect being (univers，αle omnimodis 叶ÀEOV ðv)."'" 

It woaId certainly be unfair 协 say that Victorinus is here 
spe地ing 皿 a pure Plotinian. He is not, but thc lact that he does 
not w80nt to be one does not makc things any easier for him. In 
point 01 lact, he is doing 8obout 回 well 田 could be done without 
giving up the supre皿llcy 01 the One over being. Plotinus was not 

U Marius Victorinus, Liber de ge时raiiont Verbi divini, in Migr吨 PL， Vol 
VIII, col.四22， and XIII, col. 1027. 

"'lbid目，口， in Migne, P L, Vol. VIII, coI. 1021; on tbe four types of non-betng, 
IV, co1. 1回I-IO~U.

80 Christian: he therelore SllW no diflìculty in positing the suprp:皿e
Intelligence 皿.d supreme being frankly below the One. As he is 
a Christian, and writing against 80n Arian, Victonnus is bou且d to 
maintain that, aIthough begotten by the Father, the Word-Being 
is in no way inferior to Him. Hence his repeated efforts to make 
cl且r th8ot , even though He Himself be not, the Father is not 
.deprived of being: for, indeed, the Word, Who is bei吨， is in the 
Father 嗣 in His cause. The Being (6.) who is in potency in the 
F80ther becomes, owing to this self-generation 01 God, being in 
8oct." In this sense, God 国 begotten is in no w80y inferior to the 
begetting God; r8other, God is c80use of Himself (sui ipsius est 
臼旧a); and it is through Himself that God is God." AlI we can 
do here is to recom皿end Victorinus to the indulgence of modern 
theologi8ons. But wh80t is. unusuaI in his own position clearly 
80ppears when he deaIs with the f8omous 相对 of Exodus: 111, 14, 
which we have quoted above. Such 80 text is, so to sp国k， the 
80cid tes也 which infaIlibly detects the true n80ture 01 being in 阻y
Christian philosophy. In this c8ose, the problem can be defined 
阳 follows: If 80 Christian maintains, with Plotinus, that being 
is the first-born of a higher principle, who, 8occording to hi皿， w丑l
be He Who Is? All we now have to do is to let Victorinus speak 
for himself: "It is J困山 Christ. For, He Himself has said: A nd 
should tkey ask thee, Who hath sent thee? tell them, Being (ð 品.) • 
For, indeed, this sole bcing (solum enim illud ð.) , who aIways is 
(semper ð.) , is bcing (品品v est)."u It is a bi也 hard to imagine J回回
Chris也 speaking to Moses in the Old Testament. This time we 
should recommend Victorinus to the indulgence of modern四eget四.
But we ourselves should not lose sight of our own objective. 
The fact that Neoplatonism makes bad theology 80nd worse exegesis 
is no philosophical argument against the Platonic notion 01 being. 
Yet, i也 go回 80 long way to prove something else, which is the only 
point 1 am now trying to rnake. If any being ever entailed the 
notion of existence, it is Yahweh, the God whose very name is, 
1 AM; and here is 80 Christian theologi8on who, hec80use he still 
conceives being after the manner of Plato, cannot even understand 
theveryna皿.e of his God. A tangible proof indeed that the Platonic 
notion 01 being is not enly foreign to existence, but inconsistent 
with it. 

Marius Victonnu8 is 80 highly instructive case, but he is not the 
oaIy one. The unknown author of the treatises which, written 80t 
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ON BEING AND THE ONE 

this deduction constitut四 a certain nature. As to Nature itseU. 
it signifi回 all that about which something can be said becausè 
it is included in the general order of the unive四e. We do not need 
to suppose that every nature is "a being." At least, we don'也
~now that y~t， and maybe it is not true: "Nature [John says) 
is the general name of all that which is and of all that which 
is not."ii 

What are these natures? As we have just said, each nature 
四 ap町ticular moment of the universal dialectic which we call the 
U卫iverse. A皿ong these 皿oments， Or ter皿s， some can be gr国ped
by intellectual knowledge. We can 田，y what they are and, con-
8equently, that they 町e. Hence they are beings. But there are 
other terms which, though we feel bound to posit them at the 
origin or during the course of our deduction，回cape both under
standing and definition. It is not only that we cannot define them: 
rather they themselves are of such nature that Ihey cannot be 
defined. Some of them are above being, 80me others 町e below 
being; in any c监e， such natures 缸e not. In short, if John the 
Scot has written a book on the Division 01 Nalure rather than on 
the Division 01 Rωlily， the reason for it is that he needed a wider 
name than reality to include non-beings as well 回 beings.

The first principle is, of course, such a non-being. Himself 
~ Christian, Jo~n identifies his first principle with the divinity, 
but, since its effects are, the divinity itself is nol. As he hims;lf 
8ay8, using the Ianguage of Dionysius, "The being of all things is 
the divinity which is above being: esse omnium esl superesse divin
itas."u Now, we have 阻id that beings come from what is above 
being by way of deduction, which, in a sense, is true; yet, it must 
not be forgotten that John himseU calls it a division. which means 
that，剧曲。n as you posit the first principle, the whole seri目。f
beings develops itself both before the eyes of the mind and in 
reality. In John's doctrine, the First is, before anything el肥，
goo也1e盟， generosity. The world of beings makes up a dialectical 
8ystem because it obeys intelligible laws; but it does not owe its 
origin to an analytical deduction from its principle, it rather ßows 
from its goodness and fecundity. 

Modem historians have accused John the Scot of monism and 
?f pantheism. 1 am afraid that this is a mistake. We are perfectly 
fr四 to disagre炮 with him, but we should not ascribe to him a 
phil回ophical position which w国 never his. In point of fact, his 
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阻 unknow丑 date， bear the name of Dionysius the Areopagi怡，
hails from the same philosophical country. 飞iVhoever wrote them, 
he certainly was a Christian, yet he did not h四itate to posit the 
Good even above being, with the unavoidable consequence that, 
once more, the Christian God had to be conceived as the supreme 
non-being.τ'rue to the leading principle of Plotinus, Dionysius 
maintains that God must 丑ot be what He gives, in order precisely 
that He may give it: "If, as is indeed the case, the Good is above 
all being, then we are bound to say tha也 what itseU is without form 
gives form; that He who remains in Himself without essence is 
the acme of 目sence; that, being a lifeless reality, He is supreme 
life; that, being a reality without intelligence, He is suþreme 
wisdom, and so on, since any form denied to the Good points out 
His informing power."" As a Christian, Dionysius knows that 
God has claimed for Himself the name of Being, but since, as a 
Platoni珑， he knOW8 that God is even above being, 311 he can do 
is to see in this highest of all "divine names" the supreme denom
ination of God as known from His effects. God is not being qua 
God, but in so far as He is the author of being, which is the first 
of His creatures. In Dionysius' own words: "God Himself is no也
being, bu也 He is the being of beings;"" which means: He is that 
because of which beings are. And what is it that accounts for the 
being of 1111 beings? Once more, it is the Good. Let us now go 
back to the sixth book of Plato's Re户必lic: "Y ou must admit that 
knowable objects owe the Good not only their aptne回 to beknown, 
but even their being and their reality (TÒ .1阳L 7'E ICal 叶" oVl1lt1J1), 
although the Good is no reality (0& oôul盯 ÓJlTOS TOÚ å'γa90ü) ， but 
far surpasses reality in both power and majesty."" Whoever he 
was, Dionysius was certainly thinking along the same lin回
To this Christian, He Who Is is the cause of all beings, only because 
He Himself is not. 

The paradoxical character of this interprctation w田 soapparent
that comparatively few Christian th.inkers ever accepted it. Yet 
some of them did, and always with the same r回ults. In the 
ninth 四川田y， a disciple of Dionysius, John the Scot, gave a 
complete description of what w困 to him the universe of Christian 
thought, without for a single moment betraying the spirit of his 
master. His Division 01 Nalure is 1\ eomplete cosmogony, which 
itseU is a sort of concrete dialectic whose particular moments 町e
80 many definite "natures." In other words, the world of John 
the Scot is a deduction from its first principle, 1\nd each ter皿 of

jlii--Lilli--JlA 

叮 Scotus Erigena, De divisioM naturae, 1, in Migne, P L, Vol. CXXII, col. 
441 A 

H l biJ., 1, 3; col. 443 B. 
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importance. It is a well.known fact that practically every Christian 
philosophy makes roo皿 for the Platonic doctrine of Ide础; only, 
since the Christian God is being, Plato's Id国s must then become 
the divine Ideas. So much so that, rather than being in God, 
they are God. To quote but a few great names, St. Augustine, 
St. Ansel血， St. Bonaventura and St. Thom回 Aquinas all agr四
on this fundamental point. 

It is most remarkable that, in spite of wbat seems to be an 
abstract necessity, at 1四st some Christian philosophers ultimately 
denied it. John the Scot was one of the皿 and， discounting some 
5canty indications left to him by DionY5ius, the fìrst one to do 50. 
Not without 50me hesitations, however. If being coincides with 
intelligibility, the first intelligibles must also be the firs也 beings;
but the divine Idcas are the fìrst intelligibles; hence they are the 
first beings. Now, it is sound Neoplatonism that if being is the first 
creature of God , the Ideas are creatures. On the other hand, since 
the Christian God is Being, He is His own Id目s， which means 
that the divine Ideas 町e God. This obviously leads us ωass田t
two utterly irreconcilable positio田， namely， that the Ide阻 are
created, and that they are God. How could a Christian thinker 
maintain that therc are creatures in God and that such creatures 
町e God? Obviously, John the Scot is here torn between two con' 
flicting, yet equally absolute abstract necessities, and we may well 
wonder how he ever succeeded in getting out of such a dilemma. 

As a matter of fact , he never did. To this intric叫e problem, 
the answer of John the Scot is that the divine Ideas 町e creatur回，
and yet the:r are not creatures. They are not creatures because 
no true creature 阻 eternal; now, there is no doubt that Ideas 町e
eternal: the Ideas of God have a1ways been and a1ways will be 
with God. Yet, they are creatures in this 配nse at le国t that, in 
their quality of being, they are eternally being created by Him 
Who is above being, namely, God. In 8hort, they are eternal 
but not co-eternal with God. Here &gain it would be much less 
instructive to criticize than it is to understand. What John the 
Scot is obviously trying to do is to identify the divine Ideas with 
God as much as his own philosophic现1 principles a1low him to do 
80. But they don't quite allow him to do it. In 50 far as they a时，
his divine Ideas have to be created, and, 5ince the notion of a 
"eo-etemal creatu四" is inconsiste l'J.t , he has 切 fall back upon that 
of a merely eternal creature. Yet, when a11 is said, his divine 
Ideas remain creatures; how then can they still be divine? John 
can find no way out of his diflìculty, because there is none; but, 
if he leav回 us without an answer, he giv回回 80mething much 
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ownc田e exactly repeats that of Plotinus. The being 01 creatures 
cannot be, in any se田e of the word, p町t and parcel of the being 
of God, for the simple reason that God Himself has no being. 
Between Him Who is not and things that are, there is an unbridge
able metaphysical gap. It is not even an ontological gap of the 
80rt which, in other doctrines, separates the supreme Being from 
finite beings. God and creat盯es are h凹e 80 wholly distinct that 
we cannot apply to God the name of being, either in a univocal, 
analogic现1 or even equivocal way. The doctrine of the analogy 
of being would have very much disturbed John the Scot，回 smack
ing of p皿theism，皿d the doctrine of the univocity of being would 
have looked to him as being nothing else. What he himself wanted 
to do was, on the contrary, to raise God 80 much above beings that 
no confusion between them remained possible; and, of coursc, the 
easiest way to do i也 was to raise God even above being, which 
he did. "God," John says, "is not the genus of creatures, nor 
creat旧es a species of the genus God. And the same applies to the 
relation of the whole to its parts. God is not the whole of His 
creation, nor is His creation part of God; and, conversely, the 
creation is not the whole of God, nor is God a part of His crea
tion." i7 8uch statements are as explici也 as they are c1ear. How 
is it, then, that so many historians have understood his doctrine 
田 a pantheism? The reason for it is 5imple. As they thcmsclvcs 
are not Platonists, they think of everything in terms of being. 
Now, ifthe first principle of John the Scot werc Being, it would be 
both monistic and pantheistic to say, as he indeed often does, 
tha也 God is the being of a11 things. But he says just the reverse. 
The rep国，ted condemnations of his doctrine by the Church do not 
mean that John's philosophy w，国 inconsistent as a philosophy; 
they mean precisely that, as a Christian philosophy, it was wrong. 
For, indeed, 5ince He himself says so, the Christian God is; cw
sequently, if a Christian philosopher maintains that God can be 
the being of creatures because He himself is not, that philosopher 
is wrong. Even before any Christian philosopher had understood 
in what sense it is true, the Christian Church had known, having 
read i也 in the Bible, that the fìr8t principle is the supreme act of 
existence. The only mistake of John the Scot w国 to imag!n. that 
the existent!ally neutral philosophy of Plato suited the supremely 
existing Christian God. 

It could e国ily be shown how many similar difficulti田 John
the Scot had to overco皿e in his undertaking. One of them at le且也
8hould be mentioned because of its typical nature and its historical 

n lbid., 11， 月四t 523. 
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more precious to keep, namely, the key which opens the inter
pretation of all similar doctrines during the whole Middle Ages: 
in any doctrine in which there is the slightest .gap hetween the 
Christian God and the divine 1deas, the breadth of that gap is 
四actly in proportion to the ontological Platonism of the doctrine. 
Plato's . being is too existentially neutral ever to coincide with 
Him Who Is. 

It is hardly possible to conclude this p町t of our inquiey without 
at least mentioning another similar experiment, which took pl.ce 
around the beginning of the fourteenth centuey, at a time when 
the Elemen臼t甜 Theologica of Proclus had just been tianslated 
into Latin and w描 beginning to be read. One never feels safe in 
talking about Meister Eckhart. He seldoms speaks twice in 
identically the same way, and the problem always is to know 
whether he is saying the same thing in a different way or if he is 
saying different things. Yet, his Quaestiones Parisienses are of 
such inter回t for our own problem that we cannot well afford to 
ignore them. 

One cannot expect a fourteenth century theologian to repeat 
Plotinus or Proclus. Eckhart had read St. Thomas Aquinas care
fully，缸ld he knew his theology well. Yet, he w.田 going his own 
way, which was, for a Christian, an unusual one. God, Eckhart 
8ays, does not know because He is, He rather is because He knoW8. 

His ve巧， act of intellection is the very root of His being." Such 
a God closely resembles, if not the One of Plotinus, at least his 
supreme 1ntelligence. Being a theolo.岳阳， Eckhart must find in 
Scripture a t田t to support his assertion, and quoting Exodus 
would be here entirely out of place. But why not quote the veey 
first lines of the Gospel according to Saint John: "1n the beginning 
W田 the Word"? For, Eckhart remarks: The Evano;eli曲 has not 
Baid: "1n the beginning w:国 Being， and God was Being," but only 
this: "1n the beginning w.田 the Word飞时， as the Lord Himself 
says a little further, the Truth. Such is the n皿ne which God 
Himself has claimedfor His own: "1 am theTruth" [JohnX1V. 1创.
Let U8 therefore posit intellection as the first of the divine perfec
tions, and being after it." Mter all, there is for us no other way 
to understand what Saint John goes on to say, "Allthings were 
made by Him, so that being belongs to them after they are made. 
Hence what the author of the Liber de Causis says: The first 
creature is being."n 

51 Eckhart. Quaestiones et. Sernw Parisie旧时， ed. by B. Gey町 (Bonn ， P. 
Hanstein, 1931), p. 7. 

6t Ib剖， P.9. 10 lbid., p. 7. 

ON BEING AND THE ONE 

Th恼is should n皿ow be喀哩in t怕o sound f.缸a血副iliar to our e旧翩s鸟， 皿d
we know 皿o町re 0回r less where we a町reι. 1μt does not c∞ome t阳o u田s a剧s 
a 8urpri8e to hear Eckhart saying: 
God也~J no:叮r being, and He is 80mething higher t仙h皿 being: Deo n旧on
ι印o阳mzt esse, nec ens, sd estaliguMaltius ente."And apin, still 
more explicitly: "There iS in God neith回 to be nor being; for, 
indeed, if a cáuse is truly a cause, nothing of the effect should be 
formally in its cause. N ow, God is the cause of all being. Hence 
being cÍmnot formally be in God. Of course, if it pleases you to 
give to 'intellection' the name of 'being' 1 have no objection. 
Even 80, if there is in God something which you may call being, 
i江也 bel由long臼s t切o Him through in川t饥ωellec创tion
belongs to creatures, it canno也 be in God, except 础 in its cause. 
Thus: in God, there is no being, but puri归S 臼.sendi，叫'a formula 
which obviously means, not the purity of being, but the purity 
from being. 

It w困 somewhat paradoxical to define Him Who Is as a God 
in Whom no trace of being can be found. No wonder, then, 
that Eckhart got into trouble with ecclesiastical authorities. 
But what could- he do? When, in order to placate his judges, he 
made up his mind to pr崎ch that God is, he singled out for the 
text of his sermon, no也 Exodus: II1, 14, but Deuteronomy: V1, 4: 
"Listen, 1srael, the Lord our God , the Lord is One." And here 
indeed he had something to say I This was a text on which Eckhart 
would never tire of preaching or of writing, hut in his whole 
commentary on these words two lines secm to me more precious 
than all the rest: "Deus est unus: God is one; this is confirmed 
by the fact that Proclus, too, and the Liber de Causis frequently 
call God the One or Unity."u 

飞m>at more could we hope for? Because existence as such 
seemed inconceivable, metaphysical reflection has spontaneously 
conceived being as "that which is," irrespective of the fact "that 
it is." Being then became selfhood, .and, because selfhood could 
not be understood otherwise than 田 unity， the metaphysics of 
being gave bi此h to a metaphysics of the One. Thus, having 
reduced the whole of being to self-identity, metaphysics finally 
subjected being to a transcendent cause radically different f!.om 
being; and, since wh .. t is above bein嗨:g is no。创也川山in叫l比i坦gi池削ble， the 叫11 ω 
achieve exhaustive intel1igibility by eliminating existence drove 
皿etaphysics to subject to an unintelligible non-being the whole 

.. Ibid. , pp. 四，口 u Ibül. , p. 10 
U Tex t" íñ G. dello Volpe, 11 mi&ticis附 sp"eculativo di Maeslro Ec趾iuJrl 佛d

拙oi faþþM'li slorid (Bologna, 193叶， p. 叫7.
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order of intelligible reality. This is why a11 Platonisms sooner 
or later lead to mysticism，血d sooner rather th皿Iater. Now, 
皿.ysticism in itself is excellent, but not仿 philosophy， and 回pecially
not in a philosophy whose professed ambition is to achieve perfect 
intelligibility. 1 t w国 not easy to guess what would happen to 
being if existence was left out of it. Plato cannot be bl皿ned for 
having tried it, but history sho明 us to what consequences such an 
皿dert地ing w描 bound to le叫: once removed from being, e对峙
ence can never be pushed back into it, and, once deprived of its 
existence, being is unable to give an intelligible account of itself. 

But is it certain that what is lacking in Plato's being is exist
ence? Being may be more complex than Plato's selihood, without 
including cxistence. It might be, for instance, substance. Our 
problem cannot be solved correctly unless we first take the answer 
of Aristotle into consideration. 
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AMONG dl the 伪je山田 directed by川y Plat剖t川Îms问田四町s配elf aga创山，i
hisow丑 doctrine of being, there is an outstanding one, namely, 

that, if there 町e Ideas, we 町e no better off for knowing this, 
because we cannot know them and, anyhow, they have nothing 
to do with the world of sense in which we Iive. Slaves, Plato says, 
are not enslaved to mast回ship， but to concrete beings that are 
their masters; Likewise, masters do not have dominion over 
slaveness, bu也 over their owri slaves; thus, these real things around 
us can do nothing to those yonder realities, any more than those 
yondcr realities can do anything to this world of ours. Whence 
it follows that, even if it were proven that there are Ideas, we 
could not possibly know them. Gods, perhaps, know them, but 
we don't, becausc we have not science in itself, which is the only 
possible knowledge of things in themselves. The world of Ideas 
remains unknowablc to us, and, even though we did know it, such 
knowlcdge would not hclp us in understanding the world we Iive 
in, because it is different from and unrelated to it.' 

If there were such a science as a phenomenology of meta
physics, Platonism would no doubt appear回 thc normal philosophy 
of mathematicians and of physico-mathcmaticians. Living as 
thcy do in a world of abstract, intelligiblc relations, they naturally 
consider number 国 an adequate expression of reality. In this 
sense, modem sciencc is a continually self-revising version of the 
Timacus , and this is why, when they philosophize，皿odem scientists 
usually fall into somc sort of loose Platonism. Plato's world pre
ciscly is the very world they Iive in, at le国tqωscientists. Not so 
with biologists and physicians, and, if we want tll clear up the 
difference, all wc have to do is to quote two n缸B田: Leibniz, Locke. 
Physicians seldom are metaphysicians, and, when they are, their 
metaphysics is very careful not to a1low its me，臼 to 108e sight of 
its physics. Such men usually follow what Locke himself once 
called "a plain historical," that is, descriptive, "method." Ari.totle 

1 Plato, Parnunid.时， 13J d-I34 c. 
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was such a man. When a French physici皿 said， "There are no 
sicknesses, but there are men who 町e sick," he was not aware of 
sum皿ing up, in a terse sentence, the whoIe Aristoteli皿 doctrine
of being. Yet he did. The 皿etaphysics of AristotIe is the nor皿aI
phiIosophy of aII those whose natumI trend of mind or sociaI 
vocation is to deal, in a concrete way, with c咱ncrete reaIity. 

Like his 皿aster， PIato, Ari8totIe is intere8ted in oúu!a: that 
which is. OnIy, when he Speak8 of it, what he has in mind i8 
something quite different from a PIatonic Idea. To him, reaIity 
is what he sees and what he can touch: this man, this tree, this 
piece of wood. Whatever other name it may bear, reaIity aIways 
i8 for hlm a particuIar and actuaIIy existing thing, tha也 is， a dis. 
tinc也 ontoIogicaI unit which is abIe to subsjst in itseIf and can be 
defined in itseIf: not man in himseIf, but this individuaI man whom 
1 can caII Peter or John. Our probIem then is to find out what 
there is, in any concreteIy existing th皿g， which makes it to be an 
。古σLa.， a reality. 

There is a first cIass of characteristics which, aIthough we 
丑nd . them present in any given thing, do not deserve the titIe 
oi rea.lity. It comprises whatever aIways beIongs to something , 
without being itseIf some thing. AristotIe describes such char
acteristics as "aIways given in a subject," which means that they 
aIways "beIong to" some reaI being, but nevet themseIves become 
"a being." Such are, for instance, thc sensibIe quaIities. A coIor 
aIways beIongs to a coIored thing, whence there foIIows thls 
important metaphysicaI consequence, that such characteristics 
have no being of their own. What they have of being is the being 
of the' subject to which they beIong; their being is its being or, in 
other words, th. onIy way for them ωbe Îs Hto belong" and, as 
AristotIe says, "to be in." This is why such characteristics are 
fittingIy caIIed "accidents," because they themseIvcs are not beings, 
but mereIy happen "to be in" some rea.l beings. CIearIy enough, 
accidents are not the ovu!aιwe町e Iooking for, since their definition 
doe8 not fuIfiII the requirements of what truIy is. 

Let U8 now turn toward another 回pect of reaIity. To say that 
a certain being is "white" means that the quaIity of whiteness is 
present in this particular being. On the contrary, if we say that 
a certain being is Ha m阻，" we do not mean to 8ay that "manness" 
is something whlch, Iike whiteness, for instanc吧， happens to beIong 
to, or to be in, thls particuIar being. The pr∞f of it is that it is 
possibIe to be a man without being white, whereas, to be il man 
without being m皿 is impossibIe. Mann田s then is not a property 
that b.Iongs 仿 certain subj ec问 rather， it is a characteristic whlch 
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can be 副cribed to those subjects. "Man" is what c皿 be "said 
of" any actuaIIy given man. Let us caII "predicability" this 
pa此icuI町 property. As in the c国e of accidents, it appears that 
such characteristics have no actuaI reaIity of their own. "Man
n回g" and "stonen四s" do not exist in themseIves; they onIy 
represent what 1 can truly ascribe to real "men" or to real "stones j" 
80 much 80 that to turn them into rea.l beings wouId be to repeat 
PIato's mistake. It wouId be to substitute Ideas for actuaI reaIities. 

This twofold eIimination ultimately le喝ves us confronted with 
those distinct ontologicaI units we spoke of in the first place. In 
point of fact , aIl we know about them is that they are neither 
abstract notions, 8uch 因 "man" or "stone," nor mere accidents, 
such 国 the color of a man or the 田ze of a 8tone. Yet, th国 twofold
negation can be turned into a twofold affir皿ation. If real being 
is n的 a mere abstract notion or, as we 8ay, a concept, it follows 
that what truly is, is individual in its own right. Moreover, to 
say that actual beinlZ is to be found onIy in a 8ubject impIie8 that 
actuaI beinlt i8 a subject. N ow, what is it to be a subject? It is 
to be that in which and by which accidents are. In other words, 
oúu!α ， reaIity, is that which, having in itseIf aII that is required 
in a thing 80 that it may be, can more咱ver grant being to those 
added determinations which we caII its accidents. As such, every 
actual subject recei ves the titIe of "substance" (sub-s缸ns) ， because 
it can be figurativeIy fancied 国 Hstanding under" accidents, that 
is，国 suppo此ing them. 

The indirect character of this determination of being is obvious 
in Aristotle's own formul昭: "Being (oúu!时， in the true, primitive 
and strict meaning of this term，阻 that which neither is predicable 
of a subject, nor is present in a subject i it is, for instance, a particu. 
lar horse or a particular man.'" But this seems to be Iittle more 
than a restatement of the problem, for, if it teIIs 田 that Plato was 
right in refusing actual being to sensible quaIities, while he w.剧
wrong in 国cribing it to abstract notions, it still does not explain 
what mak回 reality to be real.飞N'e now know where to look for 
it, but we still do not know what it is. 

It looks, then, as though the probIem has to be approached 
in a different way. The question is to know what there is, in an 
individual subject, that makes it to be a being. In our sensible 
experience, which is the onIy one we have, the most striking indi
cation we have that a certain subs!ance is there is the operations 
it carries and the changes which it causes. Everywhere there is 
action, there is an acting thing, so that we first detect substances 

I Aristot1e, Categcwies, 1, S, 2 a n. 
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bywha也 they do. Let 田 call "nature" anY substance conceived 
回 the intrinsic principle of its own operations. All true sut泪tances
are n矶山田: they move, they change, they act. And this leads 
us to a second characteristic of Bubstances. In order thus to act, 
each of them must first of all be a subsisting energy, that is, an act. 
If we follow Aristotle thus far, we 町e entering with him a world 
entirely different from that of Plato: a coneretely real and wholly 
dynrunic world, in which being no longer is selfhood, but energy 
and eflicacy. Hence the twofold meaning of the word "act," 
which the mediaeval disciples of Aristotle will be careful to dis
tinguish: 岛战， the act which is the thing itself or which the thing 
itself is (actus primus); secondly, any particular action exercised 
by that thing (actus secundus). Now，证 you take together all 
the secondary acts which a given thing perfor皿5， you will find 
that they constitute the very reality of the thing. A thing is all 
that it do田 to itself 国 well 国 to others. In such a philosophy, 
"to be" becomes an active word, whieh, before anything else, 
signifi四 the 回erci.ing of an act, whether it be the very act of 
"being," or that of "being-white," or any other one of the srune 
回，rt. We said that "whiteness" is not, and rightly, but "a white 
皿an" is white, so that, through hi血， whiteness also is, as sharing 
in his own being. It still remains to be s田n whether Aristotle is 
here ta.lking about existence, but he certainly i~ talking about 
四isting things; and, because, such 国 he d回cribes it, reaIity is an 
actually real nucleus of energy, its very core lies beyond the gr幽p
of any concept. Nothing is more important to remember in Aris
totle's philosophy of being, and yet nothing is more commonly 
overlooked: in their innermost r叫ity， substanc四 are unknown. 
All we know abou也 the皿 is that, since they act, they are, and 
they are acts. 

Having reached this point, Aristotle had to stop, leaving his 
doctrine open to ev'田y possible interpretation and misinterpret
ation. He knew full well thatωbe is to be in act, that is to say, 
to be an act, but to say what an act is, w剧 an altogether different 
proposition. The only thing he could do about it w皿 to point 
to actuality国 to something which we cannot fail to know, provided 
only we see it. Or else he would point out its contr田y， that is, 
potentiality or possibility, but even this do四 not help much, since 
to understand act through potency is much more diflicult than to 
understand . potency through act. When worrying about the 
problem, Aristotle first reminds his reader that "we must no\ 
seek a definition of everything;" then he iovites him to fignre out 
for himself, by comparing a number of analogous c眉目， the mean-
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ing of those two 饥rms: "As that which is building is to that which 
is capable of building, so is the waking to the sleeping, and that 
which is Beeing to that which h国 its ey回 shut but h国 sight， and 
that which is shaped out of the matter to the matter，皿d that 
which h眉 been wrought to the unwrought." Assuredly, a bare 
inspection of these examples clearly shows what Aristotle had in 
mind when he said: "Actuality meru回 the 臼istence of the thing;'" 
they help us, so to speak, in locating actual rea.lity: we now know 
where to look for 尬， and that is all. 

It is typical of Aristotle's realism that, though fully aware of 
the bare and ultimate "givennes俨 of act as such, he never thought 
of setting it aside as irrelevant to reality. There is something which 
is not above being，剧 W阻 the Good of Plato, but which is 仿
being or, rather, which is the very reality of being, yet escap回
definition. Real things are precisely of that sort, and philosophy 
should take them such as they 町e. If tkere remains something 
皿ysterio田 in the nature of actuality, it is at le咽t a mystery of 
nature, not a mystery created out of nothing by the 皿inds of 
metaphysicians. 

We must now proceed in our inquiry and ask Aristotle one 
more question which, 1 am afraid, will prove a puzzling one. This 
very being which reality is inasmuch as it is act, what sort of 
being is it? In other wor也， what do we 皿国n exactly by saying 
of a being in act, that it is? The first answer which occurs to the 
mind is that, in this case at le脑t ， to be means to exist, and this, 
probably, w嗣 what it meant to Aristotle himself when, in ev町y
day life, he forgot to philosophize. Nothing is more widespr四d
缸nong men than the certitude of the all.importance of existence: 
as the saying goes, a living dog is better than a dead king. But we 
also know that, what they know as men, ph四osophers are Jiable 
to forget 回 philosoph町s， and our problem is here to know if, when 
Aristotle speaks of actual being, what he has in mind is existence 
or something else. 

To this question, we are fortunate in having Aristotle's own 
answer, ,md nothing in it authorizes us to think that actual exist
ence w国 included in what he called being. Of course, to hi皿， as
to us, real things were actually existing things. Aristotle h田 never

. stopped to consider existe~ce in itself and then deliberately 
proceeded to exclude it from being. There is no text in which Aris
totle says that actual being is not such in virtue of its own 吨。
be," but we have plenty of texts in which he tells us that to be is 

a Aristotle, MeJaþhysics, e, 6, 1048& 38-1048b 4, in ArisJolle Selectio时， ed
by 飞，V. D. Ross (NewYork,-Scnbner, 1927), p. 82. 
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80皿ething else. In fact, everything goes as if, when he sp咀ksof
being, he never thought of existence. He do回 not 叫ect it, he 
comp1ete1y over100ks it. We should th回efore 100k elsewhere 
for what he considers as actua1 

"A皿ong the m皿y mea且ings of being," Aristotle says, "the 
first is the one where it means that which is and where it si阴ifi田
the substance川 In other words, the is of the thing is the 即，hat
of the thing, not the fact that i也阻ists， but tha也 which the thing 
is and which皿akes it to be a substance. This by no mea田 signifies
that Aristot1e is not interested in the existence or non.四e对stence
of what he is talking about. On the contrary, everybody knows 
that, in his philosophy, the first question to be asked about any 
possíb1e subfect of lnvestigation is, does it exist? But the answer 
ls a short a.ñd fina1 one. Once evidenced by sense or concluded 
by rationa1 argumentation，曰:istence is tacit1y dismissed. For, 
indeed, .if the thing does not exist, there is nothing more to sa的
if, on the contrary, i也 exists， we should certain1y 国，y something 
about it, but solely about that which it is, not about its existence, 
which can now be taken for grant 

τ'his is why e对stence， a 皿ere prerequisite to being, p1ays nO 
par也 in i旬的.ructure. The true AristoteIian name for being is 
Bubstance. which is itseIf identica1 with what a being is. We are 
not here reconstructing the doctrine of Aristot1e nor deducing 
from his princip1es impIications of which he was no也 aware. His 
Own words are perfectly clear: "And indeed the qu四世on which 
W剧 raïsed of old and is raised now and a1ways, and is a1ways the 
subject of doubt, name1y, what being is, is just the question: what 
is subst皿ce? For it is thi5 that some 剧目比 to be one, others more 
也皿 one，皿d that some a固的 to be Iimited in number, others 
unIimited. And 回 we a1so must ∞，nsid回 chießy and pri皿ariIy
皿d abnost exclusive1y wha也 that is which is in this sense.川All
we have now to do is to equate th回e terms: what pri皿ariIy is, 
the subslance of that which is，如hat the thing is. In short, the 
"whatn田s" of a thing is it8 very being. 

Such is the princip1e which account8 for the metaphysica1 
structure of reaIity in the dodrine of Aristot1e. Each actna1 
being is, 80 to Sp国k，皿ade Up of severa1 metaphysica1 layers, all 
of which necessariIy enter its ∞田titution， but n悦。n the same 
1eve1 nor with eqna1 righω. On the strength of what h国 been
盹id， it is cIear that wha也 is 皿ostr曲，1 in substance is that whereby 
It is an act. Now, a corporea1 8ubstance is not what it is because 

'A出totle， U，响þhytics， Z, 1, 1国8 a 13. 
• lbid., I四8b2-8， in Stkct;回吼叫.byRo盟， n. 26, p. 64. 
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。，f its matter. To use a classica1 exa皿p1e， a statue is no也百hat
it is because it is made of wood, of stone or of bronze. On the 
contrary, the 5a皿e statue can a1皿ost indifferent1y be made of 
阳y one of those matters，皿d we will 8ay that it is the 8ame 
statue, provided on1y its shape remains the sa皿e. This, of course, 
is but an image. Natura1 forms are 1ess 蹦乱y detected than 
artificially made ones, but the re田on for it is that shap回町e
visib1e, whereas natura1 for皿S 町e the intelligib1e core of visib1e 
r国lity. Yet, there are such forms. Mat~rially speaking, an ani皿a1
is made up of inorganic matter, and nothing else. The chemica1 
ana1yais of its tissues reveals nothing that cou1d not 昭 well enter 
the composition of entire1y different beings. It is neverthe1ess 
an anima1, and therefore a substance, because it h础皿 inner
princip1e which acco田1臼 for its organic chàracter, all i臼 accidents，
and all the operations i也 performs. Such is the form. Obviously, 
if there is in a substance anything that is act, i也 is not the matter, 
it is the form. The form then is the very act whereby a substancu 
is what it is,' and, if a being is primariIy or, as AristotIe himself 
5ays, almost excIusively what it is, each being is pri皿ariIy and 
a1most excIusively its form. This, which is true of the doctrine 
of Aristotle, wiU remain equa11y true of the doctrine of his disciples, 
otherwise they would not be his disciples. The distinctive char
acter of a truly AristoteIian metaphysics of being-and one might 
feel tempted to call it its specific form-Iies in the fact that it 
knows of no act superior to the form, not even existence. There 
is nothing above being; in being, there is nothing above the form, 
and this mea田 that the form of a given being is an act of which 
there is no act. If anyone posits, above the form, an act of thát 
:lId , he _may. weU use the technical terminology of Aristotle, but 
on this point at least he is not an AristoteIian. 

This fundamental fact entaiIs many puzzIing consequences, 
the first of which IS that, when a11 is said, we 町e coming back to 
Plato. It has often been remarked, and rightly, that the forms of 
Aristotl飞areJ:l1lt_theJMa飞QU'lat冶，_bl，"_Q!lght down from)i雨雨n
to e豆rth. We know a form through the being to which ìt gives 
rise, and we know that being through its definition. As knowable 
and known, the form is caUed "e田ence." Now, it is a fact that 
formsore臼ences remain identica11y the s田ne in a11 these individua1s 
that belong to a same species. If the main objection directed by 
Aristotle against Piato holds good, namely, that man in himseIf 
does not exist and that, if he exis钮， we are not interested in hi血，
because what we need to know is not man, but men, the same 
reproach 配ems to apply to AristotIe. Like that of P1ato, his Own 
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doctrine has neither use nor roo皿 for individuals.τ'he ouly 
difference is that Plato made open profession not to be inter田ted
in indi说dua1s， where烟Aristotle mak田 open profession to be 
in'如rested in nothing else, and then goes on to prove that, since 
the for四 is the sa皿e throughout the whole species, the true being 
of the individual in no way differs from the true being of the 
speCles. 

AIl this is very strange, yet i也 was unavoidable. On the one 
hand, Aristotle knows tha也 this man alone, not man, is realj on 
the other hand, he decides that what is real in this man is what 
皿ym皿 is; how could his this and bis 时at ever be reconciled? 
True enough, Aristotle bas an explanation for individuality. 
Individuàls, he says, are such in virtue of their matter. Yes, but 
the matter of a being is not what that being is, i也 is what is low，田t
in it; so much so that, of itself, it h国 no being. However we look 
at it, there is something wrong in a doctrine in which tbe supremely 
r盹1 is such through that which exhibits an al皿ost complete lack 
of reality. This is what is bound to happen to any realism which 
s切ps at the level of substance; not the individua1s, but their 
.pecies, then be∞mes the true being and the true reality.' 

The radical ambiguity of the doctrine is best seen by its his
ωrical co皿equences. During the Middle Ages, thinkers and 
philosophical schools were divided between themselves on the 
famo田 problem of universals: how can the speci回 be present in 
individua1s, or how can the multiplicity of individua1s share in the 
unity of the speci国? At first sight, this centurie..long controversy 
h国 the appear皿ce of a purely dialectical g旧时， but wh前 really
E田的 the bottom of the whole busin田s is the very notion of being. 
What is? 18 it，阻 Ockham 皿，ys， only individua1s?τ'hen th9 
form of the speci田 is ab801utely nothing but the common n皿卫e
we give to individuals si皿丑ar among themselv四. This is nc如
min属lism. 日， on the contrary, you say that the form of the 8peci回
must needs be, since it is 0时ng to it that individua1s are, then 
you are a realist, in this 8ense, at le础t， that you 嗣cribeωspecific
fOrI田 a reality of their own. But what kind of reality? H国 the
form a 80rt of self-subsisting reality? Then it 四 a Platonic Idea. 
E皿 it no other existence than that of a concept in our mind? 
Then in what sen回 can we still 皿y that it is the very core of 

·τ"his is why 皿 m皿y disciples 01 A由totle w诅 stress the unity of the species. 
The fa.mous Avenoistic doctñne of the unity of the intellect for the whole human 
species- bas no 。也町。rlgin.τne species alone is substan四. At 也，e very extremity 
d 也e development, &nd beyond Averroes, 1∞ms 由e metaphy刮目。f 1M substa阳"
Spin。国.
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actual being? N ow it is by no me坦Jl U旦出ual to see philωophers 
dis鸣reeing among th田nselves; what is r国Ily puzzling here is 
that, should we believe them, they all agree with Aristotle. And 
1 ràther think they do. At any rate, 1 would not undertàke to 
convince any one of them that he does not. because Aristotle him
self had bungled the whole question. 

The primary mistake of Aristotle, as well 剧。f his followers, 
was to use the verb "to be" in a single me咀ing， where国 it actUàlly 
has two. If it means that a thing is, then :ndividuals alone are, 
and forms are not; if it means 即hat a thing is, then forms alone 町e
and individuals are not. The controversy on the being of universals 
has no other origin than the failure of Aristotle himself to màke 
this fundamental distinction. In his philosophy,. as much as in 
that of Plato, what is does not exist, and that which exis恼， is not. 

Had Plato lived long enough to read, in the First Book of 
Aristotle's MetaPhysics, the criticism of his own doc仕ine of ideas, 
he might have written one more dialogue, the Aristotel时， in which 
it would have been child's play for Socrates to get Aristotle 
entangled in hopeless diflìculties: 

"1 .hould like to know, Aristotle, whether you really m阻n
that there are certain for皿s of which individual beingB partàke, 
and from which they derive th位回回国: that 皿en， for instance, 
are men because they partake of the form and 回国nce of m皿"

14Yes, Socrat回， that is what 1 mean." 
"Then each individual partak田 of the whole of the e回阻四

or else of p町tofthee阻四阻 Can there be any other mode of 
participation?" 

"There c现ooot be." 
"τ'hen do you think that the "，hole 回sence is one, and yet, 

being one, is in each one of the things?" 
U Why not，自由阳，tes?"
"Because, one and the 阻me thing WiIl then at one and the 

阻皿e time exist 田 a whole in many 8ep世ate individuals，皿d

w诅 therefore be in 8 .tate of 8eparation from itselfl" 
"Nay, Socrates, it is not .0. E困enc四 are not Ide国; they do 

not 8ub.ist in themselves but only in particular things, and this i8 
why, although we conceive them 剧。ne， they can be predicated 
of m皿.y."

"1 like your W8y, Aristotle, of locating one in many plac回 8t
on臼; but did you not 剧，y that 回S四ce is th8t wh自由'y individual 
beings are?" 

"YI田， Socrs'也8， 1 did." 
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"Then，皿.y lad, 1 wish you could tell 皿e how it may be that 
beings are through sharing in an ess阻ce， which itseU is not!" 

The history of tqe problem of universals h国 precisely been such 
a dialogue, and i也 could have no conclusion. If essenc田阻ist， they 
cannot be shared in without losing their unity and co皿equently
their being. If individuals are, then each of them 8hould be a 
distinct species and there could not be，国 in point of fact th凹eare，
species that include in their unity a multiplicity of individuals. 
Wbat is true is that essenCJ四 are_and_ that individuals豆豆ê!， 80 
that each 回~e旦旦e~exists in and through 80me individual, jus也 M
in and thro吼jtlLess画面蚕豆且垣画面.ly- is. -But, to be 
in a p05ition to 5ay 50, one m'山t first have distinguished between 
individuation and individuality, that is, one mus也 have realized 
that, no less necessarily and perhaps more deeply than essence, 
existence enters the 8tructure of actual being. 

τ'hus， the world of Aristotle is made Up of existents without 
e对stence. They al.l exist, otherWÌSe they would no也 be beings; 
but, since their actual existence has nothing to do with what they 
are, we can safe!y describe them 田 if they did not exist. Hence 
the twofold aspect of his own work. He hi皿seU is a Janus Bifro时.
There is a first Aristotle, who wrote the Histor四 Animalium.
Hew田 a keen observer of actual.ly existing beings, deeply con
cerned in observing the development of the chick in the egg, the 
mode of reproduction of sharks and rays, or the structure and the 
habits of bees. But there is a second Aristotle, much nearer to 
Plato than the first one, and what this second Aristotle 阻，ys is: 
"The individuals comprised within a species, such as Socrates 
and COri5COS，町'e the real beings; but in国皿uch as these individuals 
po田ess one co皿mon specific for皿， it will suffice to state the 
universal attributes of the species, that is, the attributes common 
to all its individuals, once for all'" This "once for all," is indeed 
dreadfuI. It is responsible for the immediate d抽出 of those 
positive sciences of observation which Aristotle himseU had 80 
happily fostered. For centuries and centuries men will know every
thing about water, because they will know its 回sence， tha也 which
water is; so also with fire, with air, with e哑仙， with man. Wby 
indeed should we look at things in order to know them? Within 
each species, they are all a.1ike; if you know one of them, you 
know them all. Wbat a poverty-stricken world such a world is! 
And how 皿uch deeper the words of the poet 80und to our ears: 
"τ'here are more things in heaven and earth, Horatio, than are 

7 Aristotle, De þartibus animalium, A, 4. 644a 23-27, in Seleclio旧， ed. byRo白，
D. 54, pp. 173-[74 
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dreamed of in yo田 philosophy." Yes, indeed, but this was the 
s皿卫e poet who knew that what matt目'8 is "to be or not to be," 
and it should matter in philosophy if it does in reality. 

For those who fancy that philosophy is bound to follow the 
皿arch of time, and that what w础 held as true a hundred y回m
ago can no longer be held to be such, i也 is 阻 instructive experiment 
to glance at the co皿menta)"ies of Averroes on Aristotle, especially 
in those pas田ges in which he himseU com皿ents on the nature of 
being. What happened to Averroes was simply this: In the 
tweUth century after Christ, Averroes, himseU an Arab established 
in Spain, happened to read the works of Aristotle, and he thought 
that, on the whole and almost in every detail, Aristotle was right. 
He then set about writing commentary after commentary in order 
to clear Up the obscure t昭t of Aristotle and thereby to show that 
whatthat te劝阻id was true. He could not well do the one without 
doing the other. To him, Aristotle was the Philosopher:ωrestate 
his doctrine and to state truth itseU were one and the same thing. 

Wbat makes the c描e of Averroes an eminently instructive 
one, especially for the discussion of 0盯 own problem, is the new 
turn which, between the time of Aristotle and that of his com
mentator, religion had given to the problem of being. Inasmuch 
as it is an abstractly objective interpretation of rea.1ity, philosophy 
is not interested in actual existence; on the contrary, inasmuch 
as it is primarily concerned with human individuals and the con~ 
crete problems of their personal sa.1vation, religion cannot afiord 
to ignore existenc也 This is why, in Plato's philosophy, the gods 
町e a.1ways there to account for ex四tentia.1 events. Ideas a.1one 
cannot account for any existence, because they themselves are, 
but do not exist, whereas the go巾， whatever they may be, do at 
least exist. In the Timae时， not an Idea, but a god, mak回 the
world, and, though Ideas account for the intelligibility of what 
the god makes, they themselves do not make it. It takes some
thing that is to ca田e an existential happening. 

In the twelfth century after Christ, two religions, both stemming 
from the Old T，田tament， agreed in teaching that th回e is a 皿preme
God, Wbo tru.ly is and Wbo is the Maker of the world. "To 
make" me皿.s here "to cr四te." First, there w，国 God， but there 
was no world. N ext, there still w，回 God， but there also was a 
world, because God had made it to be, and for God to make it to 
be is what we cal.l creation. Now, if we believe that the world h国
been cre放ed， what is the very first thing that happened to it at 
the very time when it was cr四，ted，江 not to be? The sovereign 
importance of 四istence 皿d its factual primacy 四，nnot p。因ibly
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be overlooked by 皿en who believe that things have been created 
out of nothing. Existence, and existence alone, accounts for the 
fact that any given thing is not nothing. This is why, even before 
the ti皿e of Averroes, another Arabian philosopher, whose own 
position we shall later examine, had taught that, 5ince to 阻ist
is something that happens ωbeings，四istence_:血seHJEJ早
"accident." 
-Wh函 he read this statement of A vicenna, Averroea felt not 

only surprised, but scornfully indignant. And no wonder. Having 
learned from Aristotle that being and 5ubstance are one,' he w，国
bound to ωnceive substance 国 identical with its actual reality. 
Now, to 5ay that something is actually real, and to 国y that it is, 
is to 5ay one and the .ame thing. In Aristotle's own words: "A 
man, an exÎstent man, and 皿an， are just the 且me.'" How indeed 
could it be otherwise in a philosophy in which the very being of 
a being is to be "that which it is?" Now, it is very remarkable that, 
when confronted with the doctrine of A飞ricenna， Averroes made 
no mistake about its origin. That was a religious origin, and 
Averroes immediately said 50: "A vicenna is quit冶 wrong in thinking 
that unity and being point to determinations 8uperadded to the 
回sence of a thing, and one may well wonder how such a m阻 h剧
皿ade such a mistake; but he has listened to the theologians of 
our religion and mixed Up their 8ayings with his own science of 
divinity，'气. that is, with his own metaphysic.. Now, this i. 
precisely what Averroe. himself has always refused to do. 
Religion has its own work, which is to educate people who are too 
dull to understand philosophy, or too untutored to be amenable 
to its teaching. This is why re!igion is necesaary, for what it 
preaches is fundamentally the 5ame as what philosophy teach回，
and. unless common men be!ieved what i也 preaches， they would 
behave !ike beasts. But theologians 5hould pr凶ch， not t盹ch，
just as philosophers 8hould teach, not preach. Theologians should 
not attempt to demonstrate, because they cannot do it, and 
philosophers must be careful not to get be!ief mixed Up with what 
they prOVe, because then they can no longer prove anything. N oW, 
to preach creation is jU8t a handy way to make people feel that 
God is their Master, which is true even though, as is well known 
by those who truly philosophize, nothing of the 80rt ever happened. 
The fundamental mistake which accounts for the distinction be-

• Aristotle, }.fetophysics, Z, 1, I028~4 
• Aristotle, M etaPhysics, r , 2, 1∞3b• 
lIt Averroes, In IV }.feω，ph. ， c. 3, in Arislotelis Slogiritae • • . opero omn'回

(Venetiis, apud Juntas, 1552), Vol. IX, p. 43 '9'. 
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tween being and it8 田istence is A vic回国'. illusion that a re!igious 
be!ief can a回U皿e a philosophical meaning.u 

What mak田 the c国e of Averro田 a highIy instructive one is 
that, in 80 far a8 Averroes w，国Aristotle， Aristotle found himself 
ineacapably confronted with the metaphysical problem of exisι 
阻四 80 that he could no longer ignore it. If there w回 room for 
existence in a world in which being is identical with "wh川江 is，"
now was for the new Aristotle the time to tell us where it fits; 
if, on the contrary，自cistence was just a word which added nothing 
to what we already know about , being, the new Aristotle was 
bound to tell us that i也 was so, and why. This last is 四actlywhat
Averroes h回 done， 80 that his metaphysic. constitutes a crucial 
回perime时， in so far at le脑t as the relation of pure substantialism 
to existence is concemed. 

Who, Averroes asks, says that real beings "exist?" In a way. 
ev田ybody does, but how do they say it? Arguing from the root 
of the verb which means "to be" in Arabic, Averroes remarks that, 
in common language, when people want to say that a thing exis钮，
they 8ay that i也 is "to be found," just as, in order to convey that 
a certain thing does not 四ist， they say that it is "not to be found." 
We ourselves would now say that, to Averroes' compatriots, 
国 to 80me German philosophers, to be is to be there: sein is dasein. 
This is nothing more than a crude and popular way of talking, b旧t
if any philosopher takes i也 seriously， he will have no other choice 
than to make existence an accidental determination of being. 
The thing must then be imagined 幽 a reality, let us say an easence, 
which is in itself distinct from and prior to the bare fact that it 
happens to be or not to be there. Such is, according to Averroes. 
the mistake made by A vicenna when he 阻id that 田istence is an 
accident that happens to the 回sence: "Quod esse sit accidens 
即四位时 quiddi，阳tiJ'

Several errors neceasarily follow from this first one. If the 
V回'Y fact that a certain being is, is distinct fro皿四hat that being 
i8, each and every re喝1 being will have to be conceived 回 a com
pound of its essence and its 回is臼nce. If we so conceive it, the 
回sence will have to be further c划lnceived， not as a being, but only 
as that which becom回 a being when it happens to exist. N oW, 
since 田sence no longer deaervea the title of being, except in 80 
far 国 it receives .existence, or esse, the distinction of essence and 
田istence becomea a distinction between two constituents of 
being, one of which is conditioned by and 5ubjected 玩) t豆豆画，tl1er.

11 A verroes, Deslruclio deslrud如阳叫 disp. VIII, ed. dl., Vo1. IX, f. 咽气
皿d disp. 1, f. 9'9', 
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is either 8ubstance or accident. A very remarkable argu皿ent
indeed, at least ii we look at it in the proper way. To Averroes, 
国 to Aristotle hi皿self， the ten categories cover the whole domain 
of what can be known and said about things. If existence answers 
none of the only questions concerning reality which make sense, 
then exist冶nce does not make 8ense, it is unthinkable, it is nothing. 

To this conclusion, the obvious objection is that Aristotle 
himself might wel1 have overlooked a category. After all, nothing 
proves that his list was complete, and, were we to say that there 
are ten accidents instead of nine, there would be no harm in it. 
Perhaps, but let us try. Existence then is an accident, but，国
soon as we look a也 it that way, our new accident 田hibits most 
disturbing properties. At leas也 its properties 8eem entirely dif. 
ferent from those of 皿y other accident. When 1 add quantity to 
a substance, 1 give it 8ize, or bulk, whereby 1 alter its appearance; 
if 1 add quality to it, 1 make it look white or black, and 1 8t泪
alter its appearance, and 80 on with a l1 the oth町 accidents of 
place, relation and 80 on, each of which ∞ntributes a specific 
determination of the 8ubstance, in itself distinct from all the other 
types of determination. In other words, quantity gives to a 8Ub-
8tance what quality ca皿ot give; quantity is not quality, but 
they are two irreducibly distinct categori四 of accident. Not 50 
with existence. If to be were a category, it would indiscriminately 
apply to all the other categories, and to all of them in the same 
way. 飞iVhen 1 8ay that a certain substance has both quality and 
quantity, 1 do not mean that quantity is the same thing as quality, 
nor that both quantity and quality are the same thing as substanc也
Three distinct notions are here pr回ent to my mind, but, ii 1 say 
that a 5ubstance is, that its quantity is, or that its quality is, what 
am 1 doing? The very accident which 1 田n supposed to add to 
IIny one of those three terms blends itself, 80 to speak, with them 
and vllnishes from 8ight as being identical with them. "This 
8ubstance is black" is 11 meaningful proposition, because blackness 
is not the substance of which it is predicated. "This 8ubstance 
is," ii it mellns anything, means that this is a substance，皿d
to maintain the contrary would be to maintain that a real 8ubstance 
is distinct from its own being. The sa皿e reasoning likewise applies 
to all the nine accidents. If existence were IIn IIccident, then 
quantity, for instance, could not be, because, were it 四istence~
it could no more be quantity than i也 can be quality, and so on with 
ther四t. The proposition, "quantity is," either mellns thllt quantity 
is quantity or it means nothing. In short, one cannot consider 
田 an IIccident that which can be said of any suhstance and of any 
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In other words. essence then deserves the title of being only inas. 
much as it h出 already received i恼 exist启nce. Consequently, 
apart from its 四istence， essence in itself is a bare possible, not a 
being, but a possible being. A world made up of such e昭ences 18 
a wõ~ld in ~hich no_ being contains jn itself the reasoI1____f旦jts_
existence, for its necessity, for its intrinsic intelligibility. 

Such a world w坦 exactly what A vice皿a wanted, in order to 
placate theologians. When all is said, there is one neces回ry being, 
ãnd onlv one.- He is "the First," eternal1y subsisting in virtue 
of His 0古n necessity and eternally drawing possibles from potency 
to act. Now, to actualize a possible is to give it actual existence, 
80 that an 皿isting being is a possible which happens to be actual. 
ized. It now is because, in the eternal flow of changing things, 
it was its turn to be. Let us now single out one of these e对sting
bein!!S and look at its structure. Out of itself, it was but a possible, 
but it now is in virtue of the power and fecundity of the First 
and, while it is, it cannot not be. It is therefore necessary, and 
it is 80 on two accounts: first, while it lasts, it cannot not be; 
next when actual existence happens to 此， it cannot not happen 
to i仁， because eVI盯y bcing is only in virtue of the necessity of the 
First. What flows from the First flows from Him according to 
His own internal intelligible law. Every 四isting being then 
exhibits two opposite faces, according as we look at it as it is in 
itself or as it is lñ its relation to the First. In itself, it is but possible; 
in its relation to the First, it is nec回国ry As A vicenna himself 
田.ysJ it is a possibile a se necessariu阴阳 a1旬， that is, as it were a 
single word, a Hpossible• by.itself.necessary.by-another." In short, 
th四 is among the 田rt of beings which can be produced by 
a first cause. since their own existence is entirely deprived of 
nece8sity. To 阳y that 田istence is an accident which happens 
to essences is but a shorter way of saying the 阻皿e thing. 

Such a doctrine is perfectly consistent, yet Averro回 rejects
it as a whole becau8e there is something wrong in its very principle, 
namely, its notion of 阻istence. What is existence, Averroes asks, 
and how are we supposed to conceive it? A vicenna says tha也 it
is an accident. but we know how many kinds of accidents there 
are. we know which they are, and existence is not among them. 
Of the ten categories of Arißtotle, the first is 8ubstance, while the 
nine fol1owing ones designate all possible accidents, 8uch as quan. 
tity, quality, place, relation, and 80 on. We don't 缸d existence 
there. Now, since it is supposed to happen to a substance, it 
c皿not be substance, and since it is not one of the known accidents, 
it cannot be an IIccident; hence it is nothing, because 1111 that 阻，
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accident without adding 阻ything to its notion. The very id咀
of a category co=on to a11 the other categori回 is absurd. All 
that busin田5， Averro回国，ys， is censurable and wrong: hoc totum 
est falsum et vituperabile. There is no place, in metaphysics, for 
sn existence conceived 国 distinct from that which is. 

Mistakes, however, have to be overcome, and what precedes 
wouId leave 田 with a divided mind, UnI四s we were to account 
for the very confusion which is responsible for 80 m皿.y mis
understandings. Such prop田itions as "x is" do indeed make 
8ense, and what they 田，y may be true or false 础 the c斟emaybe.
But what do they me皿? When a judgment is true, it is 8。
because it 8ays "that which is." Any true judgment then 
描8erts the r阻lity of 田皿ething which is indeed a reality. To 
say that "a 皿皿 is" merely m阻ns that "there is a man," and, 
if thi8 proposition happen8 to be true, it is 80 because what is there 
is indeed a man. But Iet U8 generalize the prop08ition. When 1 
阻，y that "8omething is," whatever that may be, the proposition 
m田ely means that a certain being i8 there. What matters here 
is the intrinsic reality of the being at 8take, and precisely the 
verb "is" expresse8 nothing else than that verγreality. A vicenna 
wants us to inlsgine that "is" add8 something to the notion of 
being. But this d配s not make senae, since, as a word, "being" 
signifi回 nothing else than "is." "Eeing" i8 the noun derived from 
the verb "恒，" so that its mcaning can be nothing else than "that 
which is." We might a8 well maintain that "humanity，"节hich
is derived from "man," signifie8 something else than "what 
man is," or that "individuality," which is derived from "in
dividuaI," 8ignifies 80mething more than "what an individual 
is." What has Avicenna done? He has simply inlsgined that the 
"is" of 0田 judgmen'钮， which is the bare statement of the actual 
reality of a certain essence, 8ignifies something which, when added 
toe回ences， turns them into 80 many r回，iities， wher巳脯， to say that 
a certain being is merely m回ns that i也 is a being. l1 

τbe world of A verro回 thus appears as made up of truly 
Aristote1ian substances, each of which is natura11y endowed with 
the unity and the being that belong to all beings. No distinction 
whatsoever shouId then be made between the 8ubstance, its 
unity and i也 being. In a fearfully concise statement, Averro咽
tells us: "τbe subst皿ce of any one being, by which i也 is one, is 

" Av町roes， Eþi.tome in 1:品rum lfelaþhysÎcae Atþtotel纭，_ ~~~! ~. tt!_" ，!!~， 
Vol. VIß, f. I 6Q2j"Destruct:臼 dutnu;l.甜，um， disp._Vj ed. dt_. ,_ Vol. I?C,_ f. _3俨. Cf. 
A. Forest, La Structure maaþlly尚1u du co阳'，el selqn sainl Thomas d'Aquin (Paris, 
J. Vrin, 1931), P.143, D. 2. 
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its to be, whereby it is a being: Substant但 cujωI必et uni时， per
guam est unum, est suum esse, per guod由t ens."u The equation of 
substance ， 佣e， 归 be and being is here ab回，Iutely co皿plete，皿d，
since 8ubstance comes first, it is 

Thus far, Averroes 8eems quite success!uI in his effort to rid 
philosophy of 田istence， but it stilI remains for hi皿 to soIve a 
problem, na皿ely， the very one which A vic四na himself had tried 
to solve: the relation of po国ible heings to their actuai existence. 
A!t回 all， there are such things 国 actualized possibilities, and 
their heing c皿not be the 皿me，阻 actual，回 i也 W回国 amere
possible. Under this definite form, at least, the problem of e到st
ence c皿not be eliminated. Averroes is clearly conscious of it, 
but he thinks that, even then, it remains a 阴阳dc如problem; 四
much 50 that a phiIosophy worthy of the n皿ne can 皿dm田S
establish its futility. In the mind of A vicenna, the whole difficuIty 
is tied Up with his notion of what he ca11s the "po曲ible 0凶。f it
self." Of cO旧se， if there are 8uch beings which, out of themselves, 
are merely p05sible, the problem aris四 to know what must be 
added to them in order ωgive them actuai r咀lity. But is the p旧e
possible of Avicenna an intelligible phiIosophicaI notion? We can 
understand what A vicenna m盹ns by the Fir5t, Who is the onIy 
n阳回回酣s町 beir陆d白白n咯1
Wea础'!so ca阳n understand t仙ha凶，t all t仙ha剑也 w咄hi蛐ch is , outside the F仕前，
is nec回回可 in vi此ue of the necessity of the First. Had he said 
this, and nothing more, A vicenna wouId have said nothing but the 
truth and the whole truth; for, indeed, all that which is, is neces
sary eith四 by itself or by its cause, and the proposition can be 
proven. 

Let us consider the c闺e of any one of those beings which 
A vicenna holds to be "nec回sary in 说rtue of another." Since it 
阻J and since it is nece田町y that i也 be， in what sense can we stilI 
且y that it remains "p曲sible?" A飞ricenna's a田wer is that such 
a being remain8 possible in itself. But what is its "i也elf，" apart 
from what it is? A vicenna says: it is its 回sence. Which is true. 
B时，迁 we take a certain 回sence priorωits actua1ization, i也 is
同时 a pure possible, pr础吻 becat四e it d晒 not yet exist and 
h嗣 no necessity whatsoever; 迁， on the contrary, we take it as 
already actuaiized, it d阻8 then exist, but i也 h国 become nece田皿7
缸ld there is no trace in it of any p倒sibility. When it was possible, 
it was not, and, now that it is, it no longer is possible. To-inls阳
拉国 being both at one and the same tinte, one h皿 tosupp佣e that 
it 缸tua11y is, and that, whiIe it is，泌的出 remains in itself 嗣 if

UAv,. .. …s, 11, lV Melaþll., c. 3, t:tl. 
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剖cid四.t without adding anythingωits notion. The very id咀
of a category co=on 旬 all the other categories ÍIIabsurd. All 
that busin田5， Averro回阻，ys ， is ce皿urable and wrong: hoc lolum 
由J falsum et vituperabile. Th田e ÍII no place, in metaphysics, for 
an exist四ce conceived 国 distinct from that which is. 

Mistakes, however, have to be overcome, and wha也 pre臼des
wOlÙd leave us with a divided mind, unle回 we were to account 
for the very confusion which is responsible for so many mis
understandings. Such prop由itions as "x is" do indeed make 
sense, and what they 阅，y may be true or false 国 the case may be. 
But what do they mean? When a judgment is true, it is so 
because it 田，ys "that which is." Any true judgment then 
嗣serts the reality of something which is indeed a reality. T，。
因，y that "a man is" merely m回，ns that "there is a man," and, 
if this proposition happens to be true, it is 80 because what is there 
i8 indeed a m皿. But let us generalize the propωition. When 1 
阻，y that "something i8," whatever that may be, the proposition 
merely me咽8 that a certain being is there. Wha硝也 matter8 here 
is the int仕rinsic reality of the being at stake, and precisely the 
v喃er巾b"
want也5 us t归。 ir田，gine t仙ha川t "叮is" adds something to the notion of f 
being. But thÍII d由s not make sense, since, as a word, "being" 
signilies nothing else than "i8o" "Eeing" is thc noun derived from 
the verb "is," so that its mcaning can be nothing else than "that 
which ÍII." We might IIS we11 maintain that "humanity," which 
is derived from "man," signifies something e1,e than "what 
man is," or that "individuaJity," which is derived from "in
dividual," signifi四 something more than "what an individuaJ 
is." What hllS Avicenna done? He h昭 simply imagined that the 
"is" of 0盯 judgmen饵， which is the bare statement of the actuaJ 

reality of a certain essence, signifie8 something which, when added 
to 四sence3， turns th田n into 30 many realities, where剧， to 8ay that 
a certain being i8 merely m咀ns tha也 it is a being." 

The world of A verro回 thus appears IIS made Up of t rlÙy 
Aristotelian 8ubstances, each of which is naturally endowed with 
the unity and the being that belong to all beings. No distinction 
whatsoever should then be made between the substance, its 
unity and its being. 1n a fearfully concise 8tatement, Averro西
te11s us: "The 8ubstance of any one being, by which i也回 one. 国

UAveπ明s， E，扣tame 臼 librum Mel呼hy~ica~_A，!sto~elis!_ ~ra:_t! ~， t4: C?:;, 
Vot. VIII, f. 1692j'Destructio de$lrucl~u7i月I disp. V; ed. 'ü. , Vol. IX, f. 34v~ Çf. 
A. Forest, 1A Strudure mt阳þhys电ue du cori"ú selon saint Thomas d'Aqui,. (Pa血，
].v丘n， 1931), p. I帖， D.2.

i恼 to be, whereby it ÍII a being: Substantia cujUSz，必et uni时， per
guam est unum, est suum esse, þer g:阳tl esl ens."" The equation of 
subs，阳~ce， 佣e， 阳 be and being is here ab田lutely complete, and, 
8ince 8ubstance comes first, it is the whole of reality. 

Thus far, Averroes se回国 qui也e 8uccessful in his effort to rid 
philosophy of existence, but it 8till remains for hi皿 ω801ve a 
problem, namely, the very one which A vicenna hi皿self had tried 
to solve: the relation of pO田ible beings to their actuaJ阻istence.
Mter aJl, there 町e such things IIS actun.lized pos8ibilities, and 
their being cannot be the 田皿岛国 actuaJ，回 it w阻臼 8 mere 
pωsihle. Under this definite form，别 least， the problem of 四is也
ence cannot be eliminated. A Ve:π0咀 ÍII clearly co田cious of it, 
but he thinks that, ev四 then， it remains a pseudo-problem; 四
皿uch 80 that a philosophy worthy of the name c阳 andm田t
establish its futility. 1n the mind of Avicenna, the whole difliculty 
is tied Up with his notion of what he caJls the "possible out of it-
8elf." Of course, if there are 8uch beings which, out of themselves, 
are merely possible, the problem aris四 to know wha也皿田tbe
added to them in order ωgive them actuaJ reality. But is the pure 
possible of A飞ricenna an intel1igible philosophicaJ notion? We can 
understand what A vicenna means by the First, Who ÍII the only 
a田ess町y being, and Who subsist8 in virtue of His own nec回sity.
We aIso can underst皿d that aU that which is, outside the First , 
is nec回盹ry in virtue of the necessity of the First. Had he said 
this, and nothing more, Avicenna would have said nothing but the 
truth and the whole truth; for, indeed, a11 that which is, i3 nec四
sary either by itself or by its 四，use， and the proposition can be 
proven. 

Let 田 consider the c国e of any one of th田e beings which 
A vicenna hol也 to be 11nec回跑ry in 世此ue of another." Sincc it 
阻， and since it is nece回町y that it be, in what sense can we 8tiIl 
田，y that it remains "p由sible?" A vicenn白缸咀，wer is that 8uch 
a being remains possible in itself. But what is i句 "i也elf，" apart 
from what it is? A飞ricenna say8: it is its e回ence. Which is true. 
But，迁 we take a certain 自由nce prior to its actua1ization, it is 
ind时 a pure possible, precisely because it does not yet 面前M
h国 no necessity whatsoever; if, on the contr，皿y， we take it 皿
aJr田dy actuaJized, it do田 then exist, but it h剧 b田。me nece酷ary
and there ÍII no trace in it of any pos8ibility. When it w剧 po田ible，
itw皿 not，皿d， now that it is , it no longer is p。由ible. To imagine 
it as being both at one and the 阻皿e ti皿e， one h脑 ω8UppO田 that
it actua11y is, and that, while it is, it 8tiIl remains in itself IIS if 

UAverro白，.1" IV Mdoþ":, C. 3, tJ. clt., VoI. IX, f 岖Y.
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possibles. There remains in 8uch a philosophy a也 least s旧皿e
faint trace of what any true philosophy of the concept hates above 
everything else, novelty. 

A universe in which nothing new ever happens-;;uch is the 
universe of Averroe8 himself. To the question: "How do you 
account for the fact that motions begin and then come to an end?" 
his answer is that motions may seen to begin and to end, but that 
motion itself never has either beginning or end. It cannot either 
begin or end, because to move essentially entails both a before 
and an after, so that, wherever you look for motion there always 
is a Hbefore" whence it comes, as surely as there is an "after" 
whither it goes. The modern principle of the conservation of 
energy in the world would have been welcomed by Averroes. 
All the motions of the heavenly bodies and all the motions which 
are caused by th~m on earth, tha也 is to say, all the motions there 
are, constitute for him a single motion, indefinitely perpetuated, 
whose sum total remains indefinitely the same: "And this is why, 
when thcologians have asked philosophers if the movements 
anterior to the present on四 have ceased, the philosophers have 
answered that those movements have not ceased, because, as 
philosophers see it, just 阻 those movements have had no beginning, 
80 they' h,we no end."u And let us no也 forge也 that what is true 
of motion holds good for any event in general. All that happens 
is a motion of some 80rt, 80 that all that i8, is always there, iden
tically the same, in 8pite of it8 apparent mutability. 

One could hardly wish for a world better made to suit the 
t描te of abstract conceptual thinking. Ex王stence is no more to 
be fe由ed here than it will be in the philosophy of Spinoza. N 0 
provision is made for it in this eternally self.identical world, not 
even the smallest corner where that unpredictable element rnay 
threaten to play the most har皿less of its tricks. Perfectly proof 
against newness, it remains eternally such as it is. Since generations 
and corruption8 町e but particular kinds of motion, individual 
beings can come a.nd go without disturbing the p国ce of the world. 
Some beings, such a8 the heaveuly bodies and the pure intelligence8 
which move them, are naturally eternal and incorruptible; taken 
all together, they make up the divine world, which is free from 
change in its own right. As to the other beings, which, like our-
8elves, are born, and whose life is so short, it is true to say that 
they themselves are subject to chan肘， but they do not count , for 
their only function is to ensure the perpetuity of their own species, 
which itself always is owing to them and never changes. IndiViduals 
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i也 were not. . The unrealized possibility 8eems here to survive its 
actual realization and, 80 to speak, to receive from its very neg
Ilotion some sort of vague reality. But this is absurd. "If the 
thing is necessary, however it rnay have been posited, possibility 
is wholly absent from it. N othing can be found in the world 
of such a nature that it be possible in a certain way, yet necessary 
in another way. For, it has already been 5hown that what is 
nec四sary is in no way possible, 8ince possible and nece由ary
contradict each other. Where there is possibility in a certain 
being, it is that such a being contains, over and above what is 
necess町y from the point of view of its own nature, 80mething 
that is merely possible from the point of view of another nature. 
Such is the case of the heavenly bodies, or of what there is above 
them (namely, the primum mobile) for, such things are necessary 回
regards their being, but they are possible with respect to their 
皿otion in space. What has led Avicenna to that distinction w阻
his opinion that the heavenly bodies are neccssary by another, 
and yet possible out of themselves."u 

To complete his criticism, Averroes had only to identify the 
cause required by Avicenna in order to account for the existence 
of the "possible out of itself，"、vith the cause of existence required 
by religions in order to account for the creation of the world. And 
he did it. "You must know" [Averroes says] "that the ne飞me回
阻cribed by religious law to this world is of the s皿ne nature as the 
newness of things 出 it is understood in this doctrine."u Let us 
pause a moment to pay homage to the remarkable philosophical 
insight of Avicenna's great adversary. What he clearly sees in 
the doctrine of his predecessor is a kind of philosophical substitute 
for the religious notion of creation. The God of Avicenna is a 
God Who is, so much 50 that, rather than say that His essence 
is identical with His existcnce, we had better 8ay that He has 
no essence at all. Yet, A vicen曰a does not consider his God 田
having created the world by an act of will. As has been said, the 
world flows from God's intrinsic necessity, according to the laws 
of intelligible necessity. There is no true creation in A vicenna's 
doctrine, but to the keen eyes of A verroes there stiJl is too much 
of it，町， at least, there stiJl is 50mething which looks too much 
like it. The world of Avicenna remains a world of happenings. 
Assuredly, they all are nec回sary happenings, but stiJl they do 
happen. Possibl四 that were mere possibles become actual beings, 
then p目s away and make room for the actualization of other 

14 Ave口出霄， Destructio desll'uction1,m, disp. VIII, ed. cit. , Vol. IX, f. 43V • 
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pa回 away， the species never pa且 away. They do no也 pass away 
because, just 国 a motion never enda 目由pt in gi由g r18eω 
皿other motion, 80 that motion is aIways there, 80 aIso ":血血"
never ends, owing to the perpetual 8ubstitution of th田e who are 
bom for those who die. The world has always been jus也 what it 
is; humanity has aIways been just what it is; human knowlcdge 
h臼aIways been just what it is, for the totality of intelligible 
forms is being permanently radiated and, 80 to 8peak, broadc踊S
by the 8ubsi8ting Intelligence Who thinks for us and in 田 from
above. the intellectual differences between hu皿an souls having 
no other cause than the individual abili刮目。，f their re8pective bodi田
to catch the divine mes8age, that is, to receive those intelligible 
forms. IntellectuaI intelligibility, then, may happen to be received 
by one man better th皿 by another, in which case we say that he is 
more intelli段时， or even that he has geniu8, but, whcn a philosopher 
dies, philosophy it8elf re皿ains. It may 1l0W exist in the 飞iVest，
now in the East, but philosophy always remains bccause there 
always are philosophers, and, if true phil080phy scems a也 times
to perish, it is but an iIIusion. Total knowledge is always present 
in the Intelligence which is the unique intellect of the human 
species, and, though you ean't take it with you 飞iVhen you die, 
because you bave no individual intellect to take it in, nothing of 
it is lost.τ'rue enough, the divine mcss也ge may be blurred for 
a while, but not forever. Once eaught by Aristotle in Grecce, it 
is now being heard by Averroes in Spain, and we need not fear 
that it will ever be completely lost. In 8hort, individual men are 
mortal, and wholly so, but all the true, all the good a lj.d all the 
beautiful of which they partake for a little while is immortnl in 
i也 own right. If the future of 8uch things is what makes men 
uneasy when they die, they ean die in peace, for truth, goodness 
and beauty aIways eome to them from above and they abide there. 
They are -eternally safe and bright in that Intelligence which 
perpetually enlightens mankind; they are 8till more 80 in 国ch
one of the higher intelligences, and they are eminently 80 in the 
first and supreme Thought, Who eternally thinks Himself in the 
solitude of His own perfection and is the Supreme Being because 
He is the Supreme Intelligibility. All that is here, is eternally 
there, and it is there much more really than it is here. In 8pite of 
all appearances, the world of being is one solid block of intelligible 
ne回国ity. 吕uch is the ultimate re回on why being always is and 
cannot be conceived apart from its being. A perfect in8tance, 
indeed, of a mental universe in which, for any conceivable being, 
to be and to be that which it is are one and the 8ame thing. 
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Obvio田ly， nothi卫g could be more unpaIatable than such a 
doctrine to theologians of 皿y persuasion. That A verro四 hÍnl8elf
had his troubl田 with Moslem divin四 not only is a fact, but should 
ca田e us no 8urprise. Later on, Spinoza, whose doctrine largely 
is a revised ver8ion of Averroism rewritten in the language of 
Descartes, will aIso have his trouble with the Synagogue, and 
for the 8ame fundamentnl reason: in any religious world there is 
novelty, because there is existence. But, if there is a religious 
world in which newness reigns 8upreme, it is the Christian world, 
in which at least two extraordinary things once happened-its 
creation by God and its re-creation through the Incarnation of 
the Divine Word. One of the most paradoxicaI episodes in the 
history of Western thought has been the rise, in the thirteenth 
century, of a philosophical 8chool whose members imagined that 
they could think as Averroists while believing 国 Christians. If 
there is a crucial experiment on the compossibility of existence 
with being irt a metaphysics in which being is identified v. ith 
8ubstance, here is one, and there is good 自由on to hope that its 
study will throw some light on the true nature of their relation. 

One of the most famous Averroists of the thirteenth century, 
Siger of Bmbant is exactly the man we need to help us with our 
problem. N ot only w捕 he a Christian-and 1 personally do not 
know of any re田on to doubt the perfect sincerity of his faith
but he also was, around 1270, a Master of Arts in the University 
of Paris. A Master of Arts was then a professor in eharge of 
teaching philosophy to students who, for the most part, were 
later to study theology. As such, the Parisian Mast凹 of Arts had 
nothing to do with theology itself; his only business w剧 to intro
duce his students to the philosophy of Aristotle, from his logic 
切 his metaphysics, ethics and politics. On the other hand, it mus也
be borne in mind that 1270 is a rather late date in the hi8t冶ry of 
mediaevaI philosophy. When Sig町。f Brabant had to d四.l with
any philosophicaI problem, he could not avoid taking into account 
what some of his predecessors had aIready 皿id on the qu四tion.
The Co=entaries of Averroe8 were at his disposal and, -to hi血，
what they said w国 the adequate expression of Aristotle's owrÍ 
thought, which it8elf was one with phil080phical truth. But he 
had read many other phil080phers, such 嗣 Avicenna among the 
Arab8, Albertus Magnu8 and Thomas Aquin回国nong the 
Christian8. 

Thi8, 1 think, 8hould account for the rcmarkable decision made 
by Siger of Brabant when, having to raise questions abou也 Book
IV of Aristotle's M出physics， he found himself confronted with 
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the definition of this supre皿e science: a science whose object is 
being qua being. The proble皿 W由 not for him to find something 
to say about it; in fact, he had only too much to choose from, 
but he made an unusual choice. The vcry first qucstion asked 
by Siger on this occasion was: "飞，vhether， in created things, being 
(ens) or to be (esse) belongs to the essence of creatures, or is 
so皿ething added to their essence."n Obviously, we are now reach.. 
ing a time when the problem of the distinction of 田sence and 
existence has already been openly raiscd and widely discussed. 
For Siger to have asked it in the very 且rst place, the question 
mus也 have already become, if n时J as it now is, a pcrennial question, 
at least a question of the day. Between Siger and his own favorite 
master, Averroes, thcre stands Thomas Aquinas. For him, that is 
the trouble, but for us, that is what makes his casc cxtrcmely 
interesting. If, as hc naturally will do, Siger wants to identify 
e四ence and existcnce, i也 won't be enough for him to play Averroes 
against A vicenna, whom Averroes had both known and alrcady 
refuted; he will have to play Averroes against Thomas Aquinas, 
whom Averroes could not refute, because he could not foresce his 
commg. 

The whole discussion of the problcm is 80mcwhat obscurcd by 
a certain ambiguity, for which Siger himself is not responsiblc, 
bccause its 80urcc lies in the ve巧T position of thc question. Averrocs 
was right at least in this, that the origin of the )lotion of existence, 
as distinct from thc notion of e'咀cncc， is religious and tied up with 
the notion of creation. N 0 one can read the Old Testamen也皿d
try to formulate what it teaches abou也 the origin of the world, 
without reaching the conclusion that, if there has been a creation, 
then the world is something that both is new and exists. As com. 
pared with its eternal idea in God, existence happens to it as a 
novelty. 

When Chri8tian theologians want to expr四s this relation of 
the created world to its Creator, they all say that creatures do not 
exist out of themselves, but owe their existence to God. This is 
a point on which they all agree, and, although their agr回ment is 
here unavoidable, it has been, for many of them as well as for more 
than one of their historians, the source of a dangerous confusion. 

τ'be only way to express 8uch a relation is to say that, sihce 
creatures do not exist by themselves, they receive their existence 

17 M. Grabmann, N etωufg('fundeM_ _"Quaestionen" Sigers 1Jon Brabanl Zlt dcn 
Werken des Arislotrles (Clm. 9559) , in_Miscellanca Franceùo Ehrle, (Roma, Bibic护
theca Apostolica Vaticana. 町26) ， Vo1. 1, pp. 103-141. The abovc吨uoted t<,xt i::; 
to be found on p. 1.13 

from God. Their own being is not something that belongs to 
them per se; it is given to them from above，皿d， precisely becau阻
their being is a received being, they are distinct fro皿 tbe only 
per se Being there is, n缸nely， God, their Creator. It c阻 there
fore be said that in all Christian theologies no creature is in i蚀
。wn right. Now, if creatur四 do n呐。we their own e对ßtence to 
themselves, there 皿ust needs be in each of them some sort of 
composition of what they 町e with the very fact that they are. 
In 8hort, the distinction between creatur回 and their Creator 
entails, in creatures themselves, a dist皿ction between their 
existence and the essence of their being. 

If this were true, alI theologi阻s and philosophers of the 
Middle Ages should ha ve taught the distinction of essence and 
existencc, for, indeed, all of them have realized the distinction 
there i. between the self.阻istent Being, Who is God, and the 
being of His creatures, who have it only because they receive it. 
But it is not so. The problem of the distinction of essence and 
existence is an altogether different problem. It is a purely philoso
phical problem, which consists in detcrmining whethcr or not, 
within a created being, after i也 h出 been cr国，ted and during the 
very time when it is, there is any reason to ascribe to it a distinct 
act in virtue of which it 公. N ow, if n11 theologians agr回 on the 
fact that creatures owe their being to God, it is not true to 且y
that they all agree on the second point. They do not; far from 
it. Many mediaeval theologians, to whom the distinction of 
e回ence and existence has been wrongly 田cribed， have in fact 
never thought of it. What is true is that, if a mediaevnl theologian 
professes，阻 a philosopher, the distinction of e田enceand 四istence，
he will find in it，阳 a theologian, the suflìcient and u1timate r国son
we have for distinguishing the self.e:对stent Being of God from 
the recei向d being of creatures. But those who hold different 
metaphysics of being will find at their disposa! many other ways 
of distinguishing God from His cre现，tures， which proves at le剧t
this, that, when a theologian teaches the distinction of e田ence
and existence, it is not because Christian theology nec阳arily
requires it, but because he thinks that, as a philosophical doctrine, 
it is true. The very fact that great Christian theologies, such 即
those of Duns Scotus and of Suarez, manage perfectly well without 
this distinction, is a suflìcient proof that it is not a dictate of 
revelation, but a purely rational view of the nature of being. 

Siger of Brabant w田 too near the verγorigin of the doctrine 
not to f"n victim to this confusion. Observing that, in those 
doctrines in which essence is distinct from existence, thω，Iogians 
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in the cause of their being, the Pure Act Whom we call God. And 
this is what Siger himself very cIearly shows by proving that, 
without resorting to the distinction of essence and 阻istence， it 
stiII remains possible to account for the lack of si皿pIicity in crea
t山es， as opposed ωthe perfect simpIicity of God. If this be true, 
as 1 think it is, the fsct th矶， below the First Cause, everything is 
composite cannot have been for Brother Thomas the main reason 
for positing the distinction of cssence and existence in created 
things. 

But how does Siger himself account for the difIerence in 
si皿pIicity which there must needs be betw回，n God and His crea
tures? True to the spiri也 which prevails in the metaphysics of 
both Averroes and Aristotle, he does not feel impressed by the 
fact that created beings mighl not be. Let us rather say that, 
to him, this is fsr from being a faet. If they were not necessary, 
be it only through their cause, they would not be at all. What 
makes them different from the 岛的 principle cannot Iie in the very 
fact that they are, but in their pecuIiar way of being, that is, in 
what they are. Because He is Pure Act, the First is one and simple. 
On the contrary, below Him, aII the rest is mere participation in 
the purc actuaIity of the First. Now, a participation always is a 
C晴tain degree of participation. Some crcated beings even partici
pate more or less in the actuaIity of their cause, and this is why 
thcy have different cssences, according a,s they approach more 
or less the simpIicity of the First. Just as nu皿bers diffcr from 
onc another in spccics because of their various relations to unity, 
which is the principle of number, 80 beings differ from one another 
in essence because of thcir various reIations to the p盯e act of 
being. N ow, what a certain ereature lacks in act is exactly measured 
by its potency. There is then a lack of simpIicity in aII creatures, 
bccause what makes them to be creatures is the amount of potency 
which specifies the essence of their own act. But we do not even 
need to asscrt this in order to avoid the difficulty. Let us take 
a creature that is not made up of form and mattcr, that is, a purely 
spiritual substsnce. Like the First, it is bound to be a seIf-sub
sisting act of thought, yct it stiII wiII lack the simpIicity of the 
First. For, indeed, the First is a self-thinking thought; He does 
not need to receive from any source His own inteIIigibiIity, whereas, 
below the First, aII knowing substances know their objects only 
through inteIligible species. "Omne a/iud a Primo intelligit per 
speciem quoe est aliud ab ipso: Evcry being other than the First 
knows through some spccics that is something else than that very 
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r础。，rt to it in order to justify the distinction of beings from the 
Supreme Being, he ju皿ped to the conclusion that this v町y use 
they made of their thesis was, in their eyes, both its origin and its 
justification. This mistake 恒 apparent in the initia.I remark of 
Sige由 own answer to the qu由世on: "There are several different 
opinions on this point. Some say that a thing is in 说rtue of a 
disposition added to its essence, 80 that, according to them, "thing" 
皿d "being" have not the 阻皿e meaning.τ'h田， "to be" is some
thing added to the es回nce. This is the opinion of Albert in his 
Commentary. His reason is that of the Liber de C.αus旬， na皿ely，
that things have their being fro皿 their first principle."u Now, 
whether or not Albertus Magn田 has tsught the distinction of 
e田ence and existence in creatur田， 1 am no也 prep町ed to 8ay, 

but, if he did, it cannot have been for that 自由on. True enough, 
if a certain being is a 盯eature， we can 目siIy imagine th圳机
mighl not e对前， as indeed would be the case if God had not created 
it. Consequently, practica.Ily all theologians ad皿战 that there is, 
between any given creature and its bei吨， what they caIl a dis
tinction of re础。n. The actual thing is, but, after aII, it does 
not contain in itself the sufficient reason for its own existence, so 
that we can abstract冶dly conceive it as a non-existing thing. Such 
a ststement docs not necessariIy imply that the thing in question 
is itseIf composed of its own essence and of its own existcnce; it 
merely 四pr田S回 the reIation of effect to cause which obtains bo
tween any creature and its Crcator. And this indeed is what the 
L必er de Causis me皿s when i也 Bay8 that the first principle is, to 
aII things, their own being. 

The 盹me mistake oecurs under another form towards the end 
of his question, when Siger of Brabant remarks: "Every thing 
that subsists by itself, below the First, is composite This iast 
re础。n has been the main one for Brother Thomas."n No, it has 
not. After admitting that nothing below God is simple, and 
that created things incIude þoth c田ence and existence, Brother 
Thomas h回 naturaIIy concIuded that the first 缸ld fundamental 
lack of simpIicity in things was due to their composition of 回sence
and existence, but he did not need such a composition in order 
to account for their Iack of simpIicity. Even without resorting 
to the composition of matter and form which Bome theologians, 
Iike Augustine and Bonaventura, for instsnce, admitted in aII 
cr础ted beings, Brother Thomas could have resorted to the dis
tinction of act and potency, which occurs in aII creatures, but not 

11 Siger of Braba.nt, oþ. cit., p. 13S 
u lbid., p. 137 
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themselves, some definite room for the veη， existence they are 
supposed to receivc. And he canno也 do it hecause the thing si皿ply
cannot be done. Thomas d。因 not want 旺istence to be sub
stance itself, bccause he wants it to bc the existence of the sub
stancc, that is, the very principle which, present 仿 the substance, 
皿akes it to be. As if anything were still wanting in that which 
is, in order to makc it to be! On the other hand, Thomas fully 
realizes that Aviccnna was 飞町ong in making existence an accident. 
As an accident, existence would 也 nowhere in philosophy; which 
means that it has to be something else. But, if i也 is neither a 
substance nor an accident，四'/uzt is it? 

No 皿ore pertinent question could be asked by a philosopher 
to whom to be is neces~1U"i1y to be a 即1皿t. And the reason for 
Sigcr's attitude is clear: where there is no "whatness," there is 
no conceptual intclligibility. If we cannot say "what" the thing 
at st"ke is, then no thing is really at stake, and we are merely 
talking about nothing. Pla to may ha ve been mistaken in putting 
thc One anc\ the Good above being, but he had been right in saying 
that, if rcality is only "what" it is, there must be some higher 
principle above evcn rcality. Here, on the contrary, the very 
notion of a "higher-than-whatness" principle completely vanishas, 
because the summit of rcality is itself, though an act, yet a what. 
Thc Aristotelian Goc\ is a being of which we can say what He is, 
namcly, the pure act of an eternally self-thinking Thought. There 
is no' tmce of any invitation to rise above substance in such a 
metaphysic飞 no inclucement thcrefore to wonder if, after aII, 
whatncss is truly thc whole of reality. Of cour四， Siger might 
have askecl himsclf thc question, but our whole point is precisely 
to show that, however c1eep and keen a mind he has, no philosopher 
can see what Iics beyond his own position of the question. 

This is precisely what is happening to Siger, and not to under
stand 飞，vhat one is talking about is such an advantage in any kind 
of diseussion that one is bound to score along the whole line. For, 
what he does is to ask Brother Thomas: "W/UZt is existence?" 
and, of course, Brother Thomas cannot answer. Unfortunately, 
unable a8 he wa8 to 8ay what existence is, he had at least tried to 
point it out, that is, to call our attention to it, 80 that we might 
at lea8t realize t/uzt it is. In order to do so, he could not help using 
words, each of which means something whose "whatness," if so 
desired, we could define. While 80 doing, Brother Thomas ob
viously gives the impression of trying to define exi8tence, although 
踊 a matter of fact , he is merely pointing to it. For an onlooker 
who sees it as a would-be definition, each and every such attempt 
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being."" In other words, the Aristoteli皿 notion of substance is 
so foreign t。但istence that existence plays no part in this dcs
cription of created being. 

τ'he whole argnmentation of Siger obviously entails that the 
actuality of subst皿回回 such be the whole of the actuaIity of 
being 国 such_ In such a world, to be is to be substance, that is, 
either a pure form, if the substance at stake be an incorporeal 
one, or a substantiaI unit of form and matter, if the substance at 
stake be a corporeal one. In both cases, substances αre in virtue 
of their for血， which is act by definition, and, since there is nothing 
above act, the whole reality of any given being is completely 
accounted for by the actuality of its very form. 

We are now in a position to see what must have been, from the 
poin也 of view of Siger of Brabant, the main mistake made by 
both Brother AIb田t and Brother Thomas. Albert was righ也 in
皿，ying that, God alone excepted，、 each and every creature is per 
aliud in the order of efficient causality; but this does not prevent 
each created thing from being a being per se. For, if it is at aIl, 
then it is a substance, and every substance is as such both a se, 
ex se and even per se, since it is by itself, out of itself and through 
itself that it is the very being it is. To which AIbert will no doubt 
rejoin that, anyhow, it is not the cause of its own being. Of course 
it isn't! Unless i也 were created, it wonld not be at all, but, now 
that it has been created, it is a per se because it is a substance. 
When the old English poet 回claims: "0 London,. thou 8ft of 
townes a per se 1"" he does not mean to 阻.y that London is without 
having been made, but, rather，他础London is such a city as stands 
alone among all the others and, for this reason, eminently is_ 
London eminently is for being the very city it is. In other words, 
a created thing is per aliud in the order of efficient causaIity, yet 
i也 is per se in the order of formal causaIity, which, in the realm of 
8ubstance, reigna 8upreme. AIbert has therefore in臼rmingled the 
two orders of the e伍cient cause and of the formal cause; hen四 his
cu.rio田iIIusion that an 缸isting thing 8till needs e:对stence in 
ord四 to e对st. A perfectly valid 町gument indeed for anyone wbo, 
taking existence for granted, cannot see in what sense an actually 
given substance 皿ay st出 need to have it. 

But, if the case of Master AIb回t is bad, that of Brother Thomas 
is worse. For, instead of merely ssying that substances owe their 
being to something else, he has attempted to find, in 8ubstances 

!o lbid., p. 138. 
n Ascribed to Wù1iam Dunbar. The Poems 01 WiU.臼m Dunbar, edit~_ by 

W. Mackay Mackenzie (Edinburgb, Porpoise Pre阻， 1932), poem no~ 88, 1.1, p. 
117. Cf. Appendix C. pp. 240-241. 
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a Ianguage h昭 nowor也. Here again Siger of Brabant might have 
guessed that Thomas Aquinas' philosophy was not, after alI, the 
philosophy of Aristotle, but alI the appearanc田 were agains也 it ，
几nd i也 is no wonder that he mistook the new position of his adver
阻ry for a mere pe凹ersion of an old one. 

The alI-too-reaI embarrassment of Brother Thomas invited 
hi皿 to do 80. What is it Thomas says of existence? "Quasi con
stituitur per 户incip也 essent句e." What do回 this quasi me皿?
If it means that existence is not realIy constituted by the principles 
of 回sence， he has said nothing; but, if i也 means that the principles 
of e回ence realIy constitute existence, then, since what matter 
and form actualIy constitute is substance，回istence is bound to 
be its accident. And there is no way out, which m国田 that， how
ever long we turn it ov回 and over or wander through it in alI 
directions, there is no room for existence in the metaphysiCal 
uuiverse of Aristotle, which is a world, not of existents, but of 
things. And this, at least, is what Siger h国 clearly seen. Granting 
to Brother Thom回 that the constitutive principles of reaIity make 
up the whole cause of its existence, it necessariIy fo lIows that 
existence is a me鸣ningless word. For, indeed, what is actualIy 
constituted by the principles of any conceivable thing is that 
very thing: "Constitutum per princiP句 essent也e est ipsa res,"n 
and, once the thing Ï3 there, fulIy constituted by its principles, 
why should we bother further about its existence? If the thing 
is there, then it is; the e对stence of reaIity is identical with reaIity. 

In such a metaphysics, essence, subst础1ce， 'thing and being 
are just 80 many points of view on reality itseIf. Ens, or being, 
designat四 .what actualIy is. Res, or thing, d田ignates the hahitual 
仰面目sion of being: a thing is that which is. In this sense, A飞ricenna
W国 right in saying that "being" and "thing" are not synonymo田，
but the fact that their significations 町e not the 阻me impIies by 
nom回，ns that they do not signify One and the 盹me thing. It is 
the thing which is beir,g, just as any being is a thing. TechnicalIy 
speaking, the mistake of alI those who, with A vicenna, attempt 
to distinguish between beings and their being is to ascribe a distinct 
回sence to what is but a mode of signification." In fact, we should 
never forget that 回sence (essent也) prinlariIy means the po曲目sion
of being or the r回.Iity which belongs to being in阻much 胆 it
actuaIly is. What eIse couId 回stence be, in Siger's doctrine, if 
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.lbid., p. 136. 
"Ib剖. This a唱ument is borrowed from Averroes, 1,. lV Y，曲þh.， c. III, 

td. dt., f. 32r: "_Et isle htl刷 ratiocinatur a.d suam oþinio时帽. • ./' whicn, for Aver. 
Z世"5， it was a cri皿e to do. 
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can resuIt only in failure. With diaboIicaI cIeverness Siger h脑
singled 0时， among the innumerable formuIas of Thomas Aquin陋，
the one which, were it a definition, would certainly be the worst 
of his f缸lur四. Quoting verbatinl, Siger says that, according to 
Brother Thomas: "To be (esse) is something superadded to the 
田sence of the thing, that does not belong to the 田sence of the 
thing, yet which is not an accident, but is something superadded 
国 if i也 were ， so to speak, constituted by the essence, or out of the 
principles of the essence..... As regards obscurity, this is a m踊ter
piece. Everything in i也 is wrong, and it is so according to Tho田m
Aquin臼 hinlseIf: To be is not something (aliquid) , because i也 is
not a thing (quid); moreover, it is n。也 even true to say that esse 
does not belong to the essence (non pertinens ad essentiam rei) , 
because, though i也 be not the essence, it c田tainly is its to be; last, 
but not least, if it does not belong to the essence, how can it, at 
the same time, arise from i恼 constitutive principles? Are we to 
suppose that 时st四ce originates in the constitutive principles of 
皿 essence which, apart from its existence, is not? With such an 
opportunity, Siger could n的 help but score. Let us admit, he 
says, that existence is constituted, or, rather，嗣 it ple届四 Brother
Thomas to say it, quasi constituted by the principles of reaIity. 
Now, what are those principles? There 町e but three: matter, 
form (whose uuion constitutes the substance) , accident. If i也 be
anything at alI, existence has to be either matter, or form, or 
accident. Now, Thomas himseIf says, and rightly, that i也 is not 
an accident; on the other hand, he d。四 not 四，y that existerce 
is matter, because matter is potency, where阻， to be is an act; nór 
does he say that existence is form, because, if he said so, existence 
wouId not ha ve to be added to essence: q阳 form，回sence wouId 
阻i8t in i臼 own right. Siger's victory is h町e complete. To 田，y，
with Brother Thomas, that existence is superadded to form, t础
matter 皿d to accident i8 nothing less, Siger scomfulIy remarks, 
than ponere qua巾m naturam 仰 enti切s， that is, to add a fourth 
one to the three known constituent principles of reaIity. 

To us, this does not have the appearance of a high crime. If 
three principl田 are not enough, why not a fourth one? But the 
irony of Sig凹 is quite excusable if we reme皿.ber that he w，回 a
disciple of Aristotle through the commentator par 口cellence，
Averroes. Now, here is a man, Brother Thom陋， who calIs Aris
totle P hilosoph时， the PhiIosopher; who speaks Aristotle's own 
phiIosophical langl且ge: matter, form , essence, substance, accidents, 
阻d who nevertheless attempts to say something for which such 

11 Siger of Brabant, oþ. cü., pp. 135-136. 
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world. He would. in no sense of the word "heing," be the cause 
of i饲 being. Am回ely phY8ical ca田e， 8uch as God, would not be a 
metaphysical cause. If, as Averro田， Thomas Aquinas ßnd many 
Averroists have said卢. the God of Aristotle is the Maker of the 
world. the re阻on for it is that He actually is, for all beings, the 
cause of their very being. They owe Hi皿， no也 only to move if 
they move, to live if they live and to koow if they k:'ow,but to b.e: 
应皿en 四aÌly were what Aristotle thought them to be, they would 
be very far fro皿 feeling free never to think of God. Trne enough, 
they would have very little, if anythi吨， to 回pec也 from Him, since 
He Himself would not even be a w町e of their existence: species, 
at the utmost. not individuals, are worth being included in His 
own self-contemplation. Nevertheless, mediaeval texts are there 
to prove tha也 there is such a thing as A v，目Toistic piety." To pray 
to the God of Aristotle would be pointless, in so f町， at least, as 
prayer ;ncludes asking, but there would be very .good ground to 
praise and to worship Him in Whom all men should recognize the 
Supreme Cause by which they act, they live and they are. 

Still this is not yet a created uuiverse. There still remains, in 
its beings, something which the God of Aristotle could not give 
them. because He Himself did not possess it. As a World-Maker, 
the God of Aristotle can insure the permanence of substances, 
but nothing else, because He Himself is an et凹nally subsisting 
substance, that is, a substantial act, but nothing else. His actuality 
is a self-contained one. He is an act to Hi皿self alone, and this is 
why what happens outside Himself is not due 协 the fact that He 
loves, for He loves Himself only, but to the fact that He is loved. 
He h皿 only to be what He is, in order to foster in other Pure 
Ac钮， inferior to Him yet no less etemal than He is, a permanent 
love for His own perfection and a permanent d回ire to be united 
with Him. Such are the divine Intelligences, and, as their desire 
of the Firs也 eternally reaches matter, a matter no less etemal 
than is the Firs也 Himself， everything eternally falls into place and 
eternally mov，回 in virtue of that love which, in the words of the 

tI uAtl quaestione帽jammo阳m brettiler, _tlico quod Þ!~Junà:i i!~ilo$!!phl， et "!'lj~es 
torum d maxime A tr，明.，.ois in trac阳tu De substanHa orbis d in libro Destructio des
tructionum respondenl quod Prim叫um abstraclum 1I0n 阳ntum dal motum corþm 
cadesJi, sed dal sibi tsse. et þermanent缸m aeternam in s时 subslanlia." HeHas 
Hebraèus, UJrum m14ndus sü-effectus, in Joann臼 de J anduno, De þhyslco auditu 
(Berga血。， ISOI) ， f.13IV. Cf.τz。皿臼 Aquinas， ln VI J[，出þh.， lect. 1, ed. Cathala, 
0. 1164. 

I1 M.Grab皿ann， Die Oþuscula de Su，!"mo_Bo旧. • • 14nd de Somþniis d时 B(I!!tius
阳n Dacie饨， in A. rchi附 ò'抽时时 doctrinale d liUéraire du m叩"" 8g. (Paris. J. v，巾，
同归)， pp. 306-.,\07. 

not essence itself in its 8upreme degree of actußlity? "Esse signifi四坦
白sent句m per modum actus maximi," that is to say, any fully con
stituted 田sence exists in its own right.u 

Siger's metaphysics of being thus remains, on the whole, the 
sa皿e as th的 of Aristotle，缸ld this is why, even after the decisive 
intervention of Thomas Aquinas, his philosophy rejects it 阻 a
mere verbal illusion. Yet, like those of Averro回 and Aristotle, 
his metaphysics deals with actually real and concrete being. The 
point is noteworthy because, were it not so, a very large section 
of history would not make sense. 1 am here alluding to the fact 
tha也 so many Christian theologies, during the Middle Ages and 
af怡r， have expressed both themselves and their philosophies in 
tne language of Aristotle. This is eminently true of the doctrine 
of Thomas Aquinas, so much so that, deceived by what is an 
irresistibly misleading appeamnce, too many of his historians havc 
mistaken him for an Aristotelian. Radically speaking, he was 
not, but it is true that he has, so to speak, absorbed Aristotelian
ism, then digested it and fina1ly assimilated its substance within 
his own personal thought. 

What allowed him to do 80, and what accounts for the fact 
that between the Averroists and himself conversation ,md dis
cu叙sion were 剖 least possible, is precisely that they wcrc alI con
cemed with the 8a皿e concrete reality. What Aristotle had said 
abouti也 W皿 not the whole truth, yet i也 was true, and it always was 
Thomas' conviction that no already acquired truth should be 
allowed to perish. His attitude on this point can best be under
stood by referring to the problem of creation. The world of 
Aristotle and of Averroes is what it is as it has always bccn and 
always will be. Wholly innocent of existence, no qucstion can 
arise abou也 its beginuing or its end, or even about the qu四tion
of koowing how it is that such a world actualIy is. It is. :md 
there is nothing more to be said. Obviously, it would be a foolish 
thing to speak of creation on the occasion of such a world, and, 
to the b四t of my koowledge, Thomas Aquinas has never spoken 
of the Aristotelian cosmos 郎。f a creatcn world; on the other hand, 
Averro四 and his discipl回 have alway问 maintained that, in thc 
doctrine of Aristotle, God is not mcrcly thc Primc Movcr of the 
world, but that he also is its Prime M:lkcr. 

N othing could have been bettcr calculat<>d than this 
subtle distinction betwecn Mov凹， l\lakcr and Creator, to hclp 
us in ascertaining the true nature of Aristotclian being. If the 
God of Aristotle were nothing morc than.the Prime Mover of the 

!lI Siger of Brabant. oþ. cit., p. JJ7 
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。f being the world of substance is! Yet, there certainly_ s回msto
be some n肝阻四S，因>ffie development, some history in the actual 
world in which we live. It is now beginning to 1∞k as though we 
made 80me mistake in carele田ly discounting 曰:istence. But we 
have not yet exhausted the list of its metaphysical substitut四.
Indeed, oñe of them, namely, "essence," has played such a part 
in 8haping the history of modem philosophy that, before_ tuming 
to exiStence, we must single it out for detailed consideration. 
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altissimo þoeta, H皿ov<四 the 8un and the other 8tarB." Where 
there is motion, there is life. Divine intelligences and heavenly 
bodi回 immutably subsist by themselvcs; like the First, they 町e
gods and the life they live is divine. Below them, in immediate 
contact with this 8ublunary world and even engaged in it, are those 
intelligible realities which, too we现k to subsist and endure by 
them四lves， 8tand, 80 to sp国k， in need of 80me material support. 
They are the 8pecies. Intelligible forms , and therefore no 1田s
eternnl than the gods, they nevcrtheless are not by themselves, 
but they run, 80 to sp昭k， through an infinite number of individuals, 
which eternally succeed and replace one another in order to main. 
tain the species to which they owe their forms. This is why in. 
dividuals do not matter in themselves; their species uses them 
in order to endure, 80 that, for each of them, no也 the individual, 
but the species is the true rcality. In 8uch a world, everything is 
indebted to the First for all that it is. From the heavenly beings, 
whose very subst,mce it is to be pure acts of contemplation and 
love of the First down to the humblcst corporω.l being whose 
very substance it is to share, while it lasts, in the intelligible form 
。f its species, nothing can be found which is not indebted to the 
First for all 'that which it 阻， mas皿uch as i也 is. The world of 同
Aristotle owcs its divine maker evcrything, ex四pt its existence. 
And this is why it h剧 no history, not even in history. Hermetically 
sealed against any kind of novelty, the existenceless world of 
Aristotle has crossed century after century, wholly unaware 
of the fact th，\也 the world of philosophy 皿d of scicnce w捕 con-
8tantly ch,mging around it. Whether you look at it in the 
thirkenth, fourteenth , fifteenth or 8ixtcenth century, the world 
of A verrocs remains substantially the samc, and the Averroists 
could do little more than eternally rep国t themsclves, because 
the world of Aristotle was an eternally sclf.repeating world. 
It has opposed Christian thcologians when they taught that God 
conld have madc anothcr world th,m the one He has made. It has 
resisted Christian thcologians when thcy maintaincd that, in this 
God.made world, there takc place such evcnts a8町e the work 
of frcedom and escape necessity. Because theology w础， beforc 
anything else, a history full of unpredictable cvents, it has branded 
theology as a myth, and scicnce itsclf has fclt the weight of its 
hostility. Itse!f 8cicntifically sterile, there is not a single scientific 
discove厅 against which, 80 long fLS it ln.stcd, it did not raise an 
indignant protest. And no wonder, for, since the world of Aristotle 
has no history, it nevcr changcs and it is no one's business to changc 
it. No newness, no devclopment, no history, what a dead lump 
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。f Aristotle, can safely be d目It with as if it were the ideal world 
of Plato. 

Now, to do so w，国 an aIroost irresistible temptation. In the 
course of its centuries-Iong history, Platonism has found itseIf 
engaged in countless hybrid phiIosophical combinations, but, Iike all 
pure phiIosophical positions, it has always exhibited a tendency to 
disengage itseIf from contaminating elements foreign to its own 
essence and thus to recover its original purity. This is what happen
ed inAvicenna's philosophywhen he conceivedhis carefullyworked
ou也 doctrine of essences. He probably had 80mc predecessors, 
and one of them 皿ay have been Alfarahi, but, in 80 far as our 
own problem is concerned, Avicenna himseIf is the real starting 
point, bec南use the influence of his doctrine can cIearly be scen in 
many phiIosophies of essencc, mediaeval or modern. 

Essences, Avicenna says, are eÌther in things themselves or in 
the inteIIcct. For this reason, thcy can be envisaged under three 
different aspects. A first aspect is that of the essence taken in 
itself, that is，出 unrelated to cither any thing or to any inteIIect. 
A 8econd one is that of the esscnce as cngagcd in individual things. 
The third is that of the same essenee ‘咀 present within an inteIIect, 
in which it receives v，町ious accidents such as predication, univer-
8aIity, particularity and other simiIar ones.' 

At first 8ight, this 8ecms to bc a very cIear and exhaustive 
division of aII the possible conditions in which an essence can be 
found. On cl08er inspection, i也 is a very curious onc, for the very 
first thing Avicenna teIIs us is that 回senc四 are either in things them
selv回 or in the mind , yet he goes on to say that essences can be 
considered eithcr in things or in the mind or in themselves. N OW, 
if they exist 80lely when they are in things or in a mind, where 
are they when they are in themselves? This is a very simple 
question, but one for which no one has yet been able to find an 
answer. From the very wording of the problem, it appears that 
it is not susceptible of solution. Yet, Avicenna himseIf has posited 
essenc四 in themselves, as if they were some neutral reaIities, 
floating, 80 to speak, betwcen things :md minds, now engaged in 
the reaIity of individual beings, then conceived by inteIIects, and 
always without losing their own privilegc of being just what they 
are. How can 8uch a position be reaIIy understood? 

1 am afraid that, to the extent that it is pωsible， its explanation 
h田 to be more psychological than metaphysicaI. Obviously, 
A vicenna does not mean to say that, taken in themselves, essences 
actuaIIy exist. On the contrary, when he first teIIs us that essences 

t Avicenna, Logica, 1, 1. in Atticennae... oprra (Venetiis, 15。町， f. I V• Cf.f.2气
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TN AN individual being conceived according to the doctrine 
Jl of Aristotle, what truly is, is the form by which i也 is a substance. 
Yet, in any genuinely AristoteIian metaphysics, the form of 
corporeal indi'viduals does not subsist apart from the matter to 
which it owes its individuation. This is why, according to Aristotle, 
even in this world of sense, actual reaIity is "substance." It can 
then be 田jd of the form tha也 it is "what truly is in that which 
actually is." Were wc to deny that, in corporeal beings, actual 
reaIity is the compound of matter and form, we would turn Aris
totle's forms into 80 many seIf-subsisting inteIIigible reaIities, 
that is, into 80 many Platonic Ideas. But there is a 8ubtIcr way 
to reinforce what is left of Platonism in AristotIe's metaphysics 
of being without going back to Plato's seIf-subsistent Ideas. Work
ing on the assumption that, in actual corporeal beings, what is 
truly real is the form, a phiIosopher can decide to make the form 
in itself be the proper object of metaphysical speculation. 

AristotIe himseIf provides 缸nple justification for an experiment 
of that kind. In his own doctrine, the form is 。如归， a term which 
means reality, or a "beingness," when it points out the actual 
reaIity of the thing, but which also means that which, in the thing, 
is truly real, namely, its inteIIigible form. Now, as has heen said, 
just 田 the form is "nature" when taken 国 the inner皿08t principle 
of the operations"of the thing， ωit is "essence" when taken as the 
possible object of an inteIIigible definition.' Now, phiIosophy is 
knowledge, and, even though it may feel compeIIed to recognize 
that there is some urunteIIigible element in concrete reaIity, such 
盹皿atter， for instance, i怡 proper object of study 皿ust need be 
that which in reaIity is inteIIigible. If, in any given thing, what 
truly is is its essence, then let us say that essence itself is being. 
If we do 80, there then arises a metaphysics of essence, wherein 
the actuaIly given world, whiIe it remains the substantial world 

1 5ee Ch. II, pp. 43-44, 46-47. 
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are to be found either in things or else in min也， what he wants to 
make cJear is that they are not to be found anywhere else. This, at 
le凶t， is a philosophicaJ statement. But what com四 next seems 
to have little to do with philosophy, and 1 fancy that this is the 回
planation. Here is an四sence， stone, for instance, which 1 now find in 
an intellect and then in particuJar stones. It is existing according 
to two different 皿odes and therefore in two different ways. Yet, 
when 1 think of it, it is the s皿ne essence. It is the same, at least, 
from the point of view of its definition. If there were no stones, 
the essence of' "stoneness" would stilJ exist, provided only there 
stilJ be a mind to conceive it, even 回 a mere possible. On the other 
hand, if there were stones and no minds to know them, stoneness 
wouJd still exist in the stones. Consequently，的oneness is in itself 
wholly unrelated to either minds or things. Hence an almost 
irresistible psychologic耳I illusion to which, in fact, A vicenna 
falls victim. He has simply imagined as existing in themselves 
essences which, according to what he himself has just said, never 
exist in themselves. In other words, after saying that they exist 
onIy in minds or in things, he considers as essences in themselves 
what those essences would be if there were neither minds nor 
things. 

What nevertheless gives sense to this illusion is that Platonism 
answers one of the fundamental aspirations of the hum:m mind. 
The essenc回 of A vicenna are 80 many ghosts of Plato's Ideas. 
Their whole being consists in their abstract necessity. Endowed 
with an intelligible resistance of their own, they victoriously resist 
all effort of our intellect to change them. Then they are immutable, 
and what is being, if not selfhood, immutability? What we 目e
now witnessing, in Avicenna's philosophy, is the rise of a curious 
type of being, the esse essent句e of Henry of G hent and of 80 many 
other 8choIastic philosophers. It is not a being of existence (esse 
existent句外， yet it is some 80rt of a being, namely, the very one 
which belongs to 巳咽ence 皿 8uch， irrespective of the fact that it 
is or that it is not actualized in any knowing 8ubject or in an'
individuaJly existing thing. 

Supposing that there be such essences, what should be their 
main characteristics? First of all, when taken in them田lves，
essences are their very own selves. Each of them is in itself 
excJusively what it is. As such, they cannot enter in composition 
with each other. To quote one instructive example, A vicenna will 
never admit that the human intellect is the substantial form of 
its body. To say that it is would be to suppose a dreadful con
fusion of essences, each of which, because it is one with itself 
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and other than all the rest, is bound ev，田-ywhere to remain exactly 
what i也 is. N ot only essence itself, but its essential properties are 
incom皿unicable. Laughter, for instance, is such a property of 
man: we can accordingly be sure to find it everywhere the essence 
of m阻 is， and nowhere else. In short, each e国ence 18 阻四
breakable block of seJf-identical intelligibility. 

This is why essences in themselves 皿田t nee也 be and always 
remain strictly neutral with respect to all their possible deter
minations. Out of itself, an essence is neither singular nor universal, 
but indifferent to both. When it is the form of an individuaJ, 
i也 is singuJar; when it is in the intellect of a knowing subject, it 
can be posited as either singul町 or universal, but, taken in 
itself. i也 is neither one. To borrow an instance from the order 
of the genus, we w山 say that animal is in itself something, and that 
i也 remains the s田ne， whether we speak of it as of an ani皿aJ given 
in the world of sense or of an anin国，1 given as an intelligible in the 
soul. Out of itse町， αnimal is neither universal nor singular. 
Indeed, if, out of itseJf, it were universal，闺 t仙ha础也皿im皿ality we盯re
u回咀由v阳e町r阻叫I qω an由1
each :md eve巧r animal would be a univers31.日， on the contrary, 
animal were singuJar qua animal, there could be no more than a 
single animal, n皿nely， the very singular to which animality belongs, 
and no other singular could be 3n animal. Thus, when taken in 
itself, animal is nothing more than this intellection in thought: 
animal; "and, inasmuch ßS it is conceived as being animal, it is but 
animal, and nothing else: et secundum hoc quod inteUigitur esse 
animal, non est , nisi animaZ tantum,'" "but, if，皿oreover" i也 is
conceived as being universal or singular, or whatever else that 
may be, we are thereby conceiving, in addition to that which 
αnimal is, something accidental to animality.'" 

This is what AvÏC'.由na says in his Logic, and, lest we imagine 
that these are the words of a mere logician, it wilJ be safer to read 
what hehad国id on the ssme question in his Metaþhysics. Besides, 
the text is of historical interest, because it introduced, for the 
first time, a certain horse that was destined to become a battle
horse Ister to be ridden by no less ß rider than Duns Scotus: 
"The definition of句uinity lies outside the definition ofuniversality, 
nor is universality contained in the de自nition of equinity. For, 
indeed, equinity has a definition which does require universality; 
consequently, equinity itself is nothing else than equinity Bolely: 
unde iþsa equinitas non est aliquid nisi equinitas tantum." Out 
of itself, it is neither many nor single, neither is i也 e对sting in those 

'11>i4., P. m, 1.口'
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sensib1e things of ours nor in the soul, and there is not one of those 
, deter皿inations which i也 cou1d be said to be either in potency or 
in act, so that they be contained in the essence of equinity. 8uch 
is, as will be seen 1ater, the root of the {，血nous doctrine of the 
accidentality of unity and of 四istence with respect to essence in 
the metaphysics of A vicenna: "Because it is equinity only, oneness 
is a property which, when superadded to equ句句'y， mak四 equ仇ity
be one in ,virtue of this very property. But, besides this property, 
equinity has many other properties that are accidenta1 to it. Thus. 
because many beings answer its definition, equinity is common

J 

but inasmuch as it is taken with determinate accidents and proper~ 
ti凹， it is singular: equinity in itself then is just eq削nity."‘

Let us carefully commit this formula to memory: Equinitas 
ergo in se est equinitas tantum. If there ever was in history such a 
thing as an existentially neutra1 essence, here it is, and we shou1d 
now fee1 ab1e to understand why, to the disgust of Averroes, 
A vicenna upheld a world of things which, while being necessary 
through their Cause, still remained, within the皿selves， 80 many 
pure po回ib1es. An actualized possib1e is an essence to which 比
happens that i也 exists. Even while it is, it remains true to say that, 
quαessence， it is not. Just as nothing forbids it to be∞me either 
universal or singu1ar,' so also nothing forbids i也 to become an exis .. 
tent or to remain a mere possib1e; what happens to it in no way 
a1ters that which it is，缸ld we know that, as an essence, i也 is nothing 
else. But it is not enough to say that, out of themse1ves, essences 
are not. The truth about them is that, however we 100k at them, 
there is nothing in any one of them that calls for i切 e对stence. The 
Fir的 alone is necess田y， hence He is, and He is truly, and, since 
truth is a property of being, the First is truth in virtue of His own 
necessity. But what about the rest? 8ince no possible essence 
is endowed with the slightest determinationωexistence， it h国
neither being nor truth. "As you know," A vicenna says, "the other 
essences do no也 deserve to be; considered in themselves and apart 
from their relation to the Necessary Being, they deserve privation 
of being, and this is why, in描much as they are in themse1ves, 
they are all faIse. To Him alone they owe what there is in them of 
certainty. It is in the sight of Him who knows, that they are,and for 
this 自由oneveηr thing perishes, un1ess His face be turned towards 
it.'" Obvious1y, Avicenna is here remembering the Koran: "There 
回 no other God but Hinl. Everything is perishab1e, except His 

.. Avicenna, Mdaþkysica, tr. V, cap. 1, eà. cit., f. 86v. Cf. f. 86b. 
, lbid., tr. V，由.p. 1. "lbid., tr. VIII, cap. 6. 
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face.'" No Moha皿皿edan reader cou1d miss the al1usion. At 
any rate , it was not 10st on Averroes, and it is no wonder that he 
reproached A vicenna with mixing philosophy with re1igion. 

飞N'e now 直nd ourse1ves in a better position to understand the 
famous A vicennian doctrine, so severe1y criticized by Averro回
and so often discussed by Thomas Aquinas, of the accidentality 
of oneness and of existence with respect to essence. Oneness is 
a property which inseparably follows substance, and which cannot 
therefore exist in itself apart from the being which is said to be 
one. Yet, whatever substance we may happen to define, oneness 
does not enter the definition of its e四 ence. Every thing has to be 
defined by its genus and its specific difference; now, oneness is 
neither the genus nor the specific difference of any substance; 
it does not therefore enter the definition of any substance, and , 
since it is neither its genus nor its 8pecific difference, i也 is one of 
its accidents. A very peculiar kind of accident, however. Taken 
in itself, oneness is nothing more than the substance considered 
in its undividedness with respect to itself. Oneness, then, is in
separable from substance, but, as the notion of unity, by which 
this fac也 is expressed, is an addition to the notion of substance, 
oneness remains, though inseparable from it, yet an accident.' 
One could hardly wish for a more thorough substitution, for the 
concrete unity of being, of a multiplicity of distinct concepts, each 
of which represents a distinct being. 80 many concepts, as many 
esscnces; 80 many essences, as many things. 

What is true of oneness applies to existence. The analysis of 
any given being will always fail to detect in i也 the presence of being. 
Being is not the genus of that which is, nor is it its difference, 
and this is why, as has been said, it can be found in many. What 
we called "man" is a "conunon" essence, which happens to have 
being in Plato, in 80crates and in Hippocrates. Let us 盹y， then: 
"To the nature of 'man' qua 'man,' to be i8 an ßccident: naturae 
hom仇is ex hoc quod est homo accidit ut habeat esse.'" In other 
words, it is not inasmuch as he happens to have being that man 
ha.s his human nn.ture, nor is it inasmuch 剧 he has his human 
nature that man happens to have being. To be is something that 
nee也 to be superaddcd to "manness" in order to constitute an 
existing man，飞"hile univers国lity mus也 be superadded to "man
ne阻"in order to produce, in a mind which conceives it as predicable 
of all men, the universa1 notion of man. This exteriority of being 
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wi!h _respect _to e阻四ce is what A vicenna means by 叫ring that 
to be 四 an accident. 

Let 田 now consid凹， in 6 more concrete way, the relation of 
阻ístence to essenc四. Mter hearing A说cenna by way of A verroes' 
criticisim, it is only just to let hi皿 freely 的ate his own c田e. The 
whole argument of A verro回 against A vicenna'8 doctrine of the 
accidenta1ity of being r回ts on the 困sumption that what cannot 
corre地tly be said in the language of Aristotle c皿not po由ibly be 
true. _ The hardest reproach he can direct against Ã vicemÍa is 
that this man is now simply trying to think for himself, whereas. 
the true duty of any phi1osopher 妇 to think exactly a与Aristotle
did. Now, if Averroes is right in this, there 坦 no doubt that 
A vicenna was wrong. Not a com皿entator， but an origina1 thinker, 
he rea11y w随 trying to 阻，y something that w，国 both new 阻d
true. E对stence was there before his eyes，阻d he knew it, but he 
did not know whatωdo with it. 1n any actualized possible. 
阻istence appeared to h油田 an inseparable concomitant of th二
essence. Actual being can no more b'; withou也 its 缸istence than 
it embe wtthoutits unity.Yet, since actual betng is priEMity 
its essence, even wh i1e a being actually is it has i饵 ex垣t础阔t it is 
not it. It is not it because, were it its existence, then it woulcÍ h.ve 
no 回国，nce. Here again the notionalism of A vicenna is at work. 
pls，抖吨 havoc with the con8tituent elements of concrete bein,,: 

He hi皿8elf cannot help it. At 1叫， he cannot if it is true ~ 
say that, once excluded from being，四cistence can never find 
a way to re-enter it. Since A vicen卫a parce1s out rea1ity into 
abs1ract notions, he 白血 no_ lo~g~r admit that even an existing 
essence actually is. For, ind四d， if what it is is existence, then it 
cannot be 回sence， where阻， if it is essence, it cannot po国ibly be 
existence. This i8 80 true in A飞ricenna'8 doctrine that the Necessarv 
Being, 'Yho _~!one is in vi巾e of His own necessity, is a1so the叫
。ne to be His own 回istence. Hence, the N ecessary Being of 
Avicenna h田 no 四sence: "Primus 位itur non habet qui4di，ωtem."lO 
~n po!n! of_fact, on the 8trength of A vicenna's principl白，响曲nnot
ha ve it both ways. If God iS四istence， He cannot have an 田sence.
Had God an 回sence， then His 回8ence would have 田istence. 8O
He Himself would 四ist-not 国Existence， but merely as hav讪
it. N owhere does the absoluωprimacy of essence in the cre叫
,,:orld o_f. 1;-vice~ m~re c1_~ly revea1 ltself than in this crowning 
!，iece_~~ his.~etaphysics. Hi"_ God is pure existence, but He keep; 
it to Himself; 副 to 四8enc~~，__they_mayhave it on loan, and nothiñg 
more.τ'he radica1 impossibi1ity-there is in "being an é回ence" is so 

l'Ibi4., u. V. 回，p. 4, f. 99'. 
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insuperable tbat, though God Himself had an essence, He could 
no也 po盹ibly be it. 

If this be true, the doctrine of A vicenna concerning being 
皿ight possibly appear as a prefiguration of Thomism, but what 
it really did announce w朋 something rather different. 1n a sense, 
A世cenna not only do回 not devaluate existence, he does not 
devaluate even existents. The First, the Necessary Being, that is, 
God Himself, is the pure act of existence, and nothing can be con. 
sidered 田 superior to it. As to finite things, it is also true that, 
in this phi1osopby, each of them has an existence of its own, that 
it is a compound of essence and 四istence and, consequently, 
that there is a distinction of 回sence and exÎstence in A vicenna's 
metaphysics of being. Yet, there is a difference between the two 
doctrines, and it is of such nat盯e that, when confronted with 
Thomism, A vicenna's disciples wi11 feel bound in ∞nscience to 
fight 比.

To account for this difference, 1 s回 no other way than to ask 
if, after al1, what Avicenna cal1ed the Necessary Being really w昭
existence. 1 know that A vicenna himself 四，ys He is, but Our own 
point is, in what sense is it true? First of al1, it is true in this sense, 
that the N ecessary Being cannot not be. Then, it is true in this 
further sense that the N ecessary Being is the whole cause of exis
tence for al1 the rest, that is, for all that which happens to be 
through the wil1 of the First. For, ind四d， the First is wi11; He is 
wil1 rather than having it. But the First is not blind; just a9 He 
is wi11, He is thought, and al1 the possibl田 are， so to speak, gathered 
together in the unity of His existence. 民 is only later, in the first 
1ntel1igence which f10ws from the Fi时， that duality begins and, 
with duality, multiplicity. Since it exists only in virtue of the First, 
the first 1nte11igence knows itself as both possible in itself and as 
nece团由y in virtue of its cause. Hence an incipient gap between 
essence and existence, and yet an a1ready unbridgeable one, since 
it shows us that essence coincid回 with pure possibi1ity. E田ences，
then, are adequately measured by their very lack of existence or, 
rather, they are it. Now, here is a first Being Who 四 existence
with 回sence and Whose existence is both the unity of will and 
thought, that is, of what we would ca11 wi l1 and thought in 6 

finite essence. 1n the First, 611 that we cal1 by such nam，回 simply
melts in the fire of true 阻istence. Yet, and for this very 归国on，
since thought and 阻istence are in Him 8trictly one, He is absolute 
necessity. The Necessary Being necessari1y is，皿d 611 that which is 
in addition 旬 Him， nec回sari1y is, because it is through His own 
necessity. Each actual existence is but a particular moment of 
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the necessity of the First, and this is precisely why a mere possible 
essence cannot possibly be its own existence. For essence to be 
its 阻istence， possibility would have to be at one and the same time 
its very necessity. Yet, while it exists, any actualized possible is 
neces阻巧， through the necessity of the First, "吁110 is HimseIf 
eternalIy bound by His own necessity. 1n this sen函e， the necessary 
Being is, qua being, ne也essity. To the question, "ls the God of 
Avicenna existence? 1J the answer is, HYes, He is, but to be existence 
for him means to be necessity." Of such a God it can truly be said 
that He is bound to exist, and, just as He cannot help being, so 
everything else cannot help heing while He is, nor can the N oces
sary Bcing do anything about it. How could He, since each and 
every actual existence is but a delegation of His own necessity? 
1n both God and things, existence is necessity. 

If what precedes is true, the relation of essence to existence 
in such a doctrine must needs be a very peculi町 one. True 
existence is innocent of essence, and true essence is innoc也nt of 
existence. Now, even without judging the doctrine in itself, 
it can at least be said that such a decision finalIy succeeds in com
pletely dissociating essence from existence. An entirely new situ"_ 
tion is here arising, and it is one which we know fulI welI, because 
we still 町e engaged in it. Ever since the days of Plato, whatever 
"to be" might 皿阻n，因sence at least had always meant: "to be 
that which 10 be means." 1n alI philosophical language, be it 
Greek or Latin, the word "四sence" had seldom broken loose from 
its root, which is the verb "to be." When a Greek said that a 
thing was oõσ[a ， he meant that the thing was real. When a Latin 
said that a certain thing was essenl旬， he too was pointing to the 
reality of that thing. Not so today. When we speak of an "四
sence," the very first connotation of the word which occurs to our 
mind is that what it designates may exist and as easily may not. 
Modern essences are pure possibles, of which it can truly be said 
that, metaphysicalIy speaking, "they do not deserve to be." 
They would be e到stences， if they realIy deserved to be, and this 
is why, henceforth, th.ere WilI a1ways be philosophers in whose 
mm巾， paradoxicalIy enough, essenl句 wilI not connote esse, but 
the mere capability of receiving 臼se. τ'rue enough, in the world 
of A vicenna, there is an absolute certainty that each and every 
possihle shalI eventualIy materialize; what is eventual thcre is hy 
no means contingent. Yet, in such a world, e田ences always 
remain, in themselves, pure possibles, and no wonder, since the 
very essence of essence is possibility. 
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Clearly enough, Christian theology could not tolerate such a 
philosophy, by which 1 simply mean that Avicenna's metaphysics 
of being could not app臼r， to any Christian，回 a philosophically 
acceptable interpretation of reality. UnI四s he resigned himseIf 
to Iiving as a Christian in a world different from the world he 
Iived in 田 a phil080pher, he would have to turn down the meta
physics of A vicenna as incompatible with his own view of theworld. 
The famous condemnation of Averroistic and A vicennian thes昭
in 1277 h出 no other meaning. The very spirit of that famous 
eccIesiastical pronouncement is the solemn refusal it opposes to 
Greco-Arabic determinism and the claim it lays to Iiberty. When 
he signed that document, Bishop Etienne Te皿pier was simply 
asking, in the name of the Christian Faith, for a free world under 
a free God. And what he cIearly understood by a free world was 
a world in which there is freedom wherever there is knowledge: 
a world in which there is room for real contingency even within the 
frame of its necessary laws: a world in which unexpected things 
may happen at any time, because, in the 1且t analysis, the very 
fact that it is was, in 80 far as it itscIf is concerned, an unpre. 
dictable happening. There should be freedom in the world because 
the Christian God h国 eternalIy been free with respect to the world. 
Free with respect to whal the world is, He is no less free with 
respect to the fact that the world is. But, where there is no exist
ence, how could there still be Iiberty? The radical newness of 
truly free acts, that fundamental character which Bergson has 80 
remarkably brought to Iight in his analysis of free will, has its 
original source much less in duration itseIf than in the very act of 
existing, by which enduring things themselves endure. Things 町e
not because they last; they last because they are, and, because they 
are, they act. Everything is free in a Christian universe, since 
even what is binding law to matter is freedom to God. But there 
is nothing in this world of sense to compare with man in this 
respect. From the point of view of his body, man's freedom is 
but God's own freedom, while，田 a mind, man has access within 
the Iimits of his essence to a freedom that is truly his. Each 
and every man, then, in order both to be and freely to act, must 
needs be a being which is. And how could he be that if he were 
but an existentialIy neutral essence, indifferent in itself to the 
very fact that it is? 

1t is, indeed, no wonder that almost alI tho回 Christian theo
logies whose authors were yo山19 enough to profi也 by its me四age
seem to ha ve taken i也 as the veη， charter and program of their 
own world. What fourteenth-century Christian speculation 
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tried to do was to blow up the solid block of Grecc护Arabic deter
minis皿， and this w.田 mainly the work of the Franciscan School. 
Ockham, for instance, was going to do i也 by simply annihilating 
all essences, and by annihilating them in God first 50 回 to be quite 
sure that none of them wouId ever be found in beings. If there are 
n。因sences， God is free. Between bare individuals and the all
powerful will of God, nothing remai卫8 that might 气et any limits 
to divine omnipotence. After all, what is the first article of the 
Christian creed, if not: "1 believe in God the Father AImighty?" 
Would God still be almighty if there were 自由nces? Delenda esl 
esse咽lia! There is what Ockham has done, and he has made a 
thorough job of it. But Duns Scot田 also wanted to break up 
Grec萨Arabic necessity, and he did i也 in a very different way: 
not through annihilating AVÌcenna's essences but, on the contrary, 
through taking fullest advantage of their existential neutrality. 

The Scotis也 definition of essence is none other than that of 
A vicenna. According ωDuns Scotus, A vicenna hOO been wrong 
on manypoints, but not on this one. Yet, from the very beginning, 
we should notice a slight difference in terminology, because it i8 
indicative of the trend to metaphysical realism which characterizes 
Scotism. Where Avicenna had used the word "essence," Scotus 
no也 infrequently uses the word "nature." Out of itself, this 
a矶山e is neither universal nor singular, but it is indifferent to both 
universality and singuIarity. It becomes universal when, present 
within an intellect, it receives universal predicability; it becomes, 
if no也 exactly singul时， at le监t particular, when it is united with 
matter, and it becom回 even singular when i也 receives its ultimate 
deter四ination， the "thisness" (h自由itas) which, though not itself 
a form, gives individuality. The structure of Scotist being is 
much more complex than that of Avicenna恼， but the core remains 
the s皿1e in both doctrines, and it i8 essence or nature. Out of 
itself, Scotus says, "equinity" is neither the concep也 of horse, nor 
is it a horse; it is sÌnlply a common e回ence which can indifferently 
become either one; whereupon, quoting Avicei:ma in support of his 
own position, he adds: "Equinity is equinity only."u 
Wha也 do we know concerning that nature, and where is it to 

be found? If our question 18 about the kind of being which i也
posse8se8, then it i8 necessary to distinguish between the various 
conditions in which i也 can be found. At its very origin, it has 
nootherbeing than that of an object of the diVÌne mind. of course, 
such an object should not be understood as subsisting by itself 
apart from God. This is in no way true; in God, the divine lde描

11 Duns Scotus, Oþus Oxoniense, lib. lI, dis. 3, q. 1, n. 7. 
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町e nothing but God. Yet, since they are conceived by Duns 
国 objects of the divine mind, they must needs have, in God Him
self, the being that belongs to such objects, that is, the 80rt of 
being which consists in being an object in a mind; in short, what 
Duns himself ealls a "being of object." Sucb a being is purely 
intelligible, and the infinity of all the intelligibl回 which are conceiv
able by an infinite mind is eternally present to the divine mind. 

Let us now examine one ofthese intelligible natures. lt can be 
turned by God into an actually existing creature. If God does it, 
it will be an effect of His will, which is an infinitely free will. Here, 
of course, the block of Greω-Arabic necessity disintegrates under 
the pre困山e of two charges of theological explosive: the absolute 
infinity of the divine essence and the absolute freedom of God's 
will. God is infinite, His ldeas are eternally with Hi皿 and， by as 
much as they are His, they are not even possibl四. Their existence 
in Him is His own existence, and there is in Hi皿 no Iaw which binds 
Him to create anything. 

If God creates, then , He does so freely and out of pure love. 
His will, so to speak, singles out the ldeas which shall enter the 
structure of the world. As producible by His power, those ldeas 
become the "creables" (creabilia). This time they are so many 
possibles, but they are 5uch only because they are related to their 
eventualcreation by God. ln Scotism, thewill of God is inno way 
bound by the intrin5ic neces5ity of 田sences; 50, unlike that of 
A VÌcenna, the God of Duns Scotus is free because the very 
possibility of actual existences hangs on His frce will. Presented 
by the will of God to His mind as "creable things," those intel
ligible natures have a being of their own, an esse which is their 
being qua possibles. Let us take an example: man 剖 conceived
by the diVÌne mind. It is an object of diVÌne knowledge which may, 
if God so wills, be endowed with actual existence. 1也 is not yet a 
man, but it is not nothing. It canno也 be nothing, since it is a 
possible. Let us say then that i也 has a sort of "abridged bein~，" 
an ens diminutu隅， that is, such a being as is required for i也 to be 
at leas也 a possibility. This possible is nothing else than the v曰y
common nature which we began to describe. 1也 is the essence of 
Avicenna, equally indifferent to both universality andsingularity, 
bu也 able to receive either one. As to creation, it i8 the very act 
whereby such an essence is posited in actual existence, which is a 
free act of the divine will. 

The question then arise8 to know what esse (to be) means in 
such a doctrine. 1也 may mean existence, but it may a1so mean 
something else, since it cannot possibly mean existence in the two 
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first c眉目 we have just 皿.entioned.τ'he divine Ideas 即e in God, 
and they are God. Yet, in监皿uch 国 theyare Ide础， they m田也
ha ve their being '1四 Ide臼. At any rate, they are what they are, 
and consequently they are. This is so true that, under the pressure 
of his own mode of thought, Duns Scot田 h回 gone so far 嗣 to say 
that, although they be God, the divine Ide描 are God secundum 
g_uid, that is, relatively and comparatively. In other words, each 
of them is God, but it is not God IJ.'ωGod. Were it God q咽 God，
i也 wouId not be an Idea, it wouId be the Divine Word HimseIf. 
Thus, verifying a law which has aiready been stated in the course 
of this inquiry, the infinitesimal distinction which Duns Scotus 
introduces between God and the divine Ideas is exactly propor
tional to the a皿ount of Platonism which enters his own notion of 
being. Because there is an esse of Ideas 'lua Ideas, they cannot 
purely and si皿ply be God. 

What is true of the divine Ide国 is stiII more obviously truê 
of the "creables," of the "possibles" and, finally, of the "natur臼"
Foreach阻d every condition of the essence, thereis a corresponding 
degree of being (esse) , which is exactly proportional to it. In other 
and perhaps bett凹 words， being (esse) is nothing else than the 
intrinsie reaIity of e田ence itseIf, in each one of the various con
ditions in which it is to be found. This is why, wherever there is 
essence there is being, and what we call existence is simply the 
definite mode of being which is that of an essence when it h回
received the complete series of its determinations. It is nothing 
new for it to be. Essence always is. An aetually existing 四sence is, 
meaning by "is" that it e也钮，回 soon "" it is fuIly constituted 
by its gen田， its species, its own individual "thisness," as well 田
by all the accidents which go to make up its being. Here is Soc
rates, for instance, all complete in all his detaiIs up to his snub 
nose. Obviouslyenough, he is Socrat田， therefore he is, and what 
more do we want him to have so that we may 国y that he exists? 

There is no room in Scotism for any distinction of 臼;sence
and ex:istence, because，皿 Scotus himseIf says, being is univocal, 
that is, being is always said in the 困me sense and always means 
thesa皿e thing. It m田ns exactly this, that being is always deter
mined by the actual condition of its essence. Such as is the 田sence，
such is its being. In the words of one of his b田t-known com
mentators: "It is simply contradictory for any 回sen四 to have 
its being (esse) of possible, and not to have the existence of its 
being of possible, just 国 essence cannot ha ve i ts actual being of 
回sence and not ha ve e对stence in 'actual being.''' U This is to 回y

J2 Lychetus，臼mmentary in 0.扣uO且.m凹， lib. 11, dis. 3, q. 1. n. '1; in the 
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that the determinations of e:对stence strictly follow those of essence, 
since existence is nothing bu也 the definite modaIity of 田sence i拍eIf.
Ane回ence exists j由也眉 much as i也 is，皿d its existence is exactly 
defined by the mode of being which belongs ωthat 臼sence. Such, 
at least, ls the interpretation of the Scotist metaphysics of being 
that is put forward by the sa皿e authorized commentator: "Just 
国 the e田ence of man in real and actual being 五nds itseIf posited 
in time , SO also existence in real and actual being belongs to the 
essence of man taken precisely in such a real and actual condition. 
It is therefore simply impossible for the essence of man in real and 
actual being to be really distinc也 from its existence taken preci~ly: 
in real and actual being." Then Lychetus go回 on to S3鸣y严:
e臼ss肥en町ce of 刑anηin re盹al and actual b悦eing is prior to its actual exist
enc臼e. This is evident, for a thing is naturally prior to its intrinsie 
mode; now, such an existence belongs to the essence by the intrinsic 
necessity of that e田ence itseIf, since it is through the de且nition
of a thfng that its existence can be proved. In whatever being, 
then, essence be posited, i也 is always posi讪ted there before existence 
and 困 its怡 intrinsic c囚aus盹e.'

Wecanfeelre出ona咀a必blys盯et血ha.础.tLy严chetωus has not here betrayed 
his master, for Duns Scotus h回 avaiIed himself of the problem of 
individuation to state his opinion on this point. A certain Doctor, 
whom Scotus does no也 quote and who is certainly not Thomas 
Aquinas, had maintained that material substance was _indivi<iuated 
by its esse, that is to say, in the technical language of Duns Scotus, 
by the ultimate act, which, in this case, is the esse exis!enl四e.
This is rejected by Duns Scotus on the ground that, being itseIf 
neither distinct nor determined, the "being of existence" cannot 
be a principle of determination or of distinction. What gives. ~O 
his argumeñt its true Scotist force is that existen.ce ca~ot. po~ibly 
be the principle of individuation, since it itself_ is already .d~ter
mined by the essence. In point of fact, it would be imp"ssible to 
conceive a hierarchical series of existenc田 unless we first con
ceived a corresponding hierarchical seri回 of essenc回. In such a 
case, what is determining and what is deteπnined? Obviously, 
the determining element is the e田ence. If the existence of God is 
above the existence of any given thing, the r国.son for i也 is that 
God's essence is above the e田ence of any given thing. 

But there is more. If the hierarchy of 回sences deter皿ines
that of existences, the hierarchy of 四senc田 is ontologically seIf
suflìcient. The whole series of its determinations is in itseIf 
Wadding edition of Duns Scotus (Lyon, 1639), Vol. VI, p. 359, n. S. 

"必id'J p. 359, n. 4. 
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is sÎ皿.ply false [he 8ay8] that esse is other than 巳咽enc晴 : simpliciter 
falsum est quod esse sit aliud ab essent也;"11 and again: "1 do not 
'understanl how so皿ething can be a being .p08ited out of its cause 
without having its own esse: non ω:pio quoà aliquià sit ens 口tra
causαm Stωm quin hab皿t esse proprium."" The notion of esse 80 

completely absorbs both e田ence and existence in his doctrine 
that it correctly appli四 to both, and in the s缸ne se'田e. Any 
e田ence clai皿s án exlstence of its own, which is for it nothing else 
than to be. There is an esse existentiae (being of existence) for 
substance. which is tha也 of the 8ubstance 嗣 8uch; and there is a 
being of èxistence for ac地idents， which is their being of accidents 
田 8uch ， that is, independently of the substance which 8U.p.pOrtS 
them. Matter has i也 own 口se in the com.posite, inde.pendent of 
that of its fon且

There is more. Within any given thing，国 many forms as there 
are, 80 many esse there are, each fonn having its own being of_fOl:皿
Hence the famous Scoti曲 "fonnalitie8." They were unavoidable 
in 8uch a metaphysics of being. If the fonn 国 such enjoys its own 
being of form;- as many forms there are in any actual_ being, _ 80 
皿any beings of form there necess町ily 町e in it. The only trouble 
we havedn understanding Scotist formalities oriEinates in the fact 
that. to 皿ost of his reßders, existence naturally means actual 
exÎstence卜啊here脯， in Scotus himself, it 皿erely m回国 the reality 
that belongs to any being qua 8uch being. N 0 Scotist being i~ 
made u.p of a .plurality of sep町ate actual exister回国， but each actual 
Scotist being ls made up of a .plurality of formally distinct ess_ences, 
eaeh of which enjoys the very existence which fits its own bein~; 
and actual e飞istence appears only when an essence ÎS, 80 t启 sp四k，
bedecked with the complete series of its determinations. 

It 8eems elear that, in 8uch a doctrine, e回ence reigns supreme. 
The Christian God of Duns Scotus triumphantly overcom回
the necessity of the A vicennian possibles. Since His free ~~oic.': 
is the 阻u8e why some of the divine Ide国 become "creabl田，"
whereby they become so many .po田ibles，他e divine will is the 
cause of their very .possibility. How then could His_ will still 
be bound by their nece8sity? As has already been 且id ， in the 
doctrine of Duns Scotus even .possibility is contingent, 00 that the 
freedom of God is perfectly safe. What is remarkable, however, 
is that, while thus 6ubmitting being to the free will of God, Duns 
Scotus h阻 not radically altered the A vicennian notion of being. 
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com.plete，皿d there is no need for us to re田rtt。但istence in order 
to establi8h it. From the most universal genus, it go回 down
through a 8eri田 of s.pecific differences, until at last it reaches the 
most 8pecial 8.pecies and ends in the individual which its own 
"thi8ne88" detennines. True enough, we cannot th田 reach
individuals without at the 8ame time reaching actual e对stence，
but this i8 80 only because to be a thus fully det町mined individual 
is .precisely to ha ve the 回sence of man in the actual and real 
eondition which is that of existence. An essence which h阻 all
that is required for it to be, thereby is, and it is in virtue of what 
it is. 

Actual 回istence th田 ap.pe町II as inseparable from the 自由nce
when essence is tsken in it8 com.plete determination. Yet the 
question 6til1 remains to know what relation there is between 
existence and the determining conditions. Strictly s.peaking, 1 
think that Duns Scotus could and perhaps 8hould have turned the 
question down as irrelevant. If essence is identical with being, and 
if every being h国 just 国 much esse 剧 it has essence, then existence 
is merely another word by which to 8ay being. Yet, Duns SCOtUB 
does not do it. In one of the very few texts in which he 田.press回
himself on this subject, he 阻.ys that there nevertheless remains a 
distinction between 臼sence and existence. It is, Scotus says, a 
distinction "which is accidental in a way, though it be not truly 
accidental: q四e est aliq_uo modo acci必η归屿， licet non sit vere 
acciàen缸lis."u

The very wording of this formula cl08ely rcsembles those of 
A vicenna. Even when he 8aid that existence was an accident, 
A vicenna never imagined that it had to be considered 国 m
eleventh category. In .point of fact, all he w回回ying w回 that
阻istence happens (acciàit) to the 8ubstance. But, when Scot田
阳，y5 that 阻istence is not truly accident, he m国ns 80mething eloe. 
If existence merely 田pr回8es the definite 皿ode and condition 
of its essence, it accompanies it 皿 its corresponding degree. In 
。ther words, existence is 50 one with eS5ence that it cannot even 
be said to be its accident. 

The wides.pread influence 四ercised by Duns Scotus through 
his school has done much to generalize the o.p.position of mediaeval 
.philosophers to the real distinction of essence and e对5ten回国
Thomas Aquinas understood it. SCOtUB him6elf h皿 on several OCCS

sio田ex.pr酬ed his disapproval of the di6tinction at issue: "It 

11 Duns Scotus, Opus Oxcmie阳e. lih. lV, dis. 町. q. 1, n. 38. 
1I 1bid., lib. IV, dis. 43. q. 1, n. 7. 

1t Duns S∞tt后， Op时 Oxoniense， 1jb. 11, dis. 3, q. 3. n. 2. Cf. "P'(Uûse tklt:r .. 
mi""阳， e:rule时ia ex determinaJio714 essentiae." D. de Basley, O.F.M., SCG呼"
4<<ens (Paris, La France Franciscai肘'， 1934)， p. 25. 
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His own horse is st山 the same as that of Avicenna; onIy it has 
been broken in. 

Two 阻amples of its concrete applications wil1 perhaps best 
help in realizing the meaning of Duns Scotus' doctrine. 

In his Summa Theologicα， having asked the qu田tion whether 
God alone can create, Thomas Aquin昭 had answered in the 
affir四ative， on the ground that for God thus to cause a finite effect 
required an infinite power, 8ince what then had to be caused w剧 the
verγ esse， that is, the actual existence of the being at 8take. N ow, 
God alone, Who is pure act of existence,. c皿 cause an act of 
existence. Since the first and the most universal of all effects is 
existence (白血) itself, it can be effected only by the first 缸ld 皿ost
universal of al1 causes, which is God.口

On this precise point, and obviously with the position of Thomas 
Aquinas in mind, Scotus argu四 along entirely different lines. Of 
course, he too agre臼 that God alone can cre喝饨， but not for the 
rea80n that God alone can give esse. In r旧int of fact , Scot田 could
not wel1 accep也 such a principle without giving up his own notion 
of being. What is it, according to him, to be an actuaIly existing 
being? As has been said, i也 is to be an actuaIly complete 田sence.
Now, every time any efficient cause produces a compound of matt田
and form, al1 complete with al1 its inc!ividual deter皿inations， since 
what it produces is a real essence, it also produces a real existence." 
When two an;maIs beget a third animal, al1 that enters the e回ence
of an actual animaI is actual1y given, and 80 what they beget is an 
actually existing animal. Hence, any efficient causality is produc
tive of esse, snd it cannot be said thst God aIone can do it. 

But what about Thomas' 町gument that the production of even 
a fìnite esse requires an infìnite power, because, between existence 
snd nothingness, there is ari infinite chasm which only such sn 
infinite power can bridge? Here indeed we cannot fail to realize 
what is at stske. If actual existence is what posits being out of 
nothing, then the power that creat础 i也 can expect no cooperation 
whatsoever from its effect, and such s power must needs be infinite. 
Not 80 with Duns ScotUS. To him ss to Thomas Aquinas, the 
。ntological distance between God and His creatures is in岛lÏtej
but the Scotist reason for this is that God's essence is infinite, 
whereas the essenc四 of things sre finite. There is then sn infinite 
distance between sny finite being snd the being of God, but this 
by no means impli田 thst the di5tsnce between a finite being snd 
nothingness is aIso infinite. Quite the reverse. Since the being 

11' Thomas Aquinas, Summa Thtologkø, 1. 咽， 5， Resp., and ad 3m• 
18 Duns Scotus, 0，户ω Oxoniense， Jih. IV, dis. 1, q. 1, n. 7. 
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in question is 缸lite， its remote且由s from nothingn回s canno也 be
greater than wha也比 itself is. In fact, the dist皿ce we are now 
trying to calculate is exactly me坦ured by the essence of the 
thing. In other words, the distance there is between sny finite 
being and nothingness is not infinite; on the contrsry, it is strictly 
proportional to the quantity of being which its 回sence represents 
snd, consequently, i也四 bound to be 坦白nite 国 that essence itself 
is. In Scotus' own cryptic yet excellcnt fûrmula, "non plus dφcit 
nihil ab ente q阳m ens illud ponat," which can be, if not tr阻slated，
st 1国st decoded as follows: the distance fro皿 nothing to being is 
nogr四ter than being itself makes it. 

Here are two un皿istakably different metaphysics of being. 
In Thomas' doctrine, the fac也 that God produces finite beings 
docs not prove His all.powerfulness. If to create were nothing 
皿ore， then Thom田 would fully agree with ScotUS. Only, Thomas 
adds, "although to create s finite effect does not point to sn 
infinite power, to create it out of nothing does point to an infinite 
power." And indeed i也 must be so , if what 四 at stake is existence, 
because , between to be and no也切悦， the distsnce is infini始.
If, on the contrary, for any given being, to be is to be its own 
essence, then the dist&nce from God to nothingness is indeed 
infinite, but the distance there is from any finite being to its own 
nothingness is bound to be just as finite 国 its own being. Clesrly 
enough, we sre here in s metaphysic现1 world in which essence is 
identical with being. 

If we look more closely st such a notion of being, it appears 
that, according to Scotus, existence is but an intrinsic modality 
of essence or, as some of his disciples wil1 be fond of saying, s 
"degree" (gradus) of essence. And it is truly 80, if existence is but 
essence in its ultimate degree of determination. But, if it is So, 
we still are in the world of A vicenna, in which an existent w回 a
possible in its 8tste of ultimate sctuslization. Seen from the 
point of view of God, there is no necessity that such s being should 
be, but, if a being sctually is, its actual existence is but an intrinsic 
mode of its essence. As the Scotist Anthony of Brindisi has it, 
it can be said, with A vicenna, that existence is sn sccident of 
essence, since it is an intrinsic mode of that essence, snd therefore 
is not included within its quiddity. "Accident," though, should 
not here be taken in the proper sense of 80mething that is in 
another thing as in its subject; what it me皿s in the present c国e
is that existence is "foreign" (口'tran阳m) 切 essence， because it is 
foreign to its quidditY. lI 

11 Fr. Ant. de Brinwsi, Scotus 4il，旧品1a1时 in 11 SI仰sl. (Naples, 160刃， p. 54: 
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the predicate could be deduced from its subject, but primo modo, 
because the predicate is seen as inclllded within the sllbject. As 
Scotlls himself says, to know the e回ence of God is to know Him 
as this God, that is, as this divine essence, which it eminently 
be自ts to exist: Hqu也 esse nulli perfectius convenit '1.叩m huic es
sent句e."21 This is wh的 Scotlls elsewhere repeats in different 
words: "In the Divinity existence belongs in the concept of the 
四sence: In divinis existent句 est de conceptu essent昭e." 1n 80 far 
as God Himself is concerned, ScotllS' position thlls appears as 
diametrically opposed to that of A vicenna, but it is so becallse 
even in God it makes existence a modality of esscnce. The God 
of Aviccnnn. ha.8 no essencc, bccause, had He one, He would 
thercby be possible, not nccessary. The God of Dllns ScotllS is 
四scnce， this essence which~ God is, and, because His essence 
is 8uch as it is, it neccssa.rily exists. By this essence, we must under
staùd divine csscnce itself, taken 飞;vith all thc determinations which 
make it to be this one, namely, the vcry essence of God. 

Unfortllnately, wc hllman beings do no也 have sllch a distinct 
conccpt of God, and this is why, in order to know His existence, 
we have to demonstmte it. Yet, evcn for us, there is no other 
starting point than God's essence. In othcr words, we have to 
look for existcnce among the intrinsic modcs of the divine essence 
and to prove that it ncccssari1y belongs to its qlliddity. The 
sllbtlc and wonderflllly elaborate technical process whcreby 
Scotus himsclf achievcs this reslllt does not matter here. The 
mcthod of the demonstration alone is at stake, and here is how it 
works. Existencc belongs to the divine essence, because it is 
tMs designated essence. What makes it to be this one and conse
qllcnt1y Ilniqlle? It is the fact that, whatever order of being we 
may investigate, we find it depending Ilpon a First, Wbo, being 
First in all orders, is bound to be the same First. Then comes 
the next step. He who reigns supreme in all orders of being trans." 
cends all limits, which means that He is infinite. Wbat makes 
God's e乳白nce to be this one essence, then, is its primacy in being 
!lnd its infinity in being. Since, by considering the necessary 
propcrties of being in general, nrgllmentation can blli1d IIp tbe 
notion of such a being, its essence is at least possible. N ow, in this 
Ilniqllc c"se in whicb the possible 剖 stake is the essence of a First 
and infinite being, its possibi1ity is one with its necessity. A being 
that is both first !lnd infinite in the order of being is, out of its 
vcry cssence, the actllal totality of being. Then such an essence 

21 Duns Scotus, OpttS Oxoniense, Jjb. 1, dis. 2, q. 1 and 2, sect. 立， D.4.
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Let 田 now consider, as a second 回国nple， the proble皿 of the 
回:Îstence of God. Before enterin.哩 it， we should cnrefu11y reme皿.ber
that, if Scotis皿 be right, e国ence h国 precedence over existence. 
Here again, Anthony of Brindisi can help in clnrifying the data 
of the problem. First, essence is " nature in itself, where回 e对81严
ence is a mode which happens to created nature. Secondly, exisl严
ence is a created nature，皿d， conseqllently, whether ex:istence 
happens to " nature or not, that nature is by no 皿回回 altered.
The rose, for instance, has the sa皿e definition, whether it exists 
世 not. ThllB，剧 it is an intrinsie 皿ode， exÏ8tence do四 not alter 
the nature of the thing. 

Thirdly, between the real being of essence and the real being 
of 田istence there is bllt a priority of nature, and what here comes 
first is 回sence. For, indeed, thollgh it be trlle that nature cannot 
h町'e actual ex:ist冶nce outside individuals, yet the being of a 
common nature remains 阻terior in itself to rea11y existing indivi
dua1s, since any subject h嗣 precedence over its modes, and common 
nature is here a sllbject whose 阻istence is a mode. 

Last, but not least, between the real being of essence and the 
real being of existence, there is an order of perfection, and this is 
proved by the fact that the being of essence is more perfect than 
the being of existence, since the being of existenc地 is something 
8ccidental which happens to nature: "Inter 臼se essentiae reale et 
口istent句e est ordo pe吃fectionis， et pro切tur， quia esse essenliae est 
perfectius esse 口istentiae， g_uia esse existentiae est q时抽m acciden. 
阳le adveniens naturae川o This is " bit like letting the cat out of 
the bag，阻d Duns ScotllB should no也 be held responsible for what 
he himself h剧 not written. Yet, what Anthony of Brindisi bere 
so denrly says lookB like straight Scotism, and it may help in 
understanding the position of the problem of God's existence both 
in Dllns SCOtllS himself and in his own school. 

There is in the 0户lS O:coniense a famo田 P国sage in which 
Scot田 says that exÏ8tence is de 'l.uidditate essentiae divinae, that 
is, belongs to or in the divine e田ence. This is why he hi皿8elf
further says that, to him who could conceive the divine 础ence
8uch 皿 it is, the proposition "God is" would app臼r as se1f-evident. 
The proposition would then be evident, not secundo modo， 因 if

"Accidem 阳仙'"，. _duÞ_lici",:, flnO_ !_'!O(l1。如þr;e~ aUo ~D þr_D_ _ extraneoj 阳Mo
AMcmna inquü川uod 四istemÚJ acciåi' e5sinti"Ge, ly accidit 缸'Ciþuur þro extraneo, 
阳n Dl:阳 modo， id cs增， flon es' tk guiJåitaU essentiae.u 

20 lbid., p~_ 274. . Ac:cord_ing .to .the s~me a_uthcr.. e:tiste.~ce i~ ~.istinct f~ro~ 
f!SSeDce， f~iter扣iroti'时， that._ is, in 50 f8!回 Ic四 jt}d~e， ~p.~吨:h the very Iack 
of a fom of its own whereby exÎstence 四>uld distinguish itself f回国自由nce: A且d
也e tit1e of 由e book is, ScotUI dil旧idat旧. • • 
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historian exclaims. But why shou1d Francis fee1 ashamed to 田y
50? At any rate, he does not: "My first conclusion," he says in 
one of his Dis仰:ted Questions, "is that God's infinity precedes 
His existence and His actuality . . • The second conclusion is that 
God's in且nity precedes His thisness [hecceitas] • • • The third 
conclusion is that the divine singu1arity precedes His existence and 
His n.ctuality."z. Nor w国 he the on1y Scotistωsay 80. As 1ate 
as the sixteenth century Antonio Trombetta will find still more 
remarkab1e fonnu1as in his famQus treatise On Formalities. For, 
indeed, Trombetta seems to have been one of those Scotists who 
were more Scotist than Duns SCütus himself cared to be. However 
he himse1f understood it, Duns Scotus had at 1e咽也 written that 
四istence bclongs to the quiddity of the divine nature, and hc 
was too great a theo1ogian to miss that point. It was true to 
Duns Scotus because it is undoubted1y true of the Christian God. 
But. if you compromise with a metaphysica1 princip1e, you must 
be ready for its consequences. Sooner or 1ater, they will come 
out, and they did with Trombetta. If essence is just what it is, 
thcn it cannot be its own existence. Himself a Christian, Trombetta 
cannot po"ib1y grant to Avicenna that God was not an e3sence; 
for thc smne rca.son, if hc po.:;its God as an essence, he cannot 
refu四 Him cxistence; but, if the Avicennian notion of an exist
entially ncutm1 es,ence still ho1ds good in his mind, then he is 
bound to dcny that God's existence is included in the quiddity 
of His essence. In fact , he denies it. There are peop1e, Trombetta 
says, who maintD.in that in God existence be10ngs to the quiddity 
of His csscncc, "cum quibus minime convenio:u but 1 don't at all 
agree with them." For those who sce God face to face, existence 
is inc1uded in the concept of His essence, because being a moce 
mode of the essence, existence cannot be conceived apart from 
that esscncc; yet, even while God is known as both essence and 
existence, that is, while both are grasped at once in the unity of a 
sing1e concept, it still remains true to say that, in God Himself, 
His existcncc is modally distinct from the quiddity of the divine 
e'咽ence. Trombetta himself feels by no means ashamed to say 
80 and, in his own opinion, the very princip1es of Duns Scotus 
make it impossib1e to avoid this conclusion. According to Duns 
Scotus, infinity itse1f is a mode. Now, "if infinity, which is morp. 

~owe:，.'!!r， the o.rd~r of the _mod<<:s i,,_ ~n_yerted: e<;~enc{.'，_ thisn_ess,_ in fi.nity, _exi号tence.
As wi:l prc3Cntly be seen, Francis of Mayronnes has gìvc:n the light on.e'in anoth l".r 
text 

~~ Fr. d~ Mnyronnc5, Quodlib此 TII， a此 7
，每 Ant. Trombctta, Aurca~ formaJiJalum lucubraJio旧s (Pari飞 Kemet， 1576), 
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is a nec田sary being, and, if it is necessary, it necess哑ily exists. 
In short, if God is possib1e, God exists. 

The ~rder of the divine mod四 mus也 then be the following one. 
First of all comes essence, which is not a mode, but the source of 
alli恼皿od四. Then that e田ence is first in the order of 四sence.
τ'hen that first 田sence is in直nite.τ'hen that first 皿d infinite 
田sence is "this one" essence 回 determined by its two previous 
皿odes. And we should be careful to note that infinity comes 
here before "thisness." It is, Scotus says, as though infinity had, 
80 to speak, to be understood 国 a mode of the entity in question 
before we could understand tha'也 entity 捕 "this one" entity.n 
As soon 田 we realize the implications of this statement, the unity of 
the Scotis也 metaphysics of being appe由s infulllight. We havesaid 
that each e回enêe -is entit1ed 100 -au existence proportional to its 
very bei吨，皿d we have added that each and ev回y essence enjoys 
actual existence 国 soon as it h昭 received al1 its determinations. 
God Himse!f is no exception to the rule. He is essence, He is firs也
皿d He is infinite; 副l.ntinite， He is "this one" essence, the like 
of which c皿no也 be found anywhere e1se, because there is no else. 
What then is God's existence? It is the very way He is, name1y, 
the intrinsic mode according to which a 丑rst， infinite and thereby 
individualized 田sence is exact1y 国抗 is. The decisive p町t which 
is played by "thisness" canno1. be here over1ooked. In Scot!~m ， 
副 in τ'homism. there is an act of even the form in concrete reality, 
皿d. in both doc位ines. that act of the form is not itself a form. 
In íhe metaphysics of Thomas Aq由脯， it is 回istence; in tha也 of
Duns Scotus. it is "thi皿e四" (hecceitas) that is ultima act阳litas
formae. The Scotist "thisn回s" is not the cause of existence, but 
-it is the urunistakab1e sign that the essence under consideration 
is now fit to 田ist; then，回 a matter of fact, it does 回åst. Be i也 in
God or in fini旬 things， existence is that modality of bei~g w~ich 
belongs to a comp1ete1y individualized e~s~nc也Whether they 
be such by themse1ves, which is the c国e of God alone, or they be 
8uch by another one, which is the c国e of all creatures, fully 
individualized essences exist in their own right. 

A study of the Scotidschool would not fail, I think.to conErm 
this conclusion. Francis of Mayronnes, Scotis归rum 如:nceps，
抽回 speaking of what he calls the "mode of reality or existenc龟'
puts it third 田nong the modalities of the _divine 回sence. "Er 
scheut sich nicht es 2U sagen1"" his ex回llent but horrified German 
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interior to essence than 阻istence， is itself an intrinsic mode and 
d。因 no也 belong in the quiddity of the e回ence， the same should 
hold good, and with still greater reason, in the ca田 of something 
still farther removed from the essenc叫 as 8cotus himself ad皿its
that existence iS."1I 

Coming from so famous a theologian, this is a remarkable 
statement indeed. It is no也 for us to settle theological controversies, 
but this one is of the highes也 interest for the discussion of our own 
problem. If there is a God Whose very essence it is to be, it is the 
Christian God. N ow, here is a Christian theologian who is care
lesB enough to grant A vicenna that essence as 5uch is, ou也 of
itself, foreign to all its possible determinations, including even 
四istence. Moreover, he allows the A vicennian 回sence to in vade 
the whole field of being, including even God, Whom A飞ricenna
himself had carefully kept out of it. Having dône this, our theolo
gian 5tart5 wondering how his God can possibly, at one and the 
same time, be e5SenCe and yet exist. The only way out is obviously 
for him to exclude existence from the divine essence as 5uch, that 
is, to refuse it to its quiddity, and to p08it it as one of its modes. 
If, against A vicenna's own opinion, God is an A vicennian essen<:e, 
actual existence happens to Him as 80me 80rt of accident which 
is not quite an accident. We have by now reached 5uch a state 
of affairs, according to which essentia, which means esse, has 
grown entirely foreign to actual existence. When concepts, 
instead of being made in the image ofreality, begin to make reality 
in their own image, there is 80mething rotten in the kingdom of 
metaphysics. 

Francis 8uarez was no m皿 to share in 8uch metaphysical 
adventures. A sober, well.ordered .and unco=only clear mi时，
he had been teaching theology for years, when, while he was engaged 
in writing out the substance of his lectures, it occurred to him 
that，国 a theologian, he had been constantly U8ing philosophical 
principles without going to the trouble of explaining the田， at least 
to his own satisfaction. He then interrupted his theological work 
for 80me time and wrote down the bulky philosophical interlude 
which bears the title Metaphysical Debates (MetaPhysicae Dis
putationes). 

These Me归physi，田e Dispu归tiones occupy a very peculiar 
place in the history of phil080phy. As disputationes, they still 
belong in the Middle Ages. 8uarez h回 kept the mediaeval habit 
of never settling a philosophical dispute without first reiating, 
comparing and criticizing the m08t famou8 opinions expressed 

"IIJi乱， pp. .'Uv-3Sr• 

by his predec四:80rs on the difficulty at hand. On the 0也her hand, 
the Dis户出tiones of 8uarez already re8emble a modern philoso
phical work, not only in that they are purely philosophical in 
their content, bu也 also be阳出e they break away from the order, 
or disorder, of the Aristotelian MetaPhys仰. As 8uarez hi皿self
5ay5, not far from tbe beginning of his book, the subject 皿atter of 
the Disputationes is no也 the te刘 of Aristotle'. MetaPhysics, but 
the very things (res ipsas) with which metaphysical knowledge 
is concerned.27 

Among those things the very first one is, of courBe, being. 
What is the 皿e皿ing of that word? We should first distinguish 
between being (ens) 田 a present participle and being国 anoun. Ens 
(being) is derived from sum (1 国n). Sum, as existing, is derived 
from 1 exist. As to sum itself, it is a verb which always signifies 
actual existence and of which it can be said that it always includes 
its own present participle. Sum (1 a皿) always m臼ns sum ens 
(1 am being), j U8t 回 {luidam est (80meone is) actually means 
{lu仕lam est ens (someone is being). This is why, in its primary 
acceptation, the word ens (being) seems to have signified any 
thing that w嗣 endowed with actual 田i8tence， tha也 is ， with that 
very existence which the verb sum (1 am) 5ignifies. Only, owing 
to a spontaneous extension of this primary me田1i吨， ens h皿
later come to point out, be8ides 5uch subjects as actually pOS5e田
existence, those that are merely capable of it." When understood 
in this second sense, being (ens) becom四 a noun which signifies 
what 8uarez himself calls a "real essence" (essent旬 realis). By 
this for皿ula， which 8till plays a very important part in large 
5ections of modern 8cholasticism, 8uarez mea'田 to designate 
such e回ences as 町e not arbitrary products of thought, that is, 
8uch -essenc四 as are neither self-contradictory nor chimerical 
nor fancied by some play of our inlag;nation, but are true in 
themselves and thereby susceptible of actual realization." In a 
doctrine in which the reaI卫e回 of essences is defined by their fitness 
for existence, the A vicennian divorce betw四a 自由nce and exist
ence needs no long田 to be feared. If essenc回 are 句臼1" 国 aptae
adr四liter口istendum， the very nature of possibility is the possibil
ity to exist. Essentia therefore regains with 8uarez its intrinsic 

n Fr.Su缸曰， Melaþ1rysicae disþuJatio剧. di甲. II. Prooe皿ium (Coloniae, 161础，
Vol. 1, p. 31. 

1l 1bid.， 日， 4. 3. p. 42A. 
n lbùl.. II. 4, 4. p. 42F: "Si ens sumaiu, þro-"t est significatum huj:时 IIOC;' in 

!Ì. nominis sumplae. tjus 1'atio ω旧istit 臼 hoc. quoà SiI habens essentiam 1'eaJem, 
2'd est 旧"俞"Iam 附C chymericam, std IIeram d øþtGm od 1'eali/er existendum." Cf. IJ, 
4.8, p. 43B. 
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it 田su皿田 the name of "essence" (from esse: to be). Th田， real 
being is an e回ence actualized by its cause and drawn from p田si.. 
biJity to actuality. Lastly, inasmuch as 回sence is envisaged from 
the point of view of its effec饵， it remai皿 what it aIready wasω 
Aristotle, na皿ely， a "nature," that is, the innermost principle of 
all its operations." Our own problem then becomes one of defin
ing the relation of such an 回senceωits 阻istence， especially in 
the c回e of actually existing finite beings. 

In the Preface to his Metaphys也al Debates Suarez modestly 
introduces himself 田 a theologian who, to facilitat冶 his own work, 
h国 felt it adv四able to lay down, once and for all, the philosophical 
principles of which he makes 田e in his theological teaching. 
In fact, Suarez enjoys such a knowledge of mediaeval philosophy 
田 to put to shame any modern historÏan of mediaeval thought. 
On each and every qu四tion he 8eemsωknow everybody and 
everything, and to read his book is like attending the Last Judg
ment of four centuries of Christian speculation by a disp嗣sionate
judge, always wiIling to give everyone a chance, supremely apt 
at summing up a c皿e and, unfortunately，回皿xious not to hur也
equity that a moderate verdict is 皿ost likely to be considered a 
true verdict. Rather than judge, Suarez arbitrates, with the 
consequence that he never wanders very far from the truth and 
frequently hi饲 upon it, but, out of pure moderation of mind, 
sometimes contents hi皿回If with a ":且国r miss." 

In 四 far 国 our own problem is concemed, Suarez obs盯V回
that i也 has received three different solutions. Either there is a r国l
distinction between e四ence and cxistence, or there is a 皿。dal
distinction, or there is a mere distinction of reason. Some of his 
modem disciples do not h回itate to maintain thatτ'homas Aquinas 
himself h国 nev四 taught the r国.1 distinction of e田ence and exist
ence, but, in this at le剧t， they are no也 goodSu町ezians， for Su町ez
himBelf 植由此s that the re现1 distinction "is com皿only 皿sumed to 
have been the opinion of St. Thomas, and al皿ost all the ancient 
τ'ho皿ists have subscribed to it川·τ'his last part of his state皿ent
is almost tautological, since one 四n scarcely reject the actual 
distinction of e回ence 皿d existence and yet be a Thomist. 1 
阳，y "actual" distinction, but Su町ez himself 阳ys 吨eal ，" and 
he means it. When defining the Thomistic distinction of 回sence
and existence, he do回 not use the words of Thomas Aquinas, but 
those of Giles of Rome whose perBonal terminology had done 

10 

111 lbid'J 11, 4, 5, p. 42H. 
ø !òid., XXXI，萃 J .~， p. IISG. Suarez here mentions Avicenna, Giles of R。因e

(latissimt d"e ente et 'esstntla) , Cãjetan, etc. 

relation to esse. A也 le困t， it looks so; but we still ha ve to ascer
tain up to what point it is really 80. 

There is no re国on to worry about this twofold meaning of the 
word "being." The fact that i也 signifies at one and the same time 
both actual-being and possible being does not make it an equivocal 
term. For. indeed. the word "being" doeB no也 signify two dis
tinct concépts, that of existent being and that of possible being. 
It does not-even signify a common concept of being wherein those 
two other ones would be included and，国 it were, blended together. 
Wha.也 we are now dealing with is a single concept, but taken in 
two different degrees of precision. And, indeed, "used 田a. noun, 
ens signifies what has a real essence (essentia r即:Us) , prescinding 
from 8.ctual existence, that is to 8ay, neither 田c1uding it nor 
denying it, but merely le町ing it out of ac∞unt by mode of 
abstrsction (praecisive tantum abstrahendo) ; on the contrary, 
taken as s participle (n田nely， as a verb) ens signifies reaI being 
itself, ths.也 is， such a being as h回 both real essence and actual 
existence. and. in this sense, it signifies being 回 more contracted."at 

What. Suarez means by th旭 last expression is that actually 
existing being represents a restricted 配ea of being in general 
which, -as has just been said, includes both possible and actual 
being: This is -a statement which necessarily implies tha也 both
possible and actual being 町e the same being and, furthermore, 
that actual being is a particular c皿e of being at large. Exactly: 
actuaI being is being in generaI, taken in one of the cases when it 
actually exists. 

Such are the Su町ezian data of the problem, and, since actuality 
is there posited as a particul町 case of possibility, the Su町ezi皿
solution c皿 easily be foreseen. We can at least foresee that the 
nature of the "re'" essence" is called upon to play a decisive part 
in detenì1ining that solution. What is essence? It certainly does 
no也 come first in the order of origin. God aIone excepted, it is 
not in the essence of things that we can hope to discov_er the 
町igin of their being. On the other hand, in the order of di~i.ty 
and of primacy, e田ënce is certainly first among the objects of the 
mind. For. indeed. the essence of 11 thing is that which belongs to 
tha也 thing in the very 命的 place， and, consequently, it is what 
makes i也1;0 be, not only a being, but that very being which it 
is." 1n皿much 回 it provides an answer to the question, "g_uid 
sit res? (What is the thing?)," e田ence 田sum回 the name of 
"quiddity," that is, of "whatn回s" (g_uid, meaning ‘'what"). In
asmuch 嗣 it is what actual existence confers upon actual being, 

"11M.. 口， 4. 8, p. 43B. 缸 Ibid.. 口.4，叫， p. 44EG. 
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much to obscure the genuine meaning of the doctrine. According 
to its 8upporters, Suarez says, the real distinction of essence and 
existence means that "existence is a certain thing whoIIy and 
reaIIy distinct from the entity of created essence.叫‘ Without
unduly pressing the fact, one may weII wonder if this detail has 
not had something to do with Suarez' own ultimate decision. 

In point of fact, his whole discussion of the τ'homistic dis
tinction of e田ence and existence revolv四 around this difficulty: 
it canno也 be said of the created essence, once it is posited in act 
out of its causes, that it still is distinct from its existence, "as if 
essence and' existence were two distinct entities, two distinct 
things: i阳创 sint duae res seu d阻e ent也ates disl仇血e."U And, 
indeed, if this is the correct for皿ula of the problem, aII that 
Suarez can do is to answer no, because, as both Aristotle and 
Averroes agree in saying, there is no difference whatsoever be
tween "being man" and "皿an." Of course, in a purely philoso
phical question such as this, Aristotle and Averroes were bound to 
weigh more in the mind of Suarez than A vicenna and Thomas 
Aquinas, but he had his own personal reasou for making 8uch a 
choice. And that reason was such that it require8 careful con
sideration for the Iight i也 8heds on the true nature of our problem. 

At first 8ight the endless controversies between supporters and 
opponents of the distinction between essence and existence have 
the- appearance of a purely dialectical game, with each party 
trying to prove to the other that he is making 80me logical mistake 
and to 8how him where he is doing it. Even today, adversaries 
who come to grips on this problem 町e stiII trying to catch each 
other in the very ac也 of committing some logical blunder. This is 
to forget that, in 80 far 皿 logic is ∞ncemed， one may be fault
le田Iy wrong 皿 weII as faultlessly right. No philosopher can 
阻pect a feIIow philosopher to draw from being, through logic 
alone. more than his philosophy puts into it. 

Now, 1 have often thought tha也 the endless debate between 
Thomists and Suarezians, when i也 is more th皿 a mere juggling 
of texts, is partly obscured by that iIIusion. Much more than 
dialectical arguments, what matters here is the notion' of being. 
What does Suarez caII being? If it is reaIIy actuai being, then 
it is that being which belongs to an e回ence when, once a m田e
possible, it h皿 become actual owing to the e伍cacy of its causes. 
It then enjoys the being of actual essence (esse actualis 时sentiae).
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Ha'飞过ng 8aid this, Suarez asks himself whether, in order to be 
actuaIIy, 8uch a being 国 that of actuai 田sence still requir回 the
8upple皿ent which Tho皿ists caII 田istence. And, of course, his 
E四，wer is, no. Let us posit 皿Y 回sence whatever, for instance, 
"n咀n." Since it is no也 contradictory nor fancied by imagination, 
it is a 吁国.] essence." Again, it is a real 回sence because i也 is， if 
not actual, at 1目前 possible. If i也 is only possible，拙的iII lacks 
actuality, and consequently it does not 四ist; but, if it is an actual 
possible, that is, if that essence has the being of an "actual es
sence," what could it stiII lack in order to exist? Nothing. Essence 
can be but actual or possible, and the only difference between 
these two conditions is that wh础 is actual is, whereas what is only 
po回ible is not. To say that an essence is a true actual being 
(verum actuale ens) is therefore to say that such an 回sence actually 
is, or exists. 

What is going on in the mind of Suarez seems pretty clear. 
He begins by identifying being with esscnce. Accordingly, he 
conceives all actual beings 国 simply many fuIIy actualized essences. 
He then wonders wha也 actual existence could weII add to an 
alreadye对sting being. The question is the more absurd as, from 
the very definition of its terms, e对stence itself is here c咱nceived
as a thing, 80 that, in order to e对剖， an. already existing thing 
8hould include, over and above what i也 is， another thing. All 
this does not make sense, and it is no wonder that Suarez parted 
company with Thomas Aquinas on this most fundamental of all 
philosophical problems. 

But let us look more c10sely at his own position. Like aII 
philosophers, and, 1 suppose, Iike practicaIIy all men who under
stand the meaning of those terms, Su町ez realizes that what makes 
an actual e回ence to be different from a merely possible one is 
existence. Like aII Christian philosophers, Suarez moreover a也ni饵，
and indeed expressly teaches, that no finite e田ence exists out of 
itself but owes its existence to the divine act of creation. Existence 
then is to him，剧 he readily acknowledges that it is to aII men, 
the Bupreme mark of reality. He accordingly declares that exist
ence is a formal and intrinsic constituent of reality properly BO 
cal1ed. H Existence," Su町ez says, f也 that whereby, formaIIy and 
intrinsicaIIy, a thing is actuaIIy existing;" whereupon he adds 
that "although existence be not a formal cause strictly and properly 
said, i也 nevertheless is an intrinsic and formal constituent of what 
i也 constitutes."" Obviously, Suarez is not existence-blind. He 
knows that real things do exist; what he does not know is where 

381b鼠， XXXI. 5, 1, p. 口2.
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thin the distinction between essence 阻d its existentiaI modality 
was in the doctrine of Duns Scotus. Yet, Suarez cOIlóiders the 
Scotists to be 80 many 8Upporters of some 80rt of reaI distinction, 
because, like A vicenna, they make e:到stence an appendix of the 
essence. To him, this is still too much. According to Suarez, it is 
the same for an essence to be 切 aclu exercilo, that is, actuaIly to 
exercise its act of essence, and to exist. Of course, we can Ihink of 
the 回sence 国 not yet exercising its act i then it is a pure abstrac
tion of the mind i and it is true that we can thus abstractly 
distinguish an existing essence from its existence, but this mentaI 
distinction does no也 affect the thing itselI. Between actual exist
ence and an actual，白isting essence, there really is no distinction. 

1 wish 1 knew of a way to make clear what Suarez says, without 
myself 8aying what 1 think he does not 8ee, but we are now reach. 
ing absolutely primitive positions and, 80 to 8p国k， primitive 
phiIosophicaI options. To contrast them is the b回也 way to realize 
their 仕ue import. Beside8, this is what Suarez himselI do四 when
he dares the 8upporters of the distinction of 白白nce and existence 
to define its meaning. 

First, Suarez 8ays, what can the proposition, "an essence is," 
me皿， unl田s it means that that 四sence exists? If a man 8ays 
that a thing is, he thereby thinks that that thing exists. Now, 
to what c皿 the word "exists" apply in 8uch a c幽e， if not to the 
thing i臼elI? It do四 not apply to existence, for, when 1 say: this 
rose e对S饵， 1 am not 8aying that its e对stence itselI exists. Then 
it m山t needB apply to the e回encei now, if it does, it necessarily 
means that the e田ence of the rose no longer is a mere possible, 
but has become an actual being. In 8hort, there now "is a rose," 
and, if its 田sence now is, what can it 8till lack in order to 时st?
Such is the first ar伊ment of Suarez，阻d it is，国 he himself 8ays, 
阻 a þriori 町gument. What it prov回 for us is at le甜t this, that 
in his own notion of being Suarez h皿 no room for existence as 
8uch. The whole qu四tion is to know if the actuality of the "reaI 
酣ence" d伺s not require an existential act in order to become an 
existentiaI actualitYi but thi. is a point which Suarezωnnot see, 
because essence is for him identicaI with being. 

His 8econd argu皿ent， which he introduces 14m simþliciler 
f阳m ad hominem, aims to prove that the reas咱ns why his adver. 
sari田 posit the distinction of e田ence and existence are futile, 
8ince the being of the reaI回sence， such as he himselI understimds 
it, already exhibits all the properti回 which they ascribe to exist
ence. N ow, the re阻ons which he refut回 are actually foreign to 
the problem at hand. For instance, Suarez shows that the dis-
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existence can fit in 8uch a phil080phicaI interpretation of reality 
础 his own is. 

The veryex血nple offered by Suarez in support of his statement 
is enough to arouse suspicion. Existence, he 8ays, i8 a formaI con. 
8tituent of actual 回sence， as personality i8 a formal and intrinsic 
constituent of the person. If this is really what he means, it is 
no wonder that he refuses to consider existence as a trnly formaI 
causei for, indeed, personality is no也 a cause of the per80n in any 
sense of the word. There is no也 a person where there is p田80n
alitYi there is personality where there is a p町80U. 80, too，阻ist
ence is not the formal cause whereby an existent actually exists, 
rather, existence is the property of actually given existents. What 
puzzles Su缸ez at this juncture is, that existence 8eems to add 
80 much to e8sence, and yet is itselI nothing. Here is a possible 
essence, then God creates iti what has God created? Obviously, 
God has created that essence. And, as we aIready know, for that 

、 e国 ence to be actualized by God and to 四ist are one and the sa皿e
thing. What Suarez fails to s回， unless, perhaps, his adversary is 
himselI 8uffering from double vision, is that, when God creates 
an essence, He does not give it its actuaIity of essence, which any 
po四ible 回ence enjoys in its own righti what God gives it is 
another actuality, which is that of existence. Taken in itself, the 
essence of m皿 is fully actual g四 e回ence. For a theologian like 
Suarez, the "reaI essence" of the humbl目也 possible being m田也
needs be etemally and etemally completely determined in the 
mind of God, 80 that it can lack no actuality gωessence. What it 
is still lacking is existence. Creation thus do田 not actualize the 
曲8entiaIity of the essence, but it actualizes that essence in another 
order than th础。f essence, by granting it 阻istence. Now, this is 
precisely what the philosophical 田sentialism of Suarez forbids 
him to see. "Ens actu," Su町ez says, "idem esl lJI'od exislens: 
A being.in act is an existing being.""τ'rue， but the whole que8tion 
is to know if a being in act is but its own 四sence， which is an 
entirely different proposition. In a mind，皿 e田ence is in act 
through the existence of that mind i in a thing, an e四ence Ía in 
act through the existence of that thing. In no c田e is it true to 
say that an essence is in act through its actualization tpωessence. 
Yet, this is what Suarez forcefully asserts, and this is why he 
finally decides that between an actualized 础ence and its ex拙，
ence th世e is no real distinction, but a mere distinction of re剧on."

I也 is noteworthy that Suarez is here going even beyond Duns 
Scotus in his reduction of being to essentiality. We have seen ho宵

町 Suar田， jftt. Disþ., XXXI, IJ 13, p. 117. .. l hi4. 
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just what we are now tryingωdo. We are not refuting Suarez, 
butgiving皿 intelligible account of his Own position of the qu副ion.
His ∞皿plete intellectual honesty is beyond even the shadow of a 
suspicion; he is absolutely sure he is right, and he clearly se田
why his adversaries are wrong, which 皿ak田 him doubly sure he 
is right. Their funda皿ental mistake, Suarez says, is that they are 
begging the question." When he 国ks them: "How can you know 
what existence i5?" they answer by positing the distinction of 
e回ence and existence as a condition for such knowledge. But how 
can we distinguish e回ence from existence, unIess we already 
know what existence is? 

This 1出targu皿ent probably is the most enlightening of all, 
in so far 国 the personal position of Suarez is concerned. What he 
would like to know is quid existent句 sit: what 国 existence， as if 
existence could be a what. Having himse!f identificd being with 
its essence, he could not possibly find in it an is which, if it is, is 
neither an e田ence nor a thing. This is why Suarez does not 
know existence when he see,. it. Hence his strange metaphysical 
notion of being. If we take an essence, Suarez says, "abstractly 
conceived and precisely in itse!f, that is，因 being in pot础cy， i也 is
distinguished from actual existence as non-being is distinguished 
from being..... In his doctrine, the actualization of non-being 国
such is the very origin and philosophical explanation of being. 

The influenee of Suarez on the development of modem meta
physics has been much deepcr and wider than is commonly known. 
It h国 naturally reached in the 缸st place those seventeenth
century schol目tic philosophers who find very few readers today, 
yet have themselves exerted a perceptible influence on the develop
ment of metaphysical thought. Through them, Suarez has become 
responsible for the spreading of a metaphysics of e回enc回 which
makes profe田ion of disregarding existenc回国 irrelevant to i恒
。wn object. This is the more remarkable 剧， after all, Suarez 
hi皿se!f had never discarded existences 国 irrelevant to 皿eta
physical specuJation; bu也 he had identified existences with actual 
essences, so that his disciples were quite excusable in ru1ing exisι 
ence out of metaphysics. 

This is what they were still doing yesterday and what they are 
stilJ doing today. "Real being" is to them the proper object of 
metaphysics, but, if you 国k one of them, Kleutgen, for instance, 
what ens reale means for him, he will tell you, with 臼甲licit refer
ence to the authority of Suarez, that it means exactly the same 
thing as ens, not, however, ens 回 a prcsent participle of the verb 

.. IbiJ., xxxr，也 S， p. 12IA. a lbid., XXXI, 1, 13. p. 117. 
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tinction of 回sence and existence is not necessarily reqnired to 
save the distinction between the Creator and His creatures, 
which is true. If created beings w盯e nothing but essenc田 actual
ized q'ωe田enc目， they still wouJd be creatures. But this is ir
relevant to the qu四tion.τhe real question is to know what the 
metaphysical structure of concrete being is; when we know what 
it is, whatever i也 may be, then we will know wha也 sort of a being 
God has actually created. 飞飞可hat is noteworthy, however, in this 
objection of Suarez is his remark that he himself does no也 ascribe
an etemal being to possible essences, since，因 mere possibles, 
they are nothing real. 1 cannot help wondering how he himse!f 
has not seen what followed from this obvious truth for his own 
doctrine. If, out of itself, an essence is a mere possible, and if 
a mere possible is nothing, what wiJl be the resuJt of its actualiz
ation? Nothing. This existential nothinguess of the possible 、
白sence is precisely what 四mpels us to look outside the order of 
essence for an intrinsic cause of its actual reality. 

My opponents, Suarez go回 on to say，嗣sert that existence 
belongs to 丑nite 四sences in a contingent way only, and that, 
consequently，因sence is really distinct from existence. Now, the 
actualized e回ence would be just as contingent, since the cause of 
its actualization would still be God. Hence the contingency of 
created beings can be saved 飞rithout resorting to the distinction 
of essence and existence. And there again Suarez is right. N 0 one 
pretends that, if being is what he says, the contingency of finite 
being wouJd not be safc. But, onCe more, that is no也 at all the 
qu田tion. The point which Suarez is trying to make is this. If 
you reject my doctrine of being because it cannot answer th田e
two las也 difficuJties， you are wrong, because my actualized essence 
answers them as well 剧 your being of existence." And Suarez 
is still right: his possible e阻ences 缸e not eternal beings, and his 
actualized essences 町e truly created beings. But the qu田tion at 
stake is to know, of these two possible notions of created being, 
which is true and which is not. Equally acceptable to Christian 
theologians, they can nevertheless both be philosophically wrong, 
but they cannot both be phiJosophically true. 

There would be no point in protracting a discussion which is 
obviously marking time. It now r国embl回 one of those con
versations in which one man says to another: "Don't you see it?" 
"No." "Well, have a better look. Do.you see i也 now?" ，悦。 .. 
Then what? All that is left to do is for the man who thinks he 
se四 to account for the fact that the other does not. And this is 

u lbüI.. XXXI, 4, 4, p. 121CF. 
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esse, but as tbe noun wbicb derives from it. Ens tben signifies 
sometbing that bas an essence and is therefore a being. As to tbe 
essence itself, it is a "real essence," that is to say, "the root, or the 
inner皿os也 bottom and the firs也 principle of all the activity as well 
as of all the properties of the thing碍;" in short, it is what "is mos也
excellent in things and wha也 grants to 0旧 wbole knowledge of 
things both its bn.sis and its perfection." And, n.s if afraid of not 
being unde四tood， Kleutgen goes on to say: "lt follows from tbe 
preceding considerations that, among the Scholastics, the real 
is not confused with what is actω1 or existi饨， nor is it opposed 
to the possible. The real may be possible as 、.. ell 国 existing;"
and this, Kleutgen adds, "is what Su町ez has expressly stated." 
God 阻ve us from 0盯 disciples， for J even thaugh this be more or 
less what Suarez had said, he had at least common sense enough 
not to say it in that way. . But nothing could stop Kleutgcn; he 
not only says it, he emphasizes i也: "'Vhen we conceivc a bcing 回
real, we do not think of i也 as 皿crcly p08sible , by excluding cxisι 
ence, nor yet do we think of it as existingJ but we Ieave cxistence 
out of consideration." Whcreupon he triumphantly concludcs: 
"Thus, and only thus, can those finite and crcatcd things, to which 
existence is not essential J becomc objects of scicncc."u 

There is a weird bcanty in the perfcct sclf-consL.tcncy of 
philosophical principles. Unlcss he live under súme 80rt of meta
physical spell, how could a man write such things? The pos均ible
is here just as real as tbe actual, which mcans that possible reality 
is just 嗣 actual 113 actual reality. When we think of a being as 
real, we do not tbink of it as existing, and we do not even think 
of it as merely possible, bccause, in order to think of it as po田ible，
we should bave to exclude existencc, a thing not to be mentioned 
in metaphysics. A metaphysician sbould nevcr pollute his mind 
witb the Lmpure thought of existence, no也 even to exclude it I 
Last, but not least, the first and most nec回S3ry condition for 
things to become objccts of scientifie knòwledge is to be purified 
of the slight由也 trace of existence. A perf ect c缸e of conceptual 
imperialism, if there ever was one! And all this owing to Avicenna, 
who begot Scotus, who begot Suarez, who begot Kleutgen; and 
tbe list still remains open. 

But the main responsibility for this strange mctaphysical 
adventure might well not be A vicenna. The rcbellion of buman 
re田on against what of reality remains impervious to its abstract 

42 J. Kleutg;en , La PllÏ!osρI'hi~ scm,tsliqtlC_, VùL II. pp. ~Q-92 ， _ as_ quoted in P. 
D~coqs， /nstitutioner mc!aphysicae gcnl'ra!is, E_llmmts d'onlolagie - (Pario;, C; 
Beauchesnc, I归队 \'01. 1, pp. I∞-10[. P. Dí!'>coq、 him~clC ruBy agrres wi出 both
Kleutgen and Suarez. 
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<loncepts has probably more to do with it than any single phil础。"
pherwe 皿ight quote. For re啤son has only one m回ns to account 
for what does not come fro皿 it阻If， E. Meye四on ssys，皿ditisto
reduce it to nothingness." This is what essentialism, at le础，
has done on an 四ceptionally Iarge scale, by reducing to nothing. 
ness the very act in virtue of which being actually is_ 

U E. Meyersoo, La Dlduc巾，阳也Ji:由te， p. 258, art. 186. 
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all tha也 could 8t泪 be sa ved of it and, in so doi吨， they 协ok a 
great many things philo田phically for granted. Descartes, for 
instance, raised a strong prot回也 against the bad habit, which 
then obtained among Scholasti吨。f obscuring wha也 W国 se!f
evident by defining, explaining and eventually pro由g it. When 
I 国，y， "1 think, therefore 1 国丑，" why should 1 bother about 四
phining what e.对stence is? Such notions 国仙at of e到8ten田
are in themselv，臼 quite simple and, b田id田， "they don'也 help 田
in acquiring the knowled在e of 皿ye对sting thing.'气And this is 
true, at least in so far as physical science is concerned; but D国
cartes' 皿eaningful remark merely proves that what he hi皿se!f
was aiming at was not primarily 皿etaphysics， but physics. 

τ'his is why, when he happened to meet the problem of bein;: 
and e对stence， D四cart田 si皿ply held it for an aIready settled 
qu曲"四. Himse!f a pupil of the J回ui恼， he had learned met&
physics according to Suarez，因埠， though 1 would not bet that he 
had read the whole MetaPhysi臼eDis户山tiones， there 町e posítíve 
reasons to feel Bure that he knew the work, and 1 even believe that, 
for a time at le国t， he personally owned a copy of it. To Descartes, 
Scholastic philosophy w，国 Suarez，皿d this is why, when con
fronted with the proble皿 of existence, he flatly denied its dis
tinction from e田ence.

This is a point on which we should no也 allow ourselv田 to
be 皿isled by what Descart四 8ays in his Fifth Meditation con
cerning the existence of God. The point he is trying to make in 
that p国sage is that the notion. of God nec四sarily involves His 
e对stence， which the notion of a finite being never do回.' Bu也
now is the time for 四 to remember what h嗣 already been said 
on the subject. AIl Christian philosophers 8gree th8t no creature 
exists in its own right: in order to be, 8 Cre8ture Btands in need of 
r田eiving existence. wh町e Christian phil080phers begin to 
disagree is on this entirely different question: when a Cre8ture has 
received 阻istence， is e对stence 8CtUally distinct from its 田sence?
We have seen Suarez answering that question in the negative, 
and D田cartes himself 8grees 也8t Suarez W:国

to D臼cart田， a Schol脑tic ph咀0田ph町 100ks some
what like a tipsy man who 配es doub1e, or more, when he s回s
in corporeal beings a m8tter and a form, p1us 8ny number of 
accidents; but he acknowledges that Scho1astics do not make 
th8t mistake 8bo悦目sence 阻d existence, between which they 
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I Descan t'S. Prillâþia p/Jil(l'<:oþhioe, T'a:rs J，但p. 10, ed. by Ada皿.-T回ntry.
Vol. VIIl. p. 8. 

'Dcsea.rtes. !./tdill1lÌo V. ed. cil.. Vol. VJI, p. 66. 
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We are now reaching what 飞，viIl be, though the continuation 
of the 8ame story, a distinctly new episode in the metaphysical 
adventures of being. Modern philosophy is currently described 
as " decisive breaking away from the old Scholastic mentality. 
At leas也 this is what it is supposed to have bcen in its very be
ginning, for, now that Scholastic philosophy has bccn dcad for 
nearly five centuries, philosophers don'也 evcn carc to remember 
how it died. 

N evertheless, thcre was somcthing quecr about its death. 
Scholastic philosophy actually dicd to the whole cxtent to which 
its þhilosoþhy of nature had becn mistakcn, by both itsclf and its 
adv盯sari田， for a science of naturc. Thc rise of mathcmatical 
physics did not necessarily entail the giving up of the notion of 
substantial forms. 1n point of fflCt, Leibniz has alw3ys uphcld thc 
contrary position. Y ct, the reduction of m3ttcr to qU3ntity W3S 
the easiest way to turn the world of sensc into a fitting subjcct 
for mathcmatical 8peculation, and, since 3 physical universe of 
pure extension w回 what modern science needed, modern philoso
phers decided that the physic31 universe w捕 indeed nothing clse 
than pure extension. Having taken this step, they did not very 
much bother about metaphysics itself, except in order to show 
that this new conception of the world of se阳5C did not m3ke it 
impossible for them still to prove thc cxistcncc of God, rmd or a 
God who was really the same as the Christian God of mediaeval 
Scholasticism. 1n 80 f町 as metaphysics is conccrncd, the dividing 
line between medi3ev31 and modern philosophy does not run 
through the works of Francis Bacon or of Descartcs; 1 3m not evcn 
sure that is runs through the Ethics of Spinoz3, but it is beyond 
doubt that, by the time of Hume, readers of philosophy had 
entered a new philosophieal world. 

What the great seventeenth-century metaphysicians actually 
did was, rather than to d四troy mcdiacval met3physics, to 83 ve 
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usually do not see 皿ore distinction than there actually is.' 1n 
point of fact , according to Descartes hi皿self， there actually is no 
distinction whatever. For, indeed, "to conceive the essence of a 
thing ap町t from its existence or non-existence, is another way to 
conceive i也 than when i也 is conceived as existing, but the thing 
itself cannot be outside our thought without its e:对stence." There 
is then no real distinction between essence and 阻istence. And 
it is true that there is a "modal" distinction between my two 
ways of conceiving the thing, according 国 1 conceive it 扭扭
existent 回国 a non-existent; but even this does not i皿ply that 
there is 皿y "modal" distinction between the essence of the thing 
itself and its existence. Thc only distinction there is between 
them is a distinction of rcason, which me皿s that 臼sence is by 
no means and in no way distinct from existence in reaJity: "In 
guo manifestum mihi videtur essenti.町n et 口istent叩m nullo modo 
distingui."4 And what Ìs true of existence, Descartes concludes, 
holds good for a11 the universals. 

Descartes could not well think differently since, according 
to his own principles, there are 田皿any things as there are c1ear 
and distinct concep臼. If thcre is no defi皿ble concept of e对.stence，
then existence is nothing. Now, in this at le脑t Spinoza kep也 faith
with Descartes, just as Descart田 himself had kept ffiith with 
Suarez. 1 a皿 no也 saying that Suarez, Descartes and Spinozfi have 
taught the S8皿e metaphysics; my only point is that their attitude 
towards existence 因 such h植 been substantially the samc. To 
all of them, existence is but the complete actuality of esscnce. and 
nothing else. 

1n his Cogiωω Metaphys化a (Metaphysical Thoughts) , Spinoza 
declares his int后ntion "brießy to explain the more diflìcult qu田tions
that occur in metaphysics, general 胆 well 嗣 special ， concerni鸣
being and its properti田， God and His attributes and the human 
mind." Among the diflìculties which Spinoza examines, some 
are of im皿ediate inter田t for our own problem. Unfortunately, 
no more than D田cartes， in whose footsteps he is here treading, 
does Spinoza deem it necessary to define exactly all the Îlotions 
which he uses. Some of them, Spinoza says, are in themselveB 
50 c1ear that we cannot attempt to throw light on the让 meaning
withou也 getting them involved in more obscurity. Such are, partic-

a Descartes, Letter to X口气 August 16啊 • ed. cit.. Vol. III. p. 435. 
4 De!'("aτt~s ，_ Letter to _xnx, 1645 or 1646, ed. cit., Vol. IV~ pp. 349-350. It 

is to be noted, however, that De5carte~ himself seems to have niìstaken the dis. 
tinction hetween God and creatures Ior that of essence and existence: Med. V. 
VoL VIJ, p. 66; III_ae Objec~io旧'. VoI.IIr. p. 呵4; vae Responsiones, Vol. VII~ 
p. 383; lIae Respo阳iones， Axioma X, Vol. VII; p. 166. 

ularly, the two notions of "回sence" and of "e:对stence.'" Accord .. 
ing to Spinoza, the being of e田ence is "the mode under which 
created things are comprised in the attribut回 of God;" 因 to the 
being of existence, it is "the very 四sence of things outside God, 
and considered in itself, na皿ely， that being which we ascribe to 
things after. their cr阳tion by God." Of course, since finite beings 
can be conceived apart from their existence，四sence is in them 
distinct from existence, with two reservations, however. First, 
there is no use in trying to explain what e田ence is, what existence 
is; since we can form no definition of them without resorting to 
them, any attempt to c1arify them will Bucceed only in making 
them more obscure than they actually are. If anyone ,!"ants to 
learn the difference between essence and existence, let him go to 
a sculptor; he will 5ee the diff，目ence there is between the notion 
of a statue that do四 not yet exist and that statue after it exists 
because it h阻 been made. Secondly, this distinction me;ely means 
that, for any finite being, the ca山e of its 旺istence Ii田 outside its 
由sence; it by no means impli由 that， in an actually existing 
essence, existence is distinct from it. According to the definition 
of existence which has just been given, existence is nothing else 
than "the very 回sence of things outside God and considered in 
itself: ipsa r盯'um essent但由tra Deum et 仿$~ considera阳." As 
has been aptly 阻id by one of his interpreters, this definition entails 
the real identity of 田sence and existence in finite beings, since 
the being of actual existence is the being of 四sen回国 found
outside God, namely, in things aft四 they ha ve been created by 
God.' 

It seems then to be a fact that, in seventeenth-century classical 
metaphysicB, e田ence rmgns 8upre皿e. N 0 two philosophers would 
then agree on their definitions of God, but they aU agree that 
God exists in virtue of His Own 田sence. It is so with D田cart田，
for whom the e田ence of God nec田sarily entails existence; BO much 
so that，国 he himself Bay回 in his Fifth M editation, God is "c咄se
of H恤回elf." It is so with Fénelon, who writ回 in his treatise 
On the Existence of God, Part Two, that GOd'B 回sence "entails 
His actual existence." It is so with Leibniz, who says in his 
Monadology, n. 44, that, in the Nec回sary Being, "1阻sence involves 

I Spinoza, COfi.ta!(1 metaphysi((1, Pan. T, cap. 2. For an interpretation of 
this work 哩e J. Freudenthal, S，户时囚犯叫 die Scholasl:品， in PhilosopAisclze Aufslt!za 
Ed皿rd Zeller -. . • gewidmet (I.eipzig, 188沪， pp. 94-106. Aho Julius Lewkõwitz, 
Spino白's Cogitata metaphY!iica UM 品r Verhitltnis :tu Desct11如$ un4 :tUr Scholaslik 
(Drts缸.U， 1902、， PP.5-巧. 78• 79 

'lbid. See A. Rivaud. Lu Notions d'esst第ce t:l d'ms阳ce dans ltJ þhüosoþhie 
tk SþinoztJ (Paris, Akan, 1905), pp. 坷， note, and 32. 
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1729 that it finally comes into its own with the Ontolog句。f
Christian Wolff. 

An extremely vers唱tile mind, and perhaps the most accom
plished professor of philosophy of all times-although his pro
f国sorial career w国 not 回归tly a 8mooth one-W olff h回 published
his complete cour8e of lectures, including a Prime Philosophy, or 
Ontology, tr阳ted after a scientijic method and con也ining the þriη
ciples of all human knowledge.' He was a very remarkable m皿
and a good example of what an hon时 pedagogue can achieve 
for the bene且也 of mankind. Wolff reminds one of Quintillian, not 
a great man, but a great m植ter， whose proper job it was to keep 
a certain discipline alive, pending the arrival of great四 men. 1 
don't know if 1 will create scandal by saying that, apart from 
Spinoza, there w，阻 80皿ething amateurish in even the great四t
of seventeenth- and eighteenth-century philosophers. Their 
work no long回 was that of professional t崎chers， and what it 
gained in freedom and in originality, it lost in accurate technicality. 
What 1 mean will perbaps become more apparent if 1 mention 
Kant as the first philosopher who, aft田 a long interlude of brilliant 
amateurs, h臼 claimed for philosophy the right to a "scholastic" 
method of exposition. Whether we agree with their philosophy 
or not, we certainly agree that, technically speaking, the doctrines 
of Kant, of Fichte and of Hegel belong in the same class as the 
most perfectly elaborated Schol臼tic philosophies and theologies 
of the Middle Ages. Such has been one of the main r国sons for the 
world-wide inßuence of nineteenth-century German philosophi回
Even those who did no也 want to learn from them what to think 
have felt that they could at le血也 le町n from them how to think. 
There is a SU皿dard of philosophical thinking which should in no 
C因e be allowed to perish, and, if Kant w田 able to r田tore it, it 
W描 because Professor Wolff had obstinately maintained it. We 
know that Kant himself was aware of the fact. But, if Wolff 
had been able to maintain that standard it w国 because， before his 
own time, Suarez had resolutely maintained it. And Wolff，怡。，
W国 fully aware of the fact. Kant always felt convinced that real 
philosophy should be "serious," and geni田 is no fitting matter 
for school , teaching, but seriousn，田s is, inasmuch as "serio田"
philosophy is "Scholastic" by definition. 
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exi8tence," 80 that it is enough for God to be possible in order tha也
He be 田tual. And again, in ]lfonadology, n. 45: "The Necessary 
Being h田 in Himself the re血on for His own exÍstence." It四 so
with Spinoza, who, taking up the "God, cause of Himself" of 
Descartes，阳，ys in the very first of the definitions which open his 
Ethics: "By cause of itself, 1 und四stand that whose 四sence
involvl四 its existence." The God Essence of the Middle Ages is 
eve:ηwhere c哑ried shoulder high, and every philosopher of note 
pays him unrestricted homage. As to that other God of 飞，vhom it 
had been said that He w，屿， not a God Whose essence entailed 
ex四tence， but a God in Whom what in finite beings is called 
臼sence， is to 口创， He now seems to lie in a 8tate of complete 
oblivion. Deus est id cujus essent昭 est esse: this proposition no 
longer makes sense, and, because they have lost 8ight of Him Who 
Is, philosophers have also lost sight of the fact that finite things 
themselv，臼町e. The timcs are now ripe for some systematic 
science of "being quαbeing，"阳 completely free from existence as 
being itself actually is. 

And then Suarez begot Wolff. 
nounced by 8igns. 

One might have 8een it coming as early as the middle of the 
8eventeenth century. 1n the prolegomena to his Elemen臼 philoso
ph也e sive Ontosophiae (1647) , J. Clauberg remarks: "Since the 
science which is about God calls itself TheosoPhy or Theology, i也
would 8eem fitting to call On归sophy or Ontology that science which 
does not deal with this and that being, as distinct from the others 
owing to its 8pecial name o{ properties, but with being in generaI." 
This text may be held, in the pr田ent state of historical knowledge, 
for the birth ce此ificate of ontology 坦 a science conceived after 
the pattern of theology, yet radically distinct from it, since being 
gua being is held there as indifferent to all its coneeivable deter
minations. "There is," Clauberg 田，ys， "a certain science which 
envisages being inasmuch 阻 it is being, that is, in植much as it is 
understood to have a certain common nature or degree of being, 
a degree which is to be found in both corporeal and incorporeal 
beings, in God and in creatures, in each and every 8ingular being 
according to its own 皿ode." Leibniz willlater praise Clauberg for 
8uch an undertaking, but he will regret that it had no也 been
a more BUCC回sful one. The very word "ontology" occurs at least 
once in an undated fragment of Leibniz，'皿d one can 四pect
accidentally to meet it later in various plac胆" but it is not until 
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according to P. G缸ly， Quutwns d'tftscitlft1ne甜 de þ1tilosoþhie s，臼lastique (Paris, 
1913), p. 48. 

• Ch!. Wol!Y! p_1ri~oroþlc缸户ima sin Onto1ogia m础呻 scitniifica þN'tra.c刷
刷棚"1~S cot"iti<mi.s humanae -þrincipia 阳n#nentur， edit. nova (Veron.时， 1789 1 .
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7 COllturat, 0，归~Ctl~CS _d /r(Jt:柑nl.s inhl.的 de l..eibni: (Pa白， ，归'3) ， p. 512. 
• For instance, in]. B.-Duhamel, Philosoþhia 盹阳s d not1'向 2nd ed., 1681, 
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physics does nothing more than hring their implicit meanings 
out in the open. True enough, what is commonly called a "heing" 
is something that exists, but he who understands that a A is being 
bec四1se it exists will as e现.siIy understand that, if A exists, it is 
because it can exist." PossibiIity then is the very root of existence, 
and this is why the possibles are commonIy called beings. The 
proof of it is that we com皿onIy speak of beings past or future, 
that is, of beings that no longer exist or that do not yet exist. 
In any ca肥， their being has nothing to do with actual existence; 
it is, though a merely possible being, yet a being. 

In order to probe more deeply into the knowledge of being, 
what we have to do is to inquire into the causes of its possibiIity. 
The first one is, of cour田， the one we have already mentioned, 
namely, the absence of inner contradiction; but this is not enough. 
In order to posit a being, one must ascribe to its notion such 
constituent parts as are not only compatible among themselves, 
but are its þr仿皿ηconstituent pa时s. The primary constituents 
of a being are those which are neither determined by some element 
foreign to that being, nor determined by any one of the other 
constituent elements of the same being. If an element supposedly 
foreign to some being were determining with respect to any one of 
tho回 elements which enter its constitution, then i也 would not be 
foreign to it; it would be one of its constituent elements. On the 
other hand, if some of the constituent elements of a being deter
mine each other, then we must retain onIy the determining elements 
回 constituent parts of that being.tI In short, every being is made 
up of such elements as are both compatible and prime. Such 
elements shaIl be called the "essentials" of being (essential句)，
because they constitute the very essence. Hence this concIusion, 
who国 full signifi阻nce it is superfluous to st回回: Essence is wha也
is conceived of being in the first place and, without it, being 
cannot be." Thus, the cs田nce of the equiIater骂I triangle is made 
up of the number three and of the equality of its sides; again, the 
essence of virtue is made up of a habit (habitus) of the wiIl and 
of the conformity with natural law of the acts which follow fro皿
that habit. Let any one of those conditions be altered, there is 
left neither equiIateral triangle nor virtue; let them be aIl posited, 
then there is equiIateral triangle and virtue. The presence of the 
"essentials" of the thing is the陀fore both nece田ary and suf!icient 
to define its essence. Those "essentials" always entaiI certain 
properties which are in配parable from them and, since a thing 

14 lbid., D. 139, p. 61. 111ft剑， D. 142, p. 62. 
• Ibid., n. 144, p. 63. 
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BEING AND SOME PHIWSOPHERS 

民 is not my intention here to expr田s personal opinions and, 
的iII less, personaI feeIings. Unless I be greatly ~ist"ke~， I .am 
stating straight historical facts. Let us open Wo町's Ontology 
and r;ad his-Preface: "Prime PhiIosophy (namely, metaphysics) 
W坦坦1St laden by the SchoIastics with enviable praise, but, ever 
after the succ田s of Carlesian phiIosophy, it feIl into disrepute 
and has become a laughing stock to aIl."1O What Wolff clearly 
sees then is that. since the time when Descarles "grew weary of 
metaphysics," there still may have been metaphysicians, but 
there has been no me也þhysics. As a distinct science, metaphysics 
has simply ce回ed to - be. And Kant himself was only echoing 
Wolff when he wrote in his Preface to the first edition of The 
Critique 01 Pure R四son: "There was a time when metaphysics 
used to be caIled the queen of scienc四... Now, in our own century, 
it is quite fashionable to show cont田npt for it." Our 0曲n cenlury 
here is the eighteenth century, which w嗣 the century of both 
Wo旺皿d Kant. 

When he made up his mind to put a stop to that technical 
decadence in the field of philosophy, Wolff w嗣 keenly conscious 
of carrying on the work of the grea也 Scholastics. What they had 
done was not perfect, but that was the thing to do, and, since it 
could be done- better, Wolff himself was going to do it aIl over 
again. Let us be .s precise 阻 possible. Wolff did not wish to be 
zeproached with brindng back a scholastic philosophy thMWM 
dead. In point of fact, that was not叫1at he wanted to do. But he 
W国cIaiming the right to retain at le踊t Scholastic terminology, 
for all there w回 to be done about it was, keeping the same terms, 
to build up better definitions and more exactly determincd 

" propositions." 
This is what Wolff set about doing first with the term "being," 

皿d it is typical of his attitude that he can reach i飞 only through 
the notion of po田ibility. "Being," Wolff says,' "is what can 
exist and, consequentIy, that with which existence is not incom
patible: Ens dicitur quod exislere þotest, consequenter cui 晖istentia
non re阳gnat.叫. In other words, what is possible is a being: Quod 
þossible est, ens est." B田id田， Wolff adds, this is a metaphysical 
notion which is accepted by aI!, and which exactly talli回 with
common I皿guage. "Being," "so皿ething，" "possible;" here 
are 80 many wor也 tha也町e practically synony皿ous， and meta-
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11 Wofi置， Ontolog缸. beginning of the Pre!ace. Cf.: "Si Carles;us 11011 JasJ诅io
philosoþhiae" þrimtU -,;orrr.þtus fu;-sscl . 

U 飞NolfI.OT)lolog缸， D. 12, pp. 4-5 
u I bJ'd., D. 135, p. 60. 

u lMd., n. '34, p. 60. 
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never is without its "essentiaIs," it is aIso inseparable from the 
、thing. . Such properties are called the "attribut四" of being. 
As to its ":皿odes，" they 町e 8uch u1terior determinations which 
are neither determined by the 田sence 丑or contradictory with it. 
The attributes of a being are aIways given with it, but not i恒
modes, which are what the Scholastics used to cal1 "accidents." 

1n a being so conceived, the "essentiaIs" obviously are the 
very core of reality. Taken as non-contradictory, they ensure 
the possibi1ity of being. 1t is through its "essentials" that a 
being is possiblc: Per essentialia ens possibile 时t. Now, since the 
回sence of being is one with its possibi1ity, he who acknowledges 
the intrinsic possibi1ity of a thing knows also its 四sence. We are 
saying "acknowledges," and rightly 80, for i也 is possible to aceount 
for the attribut回 of being from the "essentials" of that being, 
bu也 there is no accounting for the fact that those "essentia1s" 
belong to it. Since they are prime, there is nothing above them 
from which they cou1d be deduccd. As to the modes, they cannot 
be deduced from their essencc either. For, wbat makes up an 
essence accounts for the fact that 8uch and 8uch a mode may 
belong to a certain being; i也 ùoes no也 account for the fact that 
such a mode actual1y does belong to it. The r由80n for the actual 
presence of modes in a given bcing mU8t always be looked for 
outside that being. 飞;Ve call "extcrnal" those beings which con .. 
stitute the sufficier比 reason for the actual pr田ence， in a given being, 
。f modcs which canrlOt be 8ufficient1y accountcd for by its c臼ence
810ne. The essence then is for any being tbe sufficient rc皿on for 
the actual presence of its attributes and of the po由ible presence of 
its modes." Hence its nominal definition: "Essence is that which 
is conceived of a being in the first place, and in which is to be 
found the sufficient re田on why al1 the r回t either actual1y belongs 
to it or e1se may belong to it: Essentia definiri potest per id quod 
primum de ente conci户tur et 切 quo ratio continetur su庐ciens， cur 
ωetera vel actu insint, vel 仿esse possint.叫，

The scruplously exacting method which Wolff was using in his 
determination of being was entirely his own, but the results 
achieved by that method haù real1y nothing new. And W olff 
himself was c1early aware of it. 

"This notion of essence-namely, that it is the first thing that 
we conceive abou也 being， and that it contains the explanation of 
whatever else is present or can be present within it一is in agree
ment with the phi1osophers' notion [of essence]. 

17 Ibid., n. 167, p. 71 
11 lbid., n. 168, p. 72. 
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"Certainly, Francis Suarez, of the Society of Jesus, who 
among Schol嗣tics has pondered metaphysicaI realities with 
particular penetration，回 i也 is known, 8ays tha.也 the essence 
of a thing is the first and basic and inn町mos也 principle of all 
the activities and properties which befi也 a thing. And, aIthough 
he proves, through the testimony of Aristotle and SιThomas. 
that e田ence 80 understood is the same 国 the nature of each thing; 
neverthel四s he immediately adds that, according to a second 
acceptation in St. Thomas, the e田ence of a thing is what is made 
manifest by the definition, and, to this extent, as he infers there
from, the 田sence of a thing is what we conceive 回 firs也 to befit 
a thing and 臼 first to be established in the reality (esse) of a 
thing, or of such a thing.harez further Eoes on to say that a 
reaI essence is one which contains no contradiction within itself. 
皿d which is not one that is merely manufactured by the intel1e叫
and aIso that it is the principle and 80urce of al( a thing's reaÍ 
operations or effects. 

"Therefore, if you look more to the idea which the Meta
phician [Suarez] had before his mind, rather than to the words 
b:y:which he expressed what he was observing ( #920, Log.) , you 
wi l1 easi1y see that anyone who sets out to conceive the -essence 
of being 

(1) must posit within being, when i也 is conceived as absolutely 
without determination, something as a prime factor; that 

(2) it [the essence of being] contains within itself only such 
elements 嗣 do not oppose one another or involve any contradiction, 
and 嗣 are no~ determined by other _elements that are present along 
with them, since otherwise these determining ele皿ents would be 
prior to them; and that 

。) it [the essence of being] contains the explanation of what
ever e1se is constantly present, or can be present, since otherwise 
it could not be cal1ed the root of the properties and the activi刮目，
i.e., whence they take their origin. 

"Consequently, the notion of essence which St. Thomas and 
Suarez had in mind is the same 国 the one which we have deduced 
'!_ priori, and which we have refined in distinctness and precision. 
Descartes retained the notion of essence which he had derived. 
in the 时1001s of the Jesuits, from Scholastic phi1osophy. 1ndeed, 
he says in his PrinciPles 01 Philosophy, Part 1, #53, that there is in 
each substance _a principal character which makes up its nature 
and essence, and 切 which al1 the other characteristics 町e referred. 
And his interpreter, the excel1ent Clauberg, says, in his Meta
physics 01 Being, #560, p.m. 13, that -among all the attributes of 
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a thing there is one which we 町e accustomed to c。因id回国 wha也
is prime and principal and 皿ost intimate in a thing, whlch in a 
way gathers the other attributes to itseIf, or which certainIy is 
剧 their root and foundation.τ'his is what we caII the essence 
of a thing; and in reIation to the properties and operations that 
flow from it, we aIso caIl i也 nature.叫，

What a textl No com皿entary couId exhaust its ∞n始nts.
Let us at least stress its main impIications. First of all, the genuine 
皿eaning of the τ'homistic notion of being is, around 1729, com. 
pletely and absolutely forgotten. To WoIff, Thomas Aquinas 
and Su町ez are of one mind concerning the nature of being. and it 
is not Suarez who agrees with Thomas Aquinas, but Thom础
Aquinas who agrees wîth Suarez. In shOlt. Suarezianism has 
consumed Thomism. Next, WoIff knows that his own notion of 
being is fundamentaIIy the sa皿e 剧 that of Suarez, whom he .has 
not only read, but analyzed, and whom he proclaims as the decp回也
国nong SchoIastic metaphysicians. Last but not least, the very 
notion of being on which he agrecs wîth Suarez is that of the 
"real essence," which he conceiv四 at one and the same time 嗣
the very stuff beings are made of and the ultimate source of all 
their operations. In drawing up the balance shcet of Schol嗣tic
metaphysics, one should never forget that Christian phiIosophers 
have not been able to entrust their modern successors with the 
greatest 皿etaphysical discovery which any one of them had ever 
made. One cannot even help wondering how many among them 
had even und凹stood it. 

It is hardly posBible to gue础 what would have happened to 
modern phiIosophy 迁， instead of teaching wîth Suarez that oþeratio 
sequitur essentiam, WoIff had taught with Thomas Aquinas that 
oþeratio sequitur esse. Bu也 this w国 the very last thing he could 
have undertaken to do. When he finaIly turns to loeating exist
ence, Wolff readiIy acknowlcdges tha也 it is something eIse than 
mere possibiIity. When an artisan conceives a certain machine, 
the thus-conceived machine is but a possible, and, what is more, 
there is nothing in its possibiIity that can make it to e:对st. This 
is why the cause of e对stence always Iies outside the po四ible itse町，
and this is why, in a justly fa皿ous formula, Wolff h皿 nominaIIy
defined existence 幽 the complement of possibiIity: "Hinc .xist
entiam d.φnio þer comþlementum þossibilitatis!'" This "com-

lI Wo旧• Philosoþhia prima ~i时 O!_Úologia， p_art~， se~~. 2, ca~. 3,_ art. ~69， I?P. 
72-73. Wo恒。，ften rCfers not onJy to Suarez and to 8t. Thom:坦 Àquinas， but a]so 
to Dominic of F1anders, whom he cal1s '4The Prince of Thomists." 

10 WoJff, On/{Jlog旬. n. 174. p. 16. 
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plement" closely r回embles A vicenna、 "accident，" but it still 
more closely r四embl田 the existential "皿ode" of Scotism. for. 
if actual existence do田 notnec田sariIy foIlow from the "酬entialé
of being, not onIy is it not one of them, bu也 it cannot even be an 
attribute; it can onIy be a mode. In short, the sufficient re臼on
for the actual existence of any finite being is never to be found 
in that being itseIf; it always is to be found in another one. Of 
course, once it h国 received this modest compleme时. which costs 
so Iit tIe yet yields so much, the WoIffian being actuaIly is, or e对血
Nevertheless, even then, and however one looks at it. existence 
stiII remains whoIly foreign to its own essence; which means that 
existence remains whoIly foreign to being. 

And this is why, in the phiIosophy of WoIff，回cistence 坦 com.. 
pletely excluded from the field of ontology. . There are special 
scienc田 to deal with aIl the proble皿s related to e.对stence~ and 
noIle of them is ontology. Are we Înterested in finding OlÌt the 
su血cient re田on for the existence of God or for that of the worId? 
Natural theology wiII give the answer. Do we want to know 
how those beings which make up the material world 町e， though 
contingent, yet determined? Cosmology wîIl inform us about it. 
Are we wondering how, in the human mind, the possibl回 are
drawn from potency to act? Psychology holds the key to that 
problem. When today we make use of the ter.皿 "untology，"
what it means to us is just the same as "metaphysics." Not so in 
the phiIosophy of WoIff, who nceded a new word to d国ignate a 
new thing. Strictly speaking, an ontology is a metaphysics Without 
natural theology, because it is a m出þhysics without existence. 
The extraordinary readiness of so many modern textbooks in 
Scholastic phiIosophy to welcome, together wîth the WoIffi阻
notion of ontology, the breaking up of the science of being into 
several distinct sciences is a sure sign that, to the ext冶吗.t to which 
it do四田， modern Schol国ticism has lost the sense of its own 
m四sage. But spoiIing a few textbooks is a minor accident in the 
long history of thc WoIffian tradition. N othing can now gi鸭山
an idea of the authority which his doctrine enjoyed throughout 
the schools of Europe, and especiaIly in Ger四any. To innu皿erable
professors and students of philosophy, metaphysics w.阳 WoIff
and what Wolff had said w国 metaphysics. To Immanuel Kant. 
in particular. it never was to be anything eIse. BO that the whole 
Critique 01 Pure R臼son uItimatcly r<'ll ts upon the assumption that 
the bankruptcy of the metaphysics ()f 飞N"olff had been the very 
bankruptey of mctaphysics. 
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Students of Kant cannot read without a smile wha也 he hi皿self
once wrote of "the celebrated Wolff, the great田t of all dogmatic 
philosoph回'8."τ'hus， Wolff has been to K皿也 wha也 Su皿ez had 
been to Wolff himself，皿d this is why the Cr缸~ique of Pure R昭son
h副 been conceived as a work to Iie treated, "not popularly, but 
scholastica11y." The spirit of profundity which _Kant pr，，:回es in 
Gerrnan philosophy go四 back through W olff to Su町ez.t1 Every .. 
thing is justified in this eulogy, exce"也 one praise. Had Kant 
written 80皿ething like "the esti皿al)le，" "the respectable" or 
even "the venerable Wolff," we 8till 皿ight und目前阻d; b时，
when he rates that exceptionally fine professor above such phil080-
phers as Spinoza, Leibñiz or Descartes,.one cannot help feeling 
that he is paying hi皿 a rather high compliment. 

Yet, Kant usually is in earn回t， and he never w;副 more 50 
than on this occasion. Wolffis皿 had been his philosophical father
land. The doctrine of Christian Wolff had taken root in the 
university of Koenigsberg through _the !_ea~llÍ~~ of. :~at. same 
Franz Aibert Schultz of whose teaching Wolff himself had once 
said: "If阻yone ever understood 皿.e， it is Schultz, in Koenigs
berg.~'" Now, Kant had been a pupil of S~hultz. _ ~<; ~..:'d ~~~s 
bec'(;me acqu~inted with that abstract ontology of_ ~ olff whic~ 
W昭 wholly focused on "entity" 因 8uch， and for which, as one of 
Kant's historÍllOS has aptly remarl四d， the world, the 80ul and 
God were but so m皿.y pårÚCU!ar objects to which the o_ntolop;!cal 
catego阳 had to be applied by cosmolo肌 pneumatology .(t~at 
is. the science of the soul) "nd theology in 剧皿any particular 
5cienc田." Now， whatw国切 lie at the bottom of Kant's Critique 
of Pure Reason; if not the fundamental objection that dogmatic ,MMphysics h bntoJodd 切 its own right? And, if W olffism is 
metaphysics itself, this is absolutely 位ue. It is a widely discussed 
point to know if Kant w田 right in saying that all demonstrations 
~i the existence of God involve in their texture the ontological 
argument. 1n point of fact, they do, at le阳也 if being is what Wolff 
h田 said that ft is. Where being is identified with the pure pos
sibility of its e回ence， metaphysics 直nds itself confronted with the 
irnpossible task of finding a sufficient ~e础。n for actual existence 
in 0" world in which beiñg as such, taken in itself, is essentially 
foreign to it. N ot only the Anselmian argument, which can then 

组 Kant.. Criti，￥ue of_l!ure Reason, trans. by ]. M. D. MeiklejohD, 2nd ed. 
α.ondon， 1893), p: xxxvÎÜ. 

tI FT. Wilh. Schube此• lmmanud Kams Biograþhie, in 1. K~n_l~_Stimt}iGhe Werk!, 
ed. by îC: R~~;k;~;"-z-ã~d Fr-."\V'- Schubert (Leipz蝠， 1842), Vo1. XI, 2nd part, p. 28. 

• K. Rosenkra.nz, CesGhichle der Kø时'sc，&e，s PhilDsoþhie, ed. cU., VoI. XlI, p. ~ 
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rightly be termed "ontological," but any proof of God's existence, 
nay, any demonstration of any actual existence is bound to be 
"ontological" in such a philosophy. The whole doctrine of Wolff 
W田 ontological because it w国 suspended from an ontology which 
had defined itself as the science of being qua possible. A proof is 
"ontological" whenever it looks at existentia11y neutral 回sence
for the 田istential complemen也 of its ownpo回ibility.

This irnportant fact should be kept in mind, at least if one 
wants to understand in wha也 sense the discovery of Hume by 
Kanth国 been for hi皿 a decisive event. When Kant wrote that 
Hume had "aroused him from his dogmatic slumber,"" what he 
really meant to say w回 that Hume had aroused him from his 
Wolffian slcep. To hirn, the dog皿ati_m of the greatest among 
all dogmatic philosophers naturally w描 dogmatism itself, and 
this is why Kant brought the full weight of his own Critique to 
bear on a metaphysics whose very notion he had not even dreamed 
of criticizing. 1n order to make sure that we ourselves are not 
constructing a Kant suitable to our own dogmatic purpose, we had 
better let it be said by some historian entirely favorable to his 
philosophy: "1t w出 a thus-understood metaphysics [that is，剧 a
science of pure possibl田1 which became preponderant in Germany, 
and it exercised upon Kant a deep influence. It took the childish 
simplicity with which Wolff had ha.ndled the ontological cate
gori四 directly to oppose the skepticism of Hume. But Kan也 him
self had been, up to the very time of his own maturity, so deeply 
irnmersed in that simplicity; he has, on the whole, so well p四
severed in it that he has finaUy welcomed it in his own syste皿
with his forms of understanding. This trustfulness has of也en since 
been a subject of reproach to him，国 being a lack of critical 
spirit."" Leaving this discussion to the crities of his Criti~ue， 
we will eontent ourselves with observing the reaction of a thus~ 
made 皿ind to the philosophioal m回sage of Hume. 

As straight empirieism, the doctrine of David Hume was an 
existential reaction against abstract metaphysical dreaming. 
There exist, in concrete reality, such elements 臼 canno也 possibly
be deduced apiod by any method of analytied reasoning.This, 
of course, is enlÍnently the c田e with what philosophers usually 
call "efficient causality," and it is very remarkable that Kant did 
at once realize the full import of the problem. There is nothing 
surprising in the fact that, from a given idea, another idûa happens 
to follow, hut physical causality is entirely different from abstract 
causality. 1t no longer is a relation between two p回sible beings, 

M Kant, Prolegømena, Preface. 25 K. R05enkranz, oþ. cit.) p. 44 
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皿ore precise formulation by distinguishing between two kinds of 
phiIosophical founru.tions, the "Iogical foundation" (den logischen 
Grund), which ultimately lies in the principle of identity, IInd the 
"real foundation" (den Realgrund), of which he says that "though 
such a relation belongs to my true concepts, its very nature renders 
it irreducible to any kind of judgment." Obviously, Kant has 
not ye也 discovered the class of the synthetic a priori judgments. 
Hence, for hi血， the question asked by Hu皿eis 矶山 wlliting for 
an 阻sw曰: "Wie sol1 ich es verstehen, dos weil e，阳皿s ist, e侃皿s
anderes sei7" How a.皿 1 to underst阻d that, because something is, 
something else should be?"" This time we are sure that Kant h国
read IIt le描t the Appendix to Hume's 1于四tise，" IInd tha也 its lesson 
has n的 been lost on him. 

In order to solve the problem,' Kant begins by transposing 
it from epistemology to 皿etaphysics. What had made it impos
sible for both Leibniz and Wolff to discover any really "suflìcient 
re描on" for the e:冠stence of the world W:剧 that they were loolcing 
for it in the order of IIbstrllct 四sences. Now, even if we know that 
there is a God, that there 町e ideas in the mind of God, and that 
among His ide国 there is one which is the idea of the bes也 possible
world, we may well have found the suflìcient reason for the choice 
which God has made of the proper world to create, but we stiIl 
do not ha ve the suflìcient re田on why God should create 皿y
world. The foundation for the existence of the world then cannot 
be a logical one, that is, 11 concept; it must needs be 11 real one, 
that is, a thing, such 剧， for instance, the wiIl of God. But then 
Hume's probl四1 again arises: "The will of God is the sole real 
founru.tion for the 四istence of the world. The divine will is 
something. The existing world is so皿ething lJ.uite different. Yet 
the one is posited by the other."" How can such a relation be 
conceived? 

Things would perhaps clear up 11 bit 迁， before trying to under
stand the relation of existing creatures to God, we firs也 tried to 
understllnd the relation of God's existence to His own essence. 
Wolff had found no diflìculty in solving thllt problem, since he 
could do it by merely following the public highway of 回sentialism.
To Wolff, God is an 国sence which po田ess四 in itself the suflìcient 
re田on for its own existence. We are not now concerned with the 
elaborate deduction of God's 皿istence in 飞;volff's Natural Theology; 

n ~ant. Versuch den Btgriff der 酣gatiw:n Grossen 臼 die Weltweisheit einnr 
'时，隅，_111， Allgemeine Beme~ki.ing. 

• D. Hume, A Treat-ise 01 H阳，an Nalure, ed. by G. A. Selby Bigge (Oxford, 
'句6)， pp. 635句6
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bu也 between two actually existing beings. . Abstract causality 
rais田 no problem, because no actual existence is involved in it. 
Not 80 in the 础5e of physical causality. As Kant hi皿self w描 to
write after reading Hume: "1也 is absolutely impossible to see 
why, because a certain thing exists, something else should also 
neéessariIy exist, nor does one see how the concept of such a 
connection could be deduced α þriori."2I 

N othing could be more true, for, if you allow 四istence to get 
a foothold in phiIosophy, essentialis皿 immediately go四 to ple响s.
What Kant hilnself had discovered in Hume's analysis of causality 
was the irreducibility of actua11y given causal relations to the 
analytical properties of abstract 四senc回. In short, he had 
discovered the radical "givenn回S" of existence, and indeed no 
hones也 reader of Hume could well fa iI to realize it: "There are 
two principles w毗hi陆ch 1 can 
the Appendix t阳o his T:铲昭ti缸se of Human Nature冉， ‘"、no回r 回 l凶也 mmy 
P阴owe町r tωo renounce either of them, n皿nely， that a11 阳r distinct 
pe陀'eptions are distinct 口公'tences， and that the mind never perceives 
any real conn自"tion among distinct existences." 飞;Ve do not know 
with certainty what, exactly, Kant had read of Hume, but there 
is little doubt that this sentence was the very one that arouscd 
M皿 from his dogmatic slumber. It shows at leas也 what a tre
mendous charge of existential explosive was introduced by Hume 
into the -Wolflìan uuiverse of uicely concatenated essences in 
which Kant himself was slumbcring. The ontological world of 
Wolff was at once blown to piec回 in the mind of Kant, and it 
almos也 immediateJy ru.wned upon him that his own philosophical 
problem was going to be: Wbat are we to do with existence, if' all 
our perceptions are distinct 四istences ， and if the mind ncver 
perceiv田 any real connection betwcen them? To this qu四tion ，
his own answer w昭且nally to be: The mind does not perceive 
8uch connections, it prescribes them. But in 1755 Kant was still 
a long way off from what was to be his ultimate conclusion." 

In 1763, three important treatises attest how deeply the 
empirical exi5tentialism of Hume has already markcd his personlll 
reflections. In his Essαy towtlrds lntroducing into Cosmology the 
Concept of Negative Quαntiti，时， Kant IIccepts full responsibility 
for the funru.mental distinction which Hume had made between 
relations of idea., and matters of fact , but he himself give写 it a 
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let it 8uffice for our own purpose to note that his God is such a 
being 嗣 has in His 田sence the reason for His existence: "Ens a. 
se ratione阴阳istent也e 仿 essent句 sua habet." And again, a being 
is 阻id to be a se if its existence necessarily follows from its essence: 
"D化'endum erit， 由s a Se esse illud ex cujus essentia necessario fiuit 
四istent句." Jl 1n the light of Hu皿e's principl田， such an argu皿ent
is far from convincing, for, if the order of existence is radically 
other than that of essence, no essence can entaiI its own existence, 
not onIy in things, but even in God. Had any one of these philoso
phers rem目nbered what another phiIosopher, now lost in the 
darkn田s of the Dark Ages, had said on the question, it might 
have altered their whole outlook on the problem. But they couId 
not remember that, whiIe no 回sence entails its existence, there 
might well be such an existence as is both its own essence and the 
80urce of alI other essences and existences.τbey couId not remem
ber it because the very men who were supposed to hold that truth 
in tr山也 had themselves very long ago forgotten it. 

This is what makes the treatise written by Kant in 1763 on 
The Only Possible Foundation for a Demonstration of God's Existence 
80 inter田ting for us. The problem constitutes in itseIf a meta
physical crucial test. If there is a case in which existence can be 
deduced from an 回sence， it should be the c描e of God. But what 
do we mean by existence (Dasein)? To this precise qu国tion，
Kant naturally answers by saying what existence is not. And the 
very first thing which existence is not is a predicate, that is to say, 
existence is not a logical determination of a subject. Let us con
Bider any possible subject, JuIius Caesar, for instance, and let 
us Buppose it 田 posited in the mind of God. If it is there, it must 
be there with all the deter皿inations， incIuding even those of 8pace 
and time, which go into the making of its complete notion. Should 
we alter any one of those determinations, however trifIing it may 
Beem to be, that essence wiII no longer be JuIius Caesar's; it will 
be the e回ence of another man. Thus, inasmuch as it is a pure 
possible, the 回sence of JuIius Caesar includes alI those predicat田
that are required for its complete determination. Yet, qua possible, 
JuIius Caesar does not exist. His notion then can be completely 
determined without including his existence; whence it follows 
that existence is not a predicate. Common language is here gre唱tly
皿isleading. When we say that Bome re职dar hexagons exist in 
nature, it might look as .though we were ascribing existence to 
Buch things; but co=on language can easiIy be corrected 国

'也飞lloU宜， Theologia 细atura1is 1, 31, (Verona, 1779), VoI. 1, p. 15 (the Preíace 
is dated March 3J, 1136). Cf.白，tologia， n. 309. p. 132. 

folIows: to certain naturaI objects, such as bee celIs or rock crystals, 
for instance, belong the predicates included in the concept of 
hexagon. Thus, instead of 嗣cribing existence to some possible, 
we correctly ascribe all the predicates of the possible to something 
that is an e:对stent.U

Thus to put existence outside the order of predication w国 to
put it outside the order of logical relations, in which the verb 
"is" aIways plays the part of a copula. 1n this se田e， "is" in no 
way impIi四 existence. Whence it follows that, where "is" sigu诅回
e对stence， what it desiguates cannot be a relation. If 1 say: "Julius 
Ca田α，时，" 1 国n not ascribing a new predicate to an already fully 
determined notion; 1 副n positing JuIius Caesar absolutely, incIud
ing aIl his determinations. And it is the same with the notion 
of God. Everybody agre臼 that， if God is, He is all-powerfuI, 
since this predicate is necessariIy incIuded in the notion of a 
possible God; but, if 1 say:-"God 旬，" or Hexists," 1 am positing 
God HimseIf at once and absolutely, taken with the totaIity of 
His attributes." 

This, of course, raises a very embarrassing qu四tion. Do四
existence add something to possib iIity, and supposing that i也
does; what is it? 1n Kant's own words: "Can 1 welI say that, in 
existence (im Dasein), there is more than pure po回ibiIity?"
Then w，国 for Kant , if ever，他e time to reinstate existence in its 
metaphysical right. But we have long ago ceased to feel optim
istic with respect to 8uch possibiIities. What Kant 田国wers to his 
own question is that one should carefully distinguish between 
whal one posits and how one posits it. TVhat is posited is identically 
the same in both CSl'es: it is the essence of JuIius Ca田町 or the 
四sence of God. But that 回sence is not posited in the same way 
when it is p08ited qua 臼sence 嗣 when it is posited q.ωexistence. 
1n the first c幽e， we posit the relatious of aII its determinations to 
a certain subject; in the second case, we posit the subject itseIf 
together with all the determinations which constituted it 阻 a
possible. What existence adds to the po田ible is therefore the 
subject itself taken in its absolute reaIity. 

The words, used by Kant 配e quite cIear, but it is hard to 8ee 
in what sense they Bolve the problem. They are a very good 
answer to the question: How do 1 signify existence? But, to the 
question-TVhat do 1 add to the possible when 1 出sert its existence? 
':"'they bring no answer. Yet this w回 the very question which 
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Obviously, when confronted with the 四p1anations of exist础ce
given by others, Kant realiz田 that they do not do justice to its 
irreducible given卫e回. He himself now knOW8 that existence is 
never included in an essence," but he do田 not seem to imagine 
that it might be a constituent element of concrete reality. 

ln point of fact, Kant never w嗣 to speculate on 四istenee 嗣
such, bu也 he never was either to deny i也 or even to forget it. 
Rather, he was to bracket it, so that it. would always be present 
where there was real knowledge, yet would in no way limit the 
8pontaneity of human underst皿ding. ln this se田e， at le国t， the 
actual "givenness" of existence, 80 forcefully stressed by Hume, 
h国 not been lost on Kant. As he hi皿self says at the end of his 
1 ntroduction to the αitique 01 Pure Reason, "There are two sources 
of human knowledge (which probably spring from a common, but 
to us unknown, root), na皿ely， sense and understanding. By 
the former, objects are given to 田， by the latter, thought."" 
This empirical moment in Kant's doctrine will re皿sin 田 a stand
ing legacy; from Hume and, to this extent the Critique 01 Pure 
Reaso咽 is rea11y a vindication of the rights of 四istence agai国也
the essentialism of Wolff. 

This is why, though a critical idealis皿， the philosophy of 
Kant re皿ains a realism of the sensible world, and 皿uch more 
so than i也 is sometimes supposed to be. Mter the transcendental 
analysis has revealed the pure a priori elements which sensibility 
and underst幽ding contribute to real knowledge, it still remains 
to mention sensible intuition. Now, in sensible intuition as such 
our sensibility is 皿erely p剧sive. Located，回 it were, below even 
the forms of space 皿d time, it is pure receptivity, and all the 
attempts of Leibniz，回 well 田 those of Wolff, t。但plain it away 
by making it a confused intelligibility can safely be considered 
国 80 many failures. At any rate, Kant resolutely turns them 
down, 80 much so that, when he fin也 hi皿self taxed with idealism, 
he can answer in all sineerity: "What 1 have called idealism w国
not concemed with the existence of things; n。宵， to doubt their 
阻istence is what constitut四 idealism properly so called, according 
ωthe usual meaning of the term, and it never occurred to 皿y
mind to doubt it.叫，

The critical idealism of Kant thus includes a realism of exist
ence, and such a one as can rightly be called a perfectly candid 
realism. Kant naturally rejects the straigh也 idealis皿 of Berkeley, 

38 lbid.. III, 2 , init 
n Kani, Critiq旧 01 Pure Reason, ed. cù., p. 18. 
n Kant; Proligomena, Der transzendentale Hauptfrage, 1 Te盟， Amm.3.
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二

I句nt himself had 幽ked. If what 1 then add to the e田ence is but 
the how 1 posit it, the obvious conclusion is that 1 have added 
nothing to it. And, of course, this is exactly what Kant holds to 
be true. When 1 posit a possible 国 real， 1 a皿 not positing some
thi且g else, but the 阻皿e thing; ouly 四，hat is posited 国 e对sting is 
"more p臼ited" (mehr gesetzt). 

1 a皿 V目y far from thinking that Kant's answer does not 
皿ake sense. It does, indeed, and he is much near回 than he hi皿
self i皿agines to his final philosophy, in which e，王stence will be a 
mere modality of judgment. What is interesting to observe in 
his answer is how i也 shies a也 the existential obstacle raised by 
Hume. The great 1田son taught by Hume was that no e也tence
can ever be deduced from any essence. Kant then begins ω 
wonder what happens to essence when 1 ascribe existence to it, 
and his a田W町 is: Nothi鸣. But, then, if 回stence really adds 
nothing to 回sence， how is it that 1 posit more by positing an 
existing essence than by positing essences alone? My own way of 
positing it cannot give it existence, and, if existence li四 neither
in my judgmen也 nor in the very e田ence to which it 祖国cribed by 
my judgme时， where is it? Obviously, the meaning of Hume's 
me回age is already lost. Existences are given-that was the 
main point-and to account for their bare givenness by our own 
way of positing the subject of their e回enc回 W国 to retrcat from 
Hu皿e， ind回d， to retreat from Hume as far as possiblc, and 
towards old Professor Wolff as 皿uch as was still po阳ible.

Yet, a complete return to Wolff had by then become an im
possibility. Wol置 had said that existence w:国 the co皿plc皿cnt of 
possibility, but, says Kant, this is very vague, for, if we don'也
1rnow beforehand what it is that can be 副cribed to a thing over 
and above its possibility, to call i也 a "complement" will not 
t阳ch 田阳ything. Baumgarten, a disciple of Wolff, had said 
that existence w朋 the complet冶 deter皿ination of the object," 
but since，国 has been seen, each object is completely det町mined
by its predicates, i也 could not receive existence 国 a complementary 
determination. As to the "celebrated Crusius," he thought that 
the "someti皿e" and the "somewhere" were suflìcient mark~ of 
回istence; but any possible man includes in his notion all the places 
and tim四 where and when he would be, did he but exist. The 
W皿dering J ew certainly is a possible man, yet he does not e.对st...

14 "Existentia _ esl comþlexu$ affectiqnum in aliquo 臼mpossibilium， id esl 臼钢
þlementum þossibilitatis iñternae, -quatrnus haec tãntum ut complexlts drterm;7J(J. 

tio_nu~ Sp_tc!!ztu~.~ ~: Go~tlieb -Bãumgarten, ~etaþhysica. P. t, e. 1 ，叫. n. 55, 
4th ed. (lIallae Magdeburgicae, 1757). pp. 巧-，6
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thosepow回plants that pipewater power at its source皿dcompelit
to serve withou也 ev田 allowing it to be seen. Existence is no也 given
to us in space, since even space is an a priori form of our own 
sensibility. The very exteriority of material things is thus internal 
to the 皿ind， Ilnd, when we speak of 11 given reality, we are wrong, 
because what is given to 田 in sensible intuition, in阻much 国 it
is only given, is no也 y的 a reality. Let us strip reality of what i也
owes to the categori四 of understanding and to the forms of 
sensibility, Ilnd what is left will be an 1 know not what, neither 
intelligible nor even perceivable, since it will be out of both space 
and time. In short, it will be an x, an unknown quantity. 

Such is existence in the final philosophy of Kant. All we can 
do about it is either to feel i也 or else to affirm it，皿d， if we aflìrm 
it, its affirmation m山也 in no way add anything to the notion of 
what i也 affirms. Even in the Critique 01 Pure Reason it remains 
true to say that existence c皿 be added to or subtracted from the 
concept of皿y object without altering it in the least. Now，皿nong
the various functions of judgme时， there is one which exhibits 
this remarImble character, that it in no way affects the very con
tents of our judgments. It is the function of modlllity. The various 
modalities of judgmcnt::mswer the various values which the mind 
国cribes to its copula, according as it posits an affirmation (or 
negation) as problematical (po出ibility) ， assertive (reality), or 
apodictical (necessity). There are thus three categories ofmodality; 
six, if their contrarics are added to thcm. The category which 
answers to existence is obviously the second one, the assertive 
category, whose propcr function it is to asscrt reality. 

But in what exactly does "rcality" consist? In such a doctrine 
it is bound to be both given in sensible intuition and known by 
understanding. Unle岱s it be given in sensiblc intuition, it cannot 
be known by undcr凶tanding，飞~hile， on the other hand, where 
though也 does not agree with sensible intuition, there still may be 
thinking, but no knowledge. It can therefore be posited 阻 a
postulate: "What agrees with the material conditions of experi
ence (that is, of sensation), is real." Existence then appears 
where the assertive judgment, "x is," happens to posit IlS real such 
an object of thought as answers to a 5ensible intuition, tha也 is， s 
"given." Thus, the Critique 01 Pure Reason has kept faith with 
the main conclusion of the dissertation of 1763: Existence is no也
the what which 1 posit, but the how 1 posit it. Moreover, though 
由5ence h皿 now become what is conceived of being through the 
a priori forms of understanding, it still docs no也 involve existence, 
so that, following an old law which has by now grown familiar 
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according to whom the world of matter does not exist, but he Illso 
rejects whllt he very Ilptly calls the "proble皿atic idealism" of 
D田cartes， Ilccording to who皿 the 阻is切nce of the external world, 
though demonstrllþle, needed Ilt lellst to be proven. There is no 
such thing in Kantism 剧 11 demonstrlltion of the 四istence of the 
world, beclluse it is not even a problem. "Things are" is to him 
no 1田s immedilltely evident 11 proposition than "1 think," and 
th田e two evidences are not only equal, they are of the s且ne
nature: The reality of material phenomena i5 jus也国 immediately
perceived in the a priori form of space 副 the spiritulll reality of 
the thinking subject is im皿ediately perceived in the a priori for皿
of time. W)lllt directly strikes our sensibility in sensible intuition 
is, precisely, existence. Bu也 what is phn田ophy going to do 
with it? 

The whole effort of Kant's phil册。phy， in 50 fllr at least as 
existenc地 was concerned, has been to keep it out of philosophy. 
Hu皿an knowledge needs it in order to have something to know, 
bu也 that is 1l11. The 50le business of existence is to be, after which 
it h阻 nothing more to say. That things 町e is a fllct to be accepted 
嗣 such， but what they 町e is so皿ething for which the human 
understanding alone is responsible. If, as Hume had said, r皿lity
itself refuses to say how i也 is that, because a certa.in thing is, 
another' thing should also be, i也 merely proves that intelligibility 
does not belong to things in themselves, but has to be put into 
them by the human mind. This is the "Copernican rcvolution" 
attempted by Kant in philosophy: Henceforward, the mind 
shall not revolve around things; things themselves Ehall revolve 
around the mind as around a sun which sheds on them its own 
intelligibility. How 丑rmly resolved Kant himself is not to let mw 
reality interfere with the work of philosophyis best seen from the 
threatening language he 田es when speaking of it: "Reason 皿ust
approach nat飞rre with the view, indeed, of receiving information 
from it, not.. however, in the character of a pupil, who listens to 
all that his 皿aster choos四 to tell him, but in that of a judge, who 
compells the witnesses to reply to those questions which he himself 
thinks fit to propose..... Such has been the method which, in thc 
past, has conducted science into the path of progress; such also 
must be the method of a scientific metaphysics. Thus 5ummoned 
before the court of human understanding, existence shall not bc 
permitted to speak, save only to answer its questions. 

As was to be expected, Kllnt himself never asked it any question. 
The technically elaborate system of the Critique re8embles one of 

事t Kant, Critique 01 Pure Reason, Preface to the 2nd edition, ed. cit. , p. xxvii. 
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thing which app盹rs is not thereby 8Uppr四sed， as it is in 8traight 
idealism, but it is thereby only 8hown that, through 8ense, we 
absolutely cannot ~咀.ow that thing 8uch as it is in itself."u Since 
what is true of 8e:田e is 8till more true of the understanding, there 
must be existence in order that there be knowledge, but the 
fact that reality exists, though a necessary conditioD., do四 not
enter our 8cientific knowledge of reality. Which w描 indeed
perfectlytrue, for，迁 there is 8uch a thing 田 a knowledge of 咀ist
ence, i也 cannot be a physical, but a metaphysical, one. Science 
国 8uchh阻 no use for 阻istence. By c∞o皿i泣gnin鸣gi比tt阳ot讪he unkn皿。w
able realm of the 
ne回ce回s抽r厅y condition for real knowledge, but he has also made i也
that fundamental condition for knowledge of which nothing is 
or can be known. Never, not even in his Opus Posthum.棚， h阻
Kant consented to suppr田s that "thing in itself" which divides 
critical idealism from 8traight idealism: Never, not even in his 
C协句ue of Practi.四1 Reason, h国Kant consented to posit the 
"thing in itself" as 80mething that is "known." Practical re咀on
皿ay well teach us 80mething conceming what the "thing in it-
8elf" postulates, but 8uch postulates entail no "knowledge" of 
what it is. The knowledge of what a thing is inasmuch 剧 i也 is
not known i8 a lIat contradiction in Kant'.- doctrine. Existence. 
then, is an " which Kant never eliminat四 because he never com
pletely betrays Hume, and that " remains an " because Kant 
never completely betrays Wolff. 

Kant could indeed do it on the strength of his own initial 
bold 8troke: "Understanding does not derive its a 户'iori law8 
from nature, it prescribes them to it.叫. But, then, if what i8 at 
stake is the very "possibility of nature," and if nature is what 
understanding makes it to be, why 8hould understanding not 
prescribe existence? Because, Kant 8ay毡， that would be id皿lism.
~ut，_ if idealism is true , why not idealism? Everything points to 
the fact that, in spite of its -precarious revival under the Ïn1Iuence 
of Hume, existence is no也 there to 8tay. Kant could still atrord to 
maintain 拢， because what he w.阻 building up was a Critique of 
hu_man knowledge, which, to him, w国 one with "scientific" know .. 
ledge. Now, obviously, where there is nothing to be known, thcre 
can be no knowledge at all, but, if both physics itRelf and its 
Critique are well founded in taking' e对stence for granted, " 
metaphysic80f that Critique has no right to do 80. That common 
root from which sensibi1ity and understanding both spring, and 
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to us，四istence can be but a U皿ode" of the essence, na皿ely，
80皿ething which pertains to it without altering "what" it is. 
Thirdly, since e对stence can be grasped ouly in a reality which is 
the work of the mind (since both the a priori forms of sensibility 
and the a priori"categories of the understanding cooperate in its 
making), existence can no longer be a 皿ode of essence itself, but 
a modality of judgment. 

Kant hi皿self h国 su皿med up his doctrine of existence in the 
three following postulates: (1) "That which 、 agrees with the 
formal conditions (intuition and conception) of experience is 
possible;" it is possible because, in 8uch cases, the two conditions 
that are required for eventual assertions of existence are both 
hypothetically fulfilled. (2) "That which coheres with the material 
conditions of experience (sensation) is r四l;" it is real, because, in 
such cases, the two conditions required by Postulate I happen 
to be actually f吐且lled. (3) "That whose coherence with the real 
is determined according to universal conditions of experience 
is (exists) necessary;" it is necessary because judgment determines 
that, in this case, the universal conditions required for reality are 
actually fulfilled. But, whatever the modality of onr judgments, 
whose a priori conditions here replace the intrinsic necessity of 
the late essenc目， it sti11 respects the existeritial neutrality which 
had always belonged to essenccs. In .critical id盹lism ， the cate
gories of modality fall heir to the privileges of the Scotist "modes" 
of being; they determine it without changing it. Only, what had 
once been a privilege of being has now be吧。me a privilege of 
thought: "The categorics of modality poss四s this peculiarity, that 
they do not in the least determine the object, or enlarge the con
ception to which they'are annexed as predicates, but only expre回
its relation to the faculty of cognition.叫，

If it is so, where nothing is given, thcre is no knowledge; yet 
that which is given is an " that is not even existence, but is that 
to which existence is ascribed by the assertive modality of judg
ment. Of that ", taken in itself, we know nothing, save only 
that it is. And how could we know it? lnasmuch as i也 is known, 
or even simply pcrceivcd, what is either perceived or known is its 
phenomenon, that is, its appearance through the a priori con
ditions that are required for both its intellectual knowledge and 
its sensory perception. In short, "al1 those properties which 
eonstitute the intuition of a material thing belong. solely to its 
:lppearance." Whereupon Kant adds: "For the existence of the 
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from giving an exhaustive account of reality. PhiIosophers could 
no也 welcome in their doctrines 皿y conceivable element of reality 
without turning down another one. Their very notion of rational 
knowledge stands therefore in need of being revised. 

What ph自由ophy does Hegel have in mind whiIe thus criticiz. 
ing his predecessors? He is not thinking of what Kant hi皿self
had called "dogmatic phiIosophy," tha也 is， "any procedure of 
pure r阻son withOl比 previous criticism of its own powers."u 
Hegel is more particularly thinking of Wolff, and what he re
proach回 Wolffi皿ism for is something else than its lack of criticism. 
"Taken in its most completely determined and most recent form, 
that manner of phiIosophizing w描 the metaphysics of the past, 
such 回 i也 had become established in 0田 own country. N ever. 
theless, that metaphysics is of the p出t for history of phiIosophy 
only, for, indeed, taken in itself, it remains something wholly 
present, viz., the simple consideration by understanding of the 
objects of reason.川·

Now, Hegel sees nothing fundamentally wrong in assuming 
that, from the very fact that something is being thought, it is 
being known in itself. Far from taking ancient dogmatism to task 
for implicitly trusting the cognitive powers of reason, he holds 
it much superior to the critical idealism of Kant, which had 
intended to supersede it. What was wrong with ancient dogmatism 
was something else, namely, the illusion which it always enter. 
tained that to know the absolute consisted in ascribing to i也
predicates, without worrying about their content or their value, 
and wi世lOut determining the absolute itself through the very 
attribution of those predicat础. In other words, dogmatic phiIoso
phers had been right in assuming that absolute reality can be 
known, exactly such 国 it is in itself, by means of concepts, but 
they had been wrong in their method of handling concepts. Theirs 
W回 a truly candid and unsophisticated dogmatism, not indeed 
beca田e it had not occurred to them to criticize the powers of 
reason-with what would we criticize them, if not with re础。n
itself?-but because it w昭 a mere ontology, that is, a science 
of the abstract determinations of essences. Now，国 Hegel himself 
aptly says, when it is understood 剧 a simple presentation of an 
essence to the mind, a concept contains nothing more than "the 
empty abstraction of indeterminate essence, of the pure reality or 
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。f which K皿也 says that it exists, but that we don'也 knowwhat
i也 is， shonld at !aSt be dug out and brough也 to light. In short, Ü 
it is' not to remain like a foreign body arbitrariIy inserted in the 
intelligible world of understaIl.ding, existence has either to be 
f!atly ~denied， or else to be deduced a þriori like all the rest. In 
poiñt of fact, both choices have been made by_ p()st.Kant~血
phiIosophers. Kantism h国 thus normally r回ulted in either 
phenomenalism or straight id四lism， and both c剧目 might prove 
fruitful subjects of investigation for our own proble血， but no one 
C咽 even cómpare in importance with the a þriori deduction of 
existence by HegeI. 

Hegel was not a phiIosopher; he w困 a world, a self.creating 
world.-whose inner trouble it w国 to realize that, whiIe it could 
E侃出is也 without exteriorizing itself through concepts, it could 
not do so without spreading far and wide its innermost depth 
at the very risk of losing it川 Yet， according to Hegel, phiIosophy 
is such a risk and, after all, the world itself is such a risk, since it 
is nothing more than the progressive self.determination, through 
the many steps of a patient dialectic, of the inner unity of a 
self .subsisting Mind. 

What is mos也 remarkable in the world of Hegel is that, for it 
to be wholly intelligible, eveηthing in it h回 to be susceptible 
of an exhaustive iustification. This is to say that a philosophical 
interpretation o( reality should account for the whole reality, 
including nature, geography, law, history and the history of 
history, ~phiIosophy ~ together with the history of phiIosophy and 
the 庐ilosophy of that history, including even Hegel's own phiIoso. 
phÿ. Such án ambition of exhaustive intelligibility necessariI~ 
ëntailed two important consequences. On the one hand, if each _an~ 
ev田y thing cãn be rationally accounted for, all that which is 
real is rational, which means that it is j出t what it should be. 
As such, each and every thing is rationally justifiable, because, 
in point of fact, it is rationally justified. On the other hand, whiIe 
each thing is wha也 it should be when seen from its own point of 
view. it does not seem to be what it should be when envisaged 
from the point of view of another thing. The most superficial 
glance at nature will show that certain things manage to exist 
only by d田troying other ones. Even in the order of abstract 
thinking you canno也 affirm something without at one and the 
sa皿e time denying something else. Now, Ü we look at it more 
closely, this is 'exactly what has untiI now prevented phiIosophy 
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positivity, the dead produc也 of the modern Philosophy of Light."" 
Given 8uch concepts, those philosophers 皿erely wondered of 
wha也 8ubjects they could be predicated, and their only rule was 
that any predication is true, provided only that it involves no 
contradiction, whereas，江 it involves contradiction, then it is 
false. In short, 8uch an ontology w国 but a logic, and this is why 
such philosophies have always failed to grasp reality. 

Against the abstract conceptualism of W oltI, Hegel 8ets Up 
the raw empiricism of Hume. The trouble facing dOgl卫atism had 
been to get out of abstraction and to join concrete reality. The 
trouble facing Hume'8 e皿piricis皿 is just the reverse, n国nely，
to reach true generality. For, indeed, generality means so皿ething
quite different from "a 1缸ge number of similar c剧es，" just 嗣
the notion of "nece回ary connexion" means something quite 
different from "changes regularly following each other in ti皿e，
or juxta-position of objects in space." Hume himself knew this 
so well that he deemed it impossible to establish any universal 
and nec回sary proposition, because no one can be justified on the 
ground of 四perience alone_ But the criticism of Kant w捕 not
so different from the empiricism of Hume国 Kant himself imagined 
it to be.τ'he very fact that Kantism posit冶 a "given" at the 
origin of alI real knowledge is enough in itself to burden it with 
alI the shortcomings of empiricism. Kantism thus becomes such 
an empiricism 阻 requir田 a "given," concerning which nothing 
can be known, since，因 a prerequisite to all knowled尉， it cannot 
fall under it. Such is the thing-in-itself, "the total abstract, the 
empty whole, without any further determination than that of a 
‘beyond.' ".. True enough, and Hegel knew it, Kant himself had 
8trongly pr悦目ted against the accusation of idealism directed 
against his doctrine. Yet, it w，国 nothing else: Not at all a "critic现l
id阅lism，" but the most vulg町 type of idealism; for, indeed, the 
"given" maintained by Kant w剧 8uch that everything took place 
for knowledge as if that "given" itself were not. Despite all that 
Kant himself could say, being was, in his own philosophy, jU8t 
wh创始 had been in BerkeleY'8 idealism, in which 10 be w，剧 10 be 
perceived: 臼se esl percipi. 

This argl皿entation is doubly interesting for us, in that it 
lends credibility to our own interpretation of Kant and opens for 
田 a way to the correct interpretation of Hegel's own doctrine of 
being. There is too much existence in Kant's criticism, or not 
enough. T∞皿uch， because it is arbitrarily given, just 嗣 in the 
C咀e of Hu皿ej not enough, beCatL,e it i8 80 utterly unknowable 

.. Hegel, EncycloþlJd仇 art. 36, p. 64. u Ibld.) art. 44, p. 7。
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that there is practically no 皿ore of i也 in the critical idealism of 
Kant than there w国 in the absolute ideaIism of Berkeley. At 
the s缸ne time, since Hegel hi皿self was r四olved to trust 回sences
and concepts 胆量tting med也切 reach absolute reality, he had 
no other choice than to achieve a complete reformation of both 
essence ànd concept. What he himself needed w国 "concrete
universals," that is, concrete essenc田 adequately gr嗣:ped through 
concrete concept8. By the concretenes8 of 皿 e回cnce or of a con .. 
cept we simply mean the totality of their inteπelated and mutually 
determining constituent determinatio田.

A8 a first approach to the 皿eaning of Hegelian concreteness, 
the refutation by Hegel of the Kantian refutation of the ontological 
argu皿ent may be conveniently taken into consideration. The 
main objection of Kant to that argl皿ent wa8, that from no 
回sence and fro皿 no notion would the e对stence of God be validly 
deduced. To which Hege! rejoins that, a1tho也gh the existence 
of any finite being is ind配d distinct from the concept of it, the 

- concept of God involves its being: God expressly is Ihal which 
can be thoughl 矿 only as existing; that Ï:l, that whose concept 
includes within itself being. It is this unity of the conc地pt and 
of being which makes up the concept of God. 

Perfectly classical in its formulation, this time-honored an
swer nevertheless carries a new meaning in the metaphysics of 
HegeJ. In国much 田 it was dirccted against the ontological 
町gument of Wolff, in which the concept of existence w回 pre
dil四led of the concept of God, the criticism of Kant was very 
much to 也e point. For, indeed, what has abstract predication in 
commón with existence? What Kant should have seen, on the 
contrary, is that God's essence is in itself not only the most 
concrete of all essences, but the very fullness of reality. God is 
spγrit itself in its innermost Iife, the "wholly concrete totality" 
。f all possible determinations. When he w，幽 thinking of such an 
essence, Hegel could not help feeling slightly amused at Kant's 
critical scruples. For, Kant was always wondering whether or 
not he should "ascribe" existence to the e回ence of God，回 if
God had been waiting for Kant to ascribe existence to Him. God 
has it. The true problem is not to know if we canαscribe existence 
to the e回ence of God; it is rather to know if we can ref'臼e to that 
e回ence an existence which it obviously includes 旧nong the infinite 
number of the other determinatio,",. 

The attitude of Kant looks stiIl more strange if one considers 
what it is that he darcs not 出cribe to God. To predicate existence 
is to predicate being. Now, wha也 is being? 1 t is "the p∞r田t and 
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the 皿ost abstract of al1 notions." The very least thing that a 
heing can do is to be. Being thus appears, in the philosophy 
of Hegel，国 the 皿ost poverty-stricken of al1 concepts, and it is 80 
because of its 8Upreme abstractedn四s. There is nothing, Hegel 
阳，Y8， which has less to 阻hibit to the mind th皿 being， whereupon 
he nevertheless add也st仙hi垣s enli吕βht胆enin鸣gr阻emark:
t仙hing wh曲e con川.tent臼s can b切e 8t沮 poo:世Ire叽r鸟， 阻di垃也 is what is 8阳ome←. 
ti皿e四s 皿ist恼忑冶础迅汰ken for being, na皿ely， a盹n external 8ensible existence, 
like that of the paper which lies before me; but an external and 
8ensible 旺istence like that of a finite and p国sing thing should not 
here even be mentioned."" The essential indigence of being is 
therefore one with its abstractness. Being is what is left of the 
concreteness of an e8sence after al1 that which it is has been 
removed from it. On the contrary, the essence of God is both the 
most concrete and the fullest of all essences, be地ause it is the 
uru也y of an infinite nu皿ber of determination8. This is why the 
problem of the existence of God is, after all, of 8mall importance: 
To 阻，y of the Supreme "1" that He is, is the very le国t that can 
be said of Him. 

That Hegel is thereby reviving the old theology of the God
Essence is 80 obvio田 that i也 would be pointless to prove it. His 
四sentialis皿 is more 80phisticated than that of 飞Volff and of the 
fourteenth-century Scotis饵， but it is fundamentally the sa皿e.
The only difference is that, inst国d of coming third or fourth 
among the deter皿inations of the divine esscnce, being come8 hst 
in the theology of Hegel. Being is 80 very little in itself that to 
posit it 旺nong the determinations of the absolute subject we call 
God is to pay Him rather poor homage. As to existcncc itself, 
it is whol1y irrelevant to the question. 

We now 町e in a better position to understand the place 
assigned by Hegel to being in his Encycloped句。if the P hilosophical 
Sciencl臼. 1也 is the firs也 one， because it is the lowcst one in the 
progressive determination of Him Who is the fullness of reality. 
Taken in itself, being is the immediate indetermination, that is 
to 8ay, not that already determined indetermination which comes 
before a further determination, but absolute indetermination. 
Being is the indetermination which precedes all determinations. 
And that total indetermination is the very stuff which being is. 
How can it be grasped by thought? 

Since being is totally abstract, it cannot be perceived by any 
sensation; and, 8ince it is completely void of content, i也 cannot
become an object of any representation or of any intcllectual 
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intuition. Being is not even essence, for e田ence as such already 
entails many additional determinations of being. N ow, if being is 
not perceived, nor represented, nor intuited, and ye也 is known, 
only one hypothesis 8till remains to be made about it, namely, 
tha也 being is identical with thought. To think is to think being, 
or, if it seems clearer that way, being is thought when thought 
takes itself for its own object. This is why it can be said that 
the beginning of phi!osophy coincid回 with the beginning of the 
history of phi!osophy, for that history actually hegins with p，町
menides. By positing being 嗣 the absolute substance, Parmenid四
identified absolute rea1ity with pure thought, which itself is 
thought about being; and for us, too, who after 80 many centuries 
are recom皿encing the ever-pr田ent experiment of Par咀enid田，
to think being simply and solely is to think simply and solely. 

Let us now proceed a little farther. This being, which is 
completely void of all determinations, is thereby absolute empti
n田s. Whatever else could be 国cribed to it, we should have to 
deny it. 1n other words, since i也 is neither this nor that nor any 
other thing, it is nothing. Nothing is the absolute negative 
taken in its immediateness. That is, "nothing" is not a relative 
negation, such as those which presuppose some preceding af!ìr
mation (a is not b); it is that negation which ∞mes before any 
other negation." If it seems scandalous to say that being is 
nothingness, this is merely because we fail to realize that, 8ince 
there is nothing which being is, being is nothing. Pure being and 
pure non.being are one, and no wonder, since 气hese two beginnings 
are but empty abstractions, and each of them is j田t 朋 emptyas
the other one." In this extreme degree of indeter皿ination the 
equivalence of these two terms appe时's evident. 

This looks very much like marking time, but we have made 
more progress than may appe町. To say that being is non-beinl( i. 
to unite these two terms in a third one. To unite them actually 
means to conceive that, j回也 as being ;s non-being, so also non
being is being. In other words, if it is true to say that being 
is non-being, and conversely, then the truth of being ;s in non
being, and conversely. This very unity, which consists;n the passing 
of the one in归 the other and of the other 切to the one, is 8 motion; 
properly, it i. becoming. 

Thc whole newn臼s of Hegel'. method th田 appear. in full 
from the very first step of his phiIosophical journey. As has 
already been said, dogmatic metaphysics always fai!ed to make 
provision for the whole of reality. We are now beginning to 8ee 

H lbid., art. 87. p. 1(1). 
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why. Co皿，pletely built upon the principle of contradiction, 
dog皿atic 皿etaphysics h国aIways used it in ord四 to divide and 
to -exclude. In a logic entirely devoted to' abstract concepts, it 
E国，y be true that no thing can be, at one and the s皿ne ti皿e，
itself and its contrary; but i也 is no也 so in reality, where things 
aIways are, at one and the s皿ne ti皿e， the皿selv四 and their very 
contraries. The principle of contradiction 皿ay well be the law 
for abstract concepts; contradiction itself is the law for reaIity. 
When Hegel says that his own nniversaIs are concrete, he means 
preciseIy th础， contrary to the abstract logical notions used by 
Wolff, his own metaphysical notions include in their nnity the 
dial四:tical becoming which begets them. Moreover, when Hegel 
础，ys that his metaphysics is not "dogmatic," he me皿s to say tl国，t，
ullIike those ancient metaphysics which were always making their 
choice between two contradictory terms, his own philosophy never 
g国，kes any choice between two contradictory things. 1t tak回
them both, by uniting them in a third thing whose very concrete
丑臼s is the reciprocal passing into one another of i饲 contradictory
constituents. For these constituents have to be two, in order 
that they n回，y be one. Contradiction is the motive power which 
begets Hegeli皿 dial回tic and, since it is the 田me thing, HegelÍ1l.n 
r阻lity.

If we gr，缸lt to Hegel his initial position of the philosophical 
problem, we must aIso gr皿.t him this unusual conception of the 
"reaI." What Hegel wanted was a reality made up of essenc回
both con目的e and yet knowable through concepts. If the "a1如
stract" is the non-contradictory, then the "concrete" can be 
nothing else than the contradictory. And here again philosophy 
recapituIates history of philosophy. For, if philosophy began with 
Par.皿enides， it continued with HeracIitus. And they have both 
been right, for they have been two contradictory moments of the 
sa皿e dialectical becoming. 

We have thus reached the first concrete object of thought, 
that is, the unity of the reciprocal notion whereby though也 is
const皿tly thinking of being 阻 nothingne田皿d nothingness as 
being. 1n Hegel's own forcefuI formula: "Becoming • • • is rest
lessness in-itself: Werden . • • ist die Unruhe in sich."" Yet, we 
can gr四p this radical restlessness 田 constituting in itself an end. 
With it, thought for the firs也 time finds a place of rest, which is 
becoming grasped as becoming. But, then, qua becoming, becom
ing itself has now become. It is becoming. It is a "given," which 
we call, in German, a Dasein (a "to be there"), because deter-

u lbid., art. 88, 4, p. II3. 
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皿ination in space can be 田ed 曲 a sy皿bol for any i皿皿创iat冶
determination. "Givenness," then, is that deter.皿ination of 
being which precedes all its other determi皿，tiOllS; i也 is what 
皿ak臼 the first of all concrete concep臼 a "to be there." 1n Hegel's 
OWI). wor也: "Being, in becoming, that is, being捕。ne with nothing, 
and nothing as one 叫th being, are only v皿ishing away; beco皿ing
国 8wallowed up, owing ωits 8elf-contradiction, by that nnity 
wh町ein they 町e both sublated (aufgehoben); becoming thus 
r眉吐饵 in giver皿回s (Dasein: to be there)."11 Abstract logic was 
bound to hold contradiction 嗣 the typical token of impossibility; 
the logic of reaI being is bound to hold contradiction as the very 
concreteness of concrete reality. And i也 shouId not be 阻id that, 
血ce being is nothing, concrete givenness is er阳，ting itself out of 
nothing. For, it is nothingness itself which appears in becoming 
国 a determined nothing." It is the "nothing of being." Such a 
nothing is the nothingn臼S of that from which it r田ults. This 
determined nothing then h踊 a content of its own, and this is 
why "givenness" (Dasein) uItimately appears 础 the aIr咽dy
overco皿e nnity of its own i 

Thus, the "given" is the first concrete notl血， be阻四e it arises 
from the firs也 imme也ate determination. As 8uch, it itself h阳
deter皿ination， and we call it a "quality川Where there is a 
"given，"他阻，.th町e aIso is quality; but, where there is a "given" 
endowed with quality, the possibility 时is回归国Y 四，hat it is, 
which is "reality." As r，四1， the given now is what it is. But, for 
皿y given reality to be that which it is, is relation. It is relation 
to i饱。，wn 8elf. Henceforth, any given reality will be both an 
itself and in itself, and this is to be "essence" (Wesenheit). Essence 
then is being in its 8imple relation to itself," which mear回 that，
after justifying its own history up to HeracIitus, philosophy now 
j田tifi四 it up to Plato. Yet, let 田 be careful to 0切erve that 
the two terms of this relation of self-identity are not themselves 
identicaI. 1n e回ence， being app，国rs as identical with self. 1n other 
words, the being which e田ence includ田 is "tha'也 which appe町S
in e国encej" in ahort, i也 is "appesrance," which itself，国 mere
appearance, is "unessentiaI." Thus, inasmuch 国 it is an appear
ance of being to self，由sence n，回回sarily includ田 its own uun .. 
咽sential，" and, 8ince it includ田 it 皿 being its own appearing 

'1 lbid., art. 8g, p. 口4.
~.Cf. Hegel's.Ph~ogy， Intr<世uction. .l!here non-being appea目臼 a

'n。由ingne号。f being." tha.t is~- ã nothingness which is determined bÿ the very 
being it denies. 

NHegel, Ei旧:yclopltdie. art 归， p. 口;.
"lbid., art. II2. p. 126. 
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to 8elf, it includes un田sentiality， as i也 were， essentially. This 
mutual reflexion of two t町皿阳sing into one another is nothing 
new to us. Just as we could not think being without thinking 
non-being, and conversely, 50 also we cannot think of e回ence
without thinking of appearance, and conversely, for the si皿ple
re国on that e田ence is the very appe町ance of rel\lity to its own self. 
The fecundity of contradiction here shows once more to the f世1.
For, indeed，由 the appearance of being to itself，回sence is the 
proXhate foundation for existence:"DasWMmaIS Grumd dw 
Exislenz."u 

We rightly call it "existence" (Ex-istenz) , precisely because 
there is a foundation (Grund) out of which it springs. In abstract 
metaphY8ics, the self-identity of an essence is but the _ ~ormal 
identity of being as a 8ubject with being 剧 a predicaω. Not 80, 
here.Concrete essence, that is, real esseme, is the mity of being 
qua being with its own appear皿ce to itself. Now, between being 
qua being and being 剧 app田rance there is a difference, 80 that 
阻sence iS difference from -itself grasped as identity with itself. 
Essence is neither pure 83皿eness nor pure otherness; rather, it 
is the mutual reflecting and passing of the one into the other. If 
回sence is truly this, then, q'ωessence， it is "that which h昭 its
being in another."" This is why essence is the founda~on， or 
basis，也创始， the pr。对皿ate re捕。n， for 50mething else. E5sence 
is the proxi皿ate reason for cxistence, because, as concrete self. 
ideIÍtity, it itself ari5es from that interrelation of being with its 
own app且ranee which 回sence itself is. Existence then is to 
回sence as Hgivennes::," (Dasein) is to being. 1n short, existence 
町ises from the actual overcoming, by a concrete essence, of 
both appearance and reality. Now, let us suppose, for th~ 阻，ke
of breVity, that a similar dialectical process had succeeded 与
overcoming the actual opp05ition there is between 白sence and 
its own existence; their unity will then be the thing (das Ding). 

This indeed constitutes a decisive step in the Hegelian dia
lectic, in that it marks the triumph of concrete idealism over 
criticàl idealism. We now know what "the thing" is, and this is 
to know not at all what this and that particular thing is, but 
what it is to be a thing 回 such. To be a thing 国 such is to be the 
already overcome opposition of a concrete essence with its _own 
existence. and to know that is at once to know what the "thing 
in it5elf" is. The celebrated "thing-in-itself" of Kant is not only 
here overtaken by Hegel in the course of his dialectical journey; 
it is known in itself and exactly such 田 it is. lndeed, there w瞄

11 l biJ., art，口5， p. 128 11 Ibid., art. 12I, p. 134e 
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no 皿.ystery in it; we 配e through it, and it is not much. Just as 
bein邑 was indeter皿inateness it回lf， the thing is nothing more in 
itself than its very "thingn棚，" that is, its condition of complete 
and total indetermination and of open liability to all its ulterior 
determ皿ations. In other words, instead of positing the thing
in-itself as the unknowable root of all appear皿ces， that is，回 the
pri皿itive fecundity wherein, could it only "appear such as it is," 
the source of all being and of all intelligibility would 'at once be 
found, Hegel posits i也 as the penurious condition which is that of 
the thing when as yet it is just "thing." 

It could have been foreseen. He.哩el never tires of attacking 
that logicism of abstract concepts which Wolff had mistaken for 
philosophical knowledge. But he hi皿self has no objection to 
logic,‘provided only that it be the right 80rt of logic, his own 
logic, that is, the logic of concrete e回ences. This is so true tha t, 
in-his own doctrine, all the problems discussed by Wolff under the 
title of ontology constitute for Hegel himself the very beginning 
of his logic. If possible readers are frightened away from the 
so-called Gr四t Logic of Hegel by its bulk, nothing can be done 
about it; but, if what they are afraid of is formal logic, they 
8hould be under no apprehension about it. In Hegel's philosophy, 
logic is the concrete dialectic of bein且 f四 being， wherein it appears 
as progressively conquering all the determinations which belong 
to it 国 8uch. Actual reality itself (die Wirklichkeit) is simply the 
thing as the actualized unity of its e田ence and of its existence.11 

Thus understood, actual reality still belongs in the order of logic, 
whose limits are reached only with the determination of being as 
Idea. Then, that is to say, at that very moment when being 
as idea walks, so to speak, ou也 of itself and thus posits itself 
under the form of "being other," as both the negative of and the 
extemal to itself，他en does being become "nature叫. Logic then 
comes to an end, and philosophy of nature begins, itself to be 
later followed by the philosophy of 皿ind. Hegel hi皿self h国
claimed for his own philosophy the title of "absolute idealism," 
and it sur可Iy deserves it, since, in it, even concreteness is ideality. 
Yet, when all is 阻id ， . Hegel's absolute ideallsm is a thorough 
overhauling of ancient essentialism, and it appea四 as 50 triumphant 
a one tha也 it buries it5elf under its own trophies. Logic has eaten 
up the whole of reality. After raising a helpless protest in the 
doctrine of Hume, existence had attemp始d at least to hide so皿←
where in the critical ideallsm of Kant. It had made itself 50 
inconspicuous that it could reasonably hope to be there to stay. 

n Ibid.) arts. 142 and 14J, p. 145. 18 Ibid., art. 247, p. 四7.
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But now the brand new 回sence of Hegel has not only explained 
i也 a priori; it h阻四plained it away. In the centuries-old proce圆
of U四sence versus exist础ce，"由sence h阻 8t last won its c国e;
which means, of course, tha也 the proc回S of Hexistence versus 
essence" is 8bout to begin again，皿d this ti皿e， owing to the 
complete victory of Hegel, if it is to be fought at a11, it will have 
to be fough也。ut to 8 finish. 

As w嗣 to be expected, the 8ttack on Hegel's absolute idealis皿
阻皿e from religion. 1 say tha也 i也 W回 to be expected, because it 
had a1ready happened, and more than once. Four n皿n回 wi1l
say it best: Bernard of Clairvaux 8ga.inst Abelard, Pascal aga.inst 
Descartes. And this wi11 show us at once what is going to happen 
again, namely, that the reaction of e对stence aga.inst essence is 
bound to beco皿.e a reaction of existence against phi1osophy. 
What matters, Bernard had said, is not to 白<:plain mysteries away, 
国 Abelard w.剧 doing， but to believe them and thu.. actually to 
save one's 80ul. And Pascal had only been fo11owing suit when, 
having elsewhere branded Descartes as "useless and ineffectual," 
he had added that phi1osophy w阻 not worth "an ho旧 of trouble." 
Now, if there 回 8ny proposition that su皿s up the manif old message 
of Kirkegaard, it is that what matters is not to know Christianity, 
bu也 to be a Christian. 

That the question was at 1且也 ra.ised under this f orm, and 
with such force, can be accounted for only by the passionate 
interest of Kirkegaard in religious problems. 1 am not here 
using the words ureligious experience," because it is not proven 
that he ever had any, at le随t 江 those words are to be taken 
in their full 皿eaning.τ'he very c世e of his religious life is perhaps 
best expressed by his unw迦ingne四 to think that he deserved 
the title of Christian, not because Christianity was not good enough 
for him, but, on the contra;ry, because truly to be a Christian 
appeared 切 him 国 50 diflìcult and so noble an undertaking that 
he hirnself would nev四 boast of ha ving achieved it. 

Such is the authentic meaning of his whole work，阻 he hirnself 
early 5aw it; it was to be whol1y dedicated to the 5ervice of Christ
ianity. But this early dedication entai1ed that, even though he 
himself never 8ucceeded in being a Christian, he would put his 
heart and 80ul into the 8四vice of God, 80 that at least he might 
throw full light upon the nature of Christianity as 'wel1国 upon
the point at which, in Christendom, confusion then prevai1ed." 
And this confusion was ma.inly Hegelian confusion; it consis旬d

U SOren Kirkegaa时， POilU de 阳e txþlicaUf de 1110n otnvrt. trans. by P. lL 
Tisseau (194时， p.75， n.I.
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in believing that to be a Christian w国 to know Christianity, and 
that there was a 8ystem, a "8pec咀ation，" that is, a "specular" 
knowledge, through which it w:国 possible to "become Christian." 

What real1y worried him w:嗣 his own personal di血culty in 
being a Christian; but he was no 1田s worried by the, to him, 
always 5urprising fact that he w剧 almost alone in finding Christ
ianity diflicult. Christians were plentiful around hi血，皿d they 
al1 seemed to find i也 a very easy thing to be. They, at le田t， had 
no 皿isgivings about their right to call themselv<臼 Christians.
Now，飞why were t仙he叮Y 50 S田e of being Chr丘is剑tians? Why we盯re
their ministers s回08旧e of being Cαhris呻tia皿n田s? Why w陋 his bishop 
s四os皿u盯re of b协eing a Christian? 吕oma盹，ny pertinent qu臼tion田s ind臼d，
e呻s叩pec侃Hy t山he last one, because Bishop Mynster was 5uch a good 
theologian and 5uch a learned Hegelian that he could explain 
everything away, including religion in general, Christianity 
in particUlar and, if given a chanee, even God. Had Kirkegaard 
merely protested in the name of religion，如 would have been 
nothing new in the history of Christianity and nothing at al1 in 
the history of philosophy. But Kirkegaard did 80皿ething else. 
He la.id hold of one of those raw evidences that are both so obvious 
and 80 massive that nobody knows what to do with them, and he 
8pea也 his wholc lifc in both teacbing it and preaching it. Kirke
gaard w:国 haunted by the eonviction that, if religion, which is 
lifc, is in constant danger of degenerating into abstract speculation, 
the re目on for it is that one of the st8nding aims of phi1osophy is 
to elimin8te existence. The very origin of contempora;ry exist
entialism is there, and one might even wonder if pure existentialism 
did not 阴阳e to be immediately after the death of Kirkegaard. 

His whole argument8tion r四ts upon a fundamental distinction 
between two types of cognition: objective knowledge and su弘
jective knowledge. 1 am afraid the words "subjective knowledge" 
are rather misleading, but, if we want to understand Kirkegaard, 
we must accept them without discus8ion and progressively grow 
usedωtheir meaning. Objective knowledge is such knowledge 
as, once acquired, does not require any special effort of flppro
priation on thc part of the knowing subject. It is called "objective," 
not only bccfluse it aims towards grasping objects, bu也 also， and 
.ti1l more, becausc it deals with them in a perfect1y objective way. 
It is "specul町;" it simply mirrors them. A sure sign enabl回回
to idcntify such knowledge, and it is that , once acqnired, it does 
not require the slight而t effor也 of appropriation on the side of the 
knowing subject. This does not mean that no man can feel a 
passion for objerth'e knowledge. One can be a passionate mathe-
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mathemati阻，1 or physical reality just as it is, whereas, objec.~h:ely 
to know religion is nO'也 to know it as it is. For, what is religion, 
if it is not 10 be religious? Now, if religion is that, it c皿not be 
known from merely Iooking at religious men, because to know.it 
that way is to know it as it looks, but not 回 it is. In Kirkegaard's 
own words: "To speak objectively is always to 8peak of the thing; 
to speak 8ubjectivëly is to' 8peak of the subject and of 8ubjec~ivi~y， 
and i也 80 hãppens 'that here it is the 8ubjectivity which is the 
thing."eo 

Le们Z川ryt阳启川rende回r叩reci削，h削isimp。时此巾阳a缸础nt站.t con巾巾sio创n. What圳叫is
i江也 tω。 be， not only a reli~ous man, but a Christian1 Christianit)"s 
own goál and solemn promise is to give each man eternal be划itude.
It is both that promise and the w骂Y to fulfill it. Such a promise 
is for man of a lit町ally "infinite" interest, and the 0111)' way f_?r 
him to welcome it is tO' experience an "infinite p""sion" for it. In 
terms of the religious life, this means that the only answer a man 
c皿 give to God's message is a p皿sionate will to achieve his own 
salvation. that is. to achieve his own infinite beatitude. A half
hearted effort to such an end would be quite out of proportion with 
it; it would not at all be a will to that end; it would no也 be that will 
at all. On the other hand. if such a will actually 町阻四 m any 
man. i也 h国 to be the will to his own salvation, because what God 
has promised him actually is to 8aVe him. Whether or not. he 
wasιware of the fact , Kirkep:aard himself w昭 merely repeatíng 
Bernard of Clairvaux. when he 阻id: "This problem concerns 
no one but me." And such indeed is the case, if the problem 
actually is to know how I myself can share in that beatitude which 
Christianity promises. True enough, the same pro~lem .arÌB回
for each añd' every man. 80 that for an infinite nUJ?be~ of 皿en
its solution, which' is Christianity itself, is bound to be the same, 
but this do回 not mean that there is a general solution 协 the
problem. Quite the reverse. Out of its own nature, this is such 
a problem as requires to be 80lved, an in缸lite number of tinles, 
once at a time;严饥 t阳o solve i讪t dí叮叮仇阳e臼盯】:rer

This is what Ki祉rke咆gaar叫d intends tωo conv，喃ey when he describes 
Bubjective kr咀nowl扣cdge as a 】k口nowledge which , in order to be know
ledge, requires from the knowing subject a personal appropriation. 
"When it com回 to some observation for which the observer must 
needs be in a determined condition, it is true to say, is it not, 

10 Kirkegaard, PosιScri p/um au% mieltes pñilosoþl:年ltS， trans. by Paul Petil 
(Paris, Gallimard, 1941), pp. 9-10. 

eï'Ibid:"'H;~~e- 7Ki;kéi~时，~'personal intere~! in the _Çhr.!:.ti~l'! .monk， Pf!~ 
:2 13-2叫， 271 and :2 73-2~飞Wheth凹 he- does it well or not, the Christian monk 旭
8.t 1east" trying 10 be a Christian. 
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matician or a passionate logician 嗣 well 困 ap国sionate entomo
logist; but, once. the passionately desired knowledge is there, 
i也 is known，皿d all there is to do aOO的 it is to know it. Even 
though its acquisition may have coot an in缸山e 皿nount of toil, 
the problem of its appropriation does not even arise: the know
ledge of objective truth is one with its p翩翩恼， or, in other 
words, to achieve such knowledge is to achieve its appropriation. 

Not So with subjective knowledge. Let 田 take for an instance 
the c幽e of philosophy. Were we to believe He哩elians and, for 
that matter, professors of philosophy in genera1, all one has to 
do to know philosophy is to le配n 比 or， supposing there be no 
satisfactory philosophy at hand, to provide on田elf with a new 
set of philosophical conclusions. This is at le国t how i也 looks，
but is 比 truly s01 It w嗣 no也 so in ancient tinles, when, while 
walking a10ng the streets in Greek or in Ro皿an cities, you would 
from ti皿e to time meet some strange-Iooking m皿 and 8ay: "Here 
∞m四 a philooopher," just 阻 we say today, "Here come a clergy
皿an or a pri田t." Such men did not dress like everybody else, 
be阻四e they were no也 like everybody else. What they wanted 
w皿 actually 10 be philosophers, that i8, to he "lovers of wisdom" 
阻d no也 m町ely knowers or teachers of wisdom. N ow this does 
notm国n 皿erely that in order to be a philosopher one should not 
feel satisfied with knowing philosophy without also loving it; 
it means that a ph坦因oph回公 αl即er， and do we call a lover a man 
who knOWB everything about love, but is nol in love? Love's 
knowledge and 10 be 切 love 町e one and the same thing; the knowl
edge of philosophy is to be a philosopher, just 皿 Socrates was-
Socrat础 who never wro始 a thing in all his life, but who w描 the
very love of wisdom walking around the streets and places of 
Athens; 80 also is the knowledge of Christianity, for, ind回d，
there is no other way to know what i也 is than to be a Christian. 
Subjective knowledge is knowledge whooe acquisition is its active 
appropriation by the 

Why such a distinction 1 Be阻use the very nature of knowable 
reality requir田 it. Mathematica1 truth or physical truth is 
wholly unrelated to my own Ego, 80 that 1 can achieve mathe
matical or physical knowledge without getting myself involved 
in the proc四s of its acq咀sition. Let us go further. In a way, 
there can be 8uch a thing as an objective knowledge of philosophy 
or even of religions, and, what with history of philosophy, 8pecu
lative theology, biblical exeg国is 皿d general and comparative 
hisω'ry of religions, we have plenty of i也 indeedl But there is a 
radical difference. To know mathematics or physics is to know 
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/zave them. To eXpre8S it in Kirkegaard'8 own words, 8uch men 
are comical, two-in-one, twofold beings: "On the one hand, an 
eery being that lives in the rea1m of pure abstraction, and, on the 
other, the so皿etim回 sad figure of a professor, who is set aside 
by that abstract being, as one puts a walking stick in a corner."" 
Yet, and this is perhaps the main point in Kirkeg随时'sown 町阴
mentation, they themselves have no right to do so, because, 
wi1ly-ni1ly, thes地 thinker8 do themselves exist. However abstract 
hi8 own thinking may be, the abstract thinker actually is. Hegel 
himself 皿.ust have felt it, or el回 he would not have raised 80 
vigorous a protest against abstract philosophical thinking. Yet, 
Hegel's own "concreteness" 的i1l remains pure abstractiou. The 
German philosopher had s回n a decisive token of the metaphY8ical 
genius which permeated his mother tongue in the fact that the 
same German verb aufhehen (to sublate) indifferently me皿S
"tosuppr田g" or Uto pr回erve." And thi8 indeed had done wonders 
in Hegel's own philosophy, in which contradictori回 could always 
be both supp阻挡ed and 8aved by merely "sublating" them. But 
this in no way 801v，回 our own problem, nor that of Hegel. Ab
stract contradiction is none the less abstract for ha甘ng been 
"sublated." If you turn actual 四istence into a problem of logic, 
you certainly willlogicize e对stence， but you will not existentiali四
logic. What yOU will then have will be, precisely, logic such 幽
Hegel himself understood it, namely, a perpetual overcoming of 
ab8tract contradictions. And indeed nothing is easier to achieve. 
1n the order of pure abstraction, everything is given together，皿d
there is no reason why one 8hould choose. N 0 roo皿 isle缸， there, 
for any "either-咱，r，" precisely becau8e, th田e ， nothing exists. 
1n 8hort, abstraction itself drives out actual con仕adiction. Thus, 
Hegel overca皿e contradiction 80 easily because there is no contra
dlction at all in the order of abstraction." Existence and existence 
alone is a nec阻四，ry prerequisite for actual contradiction. 

When thi8 point W，脑 reached ， it became more and more evident 
that Kirkegaard him.elf could n的 be expected to bequeath to 
his 阻四四sors what we would call a phil田ophy， but his me回鸣e
W国 to remain for philosophy 剧 a thorn in the lIesh. "lt is true 
of existence 田 it is true of 皿otion: they are very di伍cult to deal 
with. If 1 think them, 1 abolish them, 80 that 1 don't think them 
It then might 回em correct to 盹，y that there is something that 
d。由 not bear being thought，回d thi. i. existence. But, then, the 
dlflìculty rernain., that, 8ince he who think8 also exists, existence 
is pobited 嗣 S∞n 皿 thinking itself i8."" And thi. indeed w国 tbe

.. lbid., pp. 201-202. '1 lbid., pp. 203-204. .. lb iJ., p. 206. 
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!ilat , unles. he be in such a condltion, he knows nothing at a1l7"" 
Now, should we take it literally, as indeed we should, such a 
p回ition would raise a f.国cinating metaphysical problem, and 
i也 i. for having raised it that Kirkeg，抽rd himself ha8 unwittingly 
become the father of a 1arge fa皿ily of philosophical illegitirnates, 
our own modern existentialist8. 1n the case of W olff and Hel!el: 
we had ontologi四 without 础tence， but in Kirkegaard's 叫
speculation we see平 to be lef也 with an e对stence without ontology, 
tha也 i8 to 阻y， ~~thout any speculative metaphysics of being. 
Kir kegaard bimself wa8 by no means involved -in this proble皿
precisely beca田e， to him at least, the harder you try objectivelÝ 
to know, tbe 1回s subjectively you are. He w国 a pure existentialist 
for this very reason; that his whole philosophical m四皿ge Con
sisted in imparting to his contemporari回 his deeply rooted ∞n
"!cti?n that t~ere can be no such thing as an objective philosophy 
of e_~stence. The very expression is seIf-contradictory. ÎGrke~ard 
had Hegel in mind when he said: "There can be a logical syStem, 
but there can be no .y由m of existence;"III and again~ for it is thé 
S国l_le I?ro\)lem, can we use becoming as a basis, for logic, "although 
logic itself canno~ account for becoming7"" Or, "till more e;'
plicity: "Existence is in i怡elf a system for God; but it cannot be 
a system for an existing mind. To be a system is to be somethinl! 
closed, while existence- is just the oppósite. From an ab由aet
point of view, system and 白istence cannot be conceived together, 
because, in order to think existence, systematic thought h田 to
think it，泣。也回回isting， but as abolished. Existence is that which 
plaY8 the part of an int四val， it is what keeps things apa此 ;whereas.
the systematic is the interlo恤g and the perfect f:捕tening of 
things."" One could hardly say better, and, to anyone who fèeJs 
ínter臼t!，d in existence, all this com回回 a godsend; but it certainly 
does ra阻e an extremely interesting qucstion, namely, is an exlsι 
en~i~list. ~?ilosophY.Þossible? _ 1n other words, while contemporary 
existentialism seemingly carries Kirkeg随时's own m四sage， do回
ít not_ actually betray it? The only thing a true 阻istentialist
should do is to become silent, in order the better to be, for, indeed. 
one ceas四 to be 国 SOon as one begins talking about it. 

N 0':", this is tb: very last thing you could guess from looking, 
not only at Hegel, but at profe四ors of philosophy in general. 
T~e universe which they teach is not the one when-ce they draw 
saI,,:ries f_or teac)ling it. Old Socrates had no philosophy, he 忽略S
it. but the profe，咽ors are not their own phil回ophi田， they iust 
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proble皿 of problems for philosophy, 8uch as Kirkegaard himseU 
understood it. The only question is, can that phil080phical problem 
be 80lved by philosophy? 

Let us look at i也 a bit more closely. Objective knowledge, 
国 8uch， is wholly unrelated to either existence or time; it is there
fore etemal，皿d the objective thinker par excellence, Spinoza, 
was quite right in asking 田 to envisage everything sub sp缸ie
aetern切tis. Yet, the knowing subjec也 is himseU engaged in both 
existence and time, 80 that, in him, eteruity Co-exi8也s with time, 
and abstraction with existence. Now, we may well suppose that, 
in God, the synthesis of etemity aud of something like what we 
call existence is actually achieved. We also know that, in man 
hi皿self， the co-pr田ence of eteruity ,md of existence cau at least 
be observed; but, because God is eternal, where国 m皿 himself
is not, their co-existence alone is pos8ible in man, their synthesi8 
is not. Their co-existence, then, is a fact, and that fact is a bare 
paradox. It is indeed the very paradox which accounts for that 
other one, namely, that objective human knowledge never succeeds 
in grasping existence or, what amounts to the same, that exi8tence 
always disappe哑s as 800n as objective knowledge is concerned. 
And nothing shows this better than the classical definition of true 
knowledge as an adaeq'ωtio 仿tellectus et rei. Anobviously correct 
formula, indeed, but only because it is a tautology. For such an 
adequation to be possible, e对stence has first to be left out , and, 
since what then remains is the thing minus the existence, it is a 
pure abstraction, that is, thought. Where thought and thing 
are the .ame, the adequation of intellect 皿d thing merely ex
pre回es the adequation of abstract identity with it8elf," which 
ultiroately 皿田ns the adequation of thought with thought. How
ever we look at it, whether in man himseU or in hurnan knowledge, 
the paradox simply refuses to be eliminated. 

The ouly thing for us to do, then, is to accept it for what it is, 
but also to accept all the consequenc四 it entails with respect 也o
real knowledge. And the very first one it entails is indeed an 
import&nt one. If objective knowledge fails to gr田p existing 
reality, we have no other choice than to re80rt to subjective know
ledge_ From this it follows that "only ethical and ethico-religious 
knowledge is real knowledge," because such knowledge is the only 
one which is essentially related to the fact that. the knowing 
8ubject exists."" This proposition claims to be taken in its 
full force. What mak四 ethicc←religious knowledge subjective, 
and consequently real, is neither that it enriches our objective 

e9 lbià., p. 126. 70 lbià., p. 131. 
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knowledge of ethico-religious objects, nor that it enables 田
indirectly to know such objects in their actual existence. The 
truth of ethico-religious knowledge lies in its very appropriation 
by the knowing subject. Le也田 supp田e， for instance, a theologian 
saying or writing only true things about the true God; he can 
unfold his story indefiuitely without approaching more closely 
to a real knowledgè of GoιSubjectively speaking, that is to say, 
speaking of actual truth, the knowledge of God appears at the 
very mo皿ent whcn, beginning to behave as though God really 
me.皿t 80皿ething to him, the knower entcrs into relationship with 
God. The truth of subjective knowledge th田Iies 1n its very 
subjectivity. It does not aim to know the object as such, neither 
does i也 aim to know the objective truth about its object; nor do田
it even aim to know that that with which it establishes relations 
is true: in subjective knowledge the relationship itself is thc truth, 
which m出ns that the subject itself is the truth. n In short，迂
ethicc• religious knowledge is the sole real knowledge, i也 is because 
in it truth is one with existence and existence with truth. 

One could hardly wish for a knowledge more free from all 
admixture of objectivity, and after such a devastating criticism 
the magnificently ordered world of Hegelian essences is a wreck. 
nut there is a heavy bill to pay. Perfectly safe in the pos8ession 
of subjective e对stence，飞IIill Kirkegaard be able to reach another 
existence than his own? In other words, to what can we rightly 
ascribe existence outside the only being which we cxperience 
from within? If what is at stake is existence in general, that is 
to say, existence as conceived in an abstract and objective way, 
wc can safely ascribe i也 to many and various beings; but such 
knowlcdgc is nothing more than a knowledge of being in general, 
and since, bccause of its very generality, it disrcgards the concrete 
reality of those beings to which it is 国crib时， such kno飞II'ledge
grasps being as a mere possible. And indced the only re咀1 cxbt
ence we can gr出p in its vcry reality, that is, otherwise than 
through an objcctifying knowledge, is our own cxistence. Kirke
gaard nevcr tires of rcpcating it: "All kno飞II'ledge concerning reality 
is possibility; the only rcality which an existing bcing can know 
otherwisc than through somc "bstmct knowledge ic his own, 
namcly, the fact that he cxists, and th., rcaIitv constitutes his 
absolute intcrm;t."72 'To avoid all po&<;ible misundcrstanding, 
it may not bc usel四s to make prccise the fact that Kirkegaard 
is by no mcans p;oing back to thc Cogito of Dcscartes. Quite the 
reverse, for it is not true to say that, if 1 think, 1 am. According 

n lbid., pp. 131-132 n lbià., p. 2([. 
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It would be very foolish of us to expect from Kirkegaard any 
definition or description of "what" it is. All that he can tell us 
abou也 it is what it does. And here is wh町e the paradoxical nature 
of man needs to be taken into careful c。因ideration. Eternity, 
on the one hand, and time, on the other hand，且nd themselves 
juxtaposed in the unity of a 血gle being, but they are not really 
there side by side. Their relations are a constant interplay, or, 
perhaps, rather a constant interference. To be a being engaged 
in time is to be in the present moment, and present being is nothing 
e1se than e对stence. This is why all objective knowledge, which 
is eternal in its own right, cannot possibly be brought into relation-
8hip with actual existence. This is 80 true that we cannot even 
imagine to what kind of being that eternal knowledge, which is 
for us a mere possible, could belong 臼 actual. All objective 
knowledge is spontaneously relegated into the past, as is done in 
history, or projected into the future, as is done in the previsions 
of science; or else 比 is 8upposed to float in that atemporal 
kingdom of abstractions in which the 8peculations of metaphysics 
move so easily and 80 freely. The only place in which no one ever 
dreams of locating it is in the present, precisely because time 
coincid田 with actual ex回tence; and this 8hould a也 least lead 
us to a deteπnination of the function of existence. 

A purely abstract thought would be that in which there is no 
thinking subject; 江 would therefore be a thought without exist
ence. A pure existence, like that of stones, for instance, 'would 
be an existence in which there is no thought. But, since man him-
8elf both exists and thinks, his thought fin也 itself，由 it were, in 
the midst of surroundings that are foreign to its own 四sence; but 
it would be just as true to 8ay that, in man, existence is constantly 
aiming to join thought, whose very e田ence is equally foreign to 
its own. As a con8equence, human beings are both pathetic and 
comic, at one and the 8皿ne time. They are pathetic because, 
at the price of an infìnite toil, they are constantly trying to turn 
eternity, which they can only know, into their own actual existence. 
And they 町e comic because the battle they are 80 bravely fìghting 
is neverthele四 a losing battle, since what they 町e trying to achieve 
is in itself a contradictory task." The proper function of existence 
is to exclude man from eternity, by creating a constant rupture 
between himself and that eternal 田pect under which he thinks 
all that he can intellectually conceive. If man were that eternity, 
he would not have existencc, but being. He would not possess 
that reflection of eternity in him, which his objective knowledge 

... 7I lb剑 J pp. 60-61. 
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to Kirkegaard, if 1 thi此， 1 am not. And how could i也 be other
wise? To think is to disregard e'也tence; 80 much 80, that did 
we quite 8ucceed in thinking, we wouId at once cea8e to exist. 
1t is true that 1 a皿 thinking and that 1 kriow it with co皿plete
evidence, bu也 1 am gr目ping my thought in 皿ye:对stence， not my 
皿istence in my thought. A8 800n as 1 make the 8lightest 皿istake
about it, 1 a皿 bound to wonder, like Descartes: but what a皿 1?
which leads me to conclude that 1 am a "thinking thing." Pure 
objectivity i8. thus reached at once, and actual existence is 108t 
fro皿 view. The truth of the 皿atter is that 1 am, and also that 
1 think, but 1 am not a "thinking thing." Rather, the paradox 
here is that, in 8pite of the fact that 1 am, 1 also think. But we 
know that the co-presence in him of both thought and of existence 
is the very paradox which, in point of fact，皿an is. 

If we c皿not reach reality through the abstract notion of 
四stence， can we at least co皿pare between themselves two or 
皿ore actually existing subjects? Scarcely. 1nas皿uch as they 
are 8ubjects, that is, existents, they are non-comparable. Here 
again any attempt to grasp through knowledge the actual 
reality of another man necessarily results in objectifying him and 
reducing him to the condition of a mere possible. "Each particular 
man i8 alone,"71 Kirkegaard 8ays. The only case in which another 
8ubject c明 be directly grasped in its 8ubjectivity is religious 
faith. But this is precisely why faith, too, is a paradox. lt is 80, 
because its object is "the reality of another." A时， when we 
8ay its reality, we 皿ean that other himself, not what he t冶acheb，
for, even though he may be a teach白， faith is not faith in what 
he 8ay8, but faith in hi皿. 1n other words, "the object of faith 
is the very reality of him who teaches, na皿ely， that he really 
e对sts."" And this is why faith is 8uch a paradox, even an in
finite paradox; it is that incredible thing: the knowledge, by an 
existing 8ubject, of 皿曰:istent other than the 8ubject. 

τ'his is not the place to discuss the theology of Kirkegaard, 
whose criticism would no doubt entail another discussion, that 
of the doctrine of faith in the theology of Karl Barth. Le也 i也
8uffice to mention here the deep influence exercised by the exist
ential dialectic of Kirkegaard on the development of modern 
Protestant theology. What this notion of faith reveals to us 田
philosophers is that no normal knowledge of a 8ubject by another 
Bubject is possible in the doctrine of Kirkegaard. But, if we turn 
at last to our own 8elves, in which each of us is alone, wha也 c，皿
we 8ay of that existence which we are? 

n lbid., p. 216. 74 Ibid., pp. 2口-219
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discovers in itself, as the ultimate ground, is that it is in itself 
a radicallack of being. 

There is no jnconsistency in such an undertaking-quite the 
reverse-and Kirkegaard has cleverly used his exceptional 皿阻tery
of dialectic to lead his own thought to its nor皿al conclusion. But 
we 8hould not 皿istake the 皿ealling of its work. It was, before 
anything else, the exasperated protest of a religious conscience 
against the centuries-old 8uppression of existence by abstract 
philosophical thinking. But it was the protes也 of existence a在ains也
philosophy, not an effort to reopen philosophy to eXÎstence. 
Indeed, the deepest import of Kirkegaa时's 皿回sage was that, 
if existence is the only actual reality which man can grasp, and 
the only one that matters to him because it is the only one he has, 
then man's only business is to eXÎst, and not philosophize. In 
80 far as philosophy is objective knowledge, there should be no 
philosophy at all, and, less than any other, should there be such 
a monstrosity as a "philosophy of existence." Thus, after in
numerable metaphysics of being in which no provision was made 
for actual e:对stence， eXÎstence itself finds nothing better to do than 
to break away from being. It was exactly the 8皿1e thing 嗣
breaking away from phllosophy, and, if Kirkegaard himself has 
made this so clear, it is because this twofold result was exactly 
the task he had undertaken to achieve. If philosophy has no use 
for existence, why should 曰:istence have any use for philosophy? 
The divorce between eXÎstence and philosophy is then both open 
and absolute. But. the main responsibility for it lies, not with 
Kirkegaard, but with that abstract speculation about possible 
essenc四 which has 80 obstinately refused to unite e田ence and 
existence in the uruty of being. 

1.')3 
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of truth is. Man would then actually be what he now only thinks. 
Such, precisely, is the c阻e of God: "God does not think, IIe creates. 
God does notmist, He is eternal.But man both thinks and 
exist8, and existence 8eparates thinking fro皿 being by keeping 
them apart from each other in duration."u 

This identification of eXÎstence as a perm皿ent rupture of 
being has become, since Kirkegaard, the starting point of con
temporary existentialism. It is a well.known fact that 皿odern
eXÎstentialism is not exactly a gay affair, but there 恒 no 团圆onwhy
it should be. If to be an eXistent is to have existence, and if 
existence is but a constant failure to be, coupled with a perpetual 
and futile effort to overcome that failure, human life can 8carcely 
be a pleasant thing. When today's 阻istentialism scrutinizes 
e对steam， all it cmand in it, as its very core, is thatceaseIe回
tottering. of all eXÎstents to their own fall and their equally 
ce烟eless effort to bridge the ontological chasm whlch sep町at回
any two of their 8uccessive in血且ts. In doctrines in wbiφ 
existence is but a lack of being, unless, in Jcan-Paul Sartre's 
own words, it be a disea8e of being, it is no wonder that the realiz
ation of one's own actuaI existence is achieved either in "anguish" 
。Ir in "nausea," unless it coincide with the realization of its OW丑
"ab8urdity," finally to end in despair." 

But one 8hould not attempt to write contemporary hi8tOry, 
even though there be much le8s novelty in it than those who 
make it seem to believe. What is much more important for our 
own problem is to realize the full meaning of Kirkegaard's philoso
phical message. Acutely conscious of the _ all-importance of 
existence, as opposed to the mere possibility of abstract essence8, 
he has tumed existence itself into a new essence, the essence 
of that which has no essence. All its determinations are negative, 
yet it behaves as a true e回ence precisely in this, that it obstinately 
refuses to commurucate with anything else in order to save its own 
purity and to remain exclusively that which it is. It is not possibil
ity, but actual existence. It is not objective reality, but what 
cannot be expressed in terms of objective reality. It is not know
able from without, and it can not be known from without, but it 
can at least know itself, and, when it does 80, what existence 

,., lbid.) p. 222. 

,.,. These rem盯ks do not apply to existentialism as such, but O_~!Y to ~he. il1usio_ns 
which it too often enterta.ins conceming its value as a possible substitute for 
metaphysics. The proper task of exislentialism is to work o~t a. upheno~enology 
of existence)" a ta自:k which it does very wel1 indeed when, leaving pseudo-meta
pbysics asi，巾. it addresses itsclf to it. 
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metaphysics has to know its subject through its cause, and, since 
the subject at hand, namely, being, is the first of all subjects, 
metaphysics has to know everything thMis though itsErstcauses
As a 'commentator of Aristotle, Thomas Aquinas does li饥le more 
than rel'eat Aristotle on this point, except that he clears up w~at 
was obscure in his text and puts some order into this complex 
problem.' True enough，他e very order which he puts into it is 
;'ot without significance from the point of view of his own though也;
yet, had we nothing else to rely on than his Commentary on the 
Ahfaphysics of Aristotle, we would be reduced to conjectures 
concerning his own position on the question.'" 

The problem here is to know if those various determination~ 
of the subject of metaphysics can be reduced to unity. _ And 
it is a very important problem indeed, for, if metaphysics is 
concerned With three different subjects, it is not a science, but 
a name for three distinct sciences, each of which has to deal with 
a different subject. True enough, those three subjects are _ all 
related to being and , to the 甘hole extent to which they are, they 
are one. But to what extent are they? 

In order to simpIify the problem, let us leave aside the con
sideration of being in general as the "formal object" of a possible 
metaphysics. Although many things which have been said by 
Aristotle may bear 8uch an interpretation of his thought, he 
himself has certainly not reduced the highest of all sciences to the 
abstract knowledge of a merely formal object. Nor, for tha也
matter, has Thomas Aquinas himself ever done anything Iike 
it. We then find ourselves confronted with two possible points 
of view on being, that of the supreme beings, and that of the first 
caus回 of being~ Obviously, if the supreme beings are the first 
causes of all that is, there is no problem. In such a c田e， the know
ledge of the absolutely first being is one with that of the absolutely 
first cause. But it is not so in the metaphysics of Aristotle. It is 
not 80 and it cannot be, for the decisive re田on which follows. 

It is true that Aristotle himself had called metaphysics a 
"divine science."1 because. if there is a s~ience which deals with 
things divine, it is metaphysics. It is als() true that Aristotle has 
said --that 8upreme beatitu<Íe Iies for man in the contemplation of 
divine thingS,' but he does not seem to have inferred from these 
two propositions what anybody would hold as their necessary 
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V Chapter 

1fT MA Y 8eem stran尉， and ahnost preposterous, to look back 
1. to the thirteenth century for a co皿plete metaphysical inter
pretation of being, according to which neither e田ence nor exist
ence is considered as irrelevant to it. Yet, such a return is un
avoidable, since aIl other philosophies have advocated either 
a metaphysics of being 皿inus existence, or a phenomenology of 
existence minus being. On the other hand, at least in the present 
state of historical knowledge, it would be vain for us to go farther 
back into the past than the time of Thomas Aquinas, because 
nobody that we know of has cared to posit existence 例 being，
剧 a constituent element 01 being. And it would be no less vain to 
look in the more immediate p副t for a more modern expression of 
the 田me truth, because, paradoxicaIly enough, what w昭 perhaps
deepest in the philosophical m回sage of Thomas Aquinas seems 
to have remained practically forgotten since the very time of 
his death. 

The better to recapture his message, we must first consider 
the essential transformation which the AristoteIian notion of 
metaphysics underwent in Thomas Aquinas' own doctrine. 

For Aristotle, mctaphysics was that science whose propcr 
subject was being qωbeing.1 Now, to know being as such may 
mean three somewhat different things: first, the abstract notion 
of being, conceived both in itseIf and with its inherent properties, 
such as, for instance, self-identity and resistance to contradiction. 
Thus understood, being would be what wiII be caIIed by later 
AristoteIians the formal object of metaphysics. N cxt, metaphysics 
may deal with those beings which can truly be said to be because 
their being actuaIly answers to the true definition of being. Such 
is, for instance, the First Act, as 飞高reII as the other Pure Acts which 
we caII gods. In this second sense, the science of heing is Divinity, 
that is, theology.' In a third sense, inasmuch 皿 i也 is a science, 
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I Thomas Aquinas, In M etaþh. Arisl., Prooemium, ed. Cathala, p. 2. 
• IbiJ 
I Ari;;totle, M daphysics. A, 2, 983 a 6-u. 
• Aristotle l Eth. Níc., X' j 1。

I A.rist。巾• Metaþ1zysi时， K ， 3， I。臼 b3I ， and r , 1, 1∞_~ a 21.,31. 
2 Ari吐~ti~: AÙt~pi(，，~Ù-;. -E: 'i:', -1~26 a ~6-'32; a~~uéh， ~et~physic~ i~ t~e science 

of the 0 lJf1 l4 缸 lJll1T肘， op. Cù. , E, 1, 1026 a 2Ç伊30. Cf. op~ cit., K , 7, 1064 b 6-14-
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its first causes; what metaphysics really is, is the science of being 
through its first "cause." 

This is why, in Thomas Aquinas' own doctrine, inasmuch as 
he wants to know reality through i臼 first cause, since God is that 
first cause, man naturally desir凹，阳 his ultimate end, to know 
God. Aristotle therefore was speaking better than he knew, when 
he said that metaphysics truly deserves the name of "divine 
science," for what it ultimately aims to achieve is to know God: 
the ultimate end of metaphysics is the same 回 the ultimate end 
ofm皿. What deeply alters the Aristotelian notion of metaphysics 
in the doctrine of Thomas Aquinas is the presence, above natural 
theology, of a higher theology, which is the science of God as known 
through revelation. The very fact that the absolutely highest 
of all human sciences, namely, revealed theology, is in itself a 
knowledge of God, makes it impossible for us to define metaphysics 
as the science of being qua being, and the science of beings as 
known through their first causes， αnd the knowledge which man 
may have of the gods. I\Ietaphysics, then, necessarily becomes 
that science 飞.vhich is the science of being both in itself and in its 
first cause, because it is the science of God as knowable to natural 
reason. This inner reordering of metaphysics by the final causality 
of its ultimate object confers upon the diversity of its aspec臼 an
organic unity. The scicnce of being qua being passes into the 
science of the firs也 causcs， which itself pa白白 into the science of 
the first cause, because God is, at one and the same time, both the 
First Cause and being qua being. This inner ordering is wha也
Thomas Aquinas sugges臼 when he says: "Prime philosophy itself 
is wholly directed towards the knowledge of God as towards its 
ultimate end; wherefore i也 is called divine science: 1 þsaque þrima 
þhilosoþh句 tola ordinatur ad Dei cognitionem sicut ad ultimum 
fine隅， unde et scientia divina nominatur川 By tearing ontology 
apart from natural theology Wolff was later to wreck that organic 
unity of metaphysics, and, if there is any consistency in the 
thought of both Thomas Aquinas and 飞;volff, this radical difference 
between their two notions of metaphysics should be to us a 阻fe
indication that there is a radical differenee between their two 
conceptions of being. 

What is being, according to Thomas Aquinas? 1n a first sense, 
it is what Aristotle had said it w蹈， namely, Bubstance. For, indeed, 

• !bid. On the distinction between natural theology, in which God L<; con. 
~i~ere~ a.s cause 4!f th_e_ s~biec~ ~!_ met_B:~hy!!ics (巾， being) , and revealed tbeolo盯
(巾!. ~c邱~ure) ， in which God Himselfis-the ve叩 subject of that science, 5四 h
B!,ethium-de Trinitate, V, 4, Resp., ed. by P. Wyser (F，且bou哩， 1948), p. 48, 11. 
.8-33. 
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consequence, namely, that, as a science of being qua being, meta
physics is wholly ordered to the knowledge of the first cause of 
being. And he could not well say it, because the very notion of 
a eause which is absolutely first in all the departments of being 
was lacking in his doctrine, or, at any rate, was absent from it. 

1n one of the very texts quoted by Thomas Aquinas in support 
of his own position, Aristotle had 回id this: "It is therefore mani
fest that the science here to be gained [namely, metaphysics] 
is that of the first causes, since we say of each thing that we know 
it only when we think that we know its first cause." Whereupon, 
Aristotle immediately proceeds to add: "Now, causes are said 
to be in a fourfold way.'" And, indeed, among the celebrated 
four Aristotelian causes, there is 时 least one, namely, the material 
cause, which cannot possibly be reduced to the other three. 
That which is a "formal" cause can also be a "且nal" cause and, 
in its capacity 回"且nal" cause, it can likewise be held as a "moving" 
cause, but it cannot well be that anq, at the 田me time, be matter. 
Whence it folloWB that, in i饵 own way, mattcr itself is a first cause 
in the metaphysics of Aristotle. It is so because it enters the 
structure of 皿aterial 8ubstances as one of their irreducible con
stituent elements. N ow, if it is so, you cannot say that metaphysics 
i8 both the science of true beings and the science of all beings through 
their causes, for there is at leas也 one cause, that is, matter, which 
do田 not truly deserve the title of being. 1n short, because the 
God of Aristotle is one of the ca田es and one of the principles of 
all things,' but not the cause nor the principle of all things, there 
remains in the Aristotelian domain of being something which thc 
God of Aristotle does not aecount for, which is matter, and for 
this re昭on the metaphysics of Aristotle cannot be reduced to 
unqualified unity. 

The answer is quite clear in the doctrine of Thomas Aquinas, 
in which God is the cause of all that is, including even matter. 
The doctrine of creation is bound to modify the notion of meta
physics itself, in that it introduc四 into the realm of being a first 
cause to whose eausality everything is strictly subjected. This 
is why, in his Contra Gentiles, in which he does not speak as a 
commentator of Aristotle, but in his own name, Thomas Aquinas 
can take over the very formulas of Aristotle, yet give them a 
distinctly new turn. For it still remains true to say that perfect 
knowledge is knowledge through causes, but metaphysical know
!edge no longer is sufficiently defined 田 the science of being through 

7 Aristotle, .Melaphysics, A, 3, 983 a 24-27. 
, lbid., A, 2, 983, a S-9 
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especially with "oneness," for , "to be" and to be "one" 町e one 
and the 6a皿e thing (TaíiTÒ .aZ μ!a ψvu，，); which leads us to the 
conclusion that oúu!a (reaIity or 6ubstance), being 皿d one are 
equivalent terms. Hence the oft-quoted for皿uIa which we have 
already mentioned: "A man," "being 皿an，" and "皿血" are the 
阳皿e thing. For, indeed, the reality 6ignified by those various 
formulas is the sa皿e: "Jus也国 the reaIity (or substance = oúu!a) 
of each thing is one, and is not so by accident, 60 also it is some 
being (伽'p ðv T')." The intention of Aristotle in this pa田a在e
is therefore c1ear: Metaphysics shaIl deaI with "onen回鸟"田 it
deals with "being," because onene田皿d being are simply two 
other n目2四 for reaIity (。如!a) which both is, and is one in i恼
。wn right. If there is a doctrine of the identity of being and 
8ubstance, this is one, and Averroes was weIl founded in thinking 
that he w国 vindicating the authentic thought of Aristotle when 
he criticized A vicenna for teaching that existence was to the 
回sence of reality，证 not exactly an acciden t , at le监t a happeninJ!. 

Confront忍d with 8uch a text, what is τ'ho田as Aquinas going 
ωdo? Under the circumstances a commentator, he wiIl just say 
what that text means, and he wiIl do it with the less scruple 剧，
within its AristoteIian Iimits, that text is absolutely right. Firs也
。f aIl, what it 6ays about "being" and "onene田" is true from the 
point of view of Tbomas Aquinas himseIf: "One and being signify 
a 6ingle nature as known in different ways." It is also 仕ue con
时rning the relation of essence (巾!a) to existence itself, for, 
indeed, to beget a man is to beget an e对sting m皿， and for an 
existing man to die is precisely to lose his actual e对stence. N oW, 
things that are begotten or destroyed together are one. Essencè 
then is one with its own existence. These various words, "man," 
"thing," "being" (ens) 皿d "one" designate various ways of 
looking at determinations of reaIity which always appear or 
disappear together. The sa皿e reality, therefore, is a "thing" 
because of the fact that it h回 a quiddity or 回sence j it is a "man" 
because of the fact that the 回回nce it h回 is that of m皿: i也 is
"one" because of its inner undividedne四; last b的 not le剧也 i也 h
a "being" in virtue of the act whereby it e对sts (饵omen ens imþon
itur ab actu essendi). To conclude, th田e three terms, thing, b-eing 
and one, signify absolutely the 8a皿e thing, but they 8ignify it 
through different notions." 

Tbe solid block of Aristotle'8 8ubstsnce is here to be found 
in its perfect integrity, and Thomas Aquinas wiIl never attempt 

1! _Ari;:.tf)tle. Jfrtaþhvsics, r , 2 , 1∞13 a 33-1∞4a9， andτ110m国 Aquinas，
1.. Metaþh. , lib. IV, lect. 2. 
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it is true that being is 6ubstance, aIthough it lIl!'y aIso be true 
that being entails some他ing more, over and above mere sub
stantiaIity. ln other words，站在国，y be that Aristotle has left 
80:皿ething out whiIe describing being, but what he has seen there, 
is there. Tbe presence, in ThoInism, of an Aristotelian level on 
which being is conceived 田 identical with 0古u!a， is beyond doubt, 
and, because Aristotle is in Thomas Aquinas, there always is for 
his readers a temptationωreduce him to Aristotle. Texts without 
number could be quoted in support of such an interpretation, 
and there is no need to distort 仙em in order to support it. AIl 
there is to do is to leave ou也 aIl the other texts, a proce陋， which, 
恒 fact， has never ceased among generation after generation of 
his interpreters. 

For those who identify what Thomas calls being with what is 
commonIy caIled substance, there can he no distinction between 
回sence and existence, since being and oúu,a. are one and the sa皿e
thing. Each time Thomas Aquinas himself is looking at being as 
at a substance, he thereby reoccupies the position of AristotIe, 
皿d it is no wonder that, in such cases, the distinction between 
e回ence and existence does not occur to his own mind 

Such is e皿inently the case of a famous tcxt which can Le read 
in Thomas Aquinas' commentary on the Afe缸þhysics of Aristotle, 
and nothing could be more natural. If there is a moment wh~n 
the thought of Thomas Aquinas is bound almost to coincidc "ith 
pure Aristotelianism, it normally 6hould be while }I，、 is explaining 
Aristotle's own thought. 

The text at stake is a passage of Metaþhysics , Book lV , Chap
ter 2, which we have already met 飞吐出， while dealing with Aristotle 
himself. ln the short Chapter 1, AristotIe has just said that 
there is a science which deals wi th being qua being (叶 ðv ñ ðv) 
as well as with what belongs to it inasmuch as i也 is being. ln 
Chapter 2, he will inquire into the meaning of the word "being." 
According to him, being is said in several different ways, but 
always in relation to one and the same fundamental reaIity, which 
iso衍!a. Certain things are called "beings" because they them
selves are Ctsubstances" (or realities =ovu!a.t); others, because they 
are properties of some substance, and others because they beget 
60me substance or else destroy it. If, therefore, there is a science 
of all that which deserv四 the title of "being," it is because all 
that which receives that n田田， receives it because of its relation to 
reaIity (oúσ!a). Reality, then, along with oúσ!a ， its principles and 
its causes, is the proper object of the science of being. Moreover, 
sinc恐 it deals with being, that science must deal with all its aspects, 
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to breo.k it up. Yet, it wou1d be a serious mistake to infer fro皿
such a text that, even whi1e commenting upon Aristot1e, he had 
forgotten his own distinction between essence and e对stence. At 
any ra怡， his own notion of existence is there, o.nd i也皿akes itself 
fe1t at the very moment when Thomas reminds us that the noun 
"being" is derived from the verb "to be," which means the very o.ct 
ofe对sting. But that was not the occasion for him to app1y the dis
tinction of essence and existence, because, if, in a being, its "to be" 
is other tho.n its "essence," the very thing which arises from the 
composition of i切 "to be" with its essence is in no way distinct 
from i也 intrinsic onene回 or from its being. 1n other words, the 
Aristotelian substance remo.ins intact in the doctine of Thomas 
Aquinas. 

Yet, the Aristotelio.n substance canno也 enter the wor1d of 
8t. Tho皿as Aquinas without at the s皿ne time entering 0. Christian 
wor1d; and this means that i也 will ha ve to undergo many inner 
transformo.tions in order to become a created substance. 1n 
the wor1d of Aristot1e, the e对stence of substances is no prob1em. 
To be and to be a 8ubstance are one and the same thing, so much 
80 that no question can be o.sked as to the origin of the wor1d, 
any more than any qu田tion co.n be o.sked about its end. 1n 
short, Aristotelian substo.nces exist in their OW丁n right. N ot so in 
the Christian wor1d of Thomas Aquinas, in which substances 
do not exist in their own right. And this differcnce between these 
two wor1ds shou1d be understood as both radica1 and tota1. The 
wor1d of Aristot1e is not a wor1d which i阳 phi1osophcr has neg1ccted 
to conceive 田0. creo.ted one. Because the acme of reality is 
substance and, in substance itse1f, essence, Aristotclian bcing is 
one with its own necessity. 8uch as its phi1osopher has conceived 
it, it cannot possibly not exist. On the contrary, the creatcd world 
of Thomistic substances is radically contingent in its very e对st
ence, because it might never have existed. And it is not on1y 
radically contingent, but it is totally so. Even 飞、.hi1c it is actually 
existing in virtue of its first cause, it remains true to say that it 
might at any time ce田e to exist. But we o.re not yet saying 
enough, for, even though it were demonstrat.ive1y pro飞'en that 
this creo.ted wor1d is destined a1ways to exist, it stil1 wou1d rcmain 
0. permanent1y contingent wor1d. Un1ess one understands this, 
one will never understand why the prob1em of the etcrnity of the 
world appeared to Thomas Aquinas as phi1osophically indiITcrcnt. 
1 do not think 1 o.m betraying him if 1 say that, had hc not 1earned 
to the contrary from divine rcve1ation, Thomas Aqllinas 飞，"ou1d
have found it quite natura1 to think of thc 飞:\'orld ns l)cing no飞V
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由 it a1ways w胡 and a1ways will be, world forever, because, were 
it 80, 8uch an abso1ute1y eterna1 wor1d wou1d 8ti11 remain an 
eternally contingent wor1d whose o.ctuo.1 existence still wou1d 
remo.in o.n eterno.1 gro.tuity. 

1n his Summa Thιologi血， τ"ho皿as Aquino.s has expressed his 
view on this funda皿enta1 point by means of o.n examp1e which, 
though it is itself out of date, 8o.ys it 阻 forcefully 国 P田sib1e. 1n 
the physics of Aristot1e, the dio.phanous medio., such as o.ir or 
water, for instance，缸e the receiving 8ubjects of light. Now, 
whi1e light permeat国 such subjects comp1ete1y, it never mix回
with the皿. Light is in them, but it d。因 not be10ng to them, o.nd 
this is so true tho.t，回 S∞n as light ceas回 to 8hine , diaphanous 
subjects o.t once fall back into that nothingness of light which we 
co.ll darkness. It is not 80 with 0.11 physica1 energies. For instance, 
when fire warms 0. certain quantity of wo.ter, tho.t water actuo.lly 
assim i1ates warmth, 80 that it keeps warm, o.t 1e且也 for some time, 
o.fter being withdrawn from fire. On the contrary, that same 
water does not assimi1ate light 固执 does warmth, nor, for tho.t 
matter, does air. Air may become bright, bu也 it never shines as 
does the 8un, which is the source of light, and this is why, as 800n 
as the sun is hidden, everything grows dark. N ow, it is in such 
~ise that God is cause of existence. Just 国 the sun is not cause 
of light infieri, but in esse, 80 God does not render things ab1e to 
be, He makes them be. 1n other words, God does not gro.nt things 
an existence which they cou1d keep, be it on1y for one moment, 
if He sudden1y ceascd to j!;ive it. "Beco.use," Thomas says, "[light] 
is not rooted in air, it ce皿es with the action of the sun: qu回 non
habet radicem in aere, stαtim cessat lumen, cessante actione solis;" 
and "All creatures are to God as o.ir is to the 8un which makes it 
bright: sic autem se habet omnis cr，四tura ad Deum, sicut aer ad 
solem illuminantem."11 It wou1d bc difficu1t indeed to find 8tronger 
expressions: existcnce has no root in even actually e法isting things. 
1n short, whereas thc substance of Aristot1e exists qua substance, 
existence never is of the e田ence of any substo.nce in the created 
wor1d of Thomas Aquinas. 

Nothing 100ks more precarious tho.n a thus-conceived wor1d, 
in which no essence can ever be i怡 own act of existing, yet the 
wor1d of Thomas Aquinas is made by God to weo.r 回 10ng as that 
of Aristo t1e, that is, never to wear awo.y. Why is it s01 This is, 
1 think, one of the most difficu1t points to gro.sp in the who1e meto.. 
physics of Thomas Aquinas, because we are here invited to con-

~~ Thomas Aq1:linas. Summa Theologica, 1, 1。也 1， Rcsp. Cf. In 1I de Anima, 
lib. 口.1ect. 叫. ed: by Pirotta, n. 403-421 , 
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veryre础。n why, inτ'10血剧 Aquinas' phil倒ophy， the i皿皿ortality
of the hum皿 soul is 皿 i皿皿ediate evidence. It stands in no n回d
of being proven. If an，哑thing had to be proven about it, it would 
ra也由 be that the human soul is not im皿。此al，皿d one d伺s not 
配e how such a. proof could possibly.be formula.ted. 1nas皿uch 国
it is pure fo口n， the human soul is in its own right. 1t is 四皿y
subsiSting for皿 is， since, in order to ce田e being, i也 would have to 
C回.se being a. form." 1n other words, if God cre80tes a. circle, 
He has to m80ke it round, and the roundness of tha.t circle is in
sepa.r8oble fro:皿 it. 80, a.lso, if God crea.tes a. hums且 soul， He 
creates a ubeing，"皿d， since it is a. simple sp凶tu80l form，也here
is in it no occasion for decomposition to creep in. 1n so f8or, at 
le田t，因 its subslance is concerned, such a. soul canno也 lose its 
existence.uτ'rue enough, existence could be ta.ken aw80y from it, 
but of itself it cannot lose it. Man can kill hi皿self， bec80use he c皿
sepa.rate his soul fro皿 his body, but there a.re two things he 
cannot kill, the 皿atter of his body and 

This sharp contras也 between the point of view of existence 
and tha.t of substance is thrown into relief by the very order of 
demonstr8otion in the Contra Gentiles, in which, after pro世卫g， in 
II, 54, tha.t "the comp回ition.of substance and existence is not the 
sa.me as that of matter ánd form," Thomas Aquinas a.t once 
proceeds to prove, in thè v田y next chapter, that "intellectu8ol 
8ubstances a.re incorruptible." And both stat回丑ents are true, 
for even si皿ple substances could be e对stenti80lly destroyed, but 
they c8onnot beco血.e substantially 

To be sure, readers of Thomas Aquinas sometimes wonder 
how this can be. How is it that those very substanc回 in whlch 
existence nevl凹 takes root c皿 nevertheless be everlasting in their 
own right? If, from moment to moment, they may ce四e to be, 
why should we say that they never will c阻四 to be? But this is 
the very illusion' we should get rid of if we want to understand the 
meaning of this doctrine. Even simple forms a.re engaged in ti皿e，
if they a.re forms of a. matter which they do n。也 fully a.ctualize. 
τ'he more fully to actualize it, they opera.te, they change and 
they endure in time. 8uch is their life, made up of so much give 
a.nd take that they require a lot of endurance to endure, and, when 
they h80ve no more, they die. Man is no也 everlasting， precisely 
because to be is for him to 1坦t， but there a.re two thlngs in h讪
that are everlasting, precisely because, taken in themselves, they 
do not last, they are: the matter of his body and his soul. Engaged 

11 Thomas Aqu_inas, Qu. d!!p. t!e ~nima， 
1I ThomasAq.uinas; Sum. Th臼，l. ， 1, 50, 5; Re!'p.. anrl 1,-75. 6, Resp 
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ceive creatur田80s being, a.t one and the S8皿.e time, ind田tructible
in themselves, yet wholly contingent in their rela.tion to God. 

If we look a.t the world of creatures from the point of view of 
its existence, then it is true to say that it h回 no 皿istence of i臼
own. Existence is in it, just 四 light is in the air a.t noon, but the 
阻istence of the world never is its e对stence; 80 tha.t , in so f，町， at 
le田t，嗣 the world itself is concerned, it c阻 lose existence at a 
皿oment's notice, Of, rath町， without previous notice. On the other 
hand, if we look at this 田cisting world from the point of view of 
its substance, there 町e 困pects in it that tally with 8uch 80 view, 
but there are others that do not. We all 町e but too fa皿iliar with 
the 8ight of death, and, because we know that there is at least one 
death that lies in 8tore for each of U8, we ea8ily realize the pre
cariousne8s of existence in existing things. All is vanity and 
vexation of 8pirit. Yet, at the very same time, poe恤， at le副L
are fully aw町e of the 8candalous indifference of Nature to the 
precariou8ness of human exi8tence-a too easily expla.inable in
difference indeed, 8ince men pa田 away while nature itself does 
not pass away. And science is here of one mind with poetry, just 
回 science itself is of one mind with Aristotle's metaphY8ics in 80 
f町， at le回 t，臼 exi8tence is concerned. For thi8 world is, if no也
such as it was, at lea8t as it was, and now is and ever will be a. 
world forever. And the created world of Thomas Aquinas is 
just like th8ot , because i也 is a. world of Aristotelian subst80nces 
which are in their own right. 1t is both a. 8ubstantially eterna.1 
and an existentially contingent world. 

Wha也 ma.kes it hard for us to reconcile both points of view 
is but 80n illusion. Exactly, i也 is the common illusion that oor
ruptibility is of the e四ence of temporal beings. 1n fact, it is not 
80. Corruptibility is of the e田ence of 8ubstantially composite 
beings, bec80use their very composition entails a. possibility of 
decomp曲ition and thus ma.kes them to be corruptible. Ruch, for 
instance, is the union of form and matter in plan钮1 in animals, in 
m皿. But, even in such composite beings, their constituent 
elements themselves 町e 8imple，皿d con陪quently they are 
indestructible. When a man dies, his "body" at once begins to 
decay 80nd 800n becomes th80t "1 know no也 wh8ot，" for whlch , 80S 
Bossuet says, there is no na皿e in any language. y，田， indeed. the 
"body" p回8es a.way, but the very matter of that body does not 
pass away, because, as a. first principle, matter is both 8imple and 
incorruptible. And, for the very 8ame re ... ,on, the 80ul of that 
body does not p出s away, because, inasmuch 阻 it is a spiritual 
8ubstance, it also is both simple and incorruptible. This is the 
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adn旧.on川e叫 , but比b川t仙伽ha必t忡p惆bil恤il山lity刷yμis no川t i仇n川t也he卢ι， At lea川lere is 
nO such thing in si皿ple substances. 1n comp"site substances, 
yes; in simple substances, no. A composite subStance, preci回ly
in as much 阻 it is composite, is indeed corruptible>>ut it is not 
sO bec现.use God could annihilate it; it is so because, oùt of itself, 
any composition entails the p臼sibility of its own decomposition." 
On the contrary, when taken in itself, form as such is fully entitled 
to its own being, or, should we prefer to say it the other way 
around, being, of its very nature, belongs to for皿: esse secundum 
se compet缸 formae." All that we now have to do is to bring both 
邮pects of created being together, that of its efficient cause, which 
is God, and that of its formal or material causes, which are matter 
and form. To do so will be nothing else than to bring together 
the two orders of existence and of substance. Existence is not 
what makes things to be either corruptible or incorruptible; it is 
what makes them to be corruptible or incorruptible existents; 
on the other hand, substance is not what makes things to e对此，
it is what makes them to exist either ineorruptibly (if it is simple) 
or else corruptibly (甘 it is composite). Consequently, the efficient 
cause for actual existence is and always remains outside actually 
existing substanccs, either corruptible or incorruptible; but the 
formal cause whereby this substance exists in an incorruptible 
way while that substance exists in a corruptible way rests with 
the substance itself, as being bound up with the definite nature 
of its substantiality. Thus, since the power which God has to 
annihilate anything is not what makes corruptible things to be 
corruptible, it does not, either, deprive incorruptible things of 
their corruptibility. "Corruptible" and "incorruptible" are 
essent句1 predicates, because they follow essence itself taken as 
a formal or as a material principle," and this is why the world of 
Thomas Aquinas can be both incorruptible like the world of 
Aristotle, yet, absolutely speaking, destructible by the will of God. 
True enough, the annihilation of the world remains in itself 
possible, but for it to happen would take just 田 ineffable a marvel 
as its creation once 飞Ifas. And an ahnost scandalous marvel to 
boot, since it would mean that incorruptible substances have been 
ereated in order to be, not at all eorrupted, for, indeed, coπupted 
they eannot be, but annihilated. This is exactly what Thom昭
Aquinas meant when we heard him 四y that the natures of crea. 
tures demonstra时， that is, point out, that no one of them shall 
ever be reduced to nothingness. To conclude: "To be" belongs 
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in time through its operation, the human souI transcends time by 
the very simplicity of its being. The soul does not enjoy being 
a moment at a ti皿e. 1ts duration is not a chain of instantaneous 
acts of existing, each of which has to bridge an infinite地imal gap 
of nothingness. The being of true substance is whole, and, because 
i也 is such out of its own nature, it is not such a gif也田 stands in 
need of being renewed from mo皿ent to moment. God is not 
eternally busy retailing existence to beings, nor 町e subótances 
applying for it from moment to moment. The gift of existence is 
irrevocable, when it is granted to beings which, as regards them. 
selves, are unable to lose it. 

Thus, God is perfectly free not to create substances, and He 
remains perfectly free to annihilate them after creating them, 
but that is God's own business; and if we look at substances them. 
selves, or at least at simple substances, there is in them no reason 
why they should perish. On the contrary, no special act is required 
on the part of God to keep them in existence; God has not to re. 
create from moment to moment what has, out of itself, no moments; 
one and the sa皿e continued act of creation, that is, a non.lasting 
act of creation, is enough to keep them existing. As Thomas 
Aquinas himself forcefully says, concerning immaterial substances, 
since they 町e immaterial: "There is in them no potency towards 
non.being: in eis non est þotentia ad non esse." But, you ''''才 11 say, 
God still can destroy them, and, since their ovm existence has no 
roots in those substances, nothing can be more precarious than 
their very being. Not so in the mind of Thomas Aquinas, because, 
if you look at simple substances such 田 they actually 町e， it is 
obvious that they are made to endure. There is no more potency 
to non.being in a substance than there is potency to non.roundness 
in a circle, which entails for us the obli泣gation literally to accept 
Thomas Aquinas' astounding statement about created beings s 
皿 E悖'en肘l回eral:
。of them shall be reduced intωo notl白ωhin鸣gn田es酣s町:cr阳阻t阳uraα"阳附u附互时m 阳turae
hoc demonstravit ut nulla 血阳m in nihilum redigatur."u And 
indeed men do die, but they are not reduced to nothingness, for 
the very 皿atter of their bodies still remains, alr曲dy entering the 
composition of some new substance, and，国 to their souls, they 
go on subsisting in themselves, and will go on doing it indefinitely. 

We now find our四，Ives in a position accurately and technícally 
to describe the relation of actual exist冶nc地 to God in the world 
of Thomas Aquinas. There is, for all creatures, a possibility not 
ωbe or, as Thomas hímself says it, a potency协 non.being (þotent也

14 lòûl., 1, 104,., Resp. and ad 1 m. 
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by itself to the forms of creatures. supposing. however. the influx 
of God. Hence. potency to non.being (that is. the possibility not 
t。但is坊. in spiritual creatures 嗣 well 回 in hea veniy bodies. lies 
more in God. Who c皿 subtract His influx. th皿 it is in the form 
or in the 皿atter of such creatures: "Esse per seconsequitur formam 
g四turae. supposí，归虹men inftuxu Dei. sicul lumen sequitur dia. 
plulnum aëris. supposi，阳 inft:阳u solis. Unde μtent句 ad non esse 
in s纠ritωlibus "1四~uris el corporibus ωelestib时 magis esl in 
D田• qui polesl sublrahere suum inft山脚n. quam in forma vel mater句
talium creaturarum."ll 

Such is the way the world of Aristotle c皿 enter the Christian 
world of Thomas Aquinas. but there remains now for us to see 
that. while i也 enters it whole. it also becomes wholly different. 
The world of Aristotle is there whole in 80 far as reaIity is sub
stance. It is the world of science. etemal. 8elf.8ubsistent and such 
that no problem concerning e:对8tence needs nor can be asked 
about it. 1也 is one and the same thing for a m皿 in it to be "man," 
to be "one" and "to be." But. while keeping whole the world 
of Aristotle. Thomas Aquinas realizes that such a world cannot 
possibly be "皿etaphysical." Quite the reverse. it is the straight 
~lphysical" WGr1d of natural Bcience, in which "natu~es" necessari1y 
eÍÌtail their own existence; and. even though such natures may 
happen to be gods. or even the 8upreme God. they stiIl remain 
natur四. Physics is that very order of substantial reality in which 
阻istence is taken for granted.' As 800n 阳 e对stence no longer 
is taken for granted. metaphysics begins. In other words.τ"ho:皿as
Aquinas is here moving the whole body of metaphysics to an 
entirely new ground. In the philosophy of Aristotle. physics was 
in charge of dealing with all "natures." that is. with th曲e beings 
that have in themselves the principle of their own change and of 
their own operations; 因 ωthose true beings which are unchange
able. they make up the order of 皿etaphysics. in 甘rtue of their 
own unchangeability. In the new philosophy of ThomRS_ Aquinas. 
even unchaÍÌgeable beings still remain natures. so that their 
handling falls within the scope of the phil四ophy of nature. Some 
of his readers sometinJes wonder at the constant readiness of the 
"Angelic Doctor" to thrust angels into the very middle of his 
discussions concerning 皿皿 or any other natural beings. Then 
they say that. of course. it helps hinJ. because angels provide 
such convenient exampl回 and means of comparison. In point of 
fact. if Thomas AquiÍÌas is 80 familiar with angels. it is because 
to hi皿 they 町e just as "natural" beings as men themselves are. 

11 Sum. Theol., 1, 104, 1 ad 1 m • Cf. De Potent缸， q.s
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。nly they are better natural beings. With Thom阻 Aquinas. the 
su.)ernatural d臼s not begin with a certain cla田 of substances. 
Precisely because composite substances are natures. oniy that 
which is beyond 8uch 8ubst础ces can be 8aid to be supernatural. 
But. even within these comp曲ite substances. where the physical 
ends. the metaphysical begins. and. 8ince there is nothing else 
beyond nature than its own e对stence，皿etaphysics begins wi仙
the consideration of existence. ln short.τ"homistic metaphysics 
is existential in its own right. 

Yet. Thomistic philosophy is no 目istentialis田. at le唤8t as the 
word is now understood. unIess one prefers to 阻y that it is e对s
tentialism 嗣 it 8hould be understood. The crucial problem which 
has always worried the mind of Kirkegaard (how is it that. in 
man. existence is to be seen side by side with etl>rnity?) is here 
meeting at iast the sole principle which 四n 1盹d to i饵 801ution.
The eπor of Kirkegaard. as well 国 of aI1 his 皿odem followers. 
h昭 been to mistake existence in t inJe for exi由nce as 8uch. For. 
to endure in t inJe is indeed to 出ist. and 切mporal existence is for 
us the more manifest mode of existence. but man does not e对st
in time only. he also transc川ends time inasmuch. at le嗣t， as he is, 
right now. communicating with his own eternity. He does so in. 
asmuch 田 he is an ir出llectual subst皿ce which. 国 such. trans
cends both matter and mortality. And this is why there is nothing 
scandalous. or even p町'adoxical. in the fact that. al也hough he is 
enga在ed in temporal existence. man naturally deals with eternal 
things. such as objective truth. objective goodness and objective 
beauty. For. indeed. 8uch objects owe their very eternity to that 
of forever enduring 8ubjec旬. of which man himself is one. N 0也
etemity. but time. is the proble皿， since ti皿e is wha也回国el回sly
in恒rrupts man's own eternity. And here. at least. many of the 
great phil恼。phers we could consult would be of one mind: from 
Plato to Aristotle. and to IGrkegaard himself. 皿血'8 main busine田
in life is to 8四 to it tbat there be no such thing as lost time. and 
to u,qe pa..sing t inJe it田lf 田 a meru:回 to achieve one'8 own eternity. 
That end is in sight for each of us. not a也 all 胃'hen we wish. with 
Faust. for one exceptionally beautiful moment to 8tOP. bu也 'when
we. can. 8ay with Rimbaud. be it for a split second: "Elle 回也
町rivée. Quoi? L.étemité... .. 

But why should we quo旬 modern poets? Tho皿as Aquinas 
himself u附d to r田ort to another and much older poe仕y which 
still remains the m田t beautiful there ever w阻. that of Scripture. 

~. "It. is com~ ~t? Et e-rnity." jn A. Rimbaud, Ekrnil4, and qlloted later 
inU时四i$O部 nr El咽~fer.
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For it is written in Eccles回stes， 1II, 14: "1 have learned that all 
the works which God hath made, continue forever." If it is true 
that all the works of God are there to stay, then each of us is 
alre现dy in the very midst of his eternity, surroUllded on all sides 
by beiogs no less eternal than he himself is. The current view 
of the world as of a reah of progressively decaying andwearing 
away beings expresses jus也 the reverse of what reality actually is. 
It betrays -reality at least in so far as actual being entails actua! 
existence, for, iúdeed, not to pass away, but to be for ever and 
ever. tha也 is what it is to exist. 

The technical result of the Thomistic refor皿ation of meta
physics has been a twofold one. First, ithas brought abo~t _a 
cleàr realization of the specific nature of efficient causality. It臼
not easy to find a clear-cut notion of the e伍。ient cause in AristotIe's 
philosophy, save only where he deals with problems relate~. to ~he 
Ìnaking of .objects by human artisans. He knows very well ':"~lI':.t 
it is "to make" artificial things, but he d四s not seem to think 
tha也 their very being stands in need of being either produced or 
made. 8uch beings appear to hi皿 as so many t耐ms of certain 
皿otions. whose 缸lal causes they are. Of course, there is a cau田
for eachιmotion ， and it is one of the four kinds of natural cause", 
but Aristotle does not consider it as the cause of the existence of 
that motion. 1ndeed, how could he, since motion never begins 
nor ceases? He merely sees it as the "origin" of this. and that 
particular motion. Universal motion is, so to speak, co~stantly 
relayed from being to being, 80 that each particular nature becomes 
the starting point of particular motions which, in their turn, result 
in particular beings." On the contrary, in Thomas Aqu!na,:' 
aetiology, the Aristotelian "moving causes" (Td 削VOiiVTa. atna) 
become 80 many "efficient caus田，" so that, even when that which 
a cause produces is motion, it actually makes it to be. 1n sllch 
cases, to move truly is to display an efficient causality, whose 
effect is motion. 

The second con四quence of the Thomistic reform of meta
physics has been to introduce a clear-cut disunction between the 
two orders of formal causality and of efficient causality. Formal 
causality is that which makes things to be 由'hat they are, and, 
in a way, it also makes them to be, since, in order to be, each and 
every being has to be a 如Izat. But formal causality dominates the 
whole realm of substance, and its proper eEect is substantlality, 
whereas efficient causality i臼 something quite different. It docs 

Cf. B, z, 996 b 22-23, and Z, 7, 
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not 皿ake beiogs to be what they 町e， it makes the皿气。 be." Now 
the relations of these two distinct types of causality are 田 follows.
日rst， they cannot be deduced from each other: from the fact 
that a thing is, no conclusion can be drawn as to what it is, jnst 
as, conversely, from our knowledge of what a thing is, no infer
ence as to its actual existence can be correctly deduced. Any 
such attempts are bound to result in so many failures, even if 
they are made on the notion of God; whence it appears that they 
must still more necessarily fail, if they are tried on the notion of 
any contingent being. On the other hand, l'homas Aquioas maio
tains the Aristotelian principle that causes which belong io dis
tinct orders of causality can .,.,<ert reciprocal causality. 1n this 
case, efficient causality can give existential being to substance, 
jnst as, conversely, formal causality can impart substantial being 
to actual existencc. Where there is no existence, there is no su协
stance, but,- where there is no substance, there is no existence. lt 
is then literally true to 阻.y tha也 ex.istcnce is a consequence which 
folIows from the form of essence, but not as an effect follows from 
the efficient cau四." Le也 us here return to an example which 
Thomas Aquinas has already used. N 0 one doubts that light is 
the cause of brightness in air, yet, in its turn, the diaphaneity 
of air causes the cxistence of that very light in air (caus，α essendi) ， 
since it enables Iight to bc there by enabli鸣放 to receive light. 
80, also, by constituting substances, the forrns give rise to the 
recciving subjects of existencc, and, to that extent, they are 
causes of existencc itself." 1n short, fo口ns 町e "forrn.al" causes of 
existence, to the whole extcnt to 飞"hich they contribute to the 
establishment of substances which itre capable of e对sting.

This is a cardinal point in the doctrine of Thomas Aquinas. 
To posit substanc炮 as thc propcr rcceiver of existence (Proprium 
suscept叩um ejus quod e5t esse)~3 is not to posit it as a "container" 
into which cxistence has but to flow in order to make it be. 80 
long a鸣 there is no cxistcnce, there is no receptacIe to receive it. 
Existenre is here fulfilling an entirely different function. As we 
have already dcscrihcd it, the substancc is "that which" exists, 
and it is id q!lod esl in virtue of its form. Form thcn is ultimate 
act in thc ordcr of suhtantiality. 1n othcr words, thcre is no 
form of thc form. Conscquently, should we have to ascribe "to 
bc" or "is" to a fOl'm, it could not be considered as a form of that 
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21 Thomas Aquina~毡 ， Qu. disþ. dp Am'ma, art 叫. arl 4m. Cf. ad sm; and ln 
Bo~t~_il!_，，!， de Trinilate, q. V, art. 4. ad4 m, ed. P. \Vys_cr~ p. 5_0, 1. I_~p. 51, 1 口，

2t Thomas Aquina;, Conlra Gwli/('s, II, 54 ("Dcinde quia . . .") 
u lbid., II, 55. 
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20 Aristotle, Uelaþhysics, A, 3. 1070 a 21. 
1032 b 2I~22. 
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behaves formaIly, not materiaIly, with respec也 to e回ence. And 
why did not Thomas Aquinas say "actual" instead of "formal?" 
Simply because, as h嗣 jus也 been seen, though existence is the 
supreme actuality of any existing substan叫 it is not act with 
respect to aIl that there is in that substance. If form is supre皿e
in its own order, existence cannot be the act of essence q阳 e回ence.
ln other words, e对stence does not 皿onopolize the whole actuality 
of existing substance. Rather, just as essence is in potency to the 
act of its own 阻istence， so also is the act of e对stence in potency 
to the formal act of its own essence. If existential actuality is 
higher than for皿al actuality, the re础on for it is that the very core 
of reality is existence. Thus, existence may weIl be said to be 
"for皿al，" but i也 is not a form. Were it a form, it would be an 
essence, which i也 is not. For, indeed, there is no essence of exist
enc炬， although there is essence in each and every e对stent.

A composition of essence with existence which is so conceived, 
then, is not inconsistent in itself, but has it been p田ited by Thomas 
Aquinas, and, if so, in what terms? 

ln at least one text, Thomas Aquinas has spoken of a "real 
composition" (realis composi，阳); but m由t of the time he h困
6imply 田id that they diff曰 "in reality" (re). These and other 
similar expressions sufficiently account for the fact that his position 
is today 'designated by such denominations as the "real distinc
tion" or the "real composition" of essence and existence. 

飞;vhat such formulas mean is, first of aIl, that each actuaIly 
existing individual is, q'吕 existing， a thing distinct from its own 
essence. This thesis should be understood as the properlyτ110皿·
istic answer to the classic problem of universals. The question 
was: "How c且 the essence of the species be both one in itself and 
many in the plurality of individuals?" And philosophers had 
vainly looked at the 田sence of the species for an answer. What 
is new in Thomas Aquinas' answer is that he finds the answer in 
the order of existence. ActuaIly existing individual beings are 
"beings" because of their own existing (esse). In other words, 
they are "beings" because of their own "to be," and this is why, 
within one species, whose quiddity is the same for all, each "being" 
is a distinct individuality. It is distinct，如前， from any other 
being that belongs in the sa皿e species, and next it is distinct from 
its own quiddity, since its own being belongs to itself alone, while 
its quiddity is the same for all the members of the same species. 
Thus, the composition is "real," because its result is a res (a thing) , 
and the distinction also is 句eal" because its act of existing is 
what makes that thing to be, not a mere quiddity, but an actuaIly 
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form. No point could be more clearly stated th皿 is this one 
in the metaphysics of Thomas Aquin回. The form truly is "cause 
of being" for tbat subject in which it is, and it is not such 0时mg
to another form (forma non habet sic esse per aliam Jormam). To 
repeat, forms have not to be posi胆d in their acts of forms by 
another for皿; qui也 the rev，田田: form reigns supreme witbin the 
order of substance, in its own being of for皿 and in its own formal 
actuality. If form stiIl requires and stiIl has to receive a comple
men也 of actuality, that complementary actuality cannot belong 
in the order of formal actuality, but it belongs in an altogether 
different order, that of existential actuality. What substance can 
皿dmus也 receive over and above what makes it to be "that which 
it is," is existence, which is imparted to it by 60皿e efficien t cau田:
habét 阳men ωusam 伽!liuenlem ei esse. Thus, the act through 
which 6ubstance actually e对sts can and even 皿ust be added to 
that other act in virtue of which its form makes it to be a substance. 
It can be added to it because, though all forms are acts, not all 
acts 町e forms. And it must be added to it, in order that sub-
8t阻ce be. In ca四 we find good re皿on to p田it it, the composition 
。f es回nce with existence shall have to be that of an act, which is 
not itself a form, with the form of a subsisting being." 

It is therefore somewhat surprising to read such statements 臼
this: "Thomists always presuppo四 thate:目前ence is a form properly 
80 caIled and that it should be handled as 6uch: which is the very 
point at stake, and the one which Suarez perseveringly denies, but 
which his adversaries always take for granted, yet never prove."" 
Leaving aside the philosophical debate between Thomists and 
Suarezians, this at le剧也 can be said, that it wiIl never end, if the 
doctrine ascribed by Suarezians to Thomists is not that of Thomas 
Aquin皿. To those, at le池st among the Thomists, who agre地
with Thomas Aquinas, e:对stence is emphaticaIly not a form, and, 
to the best of my knowledge, he hi皿self h国 never said that it 
w四. What he has 皿id ， and 皿ore than once, is that exist阻四
is "formal" with respect to aIl that which is in the existing thing." 
What he means in such c酷es is that, analogically speaking, exis也
ence is to form ... form itself is to matter. ln both cases, the 
relation is that of "the received to the receiver (receptum ad 
reciμ'ens)". It is therefore true tbat, to the extent to which 
act stands on tbe side of actuality and not of potency, existen四
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H Thomas AquinM, De S扣irif自li阳s ，'_r_atnr~， a_f!:,__I. nd_ Sm 
.. P. D~cot1~. Lt Suarezìsme, in A"kiul di Philostlþhlc, Vol 日， 2 (P町is，

Beauche ... ne, 1<)24) , p. 205. 
Theol., 1, 8, 1, Resp. Cr. 1，也 1 ， ad 3m 
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at once settled the whole question. 11 there is a distinction between 
回sence and existence in each and every being, then any being is 
distinct from God in virtue of the composition which 皿akes it to 
be "a being." ln purely spiritual substances, such 昭 angels，
for instance, there is at least one comp曲ition， namely, that of its 
essence with its act of existing. ln corporeal substanc回， such, for 
instance, as men, there are compositions: that of for皿 with matter, 
which makes up substance, and that of the thus-constituted sub
stance with i恼。wn act of existing. Thus, in a purely spiritual 
substance, in which substance is pure form, the composition of 
form 时th existence is enough to make up an actual being, but in 
a corporeal substance the composition of matter and form enjoys 
a metaphysical (n的 temporal) priority over the comp国ition of the 
thus-constituted substance with its own act of existing. It should 
not be forgotten, howeve<, that we are not here describing two 
different moments of the same comp由ition， but two different 
orders of composition. For, indeed, in a corporeal being the sub
stance is not in virtue of either its matte< or its form; in other 
words, the act whereby the substance exists is neither its matter 
nor its form , but it is received by that suhstance through its form." 

Let us investigate more c10sely the r四pective natur回 of theæ 
two orders of composition. Both of them 町e co田.positions of 
potency and act. On the one hand, form is to matter 国 act is to 
potency; on the other hand, "to be" is to substance as act is to 
potency. But, óÏnce we already know that these two compositions 
do not belong in the same order, the act whereby a substance is 
must belong in another order than does the act whereby a substance 
"is a sut时ance." Thomas Aquinas himself s盹ay，归'8:
F回i忧tion of mattcr and form is no创t of the 盹me nature a皿s t仙ha川t of 
substance and existencc [esse, to be], although both of them are 
compositions of potency and act."" What makes it hard for us 
to realize thc difference is precisely that they both remlt in one 
and the same effect, namely, a "being." This is why, as has 
already been said, the form of a substance is, in its 0由n order, 
a causc of existence; it is, as Boethiu8 used to 8ay, a quo est,31 

a Hthing whercby a being is." Form is formal cause of cxistence, 
inasmuch as it is the supreme constituent of the substance which 
exists in virtue of its esse, or act of existing. To go back to Thomas 
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real "being.川7 ln 8hort, what "real" composition or distinction 
8eems to 皿ean in the texts in which Thomas Aquinas himself 
uses such expressions, is that the cxistcntial actuality which a 
subsisting being owes to its own "to be" is radically other than 
what，皿 the substance itself, makes it to be "such a thing." 

Justifiable as they 缸e ， we should not allow such formulas to 
mislcad us into thinking that "to be" (esse) is itself a thing. "To 
bc" (esse) is what makes an 回sence to bc Ha being," and, since the 
essence itself nccds to receive it in order that it be, even whilc it 
1Ías its own act of existcnce, it remains distinc也 from it. True 
enough, and the opponen阳 of Thomas Aquinas are not yet weary 
of repcating it, unless it had already received actual existence, the 
回sence of the substance could not be distinct from its own exist
ence, since, were it otherwise, the essence would be nothing. 
Yet it is true that essence is really other than i胆 own existence in 
virtue of its very act of existing, for, indeed, its act of existing is 
what enablcs csscnce to act as a formal cause, and to make actual 
being to be such a bcing. The very common mistakc about this 
fundamental thesis of Thomism is due always to the same over
looking of the reciprocal charactcr of e伍cicnt causality and of 
formal causality." "To be" is not a thing distinct in itself from 
"essence" as from anothcr thing. It 1S not, for thc simple reason 
that, takcn in themselves, "to be" and essence are not Hthinp,s." 
Their composition alone is what makes up a thing, but they both 
become, 80 to speak, "real" because "to be" then is to be a "bcing," 
just as "to be such" is to be 'Isuch a being." Actual existencc, then , 
is the eflicient cause by which essence in its turn is the formal 
cause which makes an actual existence to be usuch an exÌstence." 
Since they represent irreducibly distinct modes of causality, 
essence and existcnce are irreducibly distinct, but the reality of 
their distinction presup!>，o盹s their composition, that is, it prc
supp田es the actual reality of the thing. Existence is not distinct 
from 四sence 皿 one being from another being; yet, in any given 
being, tbat whereby a being both is and actually subsists is really 
"other than" that whereby it is definable as such a being in the 
order of substantiality. 

This fundamental thesis entails f町'-reaching consequences. 
For, although it w国 not posited by Thomas Aquinas as a means 
of distinguishing finite beings from God, once it was posited, it 

=,9 Thomas Aquinas, De Subslantiis separalis. cap. VI 
30 "Nec es{ autem I'jllsdem rafionis composiao e.t ma.teria et forma et ex sub

sla1t!ia et esse, quamvis 1ttraq"t ût ex polenfia et actu." Thomas Aquinas, Contra 
Genli坦白， H , 54 

缸 "Fortnã .• . . þolest dici quo C"st, secund,un qllod t's! euelldi principi!tm," 
loc. cil. 

n Thomas Aquinas, Qu. di!_þ_. d~ Ve!ü_at~， q. 27. &._~， ad gm (rea!iscomþosilio). 
Cf.l.l SenJ., d. 吨. q..2, a. 2, Solutio (differ:'_.. ._,.e qlûdtm). 

U "Causae ad 旬，vicem sunl causae, sed in di.时.，so gcnere," Thomu Aquin时，
1" Melaþh., Bk. V, ch. 2, le川ct.2
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Aquinas' pet example, form is cause of existence, just as its dia
phaneity is the cause why air shines and why there is light. T<> 
get light, i也 takes both the sun and the air's diaphaneity, just 剧F
in order to get actual being, it takes hoth to be and substantiality. 
In short, form is the cause of actuaI existence, inasmuch 臼 it is. 
the formal cause of the substance which receives its own act of 
existing." This is why, as Thomas Aquinas so often says, ess" 
consequitur formam: to be follows upon form. It docs, indeed, 
because, where there is no form , there is nothing that can be. And 
the same reason accounts for the formula so sharply criticized 
by Siger of Brabant, namely, that "to be" is quasi constituted by 
the principles of an actual e切ence." In point of fact, Thomas 
Aquin&S has sometimes been even more positive about 此， since, 
as he has said a也 least once: "To be is always to be found in a thing ,. 

and it is the act of a being, which results from the principles of that 
thing, just 回 to light is the act of a lighting thing: esse 切 re est, 
et est aclus entis, resullans ex principiis rei, sicut lucere 臼1 actus lu
centis."u If "to be" always bclongs to a being, it certainly results 
from the constituent principles of that being. 

Yet, it is also true that any being results primarily from its 
act of existing as from one of its primary constituents, for, if 
the form is what make熔 it to be such a being, "to be" is what makes 
it to be a "being." Precisely because existence reaches substance 
切 and through i阳 form ， forms have to receive exÍstence in ordet' 

that they become "beings." But Thomas Aquinas could not 
posit existence (esse) as the act of a substance itself actualized 
by its form , without making a decision which, with respect to the 
metaphysics of Aristotle, was nothing le回 than a revolution. 
He had precisely to achieve the dissociation of the two notions of 
form and act. This is precisely what he has done and what prob
ably remains, even today, the greatest contribution ever made 
by any single man to the science of being. Supreme in their own 
order, substantial forms remain the prime acts of their substances, 
but, though there be no form of the form, there is an act of the 
form. In other words, the form is such an act as still remains in 
potency to another act, namely, existence. This notion of an 
act which is itself in potency was very difficult to express in the 
language of Aristotle. Yet, it had to be expressed, since even 

n uPer 1toc cnim ;n comþositir er materia elfor~1 di<i!ur /j肘mfl esse þrincipil4m 
自sendi， quia est comμemen阳m (i.e.. the perfecting act) Sl，必stantiae ， 口IÍ'H octus 
est ipsum esse; sicu! di呻Ml1um est aeri princiPium lucrndi, q响facil eum þloþril,m 
subþ'(h~ ，，-， ~旷is，" Thomas Afjuinas, C01úra_ G~ntiies. 1I~ 5~. 

13 Cr. Thomas Aquina龟， ln IV Uelaph. , Irct. 2 , e<!_ Cathala, n. 558. 
M Thomas Aquinas, 1 n III Se刑。， d. 6, q. 2, a. 2, Re!\p. 
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"th田e subsisting forms which, because they themselves are forms, 
do not require a formal cause for both being one and being, do 
nevertheless require an external acting cause, which gives them 
to be."" In order to receive its to be, a form must needs b协e i旭n 
poωte四nc仔yt归oi江tι.
but q'阳4ωa being. 

Thi挝sistosayt仙ha也

all that is. And the re回on for it is clear, 8ince, before being any
thing else, that is, this or that substance, any substance is, or is a 
"being." The form of a horse makes it Hto be a horse;" it does 
not make it to be, nor, consequently, does it make it to be a being. 
And so, if being comes 且rst in reality, then the existential act 
which causes it should come first among the constituent acts of 
concrete reality. But this is not an easy thing to say. Using the 
terminology of Boethius, to which he giv，田 an entirely new mean
ing, Thomas Aquinas will 回y， for instance, that "to be is the 
ultimate act, which is participable by all, yet itself participates 
in nothing; hence, if there is such a thing 回 a self-subsisting 10 
be, which we say that God is, we also say that it participates 
in nothing. But the case of other subsisting forms is no也 the
same, because thcy must participate in existence itself (esse J 

to be) and, consequently, be related to it 嗣 potency to act. Thus, 
bccause in a way (quodammodo) they are in potency, they can 
participate in something else."u Forms are in potency, at 
least in a way, precisely bec吼Ise ， although fully actual in their 
own formal ordcr, thcy are not 80 with respcct to existence. Hence 
the manifold formulas used by Thomas Aquinas in order to 
expre用 the primacy of "to be" in the order of being: "To be is 
the act of the su bsisting f orms: 1 psum 白血白1 aclus formae sub
sistentis."n Again: "To be is the actuality of all acts, and tha也
is why it is the perfection of all perfections: esse est acluali.阳 om
n切m acluum , et propter hoc ι1 pe吃fectio omnium perfo出t句num."1I
And again: "To be is the actuality of all things, and even of forms 
themselves: ipsum 臼se est acluali归s omntum rerum et et昭m
formarum."" Where he is merely following his pen, Thomas 
Aquina., is liable to go still farther and to say, as he once did: 
"Each and every created being shares, 80 to speak, in the nature 
of existence: quod四阳que ens creatum μrliciPat， ut ita dixerim, 
naturam essendi,"f.D which of cour四 does not mean that "to be" 

~ ，!:I!~mas Aguin~"，_QI'. dis_t.A~ .Anima ,_ a_!t. 6. ad 9m. 
M lhi-d., art. 6, ad 2 m 盯 lbid.. art. 6. R町p. SI Ibid. , q. 7, art. 2, ad 9 m. 
n Thomas Aquin缸， Sum. Th f- ol., 1, 8, 1, ad 4m. 
40 Ibid. , 1. 45. .'i缸-J 1m. CC An~记1m，. .Mrmologium, 111; PL, Vol. I58 co1. 147 

Cf. ah;o Qu. disf-de Potentia, q. 7. a. 2 , a.d 9m 
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tion to the cause whence it proceeds."" But the whole problem is 
precisely to know if existence can be nothing else than either an 
empty logical concept in the mind or a relation in the thing. It 
cannot be, if to be an act is to be a form , but it can be, if there 
can be such an act of the form as is not itself a form; and, 8ince 
it is not a form , 8uch an act has no essence distinct from itself, 
and hence can be neither perceived nor even conceived apart 
through any kind of conceptual representation. God knows 
essences, but he says existences, and He does not 8ay all that 
He knows. 

What is here at stake is not mere formal correctness in logical 
reasoning; it is an option between two radically different meta
phY8ics of being. ln fact, what is at stake is the metaphysical 
realization of the autonomous character of the order of existence, 
and this is a realization which is impossible to anyone who ap
proaches being only by way of conceptual representation. As a 
concept, "to be" is indeed a pseudo-concept, but "to be" might 
well escape representation in virtue of its very transcendence. 
When we say that God is only 10 be (Dells est esse 阳ntum) ， we are 
not falling into the eπor of those who said that God was that 
universal being (that is, being taken as a mere universal) owing 
to which each and every thing should be 8aid to be as through its 
form. Quite thc reverse: the only instancc in which "to be" is 
absolutely pure of any addition or determination Îs also the only 
instance in which being is absolutely distinct from all the rest. 
God does not owe His esse to His own individuality; rather, supreme 
and unique individuality necessariIy belongs to Him, and He is 
He, precisely becausc He alone is ‘ 'to be" in its absolute purity: 
"Unde per ipsam suam 户~n，阳缸m est esse distinctum ab omni esse.叫
lt should not be said then that "to be" cannot truly be act because, 
out of itself, it is not an act but thc emptiest of univer8als; rather, 
it should be 8aid that, because pure "to bc" 四 in itself the supreme 
and absolute act, it cannot be a universaI. And , if this be true 
of God, it should also hold true in the c国e of 自nite beings. For 
"to be" is, in things, thc very act by which they are actual beings 
whose essences can be conceived as universals by way of con
ceptual abstraction. Matter is non-being apart from its form; 
form itself is non-being apart from its own to be; but substances 
are not nothing; they are acts, namely, they are forms which 
themselves participate in their uItimate act of cxisting." 

BEING A~"D SOME PHILOSOPHERS 

is itseIf a nature, and stillless that it has a nature, but that, as 
8ain t Anselm had already 四id ， God is the v，町r natura essendi 
in which each and every being, 80 to speak, participates. 

When correctIy understood, the Tho皿istic metaphysics of 
being appears as established on a ground whose ve巧r nature 
its opponents do not even see皿 to suspect. How, they ask with 
persistence, can 田sence enter into composition with existence, if, 
apart from existence, essence in itself is nothing?" As 80 forrnu
lated, the objection is irrefutable, and this is probably why its 
authors obstinately refuse to move to another ground; but the 
reason why they triumph 80 casily is that their adversary is no也
there. . Thomas Aquina需 himseIf stands on an entirely different 
ground. He is not composing an essencc which is not with an 
existence which is not a thing, and he does not do it because he 
does not make the mistake which his opponents reproach him with 
mak.ing, namely, to consider existence as an essence. They 
themselves are making that radical and decisive mistake, because 
their own essentialism makes it impossible for them to think of 
anything otherwise than as of an essence. Hence their faul tIess 
argumentation: all that which is real is essence; existence is not 
an e田ence; hence existencc is nothing. And, since each and eveIγ 
e田enc地 is an object of both concept and definition, the very fact 
that there is no concept of existence as such is to them a sure 
sign that existence itself is nothing. "Existence," they say, "ex. 
istenti，α， id quo formaliter ens constituitur actu, that is, that whereby 
being is constituted in act, is not a concept, but a pseudo-concept." 
ln short, as opposed to essence, it remains a "perfectIy empty 
logical form," the only actual existence there is being that of 
individual, perceivable or conceivable reality." 

ln a way, this is to raise as an objection to Thomas Aquinas 
what hss always been his own doctrine, namely, that there is 
indeed no existence outside perceivable or conceivable things, 
that is, outside actually existing beings. ln another way, this is to 
show complete blindness with respect to the very problem at stake. 
For the whole argumentation rests upon thc fundamental assump
tion that there can be no real distinction wherc there is no distinct 
conceptual representation. God Himself, essentialism boldly 阻.ys ，
cannot think of finite existence except in 80 far as it really identifies 
itseIf with that which it actualizes, and wherein it is but the "rela-
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tingency of finite beings has been overcome, and, once it has been 
overcome, we should no longer wo町y about it. Such is the true 
Thomistic meaning of the neoplatonic formula borrowed fro皿
Plotinus himself through the Liber de Causis, that the firs也 created
thing is actual being: "Prima rerum cr血tarum 田.t esse." In 
Thomas Aquinas, the formula no longer means that actual being 
is the first effect of Bome higher principle which itself is not; on the 
contrary, it means that the very first effect of the Pure Act of 
existing is the very existence of what it causes. In other words, 
the very first thing that can be said of its effects is that they are. 
Of course, if they are, they are Bomething, perhaps a pure form, 
or maybe a nature composited of both 皿atter and form, but, 
before being anything else, each of them is a "being," because it 
is. "The first effect of their cause, then, is to make them to be, 
an effect which is presupposed by all the others and which itself 
presupposes no other: Primus αutem effect旧时-t ipsum esse, quod 
omn必us aH句 effectibus praesupponitur et ipsum non pra田upponit
aliquem alium eff比tum."n And to be is not only what COID<田
first in everything; for, since it is what makes it to be a "being," 
it is, so to speak, involved in all that any being actually is. But 
we should perhaps rather say that the whole being is involved in 
its own to be, since it is owing to it that it is a being. "To be" 
thus permeates the innermost reCeS8eS of each and every being. 
In Thomas Aquinas' own words, "Being jg the mos也 common of 
all effects [since it is pr四upposed by all othersJ, the first effect, 
and the innermost of all effect8: 1 psum enim esse est communissimus 
吃F出t肘， þrimus, et 切terior omnibus aliis 吃{fectibus.川I Thus, 
contingent as it may be with respect to its cause, reality is "being," 
and it is so to the core, as appe町8 from its very na皿e. In the verγ 
formula, "that which is," there is the "that which," that i8, the 
substance which is the proper receiver of exi由nce， and there is 
the "is," which that 8ubstance receives." In other words, being 
is that which is "be-ing" in 刘rtue of the very "to be" which it 
exerci8es. The noun ens (being) mean8 esse habens (ha叫ng 时.se，
to be), so that it is derived from the very verb esse (to be): "Hoc 
nomen ens • • • imponitur ab ipso esse."60 In such a doctrine, the 
word "being" can never be used without meaning both the thing 
which a certain being is and the existential act which makes it 
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As understood by Thornas Aquinas, being appears therefore 
as both radically contingent and literally indestructible in virtue 
of its comp回ition of essence and 旺istence. It is radically con
tingent because, with the exception of God Himself, Who is the 
pure act of existing, everything else hangs on some act which it 
cannot have unless it first receive it. At the lowest level of reality 
is 皿atter， which cannot itself directly receive existence, or, in 
other words, cannot even be created alone. Matter is always the 
matter of a form; it can be but "concreated" with a form, so that 
existence r田.ch回 it only through the form with which it is con
created. But the very nature which is thus constituted of form 
and matter still needs to receive existence in order to be a "being." 
Just as matter is in potency to form, the nature to which that matter 
belongs is itself in potency with respect to the ac也 of existing which 
makes it to be a "being."u 

On the other hand, this radically contingent being is also 
indestructible, and what makes the co皿bination of these two 
characters look paradoxical is a mere illusion. It is the same 
ever-recurring illusion, namely, the pseudc• primacy of essence 
over existence. We naturally begin by imagining some essence, 
which we conceive as the very core of some future being. It seems 
to us that, when Buch a being will finally be, it wiIl be, before 
anything else, the very e自由ce which, now a mere possible, will 
then have become reaI. If a metaphysician tells us that such a 
being receives its existence from an external cause and never 
ceases to receive it, i旬 essentiaI caducity is but too manifest, and 
we can then onIy wonder in what 田nse it could enjoy any degree 
of ontological stability. 

Things will, however, appear quite different if we remember 
that reality is not essence, but being. Essence itself is primarily 
fo盯n， and for皿 is what existence makes to be a being which, if it 
has a matter, makes its matter to be. What the contingency of 
eXÎstence me皿s is, that aIl actual beings 町e contingent with 
respect to their cause, and this is but another way of sayin茸
that they might not exist; but, if they 町e actuaIly produced by 
their cause, they do exist, and what they 町e in themselves i8 being. 
The primacy of existence means precisely that the radical con-
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to be a "being."" Taken in itself, existential being is solidly full, 
totally blended together，国比 were， by the very act in virtue of 
which it actually is. 

A second character of existential being immediately follows 
from the first one. It is that the relation of its essence to its exist
ence, instead of being the irreducible paradox which it is in the 
doctrine of Kirkegaard, appears as perfectly norm:tl. More 
generallý speaking, the classical antinomy between being and 
existence here simply disappears. 

Being, philosophers are accustomed to say, is just what it is: 
it is its own essence, and i也 must therefore exhibit the characters 
of essence, which 町e essential selfhood and esscntial immutability. 
On the other hand, actual existence is perpetual otherness, because 
it is perpetual becoming. Whether it be asked in the terms once 
used by Plato: "What is it which always is and never becomes, 
and wbat is it which is always becoming but never is?" or whether 
it be raised in the terms used by Kirkegaard and modern existent
ialism: "If x is, x does not exist," the problem remains the same. 
It always rests upon the assumption that es回nce and becoming 
are incompatible, whereas, the very revcr四 is true. Far from 
being incompatible with becoming, essence is both the final cause 
of becoming and the formal condition of its possibility. 

'Where existence is alone, as is the case in' God, 'Vhose essence 
is one with His existence, there is no becoming. God is, and, 
because He is no particular essence, but the pure act of existence, 
there is nothing which He can become, and all that can be said 
about Him is, He Is. On the contrary, as soon as essence appears, 
there also appears 80皿e otherness, namely, the very otherness_ 
which distingui8hes it from its own possible existence and, with it, 
the possibility of becoming. This is particularly clear in the ca8e 
of man, with which modern existentialism is almost exclusively, 
or, at any rate, chiefly concerned. It is of the essence of man to 
belong in the order of corpore现1 beings. This does not mean that 
intellectual souls, which are the forms of human beings, are fallen 
into their bodies and struggling to get out of them; rather, it means 
that they stand in need of such bodies in order both to subsist and 
to act. Tho causo of such a need on the part of souls is a certain 
incompleteness in actuality. Were they able to stand alone and to 
perform by themselves their own operations, they would bo fully 
actual in themselves, that is, they would be pure subsisting forms , 
and no material element would enter their definition. On the 
contrary, since the essence of a human soul entails its relation to 

&1 Thomas Aquinas, In 1 Periherme旧i时. lect. S. n. 20. 
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body (or else it would be a pure spirit, not a soul), it 配ems clear 
that, out of itself, such 3 form as 3 human soul is an 3ct that 
stands in need of some further actualization. It d田s not need 
to be confirmed in its own nature: as has been 阻id several times, 
there is no form of the form nor any act of the for皿 qua form, but 
it still does need to become more fully that which it is. "Become 
\"hat thou art" is for such a form an imperative order, becau田 it
is inscribcd as a law in its veηr nature. And this is a purely exist
ential problem, since the question never is for 3 soul to become what 
it is '(i也 is such qua form) but to b町ome that which it is. In other 
words, a human soul h国 more and more to actualize its very 
definition. 

It thus appears that no form engaged in matter can si皿ply
and solely be. For it, "to be" is to become, and its "being" 必
"becoming." Always in existential potency to the absolute 
fullness of its own being, such 3 form is bound to exert manifold 
operations in order to fill the privation of actuality which it suffers: 
not 3 privation of essence, but that of a substance which still 
fails completely to be i阳 own essence, and 听.hich ， in order more 
fully to be, must achieve its own being by exerting 3 series of 
operations, each of which shall ultimately bring it a step nearer 
its own completion. To do so is to move, to change, to "be-come." 
that is, progressively to arri ve at its own being. Such is thc 
law wheI飞，ver there is matter. For, since to need mattcr points 
out a certain privation of being in the form, wherever there is 
matter, there .lso is in the form a potency to a more complete 
cxistential actualization. Hence the veηr motion or change which 
js required to achleve it. In short, since matter is there in view 
of its form, it is one 缸ld the 田me thing for a form to actualize 
its matter more completely and for itself more completely to be." 

To get rid of the current notion of essence is here an absolut冶
necessity. Unless we do 80, 8uch 3 metaphysics of being as that 
of Thomas Aquinas cannot be understood at all. Essences are 
commonly conceived as abstract entities, whlch cannot suffer any 
change because their very nature is to be just what they are. 
First conceived hy Plato as comparatively simple, they have be
rome infinitely complex 8ince the time of Leibniz, when the new 
resources provided by the infinitesimal calculus made it possible 
to include within their unity an infinite number of determinations. 
Yet, even after Leibniz, es皿nces have always remained the fully 
achieved and purely statie unities of po田ible subjects taken 
with the totality of all their determinations. In Julius Caesar's 

IS Thoma.s Aquinas, ConI. Gentiles, 1日， 20.
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essence, Leibniz 阻Y马 the crossing of the Rubicon is eterna1ly 
incIuded, just as, according to Kant, were there such an e回ence
as that of the Wandering Jew, it 8hould include eåch and every 
ti皿e and place of his endless peregrinations. 

Now, it may be true that, in God's eternal cognition, e田ences
are jus也 like that, but the com皿on mistake of both essentialists 
and existentialists is to think that the eternal es配nce of a beilll' 
8ubject to beco皿ing does not include the knowledge of its actual 
e'才stence as cause of its becoming. The ideas of a1l possible 
e回ences are to be found in God, and they incIude determinately 
a1l the determinations which would belong to the corresponding 
beings, if only they were crea旬d. But only 80皿e among th。因
possibles are actually created, and their choice rests with the divine 
will. This further deter.皿ination to actual existence is what 
turns the corresponding essences into 80 many divine ideas, in the 
full 配n四 of the ter皿. When thus conceived, ideas represent 
possible beings, incIuding both their actual exi8tence and their 
becoming. 1n other words, if esse (to be) is the supreme act of 
cr抽tures， their idea must needs include it as the active energy 
through 飞r;hich the corresponding essence shall progressively 
receive all its determinations. 

Essences are often conceived as þossible heings, whose reality 
coincides with their very possibility. But we should be carcful to 
distinguish hetween essential possibility and existential possibility. 
For, indeed, they belong in two distinct metaphysical orders, S(l 

much so that there is no way for us to reach the second one through 
the first one. An e回ence is possible, q切a essence, when all its 
determining predicates are compossible. If they are, the existencc 
of the corresponding being is possible; if they are not, it is not. 
A且d this is true, but it is true only in the order of essential pos
sibility, not at all in the order of existential possibility. Many 
metaphysicians 回em to imagine that 盹回回nce cannot exist, 
so long as it has not received all its determinations, that, as soon 
as it has received them, it is bound either to burst into existence 
or, at le剧t， to receive it. Now, a twofold error is responsible fOI 
such an illusion. The first one is not to 配e that to be fully com
pleted in the order of essentiality does not bring an e田ence one 
inch n回rer actual existence. A completely perfected possibility 
still remains a pure possibility. The second error is to forget that 
the essence of a possible being necessarily includes the possible 
existence through which alone it c皿 achieve its essential deter
mination. To repeat, essential po倒ibility is no suflìcient reason 
for existential possibility，皿d， since its 回国nce is what a being is 
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going to become, if it exists, existence itself necessariIy enters the 
calculation of its essential possibility. Thus, Julius Caesar does 
not cross the Rubicon hecause that is eternally incIuded in his 
es回nce; it is eterna1ly included in his es回nce because his e回ence
is that of a Rubi∞n-crossing man. Such deter四inations have 
eternally to be known as existential, if they a陀 to he known at a1l. 
Essences may well represent the balance sheets of 80 many already 
fulfi1led essential possibilities, but actual existences are their very 
fulfillin且， and this is why essen四s are actually becoming \n time, 
despite the fact that a time-transcending knowledge eternally 
田es them as already fulfilled. 

Actual and individual e田ences then are not static, hecause 
their own becoming is presupposed by their very definitions. 
Their progre田ive self-determination through acting and operatinp;, 
that is, through the change of which time is but the numbering, is 
not extraneous to their eternal ideas; rather, it is eternally incIuded 
in them. God is an immobile knowledge of becoming qua beco皿ing.
But, if it is so, there is no antinomy between eternity and exi.t
ence in time. For Him Who 1s there is no ti皿e， hecause He is to 
Him曲lf His own essence, BO that His own "now" is identica1ly 
His own is. 1n short, hecause He 1s, there is nothing that He 
can become, so that He is e饨rnity.

To posit 回国nce or supreme essentiality as the supreme degree 
of reality is therefore the most disastrous of all metaphysical 
mistakes, because it is to substitute essent也 for esse as the ultimate 
root of all being. The whole of metaphysics is here at stake. If 
God is esse, He is He Who阻 own "to be" constitutes His own 
e田ence. Hence both His unicity and His singularity. Fully posited 
by its "to be," e田ence here entaiIs neither limitation nor deter
mination. On the contrary, finite e田ences always entail both 
limitation and determination, hecause each of them is the for皿al
delimitation of a po田ible heing. Yet，迁 8uch a possible es田n四
actually receives existence, it is a being, owing to its own act of 
existin且， so that, even in the order of finite being, the primacy of 
existence still obtains. Its act of existing is what insures the unity 
of the thing. Matter, form, substance, accidents, operations, 
everything in i也 directly or indirectly shares in one and the 阻me
act of existing. And this is why the thing is both being and one. 
Existence is not what keeps elements apart, it is what blends 
them together as constituent elements of the 田me heing. For the 
回me reason, temporal existence is neither the cea肥1ess breaking 
up of eternity nor the perpetual parceling out of being; it is rather 
their prog陀田ive achievement through becoming. Thus, hecom-
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ing through esse is the road to fully deterrnined being, j田t as 
time is the road to eternity. Man is not struggling in time not 
to lose etemity, since, like all true spiritual substsnces, he t_ 
etemal in his own right; but, if he must become in order the more 
fully to be, it is of the es回nce of man to be, in time, a self.achieving 
and self.etemalizing being. 

The full import of this conclusion will perhaps appear more 
clearly if we consider a third characteristic of e对stential being, 
namely, its intrinsic dynamism. Because abstract essence is 
sts tic, while existence is dyna皿妃， such a metsphysics of being 
must needs be a dynamic one. The verγexistence of finite es田nce
is the first and immediate effect of the first and absolute existential 
Act. To repeat, prima rerum cr，础tarum est esse. u Bom of an 
existential act, "to be" is itself an eXÎstential act, and, just as it 
is effect，四 also i也 is cause. Even finite being is, in its own way, 
cause of being. This is why, in a chapter of his Summa Contra 
Gentiles (III, 69), Thomas Aquinas puts so much speculative 
passion into refuting the eπ。r of "those who deprive natural 
things of their own actions." He goes at it tooth and nail, because 
the veη， nature of being is here at stake. Not: to be, then to act, 
but: to be is to act. 

And the very first thing which "to be" does, is to make its 
own essence to be, that is, "to be a being." This is done at once, 
completely and definitively, for, between to be or not to be, 
there is no intermediate position. But the next thing which "to 
be" does, is to begin bringing its own individual es配nce some
what nearer its completion. It begins doing it at once, but the 
work will take time and, in the case of such corporeal beings 嗣
men, for instance, it is bound to be a slow proce四. It takes each 
of us a lifetime to achieve his own temporal individuality. True 
enough, essence itself is there from the very beginning, and, 
in a way, it is whole, but iωwholeness is not that of a thinι 
Thee田ence of the sy皿，phony is in the mind of the comp回er， and, 
sínce it is its essence to be a symphony, it will have to be it, b的 i也
will not exist until the last bar of its score has been orchestrated. 
and even th的 will no也 be the end of its becoming. 80 also witlÍ 
naturaJ e田ences. Each of the皿 is the progressive becoming of 
its own end. In short, the actual perfecting of e田ences is the final 
cau田 of their existences, and it takes many operations to achieve it. 

Existence c皿 perform those operations. Because 10 be is 
to be acl, it also is to be able to act. . Now，回 an act is, so will be 
its operation. If a being acts q<ωbeing， it wiIJ be cau田 of being. 

"Cf. above, p. 179 

Because God is pure act of exist启nce ， His firs也 effect is existence, 
and He is the first cause why everything else exists." But those 
existing things which God creates, are His images preci回Iy inas
much as they exist. If, therefore, God has made them like unto 
Himself by giving them existence, He has consequently made them 
like unto Himself by giving them causal eflìcacy, that is to say, 
by granting them the power to exert causal actions of their own." 
8uch is the reason why, although no finite being can create exist
ence, each of them can at least impart it. In 皿y relation of 
eflìcient causaJity, something of the esse (to be) of the caU回 is
somehow impa时ed to its effect. 8uch a relation then is an ex
istential one, and it is no wonder that all attempts to reduce it 
to some analytical relation have been unsuccessful. Hume was 
perfectly right in refusing to consider causal relations as deducible 
from the essences of the causes, and Kant was simply dodging the 
diflìculty by transferring to a category of the understanding the 
synthetic nature of a relation which is grounded in things. From 
no essence will there ever spring any causal eflìcacy; as to the 
α priori synthetic judgment of Kant, it is nothing more than the 
mental dummy of being's existential causality. Esse (to be) is 
the ceaselessly overflowing source of its effects, and, if the relation 
of such effects to their cau回s is unintelligible in a world of abstract 
essences, it is quite intclligible in a world in which to be is to act, 
because beings themselves are acts. 

This intrinsic dynamism of being necessarily entsils a radical 
transformation of the Aristotelian conception of es配nces. True 
enough, Aristotle's metaphysics was already a thorough dynamism, 
but it was a dynamism of the form. The form of the being-stiII
t o-be was there, acting as both the formal law of its development 
and as the end to be reached by that development. Aristotelian 
beingswere 配lf-realizing formal types, and the only cau田 for their 
individual variations rested with the accidentsl failures of various 
matters completely to imbibe the for咀s. Individuals then were 
littIe more than abortive attempts to be their own forms; none of 
them could add anything to its species; rather, there was infinitely 
more in the sp四ies than there was in the whole collection of its 
individuals. Because Aristotelianis皿 had been a dynamism, 
Thomas Aquinas has seen h四 way to incIuding it within his own 
metsphysics of being, but, because it had been a dynamism of the 
fo口n， he has had to deepen it into a dynamism of esse (to be). 
When he did it, the whole philosophical outlook on reality at 
Once became different. Each and every individual, even among 

"Thom臼 Aquinas， Cont. Gentües, 1, 10汀，可j II, 15. " Ibid., III，句.
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corporeal beings, was henceforward to enjoy its own 归衍， that is., 

a to be of its own; and this is why, in such a doctrine, to be is not 
univocal, but analogical iu its own right. True enough, corporeal 
individuals stiII remain individuated by 皿atter， but. if they owe 
matter their individuation, they are indebted to their to be for 
their individuality. For, indeed, "aIl that which is has its to be: 
Omne quod esl, esse Il皿bet矶'1，"与5e and 
fω d句'que est pe 俨 su阳阳um e白sse."叫'61 1孔t is als阳o true that such individuals 
s剖ti山Il ar，陀e deter皿me叫d by their forms, but they no longer are the 
automatic seIf-realizations of for皿s merely hampered by the natural 
indociIity of matter; they are individuaIities in the making, each 
of which is being actively buiIt up by its own esse. And this, of 
course, is eminently true in the case of man, whose soul is itself 
an inteIlectual substance. There stiII is formal causaIity in such a 
doctrine, and it remains whole, but it has been metamorphosed 
by its subordination to efficient existential causality. Instead of 
a seIf-aehieving end, form becomes an end to be achieved by its 
own esse, which progressivcly makcs it an actual being. To bc 
(esse) is to act (agere) , and to act is to tend (tendere) to ,m end 
wherein achieved being may uItimately rest." But there is no 
rest for being in this life, whcre to be is to become. And this is 
why aetiology is here part and parcel 01 the metaphysics 01 being. 
"To be" is to be cause, that is, both immanent cau田 of its own 
being and transitive cau晤。f other bcings through efficient causaIity. 
Matter itself is no longer here as a mere obstacIe, bIindly aspiring 
to form; it is also a help. Acti vely engagcd in it, the soul is giving 
itseIf the body which 比 needs; it progressively buiIds it up through 
physiological operations which pave thc way for inteIlectual 
operations. Hence, in thc end, thc infinite variety of human minds, 
aIl human in the 阻me me副ure and in thc 回me way, yet alI 
different, as though each 01 them wcrc Icss the stereotyped copy 
of their common species than a monotypc cndowed with singular 
originality. 

"To be" does it, and it can bc done hy nothing else. Saints, 
philosophers, scicntists, artists, craftsmen-no two men are the 
same, because even the humhlest among thcm ultimately is his 
own "to be;" yet none of thcm is rcaIly alone. To be is not to be 
a soIitude. Each and every man can share in the common good 
01 his species, and nothing that is human remains foreign to him 

51 Thomas AquÏnas, Qu. disþ. de Poh-nt缸， q. VII, art. 2 , ad 9m. 
盯 Thomas AquÎnas, ~Contra Gcnlill时， 1, 22. See E. Gilson, Le T/Jomisme, p. 

134, note. 
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Nay, nothing that is, is foreign to hi皿. A member of the universal 
brotherhood 01 being, he c喝n experience in himseIf that being is 
"tending to," and he can 配e that everythln且 else is acting to some 
purpose, a purpose which is indeed everywhere the same, namely, 
to be. His end, then, is in his beginning, and what is true of hi皿
holds true 01 everything eIse. AIl heings, from the most exalted 
to the hu皿.blest ones, are jus也 as reaIly distinct and as ultimately 
aIike as the children of'the 阻me father; for, indeed, they aIl have 
the same Father, and He has made the皿 aIl in His image or 
resemblance. They ac也 hecause they are, and they are because 
His name is He Who Is. 

Just as aetiology hangs on ontology, so aIso does epistemology. 
If to know is to know things as they are-for otherwise they are 
not known at aIl-to know them is to reach, not only their forms, 
hut their very "to be." Unless it penetrates reality up to its 
innermost corc, knowledge is hound to miss what is the verγcore 
of its object. There was a deep truth in Kirkegaa时'8 state皿ent，
that any general knowledge about existing heings entails reducing 
them to the ahstraet condition of mere possihles. It was true, 
because, since being minus actual existence is, at best, possibility, 
the abstract knowledge of existence it四，Jf stiII remains knowledge 
of its possihiIity. But this is true only 01 abstrac也白白nces; i也回
not true of the essencc 01 actual existence. To know existential 
heing is not to know its e困ence only; it is not to know that it enjoys 
existence in a general way; it is not even to know existences; 
precisely, it is to know existents, which is but another word to 
designatc in its fullness this ever.new notion of "being." 

If this hc true, rcal knowledge necessarily incIudes essence, 
since to know a thing is to know what it is, and this is why the 
first operation of thc mind is to form such concepts as expre田
what things are. Such is the situation with the very notion of 
being, the most common of aIl, which expre田es aII tha t "whlch 
has existencc" (ens: esse hαbens). The truthfulness of such a 
concept luIly appears 飞，vhen it is related to its object by a judg
ment; for then we 配e that it correctly expres配s what the es回nce
of a heing truly is. In such ca回s， truth is correctly grounded in the 
very es回nce or quiddity of its ohject. Yet, such an object stiII 
remains an abstract and gcneral one, so that its truth also remains 
an abstract and general one, applying to possible heing as weII 
as to actual bcings. In short, it is not yet the kno飞，vledge of a 
"thing." 

In order to go further, another cIass ()f judgments is required, 
namely, those hy which we state that what the thing is, actuaIly 
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is, or exists. Such is the composite operation which we call a 
judg皿ent of existence. By 阻，ying that x is, we m四n to 国y that 
x is a certain esse (to be), and our judgment must needs be a 
co皿posite operation preci田ly OOcause, in such cases, reality itself 
is composite. Existence is synthetically united with cssence in 
reality, owingωthe eflicient causality of its cause, and the syn
thetic nature of their actual relation entails the synthetic nature 
of the mental act whereby we express it. If our existcntial judgment 
is true, however，比 is so because that to which we ascribe exist
ence actually is, or exists. In sho此， it is true when the data of 
abstract, intellectual knowledge and those of sensible intuition 
fully agree. 飞，vhen they do, there .till is nO objective knowledge 
of a subjective existence, which Kirkegaard has quite rightly 
described as an intrinsic impossibility, but 1 have objective 
knowledge of a subjectively existing being. And this is what 
true knowledge should be, if for it to be true means to reach its 
object such as it is. For, indeed, to identify subjectivity with 
existence, as Kirkegaard always did, was but to turn existence 
into one more essence, namely, that whose very c四ence it is to 
preclude objectivity. If, .on the contrary, actual being is the 
回istential actualization of an objective essence, knowledge not 
only can, but must, be at one and the 国me time both objective 
and existentiaI. It is directly objective through abstract con
eepts; it is directly existential through a certain class of judgments. 
If such judgments ultimately aim to r，四ch actual beings, including 
their v町r "to be," then their truth must ultimately rest upon 
the actual "to be" of the thing. "Since," Thomas Aquinas says, 
"a thing includes both its quiddity and its existence (esse: to be), 
truth is more grounded on the existence (esse) of the thing than 
on its quiddity itself. For, indeed, the noun ens (being) is derived 
from esse (ωbe) so that the adequation in which truth consists 
is achieved by a kind of assi皿ilation of the intellect to the exisι 
ence (esse) of the thing, through the very operation whereby it 
accepts it such as it is."u Existential judgment expre回国 that
assimilation. 

These words are exceptionally meaningful, even in a philosophy 
which seldom indulges in wasting words. Because things are, true 
judgments are true inasmuch as they accept them as actual OOings, 
and, OOcause ωbe a "being" is primarily to be, veritas fundαtur 
in esse rei 11'四gis quam 仿 ipsa quidd切te: truth is more principally 

51 Thomas Aquinas, ln 1 Sen_乱， d. 吨， q. 5, a. 1. Solutio. ed. by P. Mandonnet. 
VoL 1, p. 486. Cf: In_Bo~hium_de rr扭曲ie. V, 3. Resp.J from "Ãd e'DidenJ臼m...
阳叫lt in stlbs阳ntiis simpl创阳s"ed P. Wy四r， p. 38, 11. IeI3. 
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grounded in the existence (esse) of the thing than it is in its 田sen臼
And this, 1 think, is undoubtedly true, because no other d田cription
of knowledge c皿 do complete justi四 to the twofold nature of 
both actual reality and true knowledge. Both reality and our 
knowledge of i也 entail the subjective actualization by e对stence
of an essential objectivity. Being q阳 being is their very unity. 
Unless such knowledge of reality be p。由ible， no knowledge w丑I
ever grasp reality such as i也 is. The last word of Thomistic 
epistemology, then, is that our knowledge of OOing is more than 
an abstract concept; it is, or it should 00, the living 皿d organic 
unity of a concept and of a judgment. But is such knowledge of 
reality possible? The question is in itself so important that it 
requires to be submitted to detailed consideration. 
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Chapter VI 

Knowledge and Existence 
To know is to conceive knowledge. Every act of intellectual 

knowledge terminates in an intellection, that is, in what is intel
lectually known (ispum intellectum), and what h出 thus been 
conceived is a "conception" (conceptio) which expresses itself 
in words. N ow, the intellectually conceived is twofold in kind, 
嗣 C皿 be 配en from the very words which exprcss it.' It may be 
8imple, as happens when our intellect forms the quiddity of a 
thing, in which case i归 verbal expression is incomplex. It may 
also be co皿plex， as happens 、.vhen our intellect compounds or 
divides (componit et dividit) such quidditics. ln both C"8CS thcre 
is 皿 intellectual act of conceiving and, therefore, a conceived 
intellection, but what has been conceived in the fi rH t case is 
called a concept (conceptus) , whereas what has heen conceived 
in the second case is a judgment (judicium). To judge is to 
compose or to separate by an intellectual aet two elements of 
reality grasped by means of conc也pts. '

τ'he verbal expression of a judgment is the enunciatio叽 which
logicians call a proposition. Propositions are usually defined as 
enunciations which affirm or deny one concept of another con四pt.
All complete logical propositions are made up of two terms, the 
"四bject" of the affirmation or negation, and the "predicate," 
which is a伍rmed or denied of the subject. As to the "copula," 
it is not really a term, because i也 dcsignates ， not a concept , but 
the determinate relation which obtains between two terms. For 
this reason the copula cannot be a noun; it is a verb. ln point of 
fact, it is the verb is. But there are difficulties concerning the 
exact meaning of this verb. 

I血gicians fìnd it a particularly difficult problem, because 
the verb is c皿 perform two different functions and thus give 

• Thomas Aquinas, Qu. disp. de Veritate, qu. IV, ar1. 2, R田p. 0. Qu. di,p. 
de Pottnt:臼， qu. VDI, art. 1, Resp. In these texts and in many similar ones, con甸
回'Plu.s-→1$ sh!luld ~ c~re!ully ~.til}~isþed from co.nce.þtus-G---um. The s.;con.d 
。ne may apply to the judgment (which is & concep巾. hence a conceptu时， but it 
is at least doubtful that Thom.as Aquinas ever called a judgment a conceþtus. 
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rise to two distinct classes of propositions. It皿ay play the part 
of a copula which links together 8ubject and predicate: the earth 
is round. Such propositions used to be called de tertio adj<αcente' 
because, in them, the predicate is the third word. But there are 
pr叩ositions in which the verb is d由s not 胆地皿 to introduce 皿y
predicate: Toronto is， τ'roy is no longer. Logicians used to call 
them de secundo adjacente, because, in them, the verb comes 
seco时， and 1部t， after the 8ubject. Let us call those two classes 
of propositions "two-ter皿 propositions" and "one-term proposi .. 
tions." If there are one-ter皿 propositions， how can the classical 
definition of propositions be valid? And, if the classical definition 
of propositions is valid, how can there be one-term propositions? 
ln short, if all propositions entail either a composition or a division 
of concepts, how can there be a proposition in which there is 
only one concept? 

To remove 也his difficulty, logicians have undertaken to reduce 
all onc-term propositions to twc• term propositions. N ow, there is 
a class of propositions which seem to lend themselves to 8uch a 
reduction. It is the class of those in which the verb is other than 
is. Psychologists call thcm ."judgments of action，叫 and it can 
be maintained that, when 1 say that Peter ru肘， what 1 mean is 
that Peter is running, just as, when 1 say that fire burns, what 1 
mean is that fire is burning. All 8uch one-term propositions could 
e部ily be developed into so many two-term propositions. But, 
if this is so, why should we not deal in the same way with such 
propositions 田 1 am, or God is? To say that 1 am merely means 
that 1 αm being, just as to say God is means that God is be切g.
The meaning remains the same, yet the thus-developed propositions 

2: This formula seems to have been 5uggested by a few words of AristotIe in 
his Dc Interþrelatione (Perihcrmcnei(时， X , 4. For an objective modern presentation 
of thc Scho1a....tic theory of judgment, 5ee, for_ instance, Jo~p!'I ~r~~s， Trac阳lus
logicae forma1is (Romae, Pont. Univ'. Gregoriana, 19_4时， Vol. 1, lib. 2, cap. 1, 
PP.98户口s. Cf. by the same author, Psycholog臼 speculativa (Fre池. i. ßr. , Herder, 
1(27) , Vo1. 11, p. 58: De nat!lra actu眼 judicii， thesis V, and lib. 1, cap. 2, n. 2, Vol 
II, pp. 52 ff 

3 This di面culty has promptcd Jo~n_ of St~ '.I'homas to di~tinguish ~et，ween 
the verb as part of an enunciation , in whic~ cas~_i~ is a te!1l": (terminus enu~iativt时，
and lhc 5amc verb as part of a syllogism, in_wh_ich ca~e it is no_t 3: te~ (i.e. , not ~ 
terminus syllogisticus): From this point of_ v~cw，_ the enunciation Pet~us ，wr~il 
日)eter runρ 囚 made up of two tenm (cf!rril being here a _pred~sat~); ， 50 also il_l ~he 
case of Pcfrus cst. On the contra可， est is no_t a term_ in the ~yllogis~ic propositi?n 
Petms l'st alblt.f. See John of St. Thomas , Logica, 1 P. Quaest. ~isp:._ 9_. 1,_ arts. 2 an~ :1 
(Taurini-Roma.c. Mùictti) , Vol. 1, p. 97. Cf. p. 91. T_he whole di血culty rests with 
the assumption that in Petrus currit the verb Îs a. predicate. 

• J. Frôbe唤• Psychologia speculati'凹， lib. 1, cap. 2. Vol. 11, p. 54: ''judic缸户。阳
þrietalis vcl aclivitωIS equusιU"Ïl: ibi percept旬 resol"屿" in sllbjeclum el activita仿佛，
qllðl' dNlominatllr et tll þroþrir.ta.f de subjeclo asscrilur." 
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町e regular two-term proposition8, in which is performs it8 regular 
function as copula between a predicat冶 and its subject. 

Let U8 sUPllOse, which i8 far from evident, that 1 am running 
means exactly the s皿e thing 田 1 run. If running is not truly a 
predicate, but a mere part of the verbal fOl四 is running, is does 
not play the part of a copula, and what is left is a on":"term pro
posiÙon made up of the 8ubject Peter and of the verb is _running. 
If, on the contr町y， running can be held to be ~ a predicate, is 
beco皿es a 皿ere copula. The proposition then truly is a two-term 
one, but it is 80 precisely because the verb no long~er 皿eans the 
predicate; it means only our a伍rmation that the predicate belongs 
to the subject. In other words, for a proposition to be a two
term one. its verb must be a mere copula which does not include 
the predicate in its own meaning. This is so true that some 
Ianguages, Russian for instance, completely do away_ with the 
cop~la ~and yet are immediately intelligible even to reade,:"whosc 
own mother tongue makes constant use of it. "He ~?!~，" "shc 
lovely," "they students" do not raisc the slightest ~ difliculty in 
any mind,' and nothing can be more clear than the follO'lyin_!: trans
latlon of a correct Russian syllogism: "All men mortal; Socratcs 
man; Socrates mortaL" The propositions which enter the com
position of 5uch a 5yllogism are true two-term_ propo~i_t~ons， and 
~ven without a copùla their meaning is complete; which prov，刷
that even in classical logic the copula does not signily by itself: 
it always bears upon the predicate, not in order to signily the 
predicate, but to signily its union with a s_ubject. 

But e四n though, dato non (0旧时so， judgments 01 action could 
be correctly developed into 50 many tw任term ones, the s田nc
weration could not be validly performed on judgments of exist
ence. that is, on those one-term propositions in which the verb 
is the verb is. In all such c田es the verb signifies by itself, and this 
is why it cannot bocome a copula. It cannot, because, ifwe develop 
8uch one-term propositions into tw任term propositions, thc 
predicate would 皿eaD. the verb. Verbally speaking, 1 can replace 
God is by God is being or 1 am by 1 am being; but, in the first place, 
it then hecomes apparent that the two proposition8 are not the 
8ame. for it could- well be maintained that God never is being, 
precisely because He is, and, secondly inasmuch as _the tw,! form
ulas can convey the 8a皿e meaning, the second one is tautologi阳.1，

'A.Ma皿n， Oramm剧're àe la langue russe (Pa~~~ D.roz! I~4.3) ， _arts. 143, !?2. 
Let u~ ~otetbat J ~h-~ of St. Thoma5_ would fi_nd no_~~ffiC?~ty.~ ihis，白白， according 
to拙m， terms cañ be united eitber by a verb, or "sig叫出icatione ， quarum 11M àeler. 
mitJlU a1臼m."
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whereas the first one is not. In Peter is 阳:nning， the predicate 
does not 5ignily Peter's existence, but his condition 田 a running 
E血， and, likewise, is does not signify Peter's existence, but 
remains a bare copula which ascribe8 to Peter his running deter
血ination. True enough, to run is itself an existential act，皿d
this is why the only correct way to signiIy it as 8uch is, precisely, 
to say that Peter runs, in which case there is neither copula nor 
predicate. Now, in such ca田s as 1 am or God is, the translormation 
is 00也 even possible, because in 1 αm being or God is being, the 
predicate is but a blind window which is put there for mere verbal 
s严nmetry. There is no predicate even in the thus-developed 
proposition, because, while running did not mean the 83皿e thing 
as is, being does. In other words, is-running does no也 mean is, 
but runs, whereas, being obviously means is; and this is why, 
in the first case, the verb is a copula, which it is not in the second 
case. The metaphysical truth that existence is not a predicate 
is here finding its logical verification. 

The same conclusion can be formulated in two different ways, 
according as our approach to the problem is a metaphysical or 
purely logical one. Metaphysically speaking, there is no abstract 
essence of existence. Existence is oot a "thing," i也 is an act, 
namely, the primary act 01 being. And this is why 1 cannot 
abstract existence Iròm any being. If what 1 田n conceiving does 
not exist, 1 can mentally separate the con.ept 01 the thing Irom 
existence by denying that the thing is, that is, by asserting that it is 
not. Troy is not significs that there now is no such thing in the 
world. as King PrÍ:1m's city. Existence then cannot play the 
part of a predicate, because it cannot be a term in a proposition. 
Logically speaking, any attempt to make it a predicate is d∞med 
to failure, because, in existential judgments, is never loses i饵
existential connotation, so that it cannot become a copula. In 
1 am being, instead 01 the three known parts 01 predication, we 
really have lour: (1) the subject, 1; (2) the predicate, being; (3) the 
copula, is, which itself means，但) once more, being'. Here, James 
Stu町t Mill w回 right. All we have to add is that, il 8uch pro
positions are made up of four parts, they nevertheless include 
only one term and a verb. All the rest is mere verbiage calcu
lated to make us believe that existence falls under the 8cope of 
conceptual predication. 

Let us call "existential" 8uch one-term propositions.' We 

~ J. S. Mill, Analyûs oJ Ihe Phenome回 01111< Hu刷11 Mind (London, I86g), 
Vol.I; pp. 114-175 , Tllere 四n even be one-word propositi。由. íor instance, the Latin pluil (it 
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Bign证'y A's existence, or e1se it remains a one-ter皿 proposition ，
in which c回e it does not signify the subject. 

The difficulty becomes stilI more apparent 证 we follow Brentano 
in his ulti皿a旬 reduction of aIl predicative propositions to 四ist
ential ones, a reduction which he is bound to attempt if the verb 
is always signifies a term. But the very principle of his reduction 
works both ways, sinc坦 it can as easily reduce aIl existentiaI 
propositions to merely predicative ones. "Some man is sick," 
Brentano says, "means the same as the existentiaI propositioD, 
a sick 刑an is, or there is a sick man." D Nothing is less evident. 
The natural amphibology of the verb "to be" is here once more at 
work. When 1 say of some man that he is sick, 1 am taking 'his 
existence for granted , for, unless he 四ere， he could not possibly 
be sick. Yet, 1 田n not signifying his existence; what 1 do indeed 
signify is his sick condition , which cannot be taken for granted 
from the fact alone that he is. If, on the contrary, 1 say that there 
is a sick man in a room, the very existence of some patient is 

, signified. 1 remember reading on the waIls of London in N ovember, 
1945: "There stilI are Liberals," and, indeed, reading this after the 
J.abor Victory of the preceding elections, 1 could feel no hesitation 
皿 to the meaning of the 配ntence. It did not mean that some 
Iiberals stilI 飞1fere Liberals, but that there stilI e娼的ed in Great 
Britain such men as caIl themselves Liberals. 1n si皿ilar ca回 s，
existence is so cIearly at stake, that it st皿ds in need of being 
forcefuIly asserted. Some man is sick and there is a sick man do 
not mean one and the 回me thing. And here again Russian may 
help, for it would render the first proposition by "some man 
sick," whereas, it would render the second one by "a sick m血
is." Russian is a language in which, in its normal use, the verb 
is never plays the part of a copula, because it has kept whole its 
existen tial meaning. 

It may not be necessary to foIlow Brentano throughout his 
systematic rcduction of aIl classes of attribution to existential 
assertion, for the mainspring of such operations is one and the 
阻皿e， and they aIl stumble upon the 阻me di值culty. They aIl 
8Upp由e that, as a copula, is already means existence. If it does, 
all men are mortal c田1 easily become an immor归1 man is not and 
there is no immortal man. But how can the are of the universaI 
affirmative beget the 时 not of the universal negative? Are we to 
阻，y that to 阻sert existence is the sa皿e act 回 to deny it? For gen
erations, logicians have used 回 a cI昭sical exa皿ple the proposition 
all swans are white. Has it ever meant to them either the actual 

• lbiJ., p. 218. 
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then shaIl have to say that no existential proposition can be 
transformed 皿to a predicative proposition. But the reverse could 
be attempted, na皿ely， to transform aIl predicative propositions 
into 80 many existential propositions. 1n point of fact, it has 
been attempted by Franz Brentano, and it was a very tempting 
atte皿pt to make. For, -indeed, Brentano says, in existential 
propositions, the verb is should make sense, and, since it is agreed 
tha也 existence is no predicate, there is but one term which is 
can predicate, namely, the subject. But thi8 fìrst moment of the 
de皿onstration is already beset 飞~th di伍culties. Like the opposite 
thesis which it aims to disprove, it takes it for granted that, in 
aIl propositions, the verb is bound to signify a term. If it cannot 
be the predicate, then let it be the 8ubject! Yet, should this be 
granted, the problem would rcmain the 8ame under a different 
fo口民主lamely， what is the mcaning of is? Is it a copula? If it is, 
we thereby obtain the CI刷、 ical formula of the principlc of identity, 
A is A; an undoubtcdJy corrcct formula, but one which is thc 
very reverse of the resuIt intended by such an opcration. What 
we were trying to do was to turn aIl prcdkative propositions 
into existential propositions, and what we arc actuaIIy doing 
is turning aII existential propositions into predi叫tive propositions. 
Brentano is right in saying th剖 what is then a四crted is not "the 
union of the character existence with A," but he R"cms to be 飞叮ong
in saying that what is then asserted is A itseIf.' Thc proposition 
Socrat臼 is does not at aIl mean tha也 Socrates is Socrates. Ncither 
does it point out Socrates; what it points out is thc fact that 
Socrates is. 

But what Brentano me皿s may well becomc more clcar if we 
consider the 8econd moment of his proof. If Socrates is does not 
m四n either that he has the predicate existcncc, or that he is 
Socrates, then to posit Socrates and to posit him .. , cxisting are 
one and the same thing. This time, the thesis of Brentano implies 
that to a田ert A is to assert its existence, which is precisely the 
point at stake. If what Brentano says is truc, the assertion of 
A should be one with thc assertion of the existencc of A; but such 
is not the case, for the proposition A is does not signify A, it 
signifies A's existence. 1n other words, either it is developed into 
the predicative proposition A is A , in which C,,""C it docs not 
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rams). Existential judgments could also be callc<:i _"real"_ (cf, 1. ~r<?þes， ~þ. cit_., 
pp. 101-1。目. but there- might be a slight touch of Suarezian es目 ntia1ism in such 
an appellation. 

• Fr. B陀ntano， Psychologir du þoinJ de tJ-lU tmþidqltl' <Pari". Aubicr, J944'. 
P.2[3 
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nor even to signify terms, but to be their affirmation. In Lance
Iot's own words: "According to this notion, it c皿 be said tha也
the verb itself should have no other u田 th皿 to mark the binding 
together in our mind of the two terms of a proposition." 

This "should" is a pearI. As if the proper job of gram皿ar
were to tell us what spoken usage shouId be, instead of telling us 
what it is! N aturaIIy, what Ianguage should be in order to pl四se
Lancelot is what it should be in order to co皿ply with the rules of 
formal AristoteIian logic. Whence it follows at once that, to 
Lancelot, language is unduly compIicated. Since the principal 
function of the verb is to affirm, and sinc地 a血rmation remains the 
same whatever may happen to be affirmed, a single verb should 
suffice for all affirmations. In point of fact, there is such a verb, 
and it is "to be." If only spoken usage allowed it, we would 
never use any other one. Just one verb; what a simpIification! 
Not 1 li时， or 1 sit, but 1 αm living, 1 am sitting and Iikewise in aII 
other c剧团." In such a doctrine, judgments of existence can 
obviously be nothing else than judgments of attribution. In the 
case of aII other verbs, men have abridged their speech by creating 
verbs which signify, at one and the same time, both affirmation 
itself and what i也 a伍rms. In the sole case of the substantive 
verb "to be," they have not done 80, becausc, in that case, the 
predicate is understood. God exists then, becomes the meaningless 
God 口ists existing, just as 1 am signifies: 1 am a being, or 1 am 
something.11 

Lancelot has not been alone in this conviction, but one of the 
more interesting among similar cas四 is that of Bossuet. To say 
that Bossuet had a fine feeling for the meaning of words would be 
a cIear c臼e of understatement, yet he also became entangled in the 
same difficulty. On the one hand, Bossuet knew that the object 
of a concept never is existence, 8ince, as he himself says, Hwhether 
an object be or not, we neverthele，咽 understand it." On the other 
hand, he clearly realized that the verb is did not mean existence 
in general, for 1 am not thinking of such an indeterminate 曰:ist
en臼 when 1 say 1 am, or God is. Yet, Bossuet was also convinced 
that all knowledge is reIated to some concept, 80 that there should 
alwaY8 be a concept where there is meaning. In the particuIar 
C阻e of e对stence， there is no doubt that we have such a concept: 
8ince we do know existence, we mU8t needs have 80皿e ide鸣。.f it. 
Thus, "existence" is the only ωncept we have which designates 

t 

~~ Lancelot, Grammaire g4n4ra1e, Cb. XI口， in Logique d, Port.Royal, Part 
口， Ch.2 

11 Logi胆~ de Port..Royal, Part II, Ch. 3. 
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ex才stence of white sw回s or the non-e:对stence of black ones? 
When, after the discovery of Australia, it beca皿e known that 
some swans were black, the truth of the universal affirmative went 
topieces, but i恼 nature q:阳 judgment remained identically what 
it had always been, ns皿ely， a predic吼ion. E对stential judgments 
are not predications, nor is there any predication of actual exist
ence. Assuredly，他e actual ex:ist础ce of what the terms of a 
judg皿ent signify is directly or indire地tly required for the truth 
of any predication, but the formal correctness of such a judgment 
剧 all swans are τvhite is independent of its truth. At any rate, 
the truth of the actual inherence of a predicate in a 8ubject never 
entails the truth of the actual existence of the subject. A C.阴阳ur
is a fiction does not mean that Centaurs actually are in poetic minds; 
nor does it mean that some fictions existing in poetic minds are 
Centaurs; it means that wha也 is caIIed Centaur "is a fiction." 
In 8hort, existence is a prerequisite for the truth of any predication, 
but it does no也 directly faII under the scope of predication. 

We thus find ourselves confronted with the fact that, since 
is does not mean either a predicate or a subject, i恼 meaning must 
needs be 四'holly con也ined 仿 itself. There is no doubt that is 
does not signify apart from a 8ubject, yet it does not signify its 
8ubject, and, 8inC也 logicians 田 such seem unable to cope with the 
problem, our only hope is to apply to those whose proper job 
it is to determine the nsture and functions of verbs, that is, the 
grammarmDs. 

If we do 80, we find ourselves confronted with the no less 
disturbing fact that a I町ge number of grammarians are little 
皿ore than logicians. Just as it has invaded Iogic, the metaphysicaI 
8ubstantialism of Aristotle has wholly 8ubdued gram皿缸， thus 
tuming i也 into a mere department of logic and reducing the 
proposition to abstract predication. It is a meaningfuI fact that, 
in seventeenth-century France, for instance, the General Grammar 
of Lancelot had been incIuded, just as it w剧， in the Port.Royal 
Logic. And it could well be, since it w.回 nothing else than Iogic. 
The doctrine of Lancelo也 concerning verbs is simple. To him, the 
verb is "a word whose principal function is to signify affirmation." 
We say "principal" because, over and above that function, the 
verb c皿 fuIfill 8everaI other ones. When 1 田y， in Latin, "sum," 
1 a皿 actually sa:到吨， "1 now 缸n，" 80 tha也 such a verb signifies 
both the subject and the time of the being in question. But these 
町e mere consignifications of the verb, for it c皿 be found without 
them, whereas it can never be found without either af置rmation or 
negation. And Bueh is indeed i饵 nature: not to consignify time 
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and passÌoIlR."a "-rhe verb, our modcrn grammarian says, "signifies 
action in time and mode."16 Obviously, this is quite a different 

"'account, and, while what we are here witnessing is not a farewell 
to Priscian, it i, certainly a farewell to Aristotle, according to 
whom vcrbs wcrc HO many nouns, cach of which signified, not an 
action, but thc abstrac也 concept which expressed the nature of 
an action. Thus, according to Aristotle, what the verb "to depart" 
actually means is, "departure." N ot what 1 do, but the essence 
of what 1 do, is 8ignified by the verb. There is nothing to surprise 
us in such a doctrine. The theory of the verb appears to gram町
marians as bristling with irre职llaritie 号， because you cannot enter 
the realm of action without entering that of existence, and, if a 
grammarian is a logician of the 80rt that Aristotle was, he has no 
use for action. Hence the striking statement of Aristotle: "In 
themselves and by themselve8, the 飞'fords we call verbs are really 
nouns."口 But ， if such is the gramrr且r of logicians, the grammar 
of grammarians is entirely different, 8ince what the verb there 
means is action. And this, the 阻me grammarian says in all 
simplicity of heart, is eminentIy true of the verb "to be," since 
"the first of all subjective actions is to exist."" 1 happen to have 
known that !(1'eat grammarian and historian of the French language 
personally. Brunot had written his master book on Thought and 
Language with a view to ridd;ng grammar, once and for all, 
of all traces of Scholasticism; and this he so successfully did that, 
at the very moment when the last trace of Aristotelianism dis
appeared from his own gramm町， he found himself in complete 
agreement with Thomas Aquinas 

What happened to Scholastic grammar is c1ear enough. In 
80 far as the problem of the verb is concerned, i也 has been the 
grammar of a logic in which all judgments are judgments of 
attribution. No grammarian, no Iingui8t 飞lóill feel the slightest 
hesitation in deciding which is the primary function of the verb 
is, namely, whether it is to. be a copula or to signify actual 
existence. To say that x is, is to say that x exercises the very 
first of all subjective acts, which is to be. The problem is not to 
know how is has come to 8ignify existence, it is rather to know 
why it has been singled out to play the part of copula. 
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existence, yet it designates it in a too indeterminate way to design
ate actual existence. The only thing to do then is to add something 
to it. This is what Bossuet achieves by adding "now" to it. 
Our idea of actual existence is th田efore the same as that of "pre回nt
eXÍstence." To be is to be now. If 1 say "These roses are," "There 
are roses" or "These roses exist," 1 am saying nothing else than that 
such roses are at the present time.1t Such an answer presupposes 
that the three abstract notions of existence, of time and of the 
present can make up for the disappearance of a verb.τ￥ue enough , 
Bossuet was not very far off the mark, for, if there is a notion 
which is inseparable from actual existence, it is that of "now." 
Yet, with all due respect for that great master of words, he was 
then putting the cart before the horse. "To be" is not "to be 
now;" rather, "to be now" is "to be." There is no concept whose 
addition to that of existence can make it signify actual existence, 
because no concept can signiíy it. The verb is signifies existence, 
and it signifies it in its own right. 

We might have better luck with contemporary grammarians, 
for whom the logic of Aristotle is but a thing of the past.τ'rue 
enough, such scholars feel in no way conccrned with philosophical 
problems. Language is for them a fact to be objectively studied , 
;uch as it is. But this is precisely what we need, and it may well 
appear, on closer investigation, that gramrnar is nearer meta
physics than for皿allogic itself is. The more we rid it of logic, the 
cIoser we are to 皿etaphysics.

Now, it is a curious fact that even modern grammarians 
feel rather puzzled when they meet, not our question, but the 
grammatical occasion for our question. One of the most recent 
among them has stated it quite c1early: ‘ 'The theory of the verb 
is what has most perplexed all grammarians, ancient and 
modern, and it is, let it be frankly admitted, the one most bristling 
with irregularities, exceptions, anomalies, and, in short, difficulties 
of all sorts."" As to himself, he begins his book with a farewcll 
to Priscian," a typical case indeed of scholarly ingratitude, since, 
when he comes to the dangerous problcm of the verb, he finally 
treads in the footsteps of the patriarch of grammarians. 

"The verb," Priscian had said, "is a part of speech, with 
tenses and modes, but without declension, which signifies actions 
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u Priscian, Imlü"tw1f.eS grammaticae, lib. VIII, 1, 1, ed. by M. Herz (Leipzig, 
Tcubner, 185S), Vol. 1, p. 369. u Brunot, oþ. cit., P~_~03 

17 AristõtÌe; Periherme"ñelas, cap. 111. In In Perihermeneias,- lib_. I , _cap. 3, 
lect. 5, Thomas Aquinas says about this text, that, if verb雪 are nouns，扰 is because 
"eveñ"acting and being acted upon are, in a way, thing'i." This quoddam 'C$ is, of 
course, Thomism in Ari址。telian garb. 

u Brunot, op. cil., p. 293. 
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12 Bossuet, Logique, Bk. 1, Ch. 39. 
13 F. ßrunot, La Ptmsle etle langage. .lfé!hoðl', prim:ipcs et plans d'nne ~~éo~ic 

nouvelle du lang叫， aþþl叼ule au Français (Paris. Mas范on， 1922) , pp. xviii-xix 
Cf. p. 898, the 1.且 parãgrãph of the boo~ 

1. IbiJ., p. xix, note 1. 
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We do not need to look very far for an answer to tha也 question，
but it canno也 be a logical one; it 皿ust be a metaphysical one. 
Logic in itself is the science and the ar也 which concerns the for皿al
co;ditions for the validity of judgments in generaI. As such, 
it is directly concerned With the formal validity of judgmen饵，
not with their actual truth. Unless a judgment be correct, it 
cannot be true, but it can be correct without being true. If a 
judgment aims to be true, it aims, beyond formal a,:d pur<;!y 
logical correction, to achieve an adequate expression of actual!y 
exlsting reality. This is why, as a modern logician_ ha~ aptly 
盹泊， every logical assertion presupposes a hypotheticaljudgment 
of e对stence." With this last judgme时J logic as such is in no 
way concerned,yet the judgnenb is there.Such implicit exlstentlal 
judg皿ents have prompted Brentano to tum all judgments of 
attrhum into so many existential ones-And this, I am afrai也
was a mistake. but the fact remains that it is practically one and 
the same thing f or us to f 0盯r口rm丑1叫at怡e a judgment and to conceive 
it as true. The very choice of classical examples made by logicians 
of all tiroes would suffice in itself to prove it. If the proposition, 
"All men are mortal," has become the very type of affirmative 
proposition, it is because of the settled c.':'nvic~i?n .that, in r~a~ty: 
each and everymanulumately dies-But this is aot a logical 
rule; it is an existential fact. A logically correct judgment is true 
whe;' what it affirms actually is, and when what it denies actually 
is not. 2Ø 

The reason why is has become a copula is here apparent. 
Logic has had to d~al with judg皿ents such as it found them, and 
thosejudgments hadnot been invented by mm in order to prfide 
logic with a fitting mat句口 but in order to express reality. Now, 
the Erst character of redity is to be.When I say that Petep is 
sick , 1 directly conceive Peter as being in a sick way, that is, 1 
con~eive his being as that of a sick man. This is 80 at least as 800n 
剧， stepping out of logic, 1 become interested i" !，c~ual truth 
τ'he vêrb "to be" is used as a copula because all judgments of 
attribution which 町e true or intend to be true aim to affirm or 
to deny a certain way of being. In short, is has correctly been 
chosen 回 a copula because all judgments of attribution 町e meant 
to say how a certain thing actually is." 

11 E. Goblot, Traitl tle logl'q1u:, 7th ed. (Paris, A: Colin ... Iç4I), .p..~~. 
:1 0 "Sed quando_ adaequat~.r 凹 quod est ext~ in 时， dicltur -judiciu~ verum 
，"也omãs Aquin坦~-Qü~ d"isþ~-d;--Ye,italf.._ q. 1, art. ~~， ~e~p. -.Çf.)ohn.of St 

Thom脯• LDgica. 于~-i~ÍJl~;st_r~~q: -I~ art..卢: "At véro sylIòll问ièa illatio quia non 
consideratur-ut vera, sed ut inferens. .." 

11 See Th。田a!I Aquinas, In Perihermenei.时， lib. 1, cap. 3, lect. 5, n. 22 (I..eonine 
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If we 8imply say that a certain thing is, the judgment in question 
is a judgment of existence, and it is " perfectly coπ'ect one: it is 
co皿plete without any other term requiring to be understood, 
with only one term and a verb, that is, the subjec也 and the verb 
is. Why logic as 8uch does not know what to do with 8uch pro
positions is not difficult to see. Attributive propositions are 
everywhere related to existence, except, precisely, in logic: 
"Logicus enim considerat modum praedicandi et non existenl-句m
rei," Thomas Aquinas says." Existential propositions, which 
deal with nothing else than actual existence, are no fitting objects 
of consideration for the logician. They raise no for皿al problems, 
because they do not deal with forms, bu也 with existence, which 
itself is the act of all forms. If it is a question of saying how things 
are, many problems are liable to arise precisely because things 
are in many different ways. There are as many ways of being as 
there 町e ways of being related to actual existence. There is that 
of matter and that of form, that of substance and that of its 
accidents, such as quantity, quality, action, passion and all the 
rest. But, when it comes to existence, everything is simple, for 
x either is or it is not, and that is all that c皿 be said about it. 
Existential judgments are meaningless unless they are meant 
to be true. If the proposition, "Peter is," means 皿ything， it means 
that a certain man, Peter by nar町， actually is, or ex王sts. Is does 
not predicate anything, not even existence; it posits it, and such 
a proposition h皿 no business to be quoted in formallogic, except 
as an example of a whole class of propositions which 町e not the 
business of the logician. 

Gram皿町 thus confronts us with cerlain judgments which 
do not fall within the 8cope of logic, 80 much 80 that, as 800n as 
he handles them in a logical way, the gram皿arian feels bound to 
do away with them. There is no reason why 8uch a fact 8hould 
leave us at a loss. N 0 metaphysici皿 should f，国1 asharned to 
take everyday language seriously. The deepest metaphysical 
problems are involved in the 皿倒也 co皿皿on formulas we use 
in everyday life. There is no a priori 回国on to doubt that human 
thought goes straight to what is perhaps the very core of reality. 
To 8crutinize Bome words, and particularly the verb "to be," 
may well prove the safest way to seize knowledge, so to speak, 
at i饵 80ur饵， where it is first c田t into the mouJd of words. Thus 
gram皿ar is cl四ely related to metaphysics, because i也 deals with 

~ti~n， V.ol_. _I, p. 28). Cf. John of St， τ'horna!l. Logica, Sum皿.uIaru皿 lib.I，四p.
VI g~rini-Ro.~， Ma!Ïe~~i2，- Y'?I. I，_p~. 15-16. 

tt ThomasAquina!l, In Ylt MeUJþh~;le目.17， ed. Catha1a, n. 1658. 
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that unsophisticated expression of common seIl.se, which co~皿on
language 'certainly is. -There are not two different truths for 
com皿on 胆固e and for metaphysics; there is but one and the same 
truth , more or less deeply -grasped and more or less distinctly 
formúlated. Men have not waited for metaphysicians to invent 
judgments of existence. There actually are suc~ jud~皿ents， and, 
d~spite the age-old hostility displayed against t~em ~y logicians! 
men cannot pronounce a Sinde sentence in which at least one of 
th~;' is not' directly involved. Their existence then is beyond 
doubt, but what remains for the metaphysician to do is to define 
the conditions for their very possibility. 

The two prerequisites to the possibility of 田åstential judgments 
are that reality should include an e对stential ac也 over and above 
its essence, and that the human mind be naturally able to grasp it. 
That ther~ is such an el由tential act in reality has been establ凶ed，
by showing that all philosophical at胆mputo do without it ha吃e
resulted in philosophical failures. That the human mind is 
naturally able to grasp it is a fact, and, if so many philosophers 
seem to- doubt it,' it is because they fail to grasp the cognitive 
power of judgment. Because it lies beyon? esseIlc~， existenc~ 
lies beyond abstrac也 representation， but not beyond the scop~ of 
intell~~tual knowledge; for judgment itself is the most perfect 
form of intellectual knòwledge, and existence is its proper object. 

The most serious 皿istake made by the various metaphysics 
。f essence is their failure to realize the nature of essence. . They 
si皿ply forget that essence always is the essence o! some .being. 
The concept which express回 ':n essence cannot be used as a 
complete expression of the corresponding being, because t!'ere is, 
in the object of every concept, 80皿ething that escapes and tr皿b
cends its es配nce. 1ñ other words, the actual object of a concept 

-always contains more thmits abstract dehition-What 1t con· 
tains over ai:td above its formal definition is its act of 回cisting，皿d，
because such acts transcend both essence and representation, 
they can be reached only by means of j~dgment. . T~e .proper 
function of judgment is to say existence, and this is why judgm叫
is a type of cognition distinct fro血， and 8uperior to, pure and 
simple abstract conceptualization. 

Yet, it should not be forgott础 that， in concrete experìence, 
essence itself is the setting ap町t of a portion of concrete reality. 
The primary error of the metaphysics of essence is to mistake 
that part for its whole and to speculate a~out e~se，，:~四 ns though 
they were the whole of both reality and its intelligibi1ity.In 
point of fact, essences should never be conceived as final objects 

?f i~tellectual knowled~e， bec:>use their very nature is engaged 
in the concreteness of actual being. Abstracted from bei-;'JI:, 
they :I~im .~o be !e~ntegrated being. 1n other words, the prop孟
end of intellectual abstraction is not to posi也 essences in the mind 
回 pure and self-8uflìcient presentations: Even when we abstract 
essences, we do not do sowith a view to knowing 四sences， bu也
with a view to knowing the very beingsto whieh they belong, and 
this is why, if philosophical knowledge is not to remain ab-;-tract 
speculation, but to be real knowledge, i也皿.ust use judgment to 
restore essences to actual being. 

T~. ju_dge is precisely to say that what a concept expresses 
actually is either a being or the deter皿ination of a certain beinl!. 

Judgments always affirm that certain conceived essenc回 are in a 
st气:te ?f u.nion .wi_th,_ or of separation from , existence. Judgments 
unit~ in the mind what is united in reality, or they separate in the 
mind what is separated in reality. And what is thus united or 
separated is always existence, either how it is, or that it is. 1n this 
last case, _ which is that of the judgment of èxistenc晤， my 皿ental
act ex~ctly ans",:ers the _ existential act of the known thing. Let 
us, rathcr, say that such a judgment intellectually reiterates an 
actual act of existing. If 1 say that x is, the essenée of x 四ercises
through my judgment the s皿ne act of èxisting which it exercises 
in x. If 1 say that x is not, 1 mentally separate the essence of x 
from actual existence, because existence does not actually belong 
to x. This is why; while ab由action mn comedy eonceive apad 
what is really one, judgment 阻皿ot separate what is one in 
reality. It cannot do it, at least in this 配nse that, when i也 does.
it b由ays its own function and defeats its own p呻ose. 1n oth白
words, whereas abstraction is there provisorily to take parts ou 
of theirwholes, judz:meMHthere to integmteor to mintegTate 
those same parts into their wholes.τ'rue judgments are normal 
judgments, and judgments are normal whën ihey unite what is 
!:.~tually _united or when _they separate what is actually separated. 
!hus, abstract. knowledge bears upon essence, bút júdgment 
bears upon cxistence: "Prima quùlem op旷'atio respicit i psam 
nat~am reí . . . secunda. operatio respicit ipsum 白se rei.Hn 

But both operations are equally-requi;cd for knowledge, which 
always is a cognition of actual being. F飞皿damental as it is, 
t!'e d!stinction between abstract knowledge and judgment shoulcl 
therefore never be conceived as a separation. -A~traction and 
judgment are never 时paratcd in the mind, because es田n四 and

,; ,-!,homas Aquinas, 1,. Boethium de Trinitate. qu. V., art. 3, ed. P. Wy睡r， p. 
38, 11. 8-11. 
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existence 町e never separated in reality. 1 皿ay well abstract the 
e回ence of a certain being and deal with it for a while as though it 
were unrelated to the being from which 1 abstracted it, but it is 
notJ for essent也 always belongs to an esse, and, even while 1 con
ceive it apart, e回ence never cuts 1008e from actua1 being; it is, 
rather, bound to it by a life line, and, if that line is cut'off, es配nce
is dead. No knowledge will ever come out of it. Such is eminently 
the case for the notion of being. Thomas Aquinas was fond of 
repeating, with A vicenna, that being is what falls first into the 
mind , and this is true; but it does not mean that our cognition is 
an abstract cognition. What comes firs也 is a sensible perception 
whose object is i皿皿ediately known by our intellect as "being," 
and 也is direc也 apprehension by a knowing subjec也 immediately
releases a twofold and complementary intellectual operation. 
First , the knowing subject apprehends what the given object is, 
next it judges that the object is, and this instantaneous recompos
ition of the existence of given objects with their eSsences merely 
acknowledges the actual structure of these objects. The only 
difference is that, instead of being simply experienced, such objects 
now are intellectually known. 

If this be true, being is not and cannot become an object of 
purely abstract cognition. As has been said, there is 80皿etbing
insidiously artificial in dealing with even abstract essenc田，
四 though the bond which ties them to actual 目istence could 
actually be cu t; bu也 what is still more artificial and more perilous 
is to deal in a purely abstract way with such a metaphysical 
monster as the abstract eSsence of being. For, indeed, there is 
no such eSsenCe. What is conceivable is the esSence of a being, 
not that of being. If the correct definition of being is "that which 
iSJ" it nece田arily includes an is, that is, eXÌstence. To repeat, 
every ens is an esse habens, and unless its esse be included in our 
cognition of it, it is not known as an ens, that is, as a be-ing. If 
what we have in mind is not this and that being, but being in 
general, then its cognition necessarily involves that of eXÌstence 
in general, and such a general cognition still entails the most 
funda皿ental of all judg皿ents， namely that being is. 1n short, the 
very notion of a purely essential cognition of being is self-con
tradictory, and, because being imp町iously demands the immediate 
reco，阴ition， through judgment, of the esse which it includes, its 
knowledge is both essential and e对stential in i臼 own right. 

If thoroughly understood, this conclusion involves another one, 
which is of decisive importance for metaphysical speculation 
回 a whole, na皿ely， that all real knowledge is by natllre botb 
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回sential and existential. Being does not come first in 也e 田n田
that what com四 next no longer is being. Being comeS 岛讪四d it 
stays there. Being accompanies all my' representations. But 
even that is not 田ying enough, for each and every cognition is a 
cognition of being. 1 never get out of being, because, olltside it 
there is nothlng. What 1 begin by espying from afar is 直rst to 
me just a Hbeing;" if it com回 nearer， 1 know that it is an animal, 
but it still is "a being;" let it come near enough, and 1 will know 
that it is a man, then, finally, Peter, but all these succ回sive
determinations of the known object remain as 80 m皿y more 
阻d皿ore determined cognitions of a being. 1n other words, where 
no actual being, taken wi th i归 act of ex王sting， answers my knowl
"尉， there is no knowledge at all. Being, then, is not only the 
且rst and primary object of intellectual cognition, it is the cognition 
into which every other one ultimately resolves: ‘'IlIud amem 
guod primo intel/.町.tus concipit quωi not必simum et in quo omn白，
C阳cept必饰自 resolvit est ens."" And, since ens (being) includ四 ita
own esse (to be) , each and every real knowledge ultimately i8 
resolved into the comp臼ition of an e回回归 with its own existence, 
which are p曲iωd 剧。ne by an act of judging. This is why judg
ment ultimately bears upon esse (to be), and also why the truth 
of cognition ulti皿ately rests upon the fact that its object is, 
rather than on our abstract knowledge of what the thing is; for 
all true knowledge is resolved into being, and, unle国 we reach 
"to be," we fail to reach "being." 

Considered from the point of view of this realism of being, 
both essentialism and existentialis皿 appe町 as little more than 
two opposite yet equally unsatisfactory ab8tractions. Cognition 
requir回 considerable speculation about essences, but even our 
abstract knowledge of essences is not merely "8pecular" in the 
Kirkegaardian sen晤。，f the word. 1ntellects are not mirrors which 
p脑sively reßect reality, and concepts are not the merely p田sive
reßexions of their objects. Still more than do sensations, concepta 
田pr四s the co皿mon act of the knower and of the known thing. 
To know a thing is 10 be it in an intellectual way. The classical 
refutation of adequa.t旬 rei et inlellectus which derid回 it as a copy 
theory, according to which the concept is supposed to be a p国sive
reßexion of reality, cntirely mi回回 i阳 point. It m"y well apply 
to naive essentialism, but it by no means applies to " n田tic
in wbich the knowledge of essence res阳 upon the vi时 conjunction
of two acts of existing. Even abstract knowledge is not the 皿凹@

"τñomas Aquinas, Qu. disþ. dc V tr宙'ale， qu. 1, art. 1, Rcsp. 
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very B皿e Bensible intuition, 80d 8t no moment, BUpp田ing th8t 
i也 takes more th80 one, does i也 get 0的 of it. We directly know 
perceived d8ta 8s beings, BO that our direct knowledge of them 
includes 80 intuitive experience of their very 8Cts of 阻isting.

There is no a priori W8y to deduce the po皿ibility of Buch 
knowledge. It must be p田sible because i也 is 8 f8Ct.τ'he gr曲也
discovery of con也皿porary existentialism, that, for man, to be 
is "to be in the land of the livi卫g，" is at le:剧也 as old as the 
always valid Arisωtelian conception of BeOSe perception. Idealism 
is 80 radically unreal that it does not even bear to be overcome. 
A product of pure thinking, i也 is wholly irrelevant to knowing. 
There nowhere is, except in the mind of thinkers, a knowing subject 
that knows nothing, yet wonders how it could possibly knOW. 
There nowhere is in reality 8uch an existing subject as that of 
Kirkeg随时， whose very existence puts him in 8 final 8tate of 
8eparation from all the rest. N 0 man is alone, because，回 a
spiritual 8ubstance, were he alone, he could not know and he could 
not be. If to be is, for him, to know, to be is necessarily "to be
come another ," and for mc "to become another" exact1y is "to 
be myself." 1 am my回lf through ceaselessly becoming another, 
owing to a constant assimilation of essences which, in me, are my 
own existence. My own "I am" is always given to me in aD "i也
is," and each "it is" is ei他er given in or related to a sensory 
perception. Sensory perception is the vital exchange which 
constantly takes place between existing intellectual 80uls 8nd 
actually existing things. It is, in fact, the meeting point of two 
distinct acts of existing. 

This is why sensible perception is a first principle of hu皿8n
knowledge. Where thinking is mistaken for knowing, 8ensible 
perception can be no 8uch principle, but, where knowing properly 
80 called is at stake, knowledge begins in perception, 8nd its end 
is in its beginning. To perceive is to experience existence, 80d to 
Bay' through judgment that 8uch an experience is true is to know 
e对stence. An intellectual knowledge of existence is therefore 
possible for an in始llect whose operatioos presuppose its vitsl 
臼:perience， 8s an exisient, of anoiher existent. ln other words, 
intellectual knowledge conceives existence, but the fruit of its 
conception then is not the representation of some essence; it is 
an act which answers an act. Exactly, it is the act of an operation 
which answers nn act of existing, and 8uch an operation is itself 
80 act becausc it directly flo响 from an act of existing. An epistem
。，logy in which judgment, not abstraction, reigns supreme, is 
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copyingof皿 es田nce by 80 intellect; it is the intellectual becomi皿
of 80 actual 田genee in an intellectual beinzu 

The noetic of ab8tract essenceslies open-to irrefutable criticism, 
because it overlooks the fact that what is 皿ost essential to essence8 
is their very relation to existential 陀ality. For the Ba皿e reasoll, 
!he realism ()f the res (things) lays itself open to the 8ame objections. 
It puts reality before existence 皿stead of putting e对stence into 
reality, and, because it misses existence, i也 misses reality. Knowing 
~ an act as deeply rooted in existence as being itself is. Just as the 
!ir"t act of a knowing being is to be, 80 its- first operation is to 
~now， that is, to operate as it must' in its capacity of knowing 
being. "To be" then is first in the order o{ cog~ition， and 岳
阳mains 80 even in the order of self-cognition. It is quite true to 
say that, if 1 know that 1 think, 1 know that 1 am, but this does 
not mean that 1 am because 1 think; rather, 1 think because 1 am. 
Whence it follows, first, that there is no irÍco皿patibility between 
thouEht and existence.For an intellectual being such 嗣阻血，
thought is not the abstract objectification of existence, nor is 
阻istence the ceaseless breaking up of thought. To think is to act, 
just 臼 to be is to act. ln an inteIIectual 8ubstanc晤， thought is 
the operational mauifestation of its very act of existing. But, 
along with this aIIeEed opposition between thouEht and existence. 
the opposition between actual exis旬nee and the knowledge ot 
another existence immediately disappears. If 1 think because 
1 a皿， _and ， if what 1 am thinking about actually is, 1 do not 
lhink, 1 know. Normally, man is not a thinker; he is 8 knower. 
Man thinks when what he knows is his own tho~ght，皿an knows 
~h，:n what he is thinking about is an actually- existing thing. 
To know another being, then, always is to gr拙P its essence within 
!ts _gi~en existence, and, far from excluding it, all real knowledge 
hdudes a judEmmtof existence which is the last moment of a 
vitsl exchange between two actually e到sting beings 

ln short, true realism is neither a realism of esse1zce nor 8 realism 
of thing; it is the realism of being, and this is why it is both an 
~~d!ate and natural reali8m. -Being is neither intuited by a 
".ensibility nor understood by an intellect; it is known by a m皿
~ ,!rgauic_ chain of mental operations links the sense perc焰ption
of what is known 嗣 being 切 the abstraction and to the judgment 
!hrough _whic~ man knows it 8s being. Even Cajeta;:"s lustly 
famous formula, "Ens concretum quùiditaJi sensibili," do四 not
do full justice to the true nature of immediate realism. for it is 
sensible concreteness itself which is known &s a being. The whole 
cycle of operations which begins in sensible intuitioñ ends in the 
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to sway it from on high; or with a world created out of nothing, 
which, having l06t its Creator，皿.ust needs be created by nothing. 
Existentialism h回 not discovered existence; ita only metaphysical 
discovery is to ask how existence can still make 配nse，迁 nothing
ness remains the sole principle of i恒 intelligibility.

In fact, being itaelf is neither existence nor e回ence; it is their 
unity, and this is why it is whole and sound. Just 四 to be a being 
is to be, so to be is nece由arily to be a being. Any empirically given 
existence is that of a given being, and our knowledge of e对stence
is therefore bound to be that of an existing being. This is why 
there are no conccpts without judgments nor any judgmenta 
without concepts. Not even the simple apprehension of being 
can be 时thout a judgment. 8ince an ens is 皿 esse habens, all that 
which is conceived as a being is also judged to be an is. It mU8t 
be 80, since "to be" is part of "being." But the reverse holds true. 
Actually, to be is always to be in an intelligible way. In short, 
reality is neithcr a wholly inex1'ressible mystery, nor is it a mere 
collection of materialized concepts; it is a conceivable reality hang
ing on an act which itself escapes representation, yet does not 
cscape intellcctual knowledge, because it is included in every 
intelligible enunciation. We do 皿ore than experience ex回tence;
we know it through any judgment of existence about actual being. 
There is an act of judging which escapes the classical definition of 
judgment 回 the linking together of two objective concepts hy 
a copula; it is the judgment of cxistence, x is, which aflirms that 
a subject exercises the trans.essential act of existing. The 1'ro
position, "being is," can therefore be understood in two differen也
ways. As developed into the attributive 1'roposition, "being is 
be仰g，" it yields the supreme law of all abstract knowledge, but 
also the most formal of all cognitions and consequently the emptiest 
of all. In this case both Parmenides and Hegel 町e right: being is 
nothing but the pure selfhood of thought, gr嗣ping itself 回回
object.But 6abetnzis"may memsomething qUI阳 different，
namely, that being is actual in virtue of its own "to be," in which 
C臼e it becomes, thou!(h the most general, yet the fullest of all 
metaphysical truths. For, what it then signifies is that, in e啤ch
and every particular case, the greatest mistake which a meta
physician can make about being is to overlook the very act whereby 
it is a being. 

It may well bc asked what therc is to be gained fOl real knowl
~ge by positing an act which it should suffice to take for granted. 
T() which thc answer is that the recognition of such an aët is our 
四，le safegu町d against an infinite mimber of speculative errors 
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necessarily rcquÌl'ed by a metaphysics in which "to be" rcigns 
supreme in the order of actuality. 

Yct, such a philosophy remains a philosophy of being. Jus也
as essentialism is a metaphysics of being minus existence, e对st
entialism is a philosophy of existen四 minus being. Hence the 
peculiar characters of the cxperience of existenc地 upon which it 
rests. It can be described 阳 a bare sensation of e对s臼nce experi
enced by a sensibility which, for a few moments, is cut off from 
its intellect. It is, 80 to speak, a downward extasis, wherein fini胆
acts of existing are merely felt in themselves, wholly unrelated 
to their essenccs and thcrcfore deprivcd of all intelligibility. 
No concept there, nor cven judgment, but the bare experiencing 
of an is which is not yct a being. No wondcr, thcn, that, for con
temporary existentiali .. "m to cxperiencc cxistence is to expcrience 
anguish, nausea and the utter absurdity of everything. But, where 
there is no thing, therc can be no all. 8uch an experience is but too 
real, yet it merely proves tlmt essence and purpose 町cp町t and 
parcel of actual bcing. 日hould they bc rcmovcd, be it for a split 
second, what is Icft no longer makcs 地nse: it is that whose only 
es四nce and meaning is to have ncithcr esl:ìcnce nor meaning. He 
who al!ows himself thus to sink into his own sensibility cannot 
but experience a metaphYHical giddine8S, a 80rt of existence. 
sickness, whence he 飞，vill latcr conclude that existencc itself is but 
a sickncss of being. 

IIow could it bc otherwise? There is only one way to I'CRch 
pure cxistencc, and the mystics have always known it. N ot the 
way tha也 Icads ， through the dcnial of cssences, to the maddening 
experience of somc existing nothingness, but the one that once 
Icad Aup;u时tine， Bonaventura and John of the Cross, through 
overcoming all cssenccs without ever losing them, to reach their 
common sourcc, i t耻If heyond 邮电enees yet containing them all. 
Not despair, hut perfect joy, is thc reward of such an experience, 
and it is tme that philosophy alonc cannot achicvc it; hut this is 
not the only case in which philosophy points out a goal which it 
itself is unahle to rcach. Contcmporary existentialism is right 
in asking questions about cxistence, hut onc may well wonder if 
its fundamental mistake is not to ask existenccs to account for 
themselves, instead of looking at being for their causc. Distinct 
回 they arc from being hy that only which in them is not, nothing
n四s necessarily bceomes their specific differencc. We are thus 
left face to face with Platonic becoming, without the world of 
Ideas to grant it what it may have of intclligibility; or with 
universal motion without the self-thinking Thought of Aristotle 
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whose practical consequenc田 are but too obvious. Contemporary 
though也 see皿s to be beset by a passionate desire for purity, and 
tbe purity it aims to achieve is always tbat of so皿，e essence. 
1dealism has burned itself to death by achieving the purity of a 
self-consuming act of thinking. Poetry has attempted to achieve 
the purity of its own es田nce by expelling from itself all that belongs 
to tbat other essence, prose. 1n order to be pure of prose, it h嗣
purified words，直且也 from their Ilsual me明ing， then fro皿 all
meaning，皿d， having thus beco皿e senseless, i也 is now beginning 
ωwonder if, after all, the 回回nce of poetry does not include 
anoth回 one， that of intelligibility. Painting, too, has attempted 
to become pure. Since what makes i也 to be an art is what the artist 
himself adds to nature, why should not painting eliminate the 
whole contribution of nature and keep only what it owes to art? 
Could it only be achieved, the result would indeed be pure art. 
Yet, it is beginning to appear that, though painters can go very 
far indeed along that road, they cannot go the whole way. Wherc 
it achieves i也 non-representative purity, painting loses i也self
in some sort of impure geometry, jus也 as pure poetry dissolves 
into an impure verbal music. AlI such attempts are bound ulti
皿ately to fail, because concreteness is but another name for 
essential impurity. AlI that which is concrete is metaphysically 
impure. 1n human experience there are no such things as pure 
self-subsisting essences, and man himself is far from being one: 
mind and body, forms and matter, substances and accidents 
are si皿ultaneously given in actual co皿plexes of mutual deter
minations. Each concrete essence is a sharing in several differer比
essences, and it is not from looking at them in particular that we 
can 5ee how they can fit together. Existence is the catalyser of 
e曲ences. Because it itseIf is act in a higher order than tha也 of
essences, it can melt them together in the unity of a single being. 

For, having overlooked the transcendence of existence, essent
ialism has entertained the curious iIIusion that, since, in order to 
be, a being must at least be possible, the root of being lies in its 
p四sibility. But possibility is a word of severaI meanings. It 
maymean 仙e simp]e absence of inner contradiction in an essencc, 
and, in such 阻酷s， all non-contradictory combinations of essenccK 
are equally possible, but none of them is one step nearer its actuaI
ization than another one. It may also mean that an cssence i. 
fully deter皿ined， so that it is actually capable of exi国ting. Such 
possibl四 are in the ω，ndition which Scholastics would have called 
that of proximate potency to 曰:istence. But such a possibility 
still remains pure abstract p回sibility. 18 it true to say, with 80 
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many phil由opher8， that, when all the condition8 required for 
the pos8ibility of a thing are fuIfilled, the thing itseIf is bound to 
exist? Scarcely. When all those conditions are fulfilled , what is 
thereby fulfilled is the possibiIity of the thing. If any one of them 
were lacking, the thing would be i皿possible， but, fro皿 the fact 
that all those conditions are given, it does not follow that the 
thing i8 required to exist. The possibility of its essence does not 
include that of its existence, unless, of course, we count among 
its required conditions the very existence of its 阻U回. But，证 we
do, the being of the cause is the reason why the possible is a possible 
being. Omne ens ex ente: all being comes from anothe"r being, 
that is, not from a possible, but from an. existent. 

To overlook this fact is co皿pletely to reverse the actual relation 
of essences to existence8. 1n human 四perience， at least, there 
町e no such things as fully determined essences prior to their 
existèntial actualization. Their esse is a neces皿ry prerequisite 
to the fullness of their determination. They cannot be what they 
are unless they 且rst become it. It is so with human lives, and it is 
so with human work8. The },{atthaeus Passion was not an essence 
hovering in a limbo of possible essences where Johann Sebastian 
Bach caught it, so to speak, on the wing. As soon as there has been 
a Bach, the Matthaeus Passion has become a possible being, but, 
conversely, it has had to become in order to conquer the fullness 
of its determinations, and it became when Bach actuaIIy wrote it. 
We know that the three Organ Chorales of Cés町Franck are 
po田ible bccause he has written them; but the fourth one is not 
possible, because Franck died without having written it. Its 
existence is impossible，皿d， as 协 its essence, we shall never 
know it, because, in order to know what his fourth Organ Chorale 
might po回ibly have been, Franck himseIf would first have had to 
compose it. The primary cau白血aking human works to become 
determined possibles is the very existence of the artist. 

But the irrepressible essentiaIism of the human mind blinds 
us to that evidence. 1nstead of accounting for potency by act, 
we account for act by potency. We rather forget that what is at 
stake is neither existence nor 回sence， but being, which is both. 

, We fancy that essences, which owe their complete determination 
to existence，町c eternally independent of existence. Everything 
then proceeds as though the e回ence8 of possible beings had been 
eternaIIy conceived, by a divine 皿ind， apart from the very ac也
through which they would some day become actual beings. Thu~ 
conceived, existence does not enter the concrete determination 
of es随时回; it fills them up. 
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It is not 80, at least it is not 80 in a Thomistic metaphysics of 
beingi beCaU8e wherever there is being, there is esse (to be): the 
时se of each being is included in its divine idea. Different things 
are different beCaU8e they imitate God in different ways, and each 
particular thing imitates God in its own way beCaU8e, as Thomas 
Aquinas 8ays, each of them has its own esse, which is distinc也 from
any other: "Diversae autem res d.叩ersimode ipslαm [divinam es
sentiamJ imitantur, et unaquaeque secundum þroþrium modum 
suum, cum 'Zmicuique sit proprium esse distinclum ab altero.":‘ This 
is precisely why, in the s旧时 metaphy"ics, although God has 
eternal knowledge of all that He could creatc, He does not know 
what is not created in the 8ame way as what He creates (non 
阳men eodem modo). What detcrmine8 which ideas are to be 
created, a皿ong an infinity of po回ible crcaturcs, is the divine will. 
Such idea, then are determinately in God as idc臼 of creatures,U 
and, because they include a determination of the divine will, thcy 
町e not only the pattern after which creaturcs are made, they are 
the very makers of those creatures: 飞Similitudo rei quae est 仇
4时elleclu di町ino est factiva rei," and for the Iikcness of a thing to 
be in God simply means that the thing participatcs in esse (to be) 
through God: "Secundum hoc simi/itudo omnis rei in Deo existit 
quod res illa a Deo esse participat."" In God, infinitely more 
tban in things, existence is the root of essences, including tl时 r
very possibility. 

If it can affect our attitude towards reality, 8uch a notion 
of being cannot fail to affect our general conception of philosophical 
knowledge. Tbere 町e philosophies, William Ernest Hocking 
aptly says, which r四t on assumþtion, wh i1e some others rest on 
se臼ng. Tbe philosophy which naturally follows from thc above
de!ìned conception of hJ,ing definitely rests on sceing. And it does 
not do 80 in virtue of any assumption. The only excusc thcre is 
for a philosopher to make an assumption is that he does not 8ec. 
He who a田umes thinks, but he who sees knows, and, though it 
be true that no limits can be 8et to the amount of thinking which 
can be involved in the process of actual knowledgc, modcrn physics 
teach回 us that years and years of mathematical sperulation 
never become knowledge until, through 町t or chance, its results 
are con白rmed by a sometimes almost instantaneous sense per
ception. Philosophy itself, including metaphysics, should obey 
the same law. At least, it should do so inasmuch as it aims to 
be knowledge. The magnificent "systems" of those idealists who 

~ 1_~i，，_.， qu. I_T]. art. 2, Rel\p. 
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be"r the title of "great thinkers," and wholly des町ve it, belong 
in the realm of 町t more th皿 in that of philosophy. It is p1'obably 
not by chance tha也 Germany is the country of both idealistic 
metaphysics and of music. Hegel, Schelling, Fichte can 幽Sum6
a metaphysical the皿.e and weave it into a world with no less free
dom than Bach can write a fugue. Such 皿etaphysical fabrics are 
far f1'om lacking beauty, but Bach w;胡 right because，制皿自tist，
his end w，昭 to achieve beauty, whereas Hegel w;田 wrong， becau回，
as a phil080pher, his end should have been to achieve truth. No 
more than science, phil曲ophy cannot be a system, becau皿alI
systematic thinking ultimately rests on assumption, whereas. 
f阳 knowledge， philosophy 皿ust rest on being. 

Such a notion of being and of the metaphysics it involves 
has been already conceived, and this as early 皿 the thir协enth
centurγ， but it would be interesting to know how many philosophel'R 

have paid attention to it. Speaking of his own contempor田ies，
a certain Bern町dus Lombardi, who was teaching in Paris ahout 
the ye町 1327， did not hesitate to 皿y: "There are two ways of 
spcaking: the fir8t is that of Doctor Saint Thomas, who asse此a
that, in all beings 8hort of God, essence differs from existence; 
the second is that of all the other Parisian masters who unani
mously maintain the opposite."" We need not trust Bernardus 
Lombardi implicity, and his statement may 呐'cll have been an 
overstateme时， but it is a fact that a notion of being such 回 that
of Saint Thomas is a 1'are thing to meet in the history of metaphys
ics. Yet, unless it be thus conceived, what is left of being is little 
more than its empty shell. Why should phil080phers u四 such
an empty 8hell for thei1'自由也 p1'inciple of human knowledge? 
Any particular aspect of being is then bound to look preferable 
because, be it even ab8tract quantity, it corre8ponds at le剧也
to some "thing." 

At the beginning of this inquiry we asked how it was that, 
if being is the first object of the human mind, 80 few philosophers 
have seen it as the first principle of philosophical knowledge. 
The an8we1' is now at hand, namely, the overwhelming tendency 
of human understanding to steriIize being by 1'educing it to an 
abstract concept. Wherever that tendency has been aIIowed to 
prevail, being has still remained a formal 1'ule of rational thinking, 
but it h皿 ceased to be a p1'inciple of real knowledge; in short, it 

~~ UEst 4~plex_ modus dic~~~i: primu_s est doctoris ~ancti Thomae, qui ponit 
quod in omnibus citra Deum differt ësse ah 缸盟ntia; secundus est oInnÍum-alión皿
<:.._onc<?rdite~ parisiensium, qui ponunt oppositum", in ]. Koch, Durandus de s. 
Porc缸no (Beie,. %u伊 Gesch. ae1' Phil. d. Jf~-A.. Vol. XXVI, 1), p. 33_o~ see al皿 G.
Meersseman, GeschkhJe des AI1JertÎ5m肘， <Pa:ris, R. Haloua. 1933), Vol 1, p. 51. 
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has ce回edωbe a "beginning." Where being no longer plaY8 
the p町也。f a beginning, another beginning h阻 to be found. If, 
回配ems to be the case, existence truly is a constituent element 
of being, the hole created by its removal can claim to be fiIIed 
up, but- nothing else than existence itself adequately corr臼:ponds
iñ -shape to that hole. Once existence has been removed, there 
always re皿ains， in being, something for which 旺istencelesa being 
pro材des no rational expl皿ation. The chronic disease of meta
physical being is n叫 existence， but its tendency to lose existence. 
To resωre e:x王stence to being is therefore the 自rst prerequisite to 
the restoring of being itself to its legitimate position as the firs也
principle of metaphysics. 

To do So would by no 皿.eans constitute a philosophical dis
cóvery, but i也 would put an end to the aII-too-protracted neglect 
of an- áncient truth. Such a metaphysics would do justice to aII 
the metaphysical discoveries which have already been made in 
the p踊ι It would grant to Parmenides that, when p田ited 田 a
purely abstract essence, being is one with pure concep_tmtl think
lng. It would grant to Plato that essentiality is selfhood. It would 
grant to Aristotle that substance is both act and source of oper
stions according to its specification by form. It would grant to 
A vicenna that existence is a determination which happens to 
finite 田sence in virtue of its cau田. Last , but not le础t， it would 
grant to Thomas Aquinas that existence happens t? essence in a 
most pecuHar way, 110t as some sort of accidental determination, 
but 田 its 8upre皿e act, that is, as the c:msc of i臼 bcing as wel!剧
。f its operations. As to those metaphysic恐 with which it cannot 
agree, it can at least understand why they aro回 and 飞，vent their 
。wn several ways. For, indeed, the cognition of being entails an 
all-too-real difficulty, which is intrinsic to itBvery nature. When 
confronted with an element of reality for which no conceptual 
representation is available, human understanding feels ~ound ， 
if 'not alwaY8 to reduce it into nothingness, at least to bracket it, 
回 that everything may proceed aB though that element did not 
四:ist. It is unpleasant for philosophy to admit that it flows from 
a 80urce which, qua so田ce， will never become an object of abstract 
representation. Hence the ceaselesBly renewed attempts of 
philosophers to pretend that there is no such.source or that, if 
there is one, we need not woπy about it. Yet the history of 
philosophy is there to show that the awa陀ncss of existence is the 
beginning of philosophical wisdom. It doeB not do so in its capacity 
as history, whose only busine喝s it is to relate, but by providing 
philosophy with a fitting matter for critical reflexion. History 
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does not bind U8 to the past, nor d出8 it make U8 break away fro皿
the pa8也也rough recognizing .it 阳 P嗣t. History takes us back to 
the pas也 as to 80mething which we c皿皿ake to be pr田ent again 
through pe四onal appropriation. There is no "once upon a ti皿e"
to which, 50 long 田 he lives, man c皿not lend his own "now." 
From its endle田 journeys into the p剧也 history brings back, 
along with many eπors， 50me precious nuggets of truth. Historians 
tben marvel how it is that such treasures have been allowed ω 
lie 50 long neglected, and tbis 5hould at least safeguard ihem 
against any undue optimism conc回ning the future; but it should 
not preven也 them fro皿 kno时且g truth when they 5ee i也 nor should 
it dissuade them from 5tating it as true. 

A .critical examination of the data provided by the history 
of philosophy leads to the conclusion that "to be" does not COo:
tradict being, since it is the cause of being, and tha也 judgments do 
not contradict concepts, since all judgments are finally -rooted in 
the_ existential act of what first falls under the apprehension of 
underst皿ding， that is, being. Such a metaphysics does no也
reveal to us any new essence, but it directly concerns our attitude 
towards all es田nces. All real essences 町e known through ab
straction, yet their abstraction d田s no也 entail their sep町ation
from existence. Such a 5eparation never 0四urs until essentialism 
begins to deal with them as with abstractions from abstractions. 
Essences then become ent句 tertiae inten仇"缸，皿d they are dead. 
The confusion or the divor四 of es田nce and e对stence are two 
errors equally fatal to philosophy. A true metaphysics of being 
alone can reconcile history with objective knowledge, exístence 
with _essenc_e and time with etemity. It provides the only ground 
on which philosophy can ask the question to which religion is the 
answer. No I回s fond of concepts than that of Hegel, no less 
related to the philosopher and to 皿an than that of Kir kegaard. 
such a metaphysics is neither a system nor the self-expressioñ of á 
solitary existence. It is, before anything else, wisdom; and it aims 
to ~_ure the progressive adequation of human knowledge to 
actually existing being. A never-ending task indeed, yet ñot a 
fruitlesa one. _ F_or, if "to be" escapes all abstract representation, 
i~ can ~e included in all concepts, and this is achieved througlÌ 
the judgment of existence, the always available r四ponse of 
an existent endowed with intellectual knowledge to other acts 
of 四i
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Appendix 
Sαpientis enim est non curare de nominibus.' 

On Some Difficulties of Interpretation 

Among the criticisms directed against the positions upheld 
in the pre配nt work, the 皿ost important bear upon our de田ription
of the intellectual apprehension of being. The particular nature 
of our philosophical undertaking exposed it almost inevitably to 
such objections. Some of them having been both foreseen and 
answered beforehsnd, we hsve no intention to discuss them 
anew. Others have been neither foreseen nor, con配quently，
answered. Such are, for instance, the critical 四marks of Fr. 
Louis-Marie Régis. Their importance is obvious and we feel 
particularly anxious to u田 them aõ a remedy against some con
fusions which the complexity of our own position might cau盟
in the minds of our readers conce口ùng the tme posi tion of 
Saint Thomas Aquinas. It is diflìcult to philosophize from the 
principles of thc Angelic Doctor without involving him in 
statements for whi<:h he is in no way responsible. It is stm more 
diflìcult to discuss modem philosophical problems, be it in the 
light of his own principles, withollt using a language of which 
he would have probably disapproved. The remarks of Fr. Régis 
are a pressing invitation for us to reestablish, beyond our own 
formulas, the historical truth of those of Thomas Aqllinas him
配If. We feel grateflll to him, and to the Pllblisher蝇 of The 
J.fodern Schoolman , for permitting.us to reprint part of his own 
text. Any attempt to sum it up would hsve resulted in arbitrary 
defo口nations ， and r8ther than ruin it揭 llnit.y hy 刷bjectiu!( it to " 
continuous discussion, we h"vc preferred to keep it whole. Our 
own remarks on the 8ubject will be found in a di咀intt 肥ction of 
this appendix. Let us therefore begin by readiRg Fr. Régis him
盹H: THE KNOWLEDGE OF EXI81'ENCE IN 盯. THOMAS AQUINAR.2 

zτ'homas Aquinas, bJ 11 S enJ.. 3, 1 , 1 , Resp. 
I The Jfoáern Scnoolman XXVIlI , 2, ]an. 叩51 ， pp. 口 1-127.
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, 
I. CRITICAL OBSERVATIONS OF FR. L.-M. REGIS, O.P. 

The problem of the knowledge of existence is the alpha and 
omega of our author's book. It is with this problem thst he begins 
his inquiry into being I1S being and it is with its solution that his 
inquiry terminates. From the very first pages, we have a very clear 
indication of the road which M. Gilson is taking as a result of his 
categorical refusal of thc concept as a mea田 of knowing existence. 
Here i8 the text: 

It is not enough to say that being is conceivable 
apart from existence; in a certain 四nse it must be 
困id that being is always conc白时à by us apart from 
existence, for the very simple reason that existence itself 
cannot possibly be conceiveà. The nature of this para
doxical fact hss been admirably described by Kant • • • 
"Being," !{ant 阻，ys， "is evidently not a real predicate, 
or a concept of something that can be added to the con
cept of 11 thing" (p. 3).' 

The entire chapter on the knowledge of existence is but 皿
elaborate commentary on the a伍rmations we have just recalled. 
First of all, there is the distinction between the conceþl时， which 
is the term of apprehension, and the judicium, which is the term of 
the second operation of the mind which compo回s or divides two 
concepts (p. 190). Then 、re hsve the 8tudy of propositions, and of 
their division into one-term and two-Ierm proþosilions, a study 
which manifests the nonpredicability of the verb "to be," since it 
is not a concept and every predicate is a con四pt (pp. 190-202). 
Finally we h8ve the inevitable conclusion th8t, since the knowledge 
of existence cannot be had through 8 concept, it must 陀sult from 
the judgment, which meets 811 the conditions of concreteness and 
actuality neces崎ry for a grasp of this concrete act p8r excellence 
which is the "to exist" (pp. 202-13). 

1. THE lNCONCEIVABILITY 曰 "To BE" 

As to the "copllla," it is not really a term, because 
it designa阳s， not 8 concept, but the determinate relation 
which obtains between two te口田 }'or this rea田n
thc copula cannot be a noun; it is a verb. ln point 
of fact, it is the verb is (p. 190). 

I Cf. pp. 124-26. 
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No one will contest that the verb is not a noun, for its function in 
the enunciation is radically oppo自dωthat of the noun;' but it is 
quite a different matter to aflinn that the verb is not a concePI 
because it is not a noun, and 1 fear very much that it would be 
impossible to justi命 such an aflinnation in Thomism, even by 
using the episte皿ological vocabuJary u由d by M. Gilson. If indeed 
the tenn of every act of apprehension de田rv臼 the name of concept 
in the strict 配nse of the word (p. 190), i也配ems impossible to me 
仙at the name of concept be denied to the verb, since it is undo飞lbt
edlythefn此 of the first operation of the皿ind. Here are a few texts: 

. • . the 皿eaning of a sentence differs from the meaning 
of a noun or verb, be咽use a noun or a verb m回回 a
simPle unders缸ndi饨， but a 配ntence me皿s a composite 
understanding. • 

It is to be said that, since the operation of the intellect 
is twofold, as was 阻id above, he who expresses a noun 
or a verb by it田If， establishes an understanding as far 
as the first operation is concemed, which is the simple 
conception of something.' 

There are other interesting texts on this 阻me point.' 
But the verb "to be" is the verb par excellence; used alone in 

the present tense, which is the verb simPliciter,' it is not capable 
of expressing truth or of constituting the enunciation and hence 
does not belong to the 配cond operation of the mind.' 

2. TnE 1MPREDICABILlTY OF "To BE" 

If the proposition, "Peter is," means anything, it 
means that a certain man, Peter by name, actually is, 
。r exists. Is does not predicate anythi吨， not even 
existence; it posits it . . ." (p. 201). 

• bt 1 Pc叫'herm. ， le川t:: t. 5, no. 22. 
'lbid., nos. '7, ,8, 19-:12. 
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Why this unwillingne田 to make a predicate of the verb "to be?" 
Because i也 is not a concept and every predicate 皿.ust be a concept. 
But we ha ve just 配en that the verb i. a concept and tha也 the verb 
"to be" is the first anruogate of all verbs, since it always 四P自由国
an act, an actual act, and that existence is the actuaJity par 田
cellence. Hence under this 阳:pect， there is no reason to take from 
the verb "to be" its function as a predicate，皿d the following 
aflinnation does not 酷em to be justified in any way in Tho时sm:
"ln short, existence is a prerequisite for the truth of any pre
dication, but it does no也 directly fall under the scope of predication" 
(p. 196). And the conclusion derived therefrom is not any more 
justified: "We thus find ourselves ∞nfronted with the fact that, 
since is does not 皿ean either a predicate or a subject, its 皿eaning
皿田t needs be wholly contained in itself' (p. 196). 

The truth, in Thomism, is that the verb is the predicate par 
excellence: ". . • since predication s回皿s to pertain 皿ore properly 
to the co皿.position， it is the verbs lhat are pred切ted， rather than 
me皿spredicates." lO Now， in回istential propositions, the verb "to 
be" is predicated per 酷: ". • • this verb is is someti皿es predicated 
by itself in an enunciation, as when it is said, 'Socrates is.' By this 
we do not intend to me皿 anythi吨。ther than that Socra也es is in 
realitY." l1贝rrthennore， the prop曲itio国 de tertÌG adjacente are not 
so calledμbecau阻， in the皿， the predica旬 is the third word" (p. 
191), but because the verb 句 is added to the principal predicate 
and does not have its function as per 国 predicate.

Sometimes [isl is no也 predica也ed per 田，回 princ彷'al
pred化ate， but as conjoined to the principal p四dicate to 
connect the latter with the subject. For 阻缸nple， when 
we say "Socrates is white," the meaning is not to a田ert
that Socrates exists in reality, but to attribute to him 
whiteness by 皿四ns of this verb is. Therefore, in such 
propositio阻， is is predicated as added to the principal 
predicate. It is 盹id to be the third, not because it is a 
third predicate, but becau回 it is the third expression in 
a proposition，皿d together with the noun which is predicated 
makes one predicate.u 

1. U. ~ .四皿 p阳6臼U由ov严id曲ea眈tu旧rma哥白i扭spro即p由 adc白。.mpos训i凶tionem田 per巾tme
i协P盹 verba 5阳.unt qua回e p阻后M由l臼且皿tur，鸟" ma吨gl自s qua皿 s泣咀且.6cent p目e时dic仨ata" (υ.必巾'bi垣鼠~.，
lect. 5, no. 9). 

11 ". • • hoc verbum est qu阻d吨ue in Enunciatione praedic~tu.r_ secundu回
国; ut c\皿 dicitur， Socrates esï: per QUod nihil aliud intendimus significare quam 
quod Socrates sit in rerum natura't (1 n 11 Periherm., lcct. , 2, no. 2). 

11 "Quandoque vero [est} non p'raedicatur þer sé, quåsi principale praedicatu血，
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implies neccssariIy the 8ubjcct of existεnce whose nct i也 is.U

This notion of co町ePl would be absurd in Kant since the concept 
is 皿ade up abovc all "of a priori conditions of understanding;" 
and existence is not an a priori condition but a fact, an act which 
is ob回rved and known but is not thought. Consequently, there 
are concepts in Thomis皿 which neither arc nor can be quidditative, 
becau明 the reality which they signify is not quiddity but being. 
AII analogical concepts enter into this catego厅， and being is the 
且rst among them. 

APPENDIX BEING AND SOJ\.IE PIIILOSÜPßERS 

The metaphysical reason on which this function of the verb 
"to be" in all enunciations is based comes directly from its object, 
which is not existence in genernl, but the actual and present "to 
exist": !!il--i 

If we admit thllt "to exist" can Ilnd must be known in and by 
a concept of apprehcnsion, wc also admit. that thcrc is a second 
knowlcdge of "to cxist" which comcs after the first, controls, and 
completes it. This is al!ìrmation, an uct of judgment, whose soul is 
neither the subjcct nor quiddity, nor cven the verb or the act of 
existing but the synlhesis of the two, the unification of thc substance 
and of its act par excellencc, "to cxist." 1n this synthesis, being 
is not conceivcd as a potcncy to exist, as a corrclativc of potency
act, but as a substancc, as a quod which has its act in actuality. 
Evcrything that l\1. Gilson tells .us about the nature of the act 
of judgmcnt and thc points of contact betwecn thc two acts (that 
of thc objcctivc bcing which is thc reality and thc subjective act 
which is the judicativc activity) 800ms to mc admirably cxpre田cd
and endowcd with !,:reat mctapbysicaI and cpistcmological valuc 
(pp. 202-15). Onc can only cnvy thc kccnncss of this intclIcct 
which has so capnbly graspod what con ,t.i tutcs thc proper valuc of 
judicativc knowlod!,:c in thc Angclic Doctur. 

And though thel'c bc a fcw divcrgcnccs bctwcen l\1. GiIson 
and the prcscnt writcr on thc mcaning of ccrtain Thomistic 
doctrincs, it is noncthclcss trllc that if 1 were to add a name to 
thc Thomistic gcncalogicaI tr∞ 1 wuuld say in a lI sinccrity: 
T 1zomas genllil Gilson. 

3. THE AFFlRMATION 0.' EXISTENCE 

For [is] means that which is understood after the 
manner of absolute actuality. For is, when it is 四pressed
without qualification, mcans 10 be in acl, and therefore 
it has its meaning after the manner of a verb. But thc 
actuaIity, which is the principal meaning of thc verb is, 
is indifferently the actllality of every fo口n， either 
substantiaI or accidental act. Hen"e it is that when we 
wish to signify that any form or act actualIy inhercs in 
any subjcct, we signify it by this verb is, either simply 
or according 10 some qualification-simply, in the prrsent 
ten回; according to some qualification, in the other 
ten目8.1:1

t Consequently the knowledge of existenc地 is had Ihrough and 
仿 a conc巧pt in Thomism, not a nOlln concept but a verb 
concept. It would be strangc if by definition aIl conccpts werc 
abstract and only had the function of causing thc qllidditics of 
things to exlst in the souI. It is not of the es四nce of a conccpt 
to be abstra.ct: there arc even conccpts which cannot be abstract 
because their inteIligibiIity requires an abscncc of abstraction." 
Neither the concept of being as a noun nor that of being as a 
verb can bc the rcsult of an ahstraction: for "bcing" ns a noun 
implies e田cntiaIly 'zabens esse or qtlod eSl, and "bcing" as a vcrb 

II. COMl\IENTARY ON FIL RÉGIS' REMARKS 

The remarks of Fr, R也is am fllIly justified. No Thomist, 
aiming to exprcss thc point of vicw of Thomas Aqllinas as he 
himself would exprcss it, should write that existence (esse) i. not 
known by a concept. HistoricalIy spcaking, our own fo口nulas are 
inaccura旬， and had wc foresccn thc objections of Fr. Régis , we 

目d quasi conjunctum principa1i praedicato ad connectcndum ipsum subiccto; 
良icut cum dicitur, Socralcs tst albtts, non c:o;t intentio loquentis ut as目rat Socralt"m 
'5四 in recum natura，回d ut attribuat ci albcdincm mcdiante hoc verbo tsl; ct ideo 
in talibus, esl, pracdicatur ut adiaccns principali pracdicato. Et didtur csse 
tertium, non qUiòl !iit tertium praedicatum, scd quiaιt tcrtia dictio posita in cnun
ciationc, quae simul cum nomine pracdicato [acit unum pracdicatum . . ." (/ú id., 
kct. 2, no. 2) 

11 ". • • {esJ] significat cn Ïm primo ilIud quod cadit in intcIlcctu per mα111m 
nctualitatis absolutae: nam esl, simplicitcr dictum, significal i" actu esse,' el i(lco 
significat per modum verbi. Quia vero actualitas, quam principnliter lõiigni1icat 
hoc verbum esl， 白t c四。mr旧u
vel ac町cid【de四nt阳alis ， inde est quod cum volumus significare quamcumque formam 
vel actum actualiter in自由 aticui subiecto, signi自C8rnus illud per hoc verbum 
esl. vel si;饵p/icucr veI secundum quid: simpJiciter quidem serundum þracscns 
tempus; sec山dum quid autem secundum alia lempora" \ln 1 Pcrilterm.. lect. 
5, nO. 22) 

UlndeTr阳 J 5. J. 
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traditiona!胆R陋。f a science of being as being." In short, "Pro
fe田or Gil回n 配危ms to leave no alternative except an empiricism 
and positivism which mos也 people would consider to be anti
metaphysicaI." Such is the penalty one has to pay if, in his 
desire to recapture in its fullness the Thomistic notion of heing, 
he insists on composing it of es回nce and of an aliquid "other than 
e田ence." Call that aliquid what you plea田; since it is not essence, 
她 is not conceivable and the whole Btructure of metaphysics 
hreaks down once and for all. 

In Buch a situation a Tho皿ist is entitled to maintain the 
language of Saint Thomas him回If， which is the only correct one; 
and there is no question that Fr. Régis is right in doing so, but 
he has not a ghos也 of a chance of making himseIf understood. 
Rather, speaking to other philosophers than Thomists 节ho accept 
the composition of esse and essentia, the terminology of Saint 
Tho皿as is Iikely to confirm a regrettable misunderstanding. AII 
Suaresians will grant Fr. Régis, against our own Ianguage, that 
臼se is known by a concept, but to them this will mean that he 
ag配es with them on the very point where we both disagree with 
the田， namely that actual being is not composed of essence and 
esse. And no wonder, for indeed the verγreason why they refu田
to accept the pre田nce in being of an actus esseηdi is that, since 
Buch an act would have to be other than essence, there could 
be no Hconcept" of it. 

The situation is not a comfortable one, bu也 there it is. Desirous 
as we were to make ourself inteIIigible to the tenants of being 
conceived as Tealis essentia, we have introduced a distinction of 
our own between conceþtio and conceþt肘， reserving for the Iatter 
the narrower 回nse of "si皿ple apprehension of an essence" which 
it evokes in the minds of most of our own conte皿lporaries. In 
consequence, every time we 阻id that esse is Hinconceivable," we 
intended to convey that, not being an es晤时e， it cannot be grasped 
by a conceþtus. N aturally, this does not prevent it from being 
an object of "conception." Otherwise, how could it be known? 
But it cannot be known by the simple conceptual apprehension 
of an essence, which it is not. 

Would Saint Thomas himself condone such a terminol。因，?
We don't know. He sometimes went rather far in order to caπ7 
the conversation; for instance when he conceded that, imþroþrie 
loquendo, the act of esse can be caUed an "accident." At any rate, 
we are not recommending our own terminology, and everybody 
should feel free to reject it: sapientis est non cUTare de nominibus. 

ttt'SEI--Eld--jJftl1llili--

BEING AND BOIdE PHILOSOPHERS 

would have used another Ianguage, or made_ clear t~t we_ ~ere 
not using the Ianguage of Saint Tho皿as. We should avoid，因
皿uch as possible, unnece回ary misunderstandings. The question 
is;-";'n th~se misúnderstandings be completely avoided? 
. -Th;i;;~ntr~vertible texts -quoted by Fr. Régis make it abun

dantly clear that, in the Ianguage of S"int Th".~~， e!;ry cognit~n 
is a "conception." We ourselves 阻id 80 (p. 190). Moreover, Fr. 
Régis 阻ems to consider co阳吵I却 as Bynonymous with conceþt旧，
and we feel incIined to accep也 this equivalenc炮制 fundamentally
correct. Con田quently， it is true to 田y that, in the language ()f 
s~i~t-Th;Illas， ~very-cognition is a concept, including verbs. U 
esse is an obje~t of co伊ition， which is undoubtedly is, ib is hom 
by way of concept. As we 国id in the 阻皿e passage, even a judg
ment is a"conception"(p.190, n.1), henee aconceptum.In this 
broader 配n四 ~i the tem,., we havè not onIy not denied, but 
affir四ed ， that the act of beiIíg can be, and is, conceived. 

0'; -th~ other hand, the. word "concept" is susceptible of a 
more restricted. sense, _ which, however we 皿ay 陀gret it, has 
become its most co:皿皿onIy recèived one, and which it has acquired 
precisely in consequenc~ o~ t~e su~ce田 of the "essentiaIist" inter
P四t~ti;;n-;f -the -";'etaphysical notion of being. Thomas Aqui!,-as 
is in no 回n回归sponsibl~ for the fact, but it ca~ot be said that 
no repre回ntative~ of the Thomistic Bchool or tradition are respon
sible -for this develop皿ent. Whatever his personal philosophical 
tenets. which we do no也 know， the indiguant denunciation of_ our 
om Position, signed E A. 血， in The Journal 01 Philosoþhy," 
cIeariy show -that the þhilos_oþhia þe~en，!is 国 a whole, and not 
~~iyTho~m， is consldered -a8 put _in j~opardy as ,,?o? a.s ~h~ 
suggestion is made_ that 阳皿ething else than e回ence is incIuded 
i';:';~~ cognition of being. In point of fac~， all th~ "Th~~sts" 
who. for s回o皿e 白a盹s回on 。町r other, have 盹f缸us回ed tωiO a田rib讪e tωo being 8 
∞m叩F
t阳08剧s many ，圄d皿.ple apprehensions of e四s阻nceB and our judgments 
t阳o 嗣 ma皿ny correlations of e田en町ces apprehended by way of c∞。R坠. 

由呻pt旬B. Merely to suggest tha也 reaIity incIudes 80皿ething "other 
than" es回nc; is surel';o provoke a violent reaction. Is not meta
physi四 a Ilscien四"? And is not science a cognition of esse叩esby
way of concepts? No es由nce， no conceptj no con臼，pt， no Bcíence. w;, d~ not have to invent the objection for dialectical pUl1?~田&
In The Journol 01 Philosoþhy，口 discussing the very 阻_me po~tions 
旺a皿ined by Fr: RégiB, our critic simpl)'_ c~ncludes t~at_ we_ leaye 
;:'--0 roo~ -"i~r -;'nythii"!g" that could be -called a metaphysics in the 

11 Oct. 1951, p. 616. 口 Op. cù., p. 615. 
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The 阻me remarks apply to the proble皿 of the predicabiIity 
of esse. For the very 田me phiIosophical reasons, the meaning of 
the words "predicate" and "predication" has undergone important 
'ransformations since the thirteenth century. 1n Thomas Aquinas 
himself, as in Aristotle, to predicate is to 回y. AIl that which is 
said of a subject is predicated of it. If 1 田y that Socrates is white, 
1 prcdicate whiteness of Socrates. If 1 田，y that SOCI叫es is, or 
exists, 1 predica te existence of Socrates. It is both evident in 
itself and cIear from the texts quoted by Fr. Régis that, in the 
thought and language of Saint Thomas Aquinas, existence can 
be predicated. But this does not imply that, in the modern 配n田
of the word, esse is a "predicate." NaturaIIy, there is no reason 
why a Thomist should worlγabout the modern meaning of the 
word "predicate" unIess he 、，vishes to make cIear to his own 
contemporaries the tho\'J;ht of Thomas Aquinas. For if we 
teII them that existence is a predicate, they wiII certainly under
stand that, according to Thomas Aquinas, actuaI existence, or 
esse, can be predicated of its essence as one more essential 
dete口nination.

Here, however, a philosophicaI problem arises in our very 
interpretation of the texts of Saint Thomas. 飞，Ve do not cIaim to 
hold the key to its soIution. 1n his commentaries on Aristotle 
does Saint Thomas always express his deepest personaI thought 
on a given question? Unless wc ..dmit that !ogic is a strictly 
fornra! science whoIIy unre!ated to metaphysics, it is hard to 
ima!(ine that the true Thomistic interpretation of a Iogic applicab!e 
to habens esse can be identicaIIy the 回me as that of a !ogic applic
able to a metaphysics of ousia. This genera! remark cannot be 
used in a discussion where the nature of 10 be is ..t stake. We cou!d 
not do so without begging the question. The fact remains, how
ever, that Thomas himself has distinguished three fundamentaI 
皿eanings of esse: fir5t, Hipsa quiddita.s vel natura rei，"副 signified
by its definition; second, the very act of essence itself (ipse acltls 
essenliae) , which is his decisiye contribution to the metaphysics 
of being; third, the copu!a signifying the composition or division 
in judgments." The first :md the second ess. are rcal; the third 
does not point out something existing in reaI nature, but only in 
the inteIIect uniting or ùiyiding our concepts of the natures of 
things." Whether or not we caII it a "concept," the meaning of 
esl i. not the Sl1me in aII three ca8es. When we u,;e it in !ogic, 
even foIIowing the Ianguage of Thomas Aquinas, esl is not a 
lertium praedlcatum: in "Socrates est albus," "est-albus" makes 

11 /n / SenI., 33, 1, 1, nd 1m. l' Quodl., IX. 2,3. Rcsp. 
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up a sing!e predicate. 1n this enunciation, Thomas says, the 
copula esl ‘ 'simu! cum nomine praedicato facit unum praedica
tum."刊 NaturaIIy， whatever Ianguage we choose to u盟， we a11 
concede that in fact "cst-a!bus" 四 a predicate known by a concept. 

What about the ca回 when esl signifies actua! existence? 1n 
盹沪ng "Socrates est," we mean to S8y simply that "Socrates sit 
aliquid in rerum natura." 1n Thomas' own termino!ogy, even this 
particu!ar kind of esl is a predicate: Socrates is then posited as 
the subject of which it is predicated that he is. Hence our own 
prob!em, who田 answer is not to be found in the excel1ent texts 
so aptly quoted by Fr. Régis. 1n "Socrates est-a!bus," we have a 
two- term proposition, "Socrates" and "e5t-albus," where est 
appears as.. copu!a de lerlio aJjacenre_ 1n the proposition "Socrates 
回t，" we still haye a proposition made Up of two parts, but one in 
which the predicaw is a verb: "praedicatur per 回 quasi principa!e 
praedicatum." Obviously, the term "Socrates" refers to an 
es配nce; but does its predicate refer to an e田ence as in the case 
of "a!bus"? There is no prob!em "s to its conceivability: 1 have 
the concept of "e:飞isting Socrates," which is the intelligible .import 
of this judgment. Our own question is: if esl is a predicate, what 
kind of a prcdicate is it? 

Let usag陀e that in Thomas Aquinas the verh .sl is a predicate; 
what is the nature of the cognition which we have of what i也
predicates? This is no !ongcr" !ogica! prob!em; it is " prob!em in 
noetics and in metaphysics, hecau田 it dea!s with the nature of 
being and of our know!edge of it. When we predicate eSI, we are 
not predicating thc "quidditas ve! natura rei." Nor, for that 
matter, do we preùicute something th8t belongs to the e回ence of 
Socrates (such as "homo勺， or Ihat inhercs in it (such llS "albus"). 
LogicalIy speaking, it c()uld he saiù that esse inheres in the subjec也
Socrates, but metsphy.icuIly .peaking, it does not, because wherc 
there is no esse thcre is no 80町atcs. Granting thnt .sl is a !ogicaI 
denomination of Socrates as existing, the metaphysicaI status of 
the denominaled .liIl remains Iln 呵>en question. Among those 
who refu田 the composition oÍ' c四enee and esse, {1uite a. few have 
been misled pred世Iy hy the fsct th.t thcir metaphysicaI inquiries 
were being conduet刷1 in terms of !ogic. For illdeeù, as soon as 
we do 50, est becomes a }l陀dicate Iike alI other predicates, 8nd 
we imagine oursel ves in pOS配阳ion of a distinct concept of esse 
in it回lf， apart from the concept which we do have of "Socrates
conceived-as-existing." This is the preoccupation which h",. !ed 
us to argue ahout !ogicaI formul阳 in order to convey to non-

'!O /,. // Periherm. , 2. 
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τ'homists the feeling that, even in logic, there are visible traces of 
the difficuities raised by the metaphysical composition of being. 

The distinction of these two orders was familiar to Tholllll8 

Aquinas. He knew no也 only that being is not considered in the 
阻me way by the logician and by the metaphysician, but that 
among the things which interest the metaphysician, not the 
logician, the most important is existence: "Logicus enim considerat 
modum praedicandi et non existentiam rei."21 Thomas waS acutely 
aware of the fact that "配cundu皿 logicam considerationem 
loquitur Philosophus in P:阳启dic臼amentis."叫'21 The logician cωon坠. 
E画ñd由e回 t仙hings in as much as they ar，陀e in the int怡elle怡ect， "s盹ed philoso
phus primu田s c∞onside盯rat de rebus s配ecun皿ndu田 quod sunt entia.' 
This is why s阳o皿e types of predication are both logically possible 
and metaphysically impossible. For instance, a logician can 
predicate substance de subj，町阳， but a 皿etaphysician cannot, be
cau国 where there is no substance there is no subject. 
substance" is a perfectly possible logical predication, because 
"substance" can be predicated of Hman"j but no metaphysician, 
at 1咀st no Thomist, will imagine that, conceived as a bein忌
"皿阻" can be posited as a subject distinct fro皿 the substantiality 
attributed to it by logical predication. In other words, substance 
can be logically predicated ofman because it can be metaphysically 
阻id to be 仿皿血. In the mind of the metaphysician, Thom础
阻，ys， "non differt e田e in subjecto et de subjecto."n As far as we 
can see many of those who refuse the composition of e田ence and 
由se are overlooking this fundamental distinction. How could 
田se be distinct from essentia, they say, since unless it exists 
回国nce is nothing1 How can 'es配nce be compo四d with that 
apart from which it is not1 And, true enough, the thing is logically 
impoasible; but it is 皿etaphysically possible becau回 to the 
metaphysician "Socrates est" does not 皿ean that Socrates has 
the predicate to be, but that Socrates is a being. The metaphysician 
国，ys that there is in the being Socrates, as the act of its formal 
es配nce， μaliquid fixum et quietum in ente,"" namely esse, in 
virtue of which Socrates is a "being." For indeed, outside of 
being there is nothing. 

To 四皿 up our explanation of Chapter VI, let us 皿y that we 
fully subscribe to the criticism di陀cted by Fr. Régis against our 
terminology on the level of logic. NaturaIIy, we still more whole. 
heartedly concur with him in stressing the point that, speaking of 
actual existence as of "de subjecto," the verb est is a predicate. 

"ln VII Melaþ，儿， 17. n. 1658. 
l'Ibid. 
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On the other side, which is the metaphysical one, We stiII incline 
to maintain that the remarkable scarcity of logical considerations 
about existential propositions in classical logic is a useful warning 
to us not to confuse the四 two orders. Uuiess we consider it 
nece四aη， to identify praedi，田re and dicere, there is some justifica
tion for distinguishing between the metaphysical conception of 
esse and its logical concept. 

III. CRITICAL OBSERVATIONS OF FR. J. ISAAC, O.P. 

The remarks made by }'r. lsaac in the Bulletin Thomiste" 
are in no way less pertinent nor less constructive than those of 
Fr. Régis, only they approach the 阻me problem in a different way. 

In the light of his previous contribution to a solution of the 
difficulty," Fr. lsaac reminds his r，目ders that we should dis
tinguish in the doctrine of Saint τ'homas between the level of 
dialectics and that of metaphysics. Roughly speaking, the level 
of the dialectician is that of the physicist or of the biologist, and 
it has often remained the level of Aristotle's speculation even in 
metaphysics. Hence the discus喝ions about his "ideaIism" or, 
more exactly, about the remnants of Platonism stiII visible in 
his own philosophy. IncidentalIy , it is notable that in his 1950 
lecture on Method in Me，ωphysics" Fr. J. Henle, S.J. had also 
stressed, with both force and penetration, the differen四 there is 
between the extension of knowledge "by way of addition of 
distinct inteIligibilities or notes"n and the properIy metaphysical 
皿oment in knowledge, which implies a "de川opening of insight" 
into the meaning of being. The reality of the problem seems to be 
confir也ed bythe spontaneous convergence ofthesetwo independent 
lines of thought. 

The next question is: how far does this remark help us in clearing 
up the nature of our cognition of being? Fr. lsaac agrees with the 
objections of Fr. Régis concerning the prediéabiIity of verbs. Our 
explanations to Fr. Régis wilI no doubt help him in understanding 
why. instead of speaking the langnage of Sain也 Tho皿as' com
皿entary on Aristotle's logic, we have chosen to discuss some of 
his modern scholastic interpreters. Let us add that, in our mind, 
the 四istence of such divergences among N ec• Scholastics con-

*' VIII, 1, (1951), pp. 39啕59.
H "La noÜòn'de '<Í iàiect回üé chez saint Thomas." in ReflUe des Scimces Philoso

þhi，归es el Thlolog句ues XXXív, 1950, pp. 481-506. 
17 Marquette University Press, Milwaukee, 1951. 
11 Oþ. cil., p. 41 
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ceI1lÏng the thought of Saint Thomas is in itseIf_an_ important 
philosophical problem. It _is a fact, bu也 an intelligible answer 
should be given to the problem of its very possibility. In order to 
eliminate <mor. the first condition is to understand it qua error, 
that is to 四y， to define it in each ca四 as the particular deviation 
from truth which it is. 

Theansw臼 of Fr. Isaac to our problem is that a noun and the 
corrcspondlng verb do not expre田 two ideas, but solely two 
different ways of grasping one and the 四me thing." Applying 
this re皿ark to the verb eSl ， 盯住， we would say that its import 
does not differ in kind from that of the corresponding noun. Both 
are therefore "concepts," since one and the 且mc intellectual 
repre田ntation presides over our two different ways of grasping 
en~ and esse." A perfectly intelligible statement indecd, but ono 
which in its turn rnises considerable difficulties. 

We all agree, 1 suppose, that there is a concept of being, ~r， 
in other ter四s ， that being is grasped in a concept. It should bo 
no less clear that in thc doctrine of Saint Thomas ens and esse 
are two notions inseparably rela怡d because they both refer to thc 
回皿e object. It is because "it has esse" that a thillg is an e,:s. 
Last. nót least, it should be likewise agreed by all thoso who 
accept the defirlÌtion of ens as a "ha世ng esse," t仙ha剖t th怡l咀e sir阳问z町m叫n叫.，仙I
appr，肥ehens臼ion of any giVI喃'en卫 being i皿plies the apprehension of its 
e臼sse. t阳ob协e later on ex叩P抖lici让tated by wa叮y of j扣ud句E皿er川ltι. Bu川t t饨hi阻S 1咀s 
wh~re our personal hesitations begin. Does the_ vcrb is expre回
just the so皿e object as the noun ens, or is _it the other way around? 

The least we -can say about it is that the answer is not cvident 
Thus to cquate the content of is to that of ens is quite satisfactory 
from the point of view of Suarcsian being, which is a real essenc_e 
actually posited in reality outside_ of _its _causes: In this ca面， is 
8Înlply 皿eans that a certain completely determined e四ence is an 
exis-tent. In the metaphysics of Saint Thomas himself, the objects 
of our si皿ple apprehensions are indivisible units made up of an 
essent但 and an esse. The question then is to know if is does not 
point out, within Thomi.tic bei吨， its act of esse. In our own inter
pretation, the verb is signifies, not being grasped in a certaín 
way, but the actus primus of which Thomas Aquinas 国ys that it 
turns an es四nce into an actual "being." It is the verbal expres
sion of an act which, after explicitating it in the .judgment "" 
is," we can conceptualize under the form of a wider simple ap
prehension: " known as an existing being, _and not a. a mere ~b
ãtract possibility. If the concept of ens i. the simple apprehension 

SI Op. eiJ., p. 56. so Oþ. cit., p. 57. 
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。f habens esse, it includes esse. But this applies to possible being 
as well as to actual being. On the contra厅， in the judgment "" 
is，"口 points to the actual existence of ". If it is true to say with 
Thomas Aquinas that in the enunciation "Socr乱tes est," the 
verb esl sigrufies the fact that "Socrates sit in rerum natura," 
what it answers in reality is what in Socrates makes him to be a 
being, that is, its ,sse. This is so important that, in the doctrine of 
Thomas Aquinas (not in that of Aristotle), the ultimate founda
tion for the truth of an enunciation concerning any actual being 
is not its essence, but its esse: "veritas fundatur in es四 rei magÌ3 
quam in quidditate."" If there is a ca田 where the proper founda
ation for the truth of a judgment is to be found in the esse of its 
object, it should be that of the judgment which says that its 
object is or exists. In Aristotle, and in all the interpretations 
of Saint Thomas which identify hls metaphysics with that of 
Aristotle, the truth of an enunciation ultimately 四sts upon the 
fact that a certain thing actually is; in the doctrine of Thomas 
himself, it ultimately rests upon the act which, in the thing, makes 
its existence to be an actual fact. Thomas Aquinas then has an 
excellent personal reason to maintain that, of the two operations 
of the human intellect, judgment and simple apprchension, judg
ment i8 the moTe perfect, for indeed, Hipsum es田 est perfectissi
mum omnium, comparatur enlm ad omIÙa ut actus; nihil enim 
habet actualitate皿， nisi inquantum est."u 

There is a divine beauty in the 回quence of the由皿etaphysical
intuitions when their order appea四 in its fullness. Unless we keep 
them always in sight, we are liable spontaneously to relap四 into
the facilities of abstract conceptual thinking, instead of, following 
the sound advice of Fr. J. Henle, deriving our metaphysics from 
experience, Hthrough a constantly purifying reflexion."u Imagina.. 
tion then s∞n takes the upper hand. Because being is composed of 
act aÌld potency, we begin to speak as though each categorical 
being werc made up of two other beings, the one essenl阻， the 
other esse. But there is no essenl也 outside of 80me being, nor is 
there any esse outside of some being. Fr. Isaac then is absolutely 
right in 且，ying that all our conceptions, either verbs or nouns , 

are about beings or being. This is a point on which Aristotle and 
Thomas fully agrce: taken alone, is means nothing. Moreover, 
Fr. Isaac is again right in saying that in a being all is being, its 
e田ence no le;. than its esse. Yet, when all is said and done, the 
metaphysical composition of categorical being remains in it as 

u ln 1 Sent., 19. S. 1, Resp. 
U ]. Hcnle, oþ. 口1. ， p. 55. 

n Sum. Theol., 1, 4. 1, ad 3m 
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in 8aint Thomas7 The reason for thi. is cIear. "N omen autem rei 
a quidditate imponitur, sicut nomen entis ab e明e."n How then 
could there be a science of 臼se， since each of every particular being 
has its own7 "N on eni皿 idemeste田e hominis et equi, nec hujus 
hominis et iIlius hominis."" Too particular for scientifìc knowledge, 
it _is also too universal, for all things are likewise "beings": "R回
3d invicem non distinguuntur secundum quod esse habent, quia 
in hoc omnia conveniunt."u And again: flHoc e由e ab iIlo es田
distinguitur in quantum es也 talis vel talis naturae."" AlI these 
propositions are true, each of the皿 in its own context and in its 
own place. They alI point out the same metaphysical distinction 
between esse and essenl旬， which entails the logical distinction 
between simple apprehensions and judgI卫ents， as well as the 
grammatical distinction between nouns and verb. 

From this point of view, the expressions used by Fr. Isaac do 
not seem to adhere more closely to the authentic terminology 
of TholÌlas Aquinas than our own. Yet neither one of us has any 
other intention than to express the thought of our common master. 
According to Fr. lsaac, a noun and the corresponding verb express, 
not two Hideas," but the 阻me one grasped in two different ways. 
"When I think running, and when 1 think 10 run, or, 8till better, 
γuns， 1 have the 8ame abstract concept in mind, namely, what 
constitutes what we calI running or that one runs. In the fìr前
case, however, what 1 am grasping under this 阻皿e character is 
a subject; in the second ca白， it is the act of a 6ubject, which is 
only possible in a judgment, for it is 皿lpossible to think the act 
of a subject without being able distinctly to grasp both this 
subject and its act."u 

Obviously, one cannot understand the meaning of runs without 
understanding that of running, but there is no x com皿on to both 
which can be grasped, now as a 8ubject, now as an act. The ouly 
reality there is in this ca田 is the act of running, 6ignifìed 仿
abslraclo by the noun and in concre臼 by the verb. The 田me
illu6ion, which we were trying to di6sipate, appears in fulI in this 
interpretation of Thomas Aquinas. Running can be used as the 
subject of a logical proposition, but it is not a subject. It is our 
abstract cognition of a concrete act. Thomas has often quoted 
the text of Aristotle, vivere vivenlibus esl esse，" 皿d he always 
quoted it with approval; but when someone tried to infer from 
it that the life of a living being was its essence, Thomas absolutely 
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the mark of its fìnitude , and the duality of our intellect's operations 
m皿ains in it as a me现田 to maintain the unity resulting for 
fìnite being from its comp08ition. Just like being, intellectual 
knowledge is one, but God alone is 8imple. NaturalIy, it is tempt
ing for us to simplify the structure of fìnite being at the ，阻me
ti皿e as human knowledge. The only question is: 四n we know 
its unity without acknowledging its complexity? 

The gist of the difficulty, at least in our own mind, lies_ i~ 
an obscure metaphysical feeling, groping for its correct verbal 
formulation. Whether or not our conceptions of Verb8 should be 
called "concepts" is, outside of history, of 8econdary importance. 
What does matter is to know if nouns and verbs express cognitions 
of the same nature and if they point out the 国，me constitutive 
element in the metaphysical structure of being. A sign that such 
is not the ca田 can be found in the fact that, in human knowledge, 
es配nces are many, distinct from each other and susceptible of 
defìnitions. This is 60 true, in 8aint Thomas himself, that es四nce
is for him what is 6ignifìed by the defìnition: "quod quid est eS田
est id quod defìnitio siguifìcat."" Incidentally, this is why sciellce 
is about essences, and consequently, together with science, dia
lectics. Now, since truth ultimately rests upon esse, there is no 
science without 80me coguition of esse, and yet ther鸣 is no discursive 
cognition of esse, either in 配ience or in dialectics. All that we can 
国，y about existence is: est, est, non, non. Discourse may be needed 
in order to establish 目se， but there can be no discourse about it. 
8uch is the nature of our intellect: "Quidditas 配i est proprium 
objectum intelIectus."" 8ince it has no essence, esse has no 
quiddity, and therefore it does no也 yield itself to discursive 
knowledge; exist冶nce， Thomas says, is Hextra genus notitiae," 
that is to 阻，y， outside of the order, not of cognition, but of dis
cursive and of scientifìc knowledge. 80 long as we agree on this 
fundamental distinction, it does not matter very much whether 
we call our cognition of esse a "conception" or a Hconcept." Our 
agreement is a real one if we understand our concept of esse as that 
of the element of being which, because it is not essence, is not 
susceptible of quidditative defìnition. 

There now -remains for us to ascertain the exact relation of 
verbal nouns, such as ens, to their verbs, such as esse. Let us 
quote a 8ugge8tive text: "Ens autem non dicit quidditate皿，田d
80lu皿 actum e回endi川， What would s旧me N eo.8cholastics 
皿y if we had written this solum without warning that it is found 

u ln Vl1 J{daþh., S, D. 1318. Il Sflm. Tluol., 1, 17, 3, ad 1m• 
n 1,. 1 SenI., 8, 4, 2. 
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refused to aecept thc infel'ence. Vila does not point out the 
essence, but the act of that which li布 es. Running does not signify 
an CSf号ence; that which runs has an essence, but running it田lf
is an act. On the contrary, the noun esse圳句 eorrectly designates 
that which has esse: "Vita non hoc modo 四 habet ad vivere, 
sicut 回国ntia ad e田e; 配d sicut cursus ad euπ'ere: quoru皿 unum
significat actum in abstrac阳， aliud in concreto. Unde non 配quitur，
si vivere sit es肥 J quod vita Hit esscntia.川. But the true noun 
answering to the vcrb "to bc" is not essence, i也 is being. Ens 
signifies in abstracto the act N )ß('retely signified by is. 

Because es田nce is thc prop,'r object of human understanding, 
we feel inclined to im吨ine t.lmt all that which we conceive as 
related to some essenl'C iH it.self an cõ")8enCe. N ot so in Thomas 
Aquinas, according 1.0 whom, althoul(h each and every finite being 
has an e8sence, somcthing other than cs回n四 enters the meta
physical structure of reality. First, thc actus primus of finite 
being, which is its esse; next , a11 its secondary acts, or operations, 
which, according to its eS8ence, follow from the prime act in 
virtue of which it is a "being." Thomas Aquinas had 阻id this 
time and again, under all possible forms of philosophicallanguage. 
We read hi皿; we Ieal'n that ens dicit solum actum essendi, not the 
es四nce 01' quiddity, and strail(htway wc proceed tð reduce being 
to its essence 01' quiddity. H wa8 in ordcr to protect oursclf 
against this always recurring illusion that we got u肥d to di8tingu
ishing, among conc地ptions， the "concepts" which are the grasping 
of true e8回nces. We do not 四e why others 8hould follow our 
example. Besides being non-Thomi8tic, the distinction is perfectiy 
useless to tho田 who， like Thomas Aquinas and unlikc ourself, 
do not eonstant.ly relapse into the fallacy of mi'placed essentiality. 

4s Sum. Theol., 1, 54, J , ad 2m 
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